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EXCAVATIONS AT HALOS.

Although one of the smaller and less well-known cities in Thessaly

Halos in Achaia Phthiotis has played an important part in history.^

Tradition attributes its origin to Athamas,^ and its position guarding the

coast route between Othrys and the sea into

the Spercheios valley, brought it on several

critical occasions into prominence. In 480

B.C. together with the rest of Thessaly it

submitted to Xerxes without a struggle, but

in 346 B.C. it withstood a long siege by Philip

and Parmenio. Some mediaeval and Turkish

fortifications on the ancient Greek acropolis

show that its strategic importance continued

down to the last century. The walls which

surrounded the city in the plain and the

citadel on the hill to the west can still be

traced, but of the city itself nothing is now
visible.^ The acropolis is the last peak of

the projecting spur of Othrys, which running

down towards the bay of Halmyros shuts off

the plain of Sourpe from that of Halmyros.

This is now a bare limestone hill covered with

scrub, and whatever may exist in the plain is hidden beneath the cultivated

fields. At the northern foot of the acropolis a copious spring (Kepha-

' See Pauly-Wissowa, s./i.

^ It is not certain if this was also the Homeric Halos, cf. Allen, C/ass. Review, 1906, p. 196.
' Cf. Leake, Northern Greece, iv, p. 336 ; his identification based on Strabo's description has

since been confirmed by an inscription found at Platanos (7.(7. ix, 2, no. 107), for all the land in the

neighbourhood belongs to Platanos. See also Stahlin, Ath. Mitt. 1906, pp. 23 IT.

m^
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Fig. I.—Sketch Plan of
Tu.Min.i. (Scale i : ico.)
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losis) of slightly brackish water gushes forth in such quantitj' that a short

distance from its source it works several mills.^ In the plain to the north

of this about midway between it and the modern carriage road from

Halmyros to its port, is a group of small tumuli (see plan Fig. i), ten

in all, which have more than once attracted the attention of archaeologists.

Heuzey, the French explorer,"^ is said to have excavated partially one

of these tumuli (H on plan), and found that it was a funereal mound.

More recently the Othrys Archaeological Society of Halmyros unearthed in

trial excavations in another (E on plan) iron weapons, burnt bones, and

fragments of Geometric pottery.^ Of the other mounds, F has been

partially excavated by Mr. Despotopoulos, the owner of the land, to

obtain building stone, and G is said to have been opened by peasants, who

found that it contained a domed tomb with an entrance from the east.*

Near B or rather to the north of it, by a small vineyard where there was

possibly an eleventh mound, some iron weapons now in the Halmjros

museum were found, and near G during our excavation a ploughboy found

an iron sword. Similar finds are also made from time to time by the

peasants while working their land. For some time past we had been

anxious to examine thoroughly one of these mounds and were enabled to

do so in the spring of 1912 with the aid of funds given to the British

School at Athens by the Hon. J. Abercromby, Caius College, Cambridge,

and Professor Ridgewa)-.

We selected the largest tumulus (A on plan), and that which had

been least damaged by ploughing or previous excavation, and began to

work on April 23rd. At the end of a fortnight we had excavated the

tumulus and had in addition, opened a small group of tombs which lie in

the Halmyros-Sourpe road a few minutes to the south of the spring

Kephalosis already mentioned. A third week was spent in Halmyros

studying and cleaning the finds, where they are now exhibited in the

local museum. Throughout the excavation ten men were employed, two

of whom were skilled hands who had dug with us at other sites in

' Stiihlin, op. cit. Fig. 6.

* C(. Mission de MacJJoine, p. 412. He is wrong in supposing that all mounds or magoulas
are funereal, for the majority are prehistoric settlements (see Wace-Thompson, Prehiston'i Thessaly,

pp. 4 ff), also most of the small conical tumuli seem to contain built tombs of Hellenistic date (see

the references given in Prehistoric Thessaly, p. 55, note I).

* ^cATtof TTjy ^i\9L^\aiov 'Erai^cta^ t^s "Oflpcoi, i, pp. 31 ff.

* This report is not altogether trustworthy. A peasant who saw the pile of large, rough slabs

covering one of the pyres in the tumulus we excavated (see below, p. 10) described it as domed.
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Thessaly. Our thanks are due to Mr. Despotopoulos of Platanos who
lent us his barn near the tumuli to serve as our headquarters during the

excavation. Mr. Priakos of Halmyros, the representative of the Greek

government, most courteously gave us every assistance, as also did

Dr. Varvarezos the President, Mr. Giannopoulos the Secretary and other

members of the Othrys Archaeological Society.

^.—The Tombs.

As already mentioned above, we opened a group of eleven tombs at the

foot of the acropolis of Halos. They lie in the Halmyros-Sourpe road.

Fig. 2.—Vases from Tombs 4 and 8 (Scile i :3.)

which runs a few minutes to the south of the Kephalosis spring. Traffic

along the road has worn away the surface earth, probably never very deep
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over the rock which outcrops frequently, and exposed the tops of the slabs

of the cist tombs described below. We noticed these signs and accordingly

opened the tombs, and further trial trenches in the neighbourhood resulted

in the discovery of others. The tombs and their contents are as follows :

—

Tomb I. A cist of slabs, measuring '45 by •26 m. and 30 m. deep, roof

missing. This contained nothing but the skeleton of an infant in very

bad condition.

Tomb 2. A cist of slabs measuring "60 by -30 m. and '30 m. deep, roof

missing. It contained nothing but a few bones from a child's

skeleton.

Tomb 3. A cist of slabs measuring -30 by "60 m. and '30 m. deep, roof

missing. Contents—two fragments of a rough unpainted pot ending

in a peak, and a few child's bones.

Tomb 4. A cist of slabs measuring r22 by '30 m. and 40 m. deep, roofed

with two slabs. This contained the skeleton of a child laid out flat

on its back. By the feet were two vases, a trefoil lipped jug (Fig. 2, 2,

•18 m. high) and a plain one-handled mug covered with bad black

paint (Fig. 2, 1,7 m. high).

Tomb 5. A cist of slabs measuring 'So by '35 m. and '30 m. deep, roof

missing. It contained only a few child's bones.

Tomb 6. This was a round enclosure resting on the rock and 160 m. in

diameter. The enclosure wall is composed of three courses of medium-

sized stones and stands "24 m. high. This contained the seven vases

shewn in Fig. 3 ; a trefoil lipped jug with a pattern of half circles

made by drawing complete circles with a compass and then painting

over the lower half ('185 m. high), on handle two crossed lines
;

a trefoil lipped jug covered all over with brown-black paint ('ii m.

high) ; a two-handled open bowl covered all over with black paint

(08 m. high); a small jug with a wavy line round the top of the

body, otherwise covered all over with black-brown paint ('085 m. high
;

a jug (-12 m. high) with a plain lip and a pattern of hatched triangles

round the top of the body (Fig. 3, i), there were two small horizontal

handles on the body,' but these were broken off in antiquity before the

vase was placed in the tomb, the paint is brown-black ; another jug

' Cf. Tiryns, i, p. 157, Fig. 21.
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(•II m. high) with a plain lip and a pattern of half circles round the

top of the body (Fig. 3, 3); two-handled mug with a pattern of half

Fig. 3—Vases i'rom Tomb 6 (Scale i :3.)

circles depending from the rim (ti m. high). In addition to these

vases there were in the tomb a small bronze pin with a rolled head,
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•085 m. long, and half of a small convex piece of bronze plate, pierced

in the centre, 025 m. in diameter.

Tomb 7. This was 1-40 m. long and about -50 m. wide. It contained one

skeleton of a youth laid out flat on its back with the feet to the west.

The burial was enclosed by a low irregular wall of rough stones,

roofed with slabs, and rested on the rock. It contained five vases

I'iG. 4.—Vases i'rom Tomi; 7 (Scale 1:3.)

shewn in Fig. 4 ; two small one-handled mugs covered with plain

black paint except for a narrow line round the body reserved in the

colour of the biscuit (05 and 07 m. high) ; an oinochoe (195 m. high)

with a trefoil lip, on the handle are two lines crossed, the pattern on

the top of the body is clearly seen in the illustration (Fig. 4, 5) ; an
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oinochoe with a plain lip and a pattern of half circles ("155 m. high)

;

a small oinochoe with a trefoil lip, handle broken off in antiquity, the

pattern is clearly seen in the illustration (P'ig. 4, 2), paint red-brown,

(•13 m. high).

Tomb 8. Similar in type to Tomb 7, r30 m. long. The skeleton, which

was that of a child of about fourteen years old, was laid out flat on its

back. The tomb contained two vases shewn in Fig. 2, 3 and 4; a plain

one-handled mug with a narrow belt round the body reserved in the

colour of the biscuit ('07 m. high) ; an oinochoe with a trefoil lip and a

pattern of half circles on the shoulder ('16 m. high).

Tomb 9. A cist of slabs measuring 113 by -50 m. and '40 m. deep, and

roofed with three slabs. This contained two full grown skeletons laid

in a crouched attitude on their right sides, with their heads to the

north-west. The skeleton on the east was the second to be placed in

the tomb.

Tomb 10. A cist tomb measuring no by '60 m., and '60 m. deep. Roof

missing. This had been opened by peasants and was empty.

Tomb II. A cist measuring apparently '60 by "40 m. and "40 m. deep.

The roof an

been robbed.

The roof and two of the side slabs were missing and the tomb had

The tombs in themselves present few remarkable features. Cist graves

of slabs are common in Thessaly both in the fourth prehistoric period,^ and

in the Early Iron Age, the date to which the Halos tombs belong. Two
tombs, Nos. 7 and 8, which seem to have had very low or no side walls

at all, are peculiar. But this may have been caused by some disturbance of

the ground. The only real variant from the ordinary type is the round

enclosure, which may possibly be the foundation of a small tholos, though

no door could be made out. Tholos tombs with Geometric pottery of the

Early Iron Age have been found at Marmariane and Sesklo and there is

a doubtful example at Zerelia.-

In these tombs there was no sign of any burning of the bodies :

simple inhumation was the only practice. The tombs, with the exception

of No. 9, contained only the skeletons of children which were laid out flat

' Wace-Thompson, Prehistoric Thessaly, pp. 66, 8l, 113 121, 133, 161, 166, 191, as aialic 209.

'^ Op. lit., pp. 161, 214, 215.
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on their backs. The two full-grown skeletons in Tomb 9 were in the

contracted attitude so common in prehistoric burials.

As regards the vases found it will be clear from the illustrations given

that no diflference in date can be detected between the tombs themselves,

and that all can be compared with the Geometric pottery from the Early

Iron Age tombs at Theotokou and in Skyros.^ Several of the vases are

almost identical in style, and the only real difference is that at Halos there

are no jugs with cut-away necks and no bowls with raised bases, shapes

that occur both at Theotokou and Skyros. This however is of but little

importance, for the total number of vases found at Theotokou exceeds

that from Halos, and consequently some variety is to be expected.

The style and relationship of the vases from Theotokou and Skyros to

other similar groups found in Crete and in the Aegean basin, as well as

their connection with the early Geometric vases from Marmariane, Sesklo

and other Thessalian sites has been fully discussed elsewhere.^ For the

present there is not sufficient new material to throw any fresh light on the

problems involved. The Halos vases seem to belong to the same period

as those from Theotokou, which owing to the fibula types and the evidence

from other sources already referred to, must be placed near the beginning

of the Iron Age, considerably earlier than the fully developed Dipylon

style, but at the same time later than the Sesklo-Marmariane group.*

^.—The Tumulus.

The tumulus selected for excavation (Fig. i. A) measured approxi-

mately eighteen to twenty metres in diameter being in shape a rough oval,

and stood slightly over two metres above the present level of the plain.

It was composed of large river-worn stones mixed with comparatively

little earth. About the centre of the mound and '20 m. below the surface

many fragments of Geometric pottery wore found with a few scraps of

bronze. This deposit went down to -40 m. and covered an area about a

' Op. eit., pp. pp. 208 ff. This is the ware classed as A In, see tdid., p. 20.

' Wace-Thompaon, Prehistoric Thessaly, pp. 214 ff. To the vases there mentioned we may
add some from Moustaphakli in Thessaly now in a storeroom in the National Museum at Athens,
and two from Pagasai, H. X. 'AiroaToKiSijs, Vlayavai, Figs. I, 2. In the list of similar groups
found outside Thessaly should be included a new find from Attica, "£0. 'Apx- 191 1. P- 251, Fig. 20.

' A minor point as regards the fabric is perhaps worth recording. Though the Halos vases
are less well baked than the others, yet the paint is more lustrous than on the Sesklo-Marmariane
vases.
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metre in diameter, but no human remains or traces of burning were found

with it. At -40 m. at the spot marked on the plan (Fig. 5) we found a

trench grave with rounded ends, enclosecf by small, uncut slabs, and roofed

with five large slabs. The skeleton lay at full length on its back with the

feet to the east, and on the third finger of the left hand were six bronze

m

1 :$•/•.

^•
r^.-

\ 9

w im

•:'^:i/;y-
CI5T TOMB

'H}^
'9??

.V.*-'.. /

:)xv^;

p
, 1 ,2. [5 A |5 16 |7 18 |9 |lO ill ilZ. | I5 |M

|
ISMHP.ES

Fig. 5.

—

Sketch Plan shewing the Positions of the Pyres. (Scale i : 100.;

rings. Nothing else was found in this grave to give a clear indication of

its date, but it is probable that it is Byzantine or later. The grave was

30-'40 m. wide, •40-"50 m. deep and 170 m. long. Round this grave at a

depth of 'So m. the remains of three more skeletons were found, one just

to the east and two slightly to the west. The bones shewed no signs of
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burning, and round thern were more fragments of Geometric pottery and a

few small bits of bronze, all apparently unburnt, but with plentiful traces

of carbonisation. Then still lower down at a depth of one metre we came

upon a pile of large, rough limestone slabs, which proved to be the top of

Pyre I. Further excavation shewed that the tumulus had been erected

over sixteen separate burnt pyres.

Each pyre was covered by a heap of stones, principally very large,

rough slabs probably obtained from the hills by Halos acropolis and a few

Fig. 6.—Vases from I'ykks V (i), IX (3), XV (2, 4). (.Scale i ij.)

river-worn stones of smaller size wedged in between them. This cairn-

like heap of stones was about 60 m. high, and 2-40 m. in diameter. Directly

below was a burnt deposit 10-20 m. thick which contained wood ash,

fragments of human bones, Geometric poetry, iron swords, or bronze

fibulae and other gear. The earth on which this deposit lay was virgin

soil and had been baked hard shewing that the bodies had been burnt on
the spot. The shape of each pyre was irregular and there was no sign of

any order or arrangement either of the gear in any particular pyre or in
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the position of one pyre to another. Apparently this spot was used as an

HStriniun where the bodies of the dead were burnt, and with them was

laid all their gear, iron weapons, or bronze fibulae, and pottery. After the

extinction of the pyre the large slabs mentioned were thrown on top so as

to form a kind of cairn and protect it from violation. Lastly, when all the

available space had been used up the tumulus of earth and stones was

heaped up over the group of cairns.

The following list gives the principal contents of each pyre the

positions of which can be seen on the plan (Fig. 5). In each pyre pottery

was plentiful, but as all was much broken and badly burnt it is impossible

to say certainly that any one shape does not occur in any particular pyre.

In the following list only the prominent shapes etc. are mentioned.

Pyre I. Bronze, one fibula bow (cf. Fig. 14^, b), and fragments of pins and

plates from others.

Iron, one small iron point (drill ?).

Pottery, unpainted amphorae ; two-handled open bowls (cf. Fig. 6, 3)

with zigzag and maeander patterns ; oinochoai (exact type

uncertain) ; and a painted fragment from a large open bowl.

Pyre II. Iron, long sword with broad blade, hilt 10 m. long, length of

total part preserved, "82 m.

Pottery, unpainted amphorae ; ring-stemmed vases (Fig. 7), painted
;

large bowls with horizontal rolled handles on body, plain and

painted ; open two-handled bowls (cf Figs. 6, 3 ; 8, i
; 9, 3, 4),

painted; painted lid with crossed handles (Fig. 8, 2); painted

plates (Fig. 8, 3, 4, cf Fig. 11) ;
jugs with cut-away necks (Fig.

12, 3) and twisted handles ; large open bowls with vertical ribbon

handles, painted with black or with narrow pattern below rim
;

conical lids ; dishes plain and painted, with rectangular lugs

sometimes bored with string holes ; fragments of a bowl with a

large hatched maeander; two-handled cups with handles pro-

jecting high above the rim.

Pyre III. Bronze, seven fibulae like Fig. 14^, b (two small and five big),

three fibulae like Fig. i^c, and fragments of pins and plates of

others ; two rings decorated with parallel stripes, 025 m.

deep.

Iron, small knife (Fig. 14^^) '15 m. long.
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Pottery, one-handled jug (of. Fig. 6, 4) unpainted ; two fragments of

coarse red ware incised ; open two-handled bowls (cf. Fig. 6, 3),

some with plain black paint, others with patterns as Fig. 9, 2, 3 ;

amphorae, plain and one painted with curved black lines crossed

with white ; large bowls with horizontal rolled handles ; two-

handled cups with high projecting handles ; oinochoai with

trefoil lips (cf. Fig. 10) ;
jugs with cut-away necks.

Fig. 7.—Ring-stemmed Vase from Pyue II. (Srale about i : 3.)

Pyre IV. Bronze, three fibulae as Fig. 14 a, b one ring as in Pyre III, and

many fragments of pins, plates, etc. of fibulae.

Pottery, three one-handled mugs as Fig. 6, 4, plain : plain amphorae
;

two-handled open bowls as Fig. 6, 3, most plain, a few decorated

as Fig. 9, 2, 3 ;
plates, plain ; oinochoai with trefoil lips, one frag-

ment with breasts as Fig. 10, 4, and one piece painted with half-

circles round the top of the body, all otherwise with plain black

paint. .

Pyre V. Iron, long broad bladed sword (Fig. 15, i), hilt \2 m., total

length 75 m., but the top of the hilt and the point of the blade
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are missing; four knives as Fig. 15, 6, 7, none complete, lengtli

'-5-'33 iTi- ; broad bladed spear, blade only, and other small

fragments.

Pottery, amphorae, plain ; one-handled mug as Fig. 6, 4 ; trefoil lipped

oinochoai, at least five large and one small (Fig. 6, i) ; two-handled

cups with high projecting handles, plain and with black paint
;

jug with cut-away neck and breasts (Fig. 12, 4); two-handled

open bowls as Fig. 6, 3, plain and painted either with patterns as

Fig. 9, 2, 3 or black paint
;
pieces of a jug with pattern of half-

circles round the top of the body and plain belts below.

Fig. 8.

—

Vases from Tyre II. (.Scale i : 3.)

Pyre VI. Bronze, two thin bracelets (one broken), and one thick, '065 m.

in diameter; one fibula as Fig. 14c with traces of an iron pin;

spirally rolled bronze ring.

Pottery, amphorae, plain ; open two-handled bowls, one with pattern

as Fig. 9, 4, and another similar to Fig. 9, 3 ;
plate or lid with broad

bent out rim ; large bowl with horizontal round handles ; large

jug with plain, turn over rim, black paint, broken in antiquity and

holes bored round the edge to set base on again ; a breasted jug
;
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three thin fragments burnt black and red with patterns, chevrons,

maeander, etc. burnt white.

Pyre VII. Bronze, rod -42 m. long (in two pieces, but complete), handle

square in section -oj m. long and decorated at ends and in middle

with raised bands, the shaft, which is circular in section, tapers to

a point.

Iron, long sword with narrow blade, "91 m. in length, complete but

for tips of blade and hilt. Fig. 15, 3 ; fragments of at least three

knives like Fig. 15, 6, 7, as preserved, -33 m. long; fragments

of three or four small knives
;
pieces of nails.

Pottery, two-handled open bowls, one with patterns shewn in Fig. 9, i,

others black paint ; oinochoai with trefoil lips and twisted

handles ; two-handled cups with high projecting handles ; breasted

jugs
;
jugs with plain lips ; amphorae, coarse and plain, one of

fine ware with black paint, another shewing a hatched maeander

pattern in panels below the rim.

Pyre VIII. Bronze, thin triangular plate probably from the tip of a

wooden sword sheath, "065 by "035 m.

Iron, broad bladed sword, '05 wide, fragments as preserved '62 m.

long; knife "21 m. long as Fig. 15, 6, 7 ; three fragments of a rod

similar to the bronze example from Pyre VII ; spear head, blade

•04 m. wide, length as preserved 25 m.

Pottery, amphorae, plain : ring-stemmed vases ; two-handled open

bowls as Fig. 6, 3, black paint; open bowl. Fig. I2, i ; trefoil

lipped oinochoe, black paint
;
jug with cut-away neck, black

paint
;
part of neck and body of a jug (.'), round neck maeander,

below belt of oblique lines, on the body a wavy line, and a belt of

oblique lines, between these patterns plain lines, paint black

and thin.

Pyre IX. Bronze, fragments of a bowl ; fragment of a sword sheath tip

like that from Pyre VIII; three fragments of a rod like that

from Pyre VII.

Iron, long sword in fragments, narrow blade, 04 m. wide, as preserved

•62 m. long, both tips missing ; long knife as Fig. 14, 6, 7, -45 m. long

almost complete, and fragments of at least two smaller knives
;

narrow bladed spear head like that from Pyre VIII, incomplete.
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Pottery, amphorae ; two-handled cups with high projecting handles
;

ring-stemmed vases
;
plain open bowls, black paint

;
plain one-

handled mug as P"ig. 6, 4 ; small jug with a pattern of cross

hatched triangles round the top of the body ; two-handled open

bowls, one shewn in Fig. 6, 3, others plain black paint ; large

black painted oinochoai with trefoil lips, twisted handles, and

breasts (Fig. 10, 4), one fragment has a pattern of half circles

round the neck.

P)re X. Bronze, four large plate fibulae with knobbed bows, all in

fragments, and other fragments.

Iron, one small point as in Pyre I, '06 m. long ; and a small knife as

Fig. 14c/ in fragments.

l-ic. 9.—Vasks 1-kom I'VRES II (2, 3), VI (4), VII (i). (Scale i : 3.)

Pottery, amphorae, plain and coarse ; ring-stemmed vases ; oinochoai

with trefoil lips and twisted handles ; two-handled open bowls as

Fig. 6, 3 ; 9, 2-4 with similar patterns ; one painted plate (Fig. 11);

fragments of a large bowl with a row of dots below the rim and

below a double zigzag
;
plain open bowls.

Pyre XI. Bronze, fragment of a bowl as in Pyre IX.

Iron, one rod, complete, similar to the bronze rod from Pyre VII
;

narrow bladed spear, '04 m. wide, -35 m. long, but socket is

broken ; sword, narrow bladed, width 04-'05 m., incomplete,

hilt -12 m. long ; small knife (Fig. 15, 4) '25 m. long, haft '06 m.

long ; and three fragments of another knife.
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Pottery, breasted oinochoai with twisted handles and trefoil lips, black

paint
;
jugs with cut-away necks, black paint : amphorae plain

;

large open bowls with rolled lips and horizontal rolled handles^

ring-stemmed bowls ; two-handled open bowls as Fig. 6, 3.

Pyre XII. Bronze, two fibulae as Fig. 14 a, b and many fragments

;

a broken ring similar to that from Pyre 1 1 1 ; a narrow band

probably to bind round the top of a wooden knife sheath.

Iron, small knife as Fig. 14 d.

Kio. 10.—Vases from Pvrks V (1-3) and IX {4). (Scale about i : 4.;

Pottery, ring-stemmed bowls
;
jugs with cut-away necks, black paint

;

one handled mug as Fig. 6, 4; convex lid ; amphorae, coarse and

plain
; bowls with horizontal rolled handles, plain and coarse ;

two-handled bowls as Fig. 6, 3, black paint
;

plain jar ; two-

handled cup with high projecting handles.

Pyre XIII. Bronze, a narrow band for binding round the top of a sheath,

and a few unrecognisable scraps.
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Iron, fragments of a sword in very bad condition ; two spears with

narrow blades, '04 m. wide, one of these was not found in the pyre

itself, but in the earth above it, the other is broken in three

pieces.

Pottery, ring stemmed vases ; two-handled open bowls as Fig. 6, 3 with

similar patterns : oinochoai with trefoil lips, black paint ; two-

handled cups with high projecting handles ; wide, open bowls

with plain moulded rims ; amphorae, plain ; stamnoi (?) ;
jugs

with cut-away necks
;
jugs with twisted handles.

Fig. II.—Pattern of Plate from rvRB X. (Scale 2 : 3.)

Pyre XIV. Iron, two spears with narrow blades, one complete '355 m.

long, blade '04 m. wide ; long sword with narrow blade, '04 m.

wide, all over 76 m. long, hilt "12 m. long (Fig. 15, 2) ; hilt, point

and other fragments of a blade of a similar sword ; long knife,

complete, but broken (Fig. 15, 7).

Pottery, amphorae ; large bowls with horizontal rolled handles ; ring-

stem vases
;
jugs with cut-away necks, black paint

;
plain jars

;

two-handled open bov/ls as Fig. 6, 3 with similar patterns ; bowls

or plates with horizontal ribbon handles ; one-handled mugs

;

fragments of a plate like that in Pyre X.
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Pyre XV. Bronze, fragment of a fibula bow like Fig. 14 c, probably

misplaced.

Iron, narrow bladed spear complete, '04 m. wide, '34 m. long (Fig. 15, 5)

long knife complete (Fig. 15, 6), -49 m. long ; hilt and fragments of

blade of long, narrow bladed sword, hilt '125 m. long, blade

04 m. wide.

Fig. 12.—Jugs with cut-away Necks from Pyres II (3), V (4),

ABOVE IX (2), AND OPEN BowL FROM Pyre VIII. (Scale I : 4.

)

Pottery, one-handled mug (Fig. 6, 4) ;
jug with cut-away neck ; ring-

stemmed vase, plain
; amphorae, coarse and plain ; large bowls

;

coarse and plain ; open two-handled bowls as Fig. 6, 3 black

paint ; small jug (Fig. 6, 2) ;
jug with ordinary bent-over lip

;

shallow bowls with horizontal ribbon handles
; bowls with

horizontal rolled handles.
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Pyre XVI. Bronze, fragment of a fibula like Fig. 14 c, this was found

outside the pyre.

Iron, a spear in fragments ; hilt and part of blade of long sword,

•04S-'0S m. wide, hilt 12 m. long; fragments of two long

knives.

Pottery, oinochoai with trefoil lips ; black paint ; black painted jar

with vertical ribbon handle on rim ; narrow necked jar, black

paint ; two-handled open bowls as Fig. 6, 3, some with no patterns,

one with pattern as Fig. 6, 3 ; amphorae, plain ; large bowls with

horizontal rolled handles ; large jars with plain rims ; fragments

of a large pot with a pattern of concentric circles on top of body

and belts of lines below.

Not found in any Pyre. Bronze, fragment of a fibula like Fig. 14 c.

Iron, small knife like Fig. 14 d.

Pottery, small jug with cut-away neck (Fig. 12, 2), this when found

contained two carbonised figs ; oinochoe with trefoil lip, black

paint (Fig. 13).

To this catalogue we may subjoin a list of the principal finds from

Tumulus E.

Bronze, several unrecognisable fragments, possibly from fibula plates.

Iron, six pieces of long knives like those shewn in Fig. 15, 6, 7, part

of the socket end of a spear-hcad, and an uncertain fragment.

Pottery, oinochoai with trefoil lips and twisted handles
;
jugs with

cut-away necks ; two-handled open bowls like Fig. 6, 3 ;
plates,

painted, as Fig. 1 1 ; one-handled mug as Fig. 6, 4 ; fragments of

large bowls with handles projecting above rim, with simple

linear patterns, hatched diamonds, triangles, zigzags, maeanders

and the like. Most of the sherds from this tumulus presei\'ed in

the Halmyros museum are painted with thin black paint or with

simple linear patterns as indicated ; the slipped vases are similar

to those from the tumulus we excavated,

From near Tumulus B are the following :

—

Iron, hilt of sword "095 m. long, part of sword blade perhaps belonging

to same sword as hilt, in two pieces, •40 m. long, width •04S-'05 m.;

a small knife like Fig. 14 d, '145 m. long.

C 2
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From Tumulus G is the following :

—

Iron, narrow bladed sword in two pieces, -68 m. long, hilt -12 m. long

blade •03S-*04 m. wide, tip missing.

Fig. 13.—Oinochoe with Trefoil Lip. (Scale about 4 : 9.)
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From the above list it will be seen that with the exception of

Pyres XV and XVI the six pyres that contain fibulae contain either, only

small iron knives of a special type that does not occur in the other ten

pyres, or else no iron weapons at all, and that the pyres with iron weapons

contain no fibulae. This makes it highly probable that the two small

fragments of fibulae in Pyres XV and XVI are misplaced, and that fibulae

are peculiar to women's graves. Thus Pyres I, III, IV, VI, X and XII

may be considered to contain the remains of women and the rest those of

men. Having thus divided the finds into groups we may now consider the

pottery, fibulae, and weapons under separate headings. As to the dating

of the pyres in relation to one another there is little to be said, for the fact

that the objects found in them are all of the same types and style shews

that there is no great difference in date between any of the pyres. All

that can be said is that Pyre VIII is later than Pyre IX, which was

underneath it, and that Pyre XII is earlier than Pyre XIII which was at a

higher level, and slightly overlapped the other. Perhaps Pyres VII and IX,

which contain bronze rods, are earlier than Pyres VIII and XI, which

contain the same type of rod in iron, but thir. is merely a conjecture.

The Pottery.

The pottery found in the pyres is, as stated above, much broken and

badly damaged by burning. The larger and coarser vases such as

amphorae and bowls with horizontal rolled handles, and smaller unpainted

vases are of badly levigated clay, very gritty and rather soft. The clay of

the better made and smaller vases is also soft, but is well refined.

Excepting a few large examples all the painted vases belong to this class.

The clay of the painted and unpainted vases varies in colour from

brick-red to grey, but the grey tint in most cases seems due either to

overfiring when made, or else to the subsequent burning in the pyres.

The paint is brown-black, not very lustrous, and varies greatly in colour

from the same causes. The vases with painted patterns are covered with

a cream-coloured slip which owing to the action of fire, is liable to

flake off bringing the pattern with it. All the vases seem to be of local

manufacture with the possible exception of a few of good fabric and of fine

bright brick-red clay.

From the catalogue of finds it will be .seen that there is no appreciable

difference as regards pottery between any two pyres. The same shapes,
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the same patterns occur in all the pyres alike. The most noticeable points

in general about the pottery are the great quantity of plain coarse vases

found, the absence of any elaborate patterns such as are typical of the

ordinary Dipylon ware, and, compared with the number of painted vases

found, the scarcity of patterns of any kind. When patterns occur they

are, as will be seen from the details given below, not of the ordinary

Dipylon kind, but of a simpler style. Thus the pottery from Halos must

be compared not with the Dipylon ware from Attica, Boeotia, Laconia,

Delphi, and elsewhere,^ but rather with a particular phase of it found in

Crete, Thera, and at Tiryns,'^ in which a large part of the surface of the

vases is covered with a thin wash of black or brown paint, and the

decoration is both restricted in space and simple in design.

The more important and striking shapes are the following :

—

Two-handled open bowls. This was perhaps the commonest shape,

for in some pyres great quantities of fragments of such bowls were found.

They are on the whole the best made of all the vases found, and as a rule

those most usually decorated. Unpainted vases of this shape are rare,

those with simple patterns as shewn in Figs. 6, 3 ; 9, 2-4 are common, and

those covered all over with thin brown-black paint, are very common. This

shape is by no means rare in Geometric pottery : there are examples from

Delphi, Tiryns, Thera, Aegina, and elsewhere.^ Some specimens have

projecting horns by the handle (Fig. 8, i).

Plates. This is one of the commonest Dipylon shapes occurring

frequently in Attica, Boeotia, the islands, and elsewhere.'' At Halos

however it is not common and comparatively few examples were found,

and of these the majority were decorated (see Figs. 8, 3, 4 ; 11) with ordinary

geometric designs.

Oinochoai with trefoil lips. These were common and the majority

are covered with thin black paint.^ A few have a pattern of circles or

half circles on the shoulder in a belt reserved in the colour of the biscuit,

though this is .sometimes slipped. Many specimens have twisted handles,

' See Wide, Geometrische Vasen ; Poulsen, Die Dipylonpiiber ; Fouilles de Delphes, v ;

Furtwiingler, Aegina; B.S.A. xiii, pp. ii8 ff.

" See U.S.A. vi, pp. 83 ff. ; ibid, xii, pp. 24 ff ; Hiller von Gaitringen, T/iera, ii ; Tiryns, i.

•' Fouilles de Delphes, v, p. 136, Fig. 511 ; Furtwangler, Aegina, PI. 127, no. 15; Hiller von
Gaitringen, Thera, ii, p. 51, Figs. 162-165 ! Tirj'ns, i, PI. X\IH.

^ Cf. e.g. Hiller von Giirtringen, Thera, ii, p. 150, Figs. 361, 362.
' This is a very common shape in Dipylon ware. Wide, Geometrische Vasen, pp. 49, 50,

Figs, 88-91.
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and some have two small breast-like projections at the foot of the neck

in front, but neither of these points is peculiar to the Halos vases alone,

for they occur in Geometric ware from Attica and other regions.^

Jugs with cut-away necks. These are as a rule unpainted, but well

made. Those that are painted are simply covered with thin black paint,

though some specimens shew the same patterns as the oinochoai with tre-

foil lips. Other examples too have breast-like projections (Fig. 12,4). This

shape has not yet been found amongst Geometric pottery in southern

Greece as far as we know. It occurs in the Early Iron Age vases from

Sesklo, Marmariane, Theotokou, and Skyros,^ and is also to be met with

in the plain ware of the fourth prehistoric period in Thessaly.^ Further

this shape is prominent amongst the Early Iron Age vases from Pateli in

Macedonia.* We may therefore consider these vases to represent a

survival, though of more developed style, from an earlier period and as we

have suggested elsewhere, their origin is probably to be looked for

somewhere to the north of Thessaly.

Ring-stemmed vases, shape of upper part unknown. These are also

common, and though they are to be compared with some Geometric vases

from southern Greece, may yet like the jugs with cut-away necks be

regarded as one of the peculiarities of the Halos Geometric ware. There

are vases with similar stems from Attica, Delphi, Rhodes, and elsewhere,''

but these are of a more advanced style. The Halos specimens are often

unpainted, and those that are painted are merely covered with the usual

thin black paint, and seldom shew any patterns (Fig. 7).

Thus though we see that from its lack of decoration and patterns the

Halos Geometric ware is uninteresting, yet its very simplicity marks it off

as a separate class. This may be due to two causes. These vases may
represent an earlier stage in the development of Dipylon ware, or isolation

and poverty may have prevented this class of pottery from having attained

in Thessaly the same height that it reached elsewhere. The latter reason

is perhaps the more probable, for some of the patterns, especially the bird

and others shewn in Fig. 9, la-ic, indicate that the Halos vases are to be

' E.^. Wide, ofi. cit. p. 48, Fig. 86; Athens, National Museum, Nos. 132, 811, 14412; Ath.

Mitt. 1910, V\. VI, p. 25.

- Wace-Thompson, Pre/iistoiic Thessaly, p. 209, Fig. n$b ; p. 210, F"ig. 145//, p. 214.

' Ibid. p. 21, A2a. * Ibid. p. 216.

° E.g. Foiiilles de Delphes, v, p. 134, Fig. 504 ;
Jahrbticli, 1886, p. 135 ; Tiryns, i, p. 164,

I'ig. 23 ; Athens, National Museum, Nos. 841, 990.
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considered as belonging to a late rather than to an early period in the

Geometric style.

The Weapons and Gear.

The Bronze and Iron Objectsfrom the Women's Pyres.

The only bronze objects from Pyres I, III, IV, VI, X, XII, which we

have attributed to women, that require further notice arc the fibulae. In

all of these the pin plate is large and fully developed and the bow is

arched. Two types may however be distinguished. In the first, which is

represented by only four much-damaged specimens, all from Pyre X, the

'^^^^^

Fig. 14.—Iron K.nmfe from Pyre III (rf), Bronze Fibulae from Pvrk III (a, h, .

(Scale I :2.)

bow is strengthened or decorated by small solid knobs. In the second

type, under which all the other examples may be classed, the bow is

thickened at the top ; the thickening usually takes a solid ovoid shape but

in some specimens is almost cruciform. E.xamples from Pyre III, shewing

these minor varieties, are illustrated in Fig. 14 a, d, c. One fibula

from Pyre VI seems to have had an iron pin. Neither of the above types

is in itself rare ^ though neither can be called a characteristic type of the

period of Greek Geometric pottery. Their importance lies in the chrono-

logical conclusions they suggest. Both are clearly later in form than the

simple bow fibula in which the bow, though arched, is scarcely thickened at

' Cf. Undset, Zeit. fiir Elhnol. 18S9, pp. 218, 219, Figs. 27, 29 ; Montelius, Die alleren

Culturferioden, i, p. 52, Xos. 179, 180.
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all and the pin plate is still in an elementary form. This earlier type

occurs at Tiieotokou ^ in southern Magnesia in inhumation graves con-

taining Geometric pottery which is exactly similar to that from the

inhumation graves at Halos. Thus the evidence from the fibulae confirms

the conclusion arrived at from a study of the pottery alone, that the

cremation tumulus at Halos is of a later date than the inhumation graves

close to the city wall, which have been described above on pages 4-8.

The iron objects from the women's Pyres are few in number ; they

consist of two small points of unknown use similar to the bronze points of

an earlier period which are sometimes described as drills, and three small

one-edged knives. These were fitted into handles by small tangs. A
bronze band probably from the sheath but perhaps from the handle of one

of these, was found in Pyre XH. The average length of these knives,

including the tang is -15 m. ; it is noticeable that they differ somewhat in

type as well as size from the knives found in the men's Pyres.- The best

preserved example from Pyre HI is shewn in Fig. 14 d.

The Bronze and Iron Objects from the Men's Pyres.

The bronze objects from the men's Pyres were few in number and,

apart from some fragments apparently of bowls and two thin triangular

plates and a band probably from wooden sheaths, consisted of two long

rods, perhaps spits, pointed at one end. Two examples in iron, but other-

wise exactly similar, also belong to the men's Pyres : the best example

measures '42 m. and all seem to have been of about this length. This

deficiency in bronze is fully compensated by the magnificent series of iron

weapons
; in all, excluding a few indeterminable fragments, eleven swords,

ten spear heads and seventeen knives of various sizes were discovered.

These were distributed as follows among the Pyres. Pyre XIV contained

two swords and two spears ; in Pyre VH there was apparently no spear

unless we have mistaken a few small fragments of one for the remains of a

knife; the spear found above Pyre XHI probably belongs to Pyre H,

which extended far in this direction and otherwise contained no spear.

All the other men's Pyres contained one spear and one sword each and in

addition one or more knives. This we may then assume to have been the

' Cf. Wace-Tliompson, Prehiitoric Thcssaly, p. 212, Fig. 147 a, b, d, g.

^ Cf. an iron knife from the Kynosarges site, B.S A. xii, p. 91, Fig. 12, and another in the

British Museum which was found with bronze fibulae with engraved plates and Geometric pottery

etc. in tombs near Thebes, Class. Kev. 1887, p. ixd, Jahrhuch, 1888, p. 361.
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normal equipment and consequently it follows that Pyre XIV, which

contained two swords and two spears, was a case of double burial. The

best preserved weapons of all types are shewn collectively in Fig. 15, and

although many of the other specimens are too much damaged to be

photographed easily almost every one is sufficiently well preserved to

enable its shape to be ascertained.

Sfears.—Of the ten spear heads found all were socketed and eight

were almost identical in shape and size ; the best example, which measures

•34 m. in length and -04 m. across the widest part of the blade, is shewn in

!"'?• IS' S- Of the remaining two, one was somewhat broader in the blade

and the other so damaged that its shape could not be seen. There was no

trace of any butt piece.

Knives.—Although the knives differ greatly in size, there is little

difference in shape: typical examples varying in length from '25 m. to

•50 m. are shewn in Fig. 15, 4, 6, 7. All are single edged and

were fastened into handles, presumably of wood, by tangs and small iron

rivets. Except for the curve near the point the edge of the blade seems to

have been almost straight, for the incurved profile which is seen in several

cases seems due entirely to long use and repeated sharpening.

Swords.—Of the eleven swords found, one is too damaged for classifica-

tion, but the rest may be divided into two groups in accordance with the

width of the blade. The hilts, which are of the same t>-pe in all the

examples found, are made in one piece with the blade and flanged except

at the top. Originally they were completed by side pieces of wood, bone,

or ivory, inlaid and attached by iron rivets, some of which still survive, cf

Fig. 15, I, 2. No pommel was found, but a plain button pommel may
have existed.

Broad bladed Swords.—There are three good examples and to these

may be added the sword from Pyre XVI which is broad rather than

narrow. In the best example, which is shewn in P'ig. 15, i, the blade

measures '05 m. at the hilt and for some distance below the edges run almost

parallel but afterwards diverge to a width of 06 ; the blade then tapers

gradually to a point. In length the blade measures now '63 m. and the

hilt '12, but neither is quite complete. The other examples seem to have

been of about the same length. Owing to rust the exact section (a cusped

rhomboid) of' the blade is difficult to determine; the midrib, however, is

very slight, and in one case (Fig. 15, i) cannot be discerned.
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Fig. 15.—Iron Weapons from Pyres V (i), VII (3), X[ (4), XIV (2, 7), XV (5, 6).

(Scale about 1:4.)
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Narroiv bladed Szoords.—lo this group belong the remaining six

specimens. The blade at the hilt is usually almost -05 m. in width, but

decreases rapidly to -04 ; it increases again to -05, and finally tapers to

a point. The width varies only very slightly in different examples,

although some blades are considerably longer than others. The sword

shewn in Fig. 15, 2 measures 76 m. including the hilt of -12 m. ;
this seems

to have been the average length. The longest sword (F"ig. 15, 3) which was

found, although the point is missing measures 'Qi m. in length. The

midrib is more defined than in the broad bladed class, and the blade in

.section is a cusped rhomboid.

Both groups of swords are closely connected with a wide spread type

which has been found in Central Italy, the Balkan Peninsula, Greece,

Cyprus and Egypt. This type occurs first in bronze in the Aegean as

early as the end of the Mycenean period ; and the early iron swords of the

' Geometric' period are merely the translation of this bronze type into iron.

As to where this type first arose opinion is divided mainly between Central

Italy and the north Balkans. Egypt has also been suggested but there

seems little evidence to support such a view.^ The Halos swords being of

iron can of course have little be iring on the question of the origin of the

type. The increase in width in the lower part of the blade, which it should

be noticed is very slight, shews that the Halos specimens are late rather

than early in the class to which they belong, and this same increase in the

lower part of the blade is a point of similarity with the swords from Central

Europe and from Halstatt. In other respects, however, the Halos swords

are very different from the Halstatt types:* antennae hilts one would

hardly expect to find, but there was no trace of any pommels at Halos ;*

the angular points typical of the Halstatt period were also not represented,

and the simple midrib and the cusped rhomboidal section of the Halos

blades also denote a slight deviation in type. The Halos swords, though

probably originally of a non-Greek ancestry, seem to belong to the usual

type of sword found in the period of ' Geometric ' or ' Dipylon ' pottery. •

' Naue, Vorrdmische Schwerter,-^-^. 12 ff., p. 26; A. J. 'Evsaii, Journal of Aiil/iropologual

Institute, xxx, p. 218 ; Undset, Zeil./iir. EthnoL, 1890, pp. 10 ff.

^ Von Sackcn, Das Grah/eld von Hallstalt, Pis. V, VI.
•' An iron sword with a simple button pommel, said to be from Amorgos, is in the National

Museum at Athens, In v. No. 9436.
* Two similar swords are in the National Museum at Athens, Inv. Nos. 9433 Thebes, 12156,

provenance unknown.
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At present there is not sufficient evidence to shew whether this type was

absolutely uniform througout Greece or whether it varied from place to

place.

Conclusions.

The existence so close together of two cemeteries both belonging to

the Early Iron Age, but shewing entirely different rites of burial, naturally

gives rise to many questions which cannot as yet be answered fully on the

available evidence. From the finds themselves, especially the pottery and

the fibulae, there seems to be little doubt that the cremation tumulus is of

later date than the cist tombs by the city wall, and probably, as we have

seen above, belongs to the middle of the so-called Geometric period. If

a date in years has to be given we would therefore suggest the ninth

century B.C.

No exact parallels to the cremation burials have yet been found in

Greece or elsewhere. They do not correspond either with those at Halstatt

where the bones and gear were arranged in order, or with those described

in the Homeric poems in which the ashes were placed in urns. Apart

from the ritual itself the funeral gear does not correspond in either case

:

the Halos swords are of iron and so post-Homeric, and in type, as we

have seen, differ from those at Halstatt. It is also to be noted that swords

of any type are rare at Halstatt, where spears are far and away the

commonest weapons, though axes are also found. At Halos, however, a

warrior's equipment consisted of one sword, one spear, and two or more

knives. Fibulae were worn both by men and women at Halstatt, but at

Halos by women only.

Although the Halos tumulus is post-Homeric, it does not follow that

it is not Achaean and it may perhaps be an Achaean burial in a degenerate

or modified form. The position of Halos in Achaia Phthiotis makes this

view seem plausible.

A. J. B. Wace.

M. S. Thompson.



Fig. I.—The Site of the Apollo Temi-le.

THE APOLLO TEMPLE ON SIKINOS.

Modern archaeological effort, in its zeal to exhibit every surviving

vestige of antiquity, has removed from most ancient buildings all the

accretions of later ages, and although much has been gained for our

knowledge of their original condition quite as much has often been lost to

our realisation of history. The buildings of the ancients, when no longer

needed for their first purposes, were not always or even generally

destroyed ; they were adapted to the needs of the newer world, and of this

process, by which the Parthenon became first a church and then a mosque,

and the theatre of Marcellus at Rome is still an inhabited block of shops

and dwellings, a small but interesting example is to be found on the island

of Sikinos, where the temple of the Pythian Apollo, at some period

converted into a church by the addition of the features necessary to the

Greek rite, still remains in that condition as the church of the Episkope.

It is, therefore, not the cleaned-up ruin to which our eyes have grown
30
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so accustomed, but an untouched historical document of the vicissitudes

undergone by so many of the buildings of antiquity.

It is probably owing to its position on an island proverbial for its

remoteness, that the temple in the first place has been preserved at all '

—

no one has wanted to rob its blocks in order to put up a new building in

this out of the .way part of Sikinos,—and in the second that it has not been

reduced to a more scientifically archaeological condition by the removal of

the ecclesiastical accretions, which, from the historical point of view, form

the main interest of a building in itself so unimportant.

An ancient temple in Greece, however humble its style, has however

naturally not escaped the attention of travellers. The best description is

that of Ludwig Ross, who gives also the earliest reference to the building

from Pasch van Krienen's Breve Descrizione dell' Arcipelago, 1773." Tozer

and Bent also visited it, and it is described briefly by Gavalas in his

account of the island of Sikinos. In spite of these accounts and the

drawings given by Ross, it seems worth while to publish the following

notes, which with the plan and photographs, were taken on a visit to

Sikinos in the Summer of 1907 in company with Mr. A. J. B. Wace. The

photographs give a more accurate idea of the condition of the building

than the drawing in Ross, and the plan differs from his, which is archae-

ological rather than actual, in shewing the modifications made in converting

the temple into a church.

The building lies about an hour-and-a-half west of the present village

in an elevated position on the southern side of the central ridge of the island

near the site of the ancient town (Fig. i). The land around is terraced for

cultivation and many of the walls near the temple contain worked blocks.

In front of the building is a paved space and by this are small roughly

built huts or shelters, probably for the use of worshippers at the church.

Its dedication to the Pythian Apollo is certified by an inscription of

Cf. Solon, 2 (Bcrgk). YAt\v 8^ tot' ^70; ^oK^-^o-vh^io^ % ^iKivfirrii

'AvTi 7' 'AdrjvaLOv, TrarpiS' afiftii/dfifvo^.

' Ross, Keisen an/ den griechischm Inseln, i. pp. 150-153, with a steel engraving of the

temple made from a sketch by his companion Carl Ritter. This engraving is copied in the rough

woodcut in Gavalas' book nepi ttJs v-^aou ^ikivou trpayfiarfta k.t.A. unh Zatpftpiou A. Ta^SaXa, tv

'Aeijyais, 1885, which contains (pp. 19-23) an account of the temple. Ross repeated his description

at greater length in 'Apxaw\oyia T77J v-fiaou Sik/vou published in the 1837 Programme (HiVa^) of the

University of Athens. In this he publishes the two inscriptions found at the temple and a plan and

front elevation. The other references are Tozer, Js/ands of the Aegean, 1890, p. 92 and Bent,

Cyclades, p. 175.
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the second or third century B.C. on a marble stele preserved in the porch.^

The only other inscription in the building is on a block now forming part

of the modern doorway between the porch and the cella. It is an elegiac

epitaph on a woman dating to the Roman period.^

The material of the building, a small distyle temple in antis, is the

local grey marble, the blocks being well fitted, but of various dimensions.

Contrary to the usual custom of Greek temples, but in accordance with the

SCALE
^ADDITIONAL WORK

Fig. 4.

—

The Apoi.i.o Temple of Sikinos. Ground-plan.

rule of Vitruvius,^ the entrance is towards the west, a circumstance which

considerably simplified its use as a Greek church, where the chancel must

be at the east end. The capitals are Doric, but the columns are unfluted

' This is stated in most accounts of the temple. Ross (Reisen) says that it is built into the

outbuildings at the west end of the temple. I have no note on the point, but of the association of

the temple with the inscription there is no doubt. It is published by Ross in his 'Apx'"0'^<'7''' t^s

vriffov 'iiAvov mentioned above.

2 C./.G. 2447. ' Vitruvius, iv, cli. 5.

D
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and stand upon bases. They consist, according to Ross, each of two

sections, but the present thick coating of whitewash prevents this from

appearing at all clearly. Their height, including capital and base, he gives

SCALE 1 = 4

Fig. 5.—The Apollo Temple on Sikinos. Profiles of Mouldings.

at about 4-90 m. The epistyle is carried as a cornice all round the

building. The mouldings of the bases of the columns, of the projecting

cornice with dentils and of the middle member of the epistyle are shewn in

Fig. 5, drawn from dislodged fragments now lying about or built into
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modern walls near by. The character of the mouldings of the architrave

and the capitals appear in the photographs (Figs. 2, 3). All point to the

late date of the building, which was, however, not raised in the Roman
fashion on a podium, but rested on steps ; the blocks in front of the door

are probably remains of these.

The arrangement of the temple, cella, pronaos, antae and pair of

columns is shewn in the plan in Fig. 4, in which the old work is distin-

guished from the modern by a different system of hatching. The process

of conversion into a churcii has involved the blocking up of the spaces

between the mitae and the columns, and the construction, largely out of

old blocks, of a central door, as also the breaking open of the east wall to

make room for the apse. The original roof has for the most part

disappeared, its place being taken by a dome. Of the pediments no more

is preserved than a very small piece at the south-east corner ; it appears in

the photograph in Fig. 3. In place of the front pediment there is now a

campanile of a type very common in the Cyclades, consisting of three

arches to hold as many bells. Where the eastern pediment was before the

destruction of the back wall, and all along the north side of the cornice, a

low wall has been built to make a kind of shelter on the roof, access to

which is given by a ladder placed in the porch. Bent, who thinks that the

huts by the church were made for monks, suggests that they lived here

when the church was besieged by pirates, and that the little window near

the north-west corner was used for shooting at their enemies. It seems

more likely that the fireplace, which is to be seen in this shelter was used

not as Bent supposes as a kitchen on such occasions, but as a beacon : the

rude buildings at the west end of the temple are no more than temporary

resting places for worshippers at the annual festival, or at most, accom-

modation for a solitary hermit.

The present door of the church gives access to the porch of the

temple, in which a good deal of the ancient building is still to be seen. As
on the outside, the columns with their bases and capitals appear between

the new masonry of the front wall, and most of the architrave, a good deal

disguised outside, is to be seen above the capitals. Of the wall between

the porch and cella, it is impossible to see exactly how much is old, the

whole being so thickly covered by repeated coats of whitewash, but the

doorway in its present form is a new construction which makes use of old

material, amongst which is the late metrical inscription already mentioned.

D 2
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.

Above the door parts of a horizontal moulding from the outer cornice have

been built in as an ornament.

Although the doorway is thus new, the wall must, on the whole, be old,

because the roof of the porch which rests upon it, is for the most part well

preserved. It is divided into three compartments by two double stone

beams, which are supported at the outer end by the architrave and at the

inner by two corbels projecting from the cella wall. The north half of the

north beam has disappeared. These beams support stone slabs, which

form the ceiling ; these are preserved in situ, except in the northern

compartment, where they have been removed to make room for the ladder

which leads to the roof

The condition of the cella itself is very different; no remains of the

ancient condition of the building can be traced through the thick white-

wash. The plan shews four irregular blocks of masonry which fill up the

four corners of the space ; these are additions put in to support the modern

dome which has taken the place of the old roof The dome and the apse

which has been added to the eastern end of the temple, are not central with

the main axis of the building, but are about '30 m. too far to the north
;

this irregularity appears very markedly on the plan in the greater size of

the supports for the dome on the south side. It will be noted that the

walls of the cella are considerably thicker than those of the porch. The

screen of the church, by which the altar and chancel are shut off, runs

between the corners of the two eastern supports of the dome ; we did not

go into the chancel ; the measurements of the inside of the apse are

therefore conjectural, and are marked on the plans by broken lines.

The ground upon which the building stands falls to the south so

abruptly that it is in fact on the edge of a terrace ^ ; the result of this is

that the south wall has given way to some extent, and that it has been

found necessary to prop it up with large buttresses built partly of rough

stones and partly of worked blocks. The large buttress in the south-east

corner appears in the photograph in Fig. 3. Any work undertaken for the

better preservation of the building should be confined to the strengthening

of these buttresses
; no other signs of weakness are apparent, and to

interfere with its function as a church would be to destroy much of its

claim to interest. p, m. Dawkins.

' This diflference in level has probably helped the local belief mentioned by Ross, that there is

a large vault underneath the floor of the temple.



SKETCHES IN THE RELIGIOUS ANTIQUITIES
OF ASIA MINOR.'

(Plates I-IV.)

I.

—

The two Sanctuaries of Men.

It is well known that in pre-Greek time a large part of Asia Minor

was portioned out in theocracies, i.e. priest-kings representing the god,

at great sanctuaries ruled over a considerable district whose population

were servants and subjects of the central hieron. Such were Pessinus,

Comana Pontica, Coniana of Cappadocia, Venasa, Tyana, Antioch of

Pisidia, the hieron of Sabazios in the Milyadic country,- etc. It would

appear to be a necessary characteristic of such a theocracy that there

should be only one centre, one hieron, one sanctuary. In the case of

Antioch, however, this seems not to have been the case. Strabo, p. 577,

indeed desciibes the hieron at Antioch as if it were a single centre ruling

a wide tract of country peopled by a large population ; but in p. 557

he says that there were two sanctuaries in the Antiochian country, ' the

hieron of the Askaian (Men), which is beside Antioch-towards-Pisidia,

' In this paper I have profited by frequent conversation with Mr. Anderson during the winter.

He is treating the cult of the goddess Demeter at Antioch in 'Ca^ J.R.S. from his own point of

view : his article and mine supplement without contravening each other. I have occasion often to

refer to articles of my own on aspects of this subject : (l) The religion of Asia Minor and Greece in

Hastings, Did. Bible, V. p. 112 ff.: (2) The permanent attachment of religions veneration to ancient

sites in Asia Minor and (3) Fagan A'evivalism and the later persecutions in Pauline and Other

Studies : (4) Studies in the Eastern Roman Provinces (sometimes quoted as Q) : (5) Tlie Tekmoreian

Guestfriends m Journal of Hellenic Studies, 191 2 (sometimes quoted simply ss, Journal). Our

first impressions regarding the unexcavated hieron are described by Mrs. Hashick in JH.S. 1912,

and by myself in the Contemporary Pe7iiew, 191 2.

'^ On this hieron, whose exact site is unknown, but about which we have learned more than we
know about any other of the great hiera, see my Cities and Bish., i. ch. ix.

37
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and the hieron (of Men) in the region of the Antiochians.' The meaning

of ' the region of the Antiochians ' as a geographical term I hope shortly

to discuss in the Journal of Roman Studies, and will only say here that

it applies to the entire Phrygian region of the Galatic province, of which

Antioch was the metropolis. But why has Antioch apparently two hiera ?

Why has this ancient theocracy two seats of the god ?

The answer was given in the excavations conducted by the Asia

Minor Exploration Fund in 191 2 on the top of a lofty peak overhanging

the site of the Colony. Here is the hieron of Men Askaios beside Antioch,

marked by hundreds of dedications ; but the adjective has the form

Askaenos except two cases of Askaios.^ We began to excavate, hoping

to find the vestiges of a pre-Greek hieron ; but at first we were disappointed

to be unable to find any early remains. Everything was of the Roman

period except some scraps of Hellenistic pottery, one inscription, and

perhaps the periboloi wall of the main central sanctuary. At last the

explanation became clear. The hieron beside Antioch was founded along

with the city in the third century B.C. The ancient sanctuary was too far

away, and the Seleucid city required a sanctuary near at hand. Thereafter

there were the two hiera, the ancient hieron in the region of the Antiochians

and the Greek close to the city.

It may be supposed that the new hieron would reflect in some degree

the character of the city population. It was the sanctuary of the civilized

and Hellenized urban people, while the other was rustic and frequented

mainly by the old village-dwellers, who spoke the Phrygian tongue and

did not share in Greek manners until a comparatively late date, and had

no autonomy or self-governing institutions, but were only a small degree

removed from the condition of serfs adscripti glebae. As in Palestine

at the death of Solomon the theocratic kingdom was split into two,

the modern and ' progressive ' north and the conservative Judah in the

south, so the Antiochian theocracy was divided between two sanctuaries

presenting a general contrast to each other like that in Palestine. The

city sanctuary was by far the most brilliant : it had buildings, and

feasts and outward show, whereas the old hieron was so humble in

appearance that as yet we have been unable to determine its site with

certainty.* But in ritual the probability is that there was no essential

' In both cases 'Airxaia denotes the land of the god.

' It may possibly have been at Saghir : see later in this paper.
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difference, nothing but varying degree of magnificence. So far as natural

probability goes, we should expect that the new sanctuary beside Antioch

was modelled on the old, and even that the general features of the

situation were similar, for the new hieron was not placed in or quite

clo.se to the city, but at some distance, high on the summit of a steep

and rough mountain, 1300 ft. above Antioch. The situation was probably

chosen because it presented a general similarity to the old hieron.

In ritual, also, the intention would doubtless be to reproduce the

established features. The gods of the land had taught man how to

approach them by acts and words ; and these constituted the only way

of approach. The gods must either be abandoned, or must be worshipped

in their own proper ritual. As we excavated the hieron and the hall of

initiation beside it, we thought that certain late features appeared ; but

on closer examination these prove to be parts of the old Phrygian custom.

What we have found may be used with confidence as evidence of the

primitive forms of the cult.

II.—The Hall of Initiation at Antioch (Plate I.)

It is premature at present to describe the central sanctuary and the

numerous hieratic and festal buildings around it. Further excavation is

needed first. I restrict myself to a small number of monuments and to

certain features in the hall of initiation. These show some striking

characteristics ; and it is a preparation for further study on the spot to

attempt a description and classification of them. The reliefs are valueless

as works of art, being rude village work. There was in later time no art on

the central plateau. One may suspect that anything artistic even in the

first century was imported or was the work of a stranger ; but in the later

third century it is clear that barbarism in art reigned at Antioch, and that

there would have been no wish even to import a work of good art, and no

appreciation of it if it had been imported.

None of the sculptures published or referred to in this article have

any value for Museum purposes. We had to leave some of them in the

possession of the native owners ; those which we excavated were not

thought by the officials worthy of transport to Constantinople, but were

left in the cellar of the government house at Yalowadj.^

' The best things found were taken to Constanlinople : the rest were piled in this local

museum : some were buried where found, such as pottery (all valueless), large inscribed stones, etc.
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The hall of initiation was probably a closed chamber, roofed and

entered by a single door.' The Mysteries were celebrated at night, and the

light came from one large torch, carried by the Dadouchos priest (Section

XIV.). The hall, therefore, was an avrpov (Journal, p. 163, No. 26) : the word

avrpov is applicable both to artificial and to natural covered chambers.

It was 53 ft. long by 45 ft. broad, as shown in the plan (Fig. i). Its

orientation is that of the central Sanctuary, which was built first and

accommodated to the lie of the ground. The level space for the hall was

got partly by cutting the sloping rock of the mountain. The wall

N.E. nearest the Sanctuary was partly cut out of the rock. Its thickness

is unknown, as the excavation has not been finished on that side.^ On
the inside a seat or divan i ft. 8 in. broad cut in the rock, extends from

end to end.

The two walls N.W. and S.E. are about 4 ft. thick. The wall S.W. is

8 ft. thick : it had to be thicker, because it runs across the slope of the

hill, and was liable to be pushed outwards and downwards. The corres-

ponding wall of the central Sanctuary is about 20 ft. thick. ^ These walls

are all built of dry stones, laid on without any binding material ; and they

derive their strength entirely from their weight and mass. They have no

foundation, but are laid on the soil, and piled up. Similar walls are built

very skilfully by the local masons at the present day : we employed

a man to build some, and it was interesting to watch his way of working.

The walls of the Sanctuary were faced with squared stones, but were

otherwise made, like those of the present time, of unshaped stones chosen

by the mason to suit the place where they were to be put. Plate I.

gives four views taken in the hall.

' In 1913 we found that there was a second narrow door, 3 it. wide, in the S.E. wall, i ft. 8 in.

from the corner E. inside. This door was blocked in ancient times very roughly. Its purpose is

obscure. A sort of Pronaos was added to the initiation hall, as shown in the plan, at some Liter

time (whether before or after this door was blocked remains as yet uncertain) : its floor was paved
with large stones, and under these stones we found many bones, probably of sacrificial victims

(though some were declared to be human), also some pottery fragments, which seem to imply that

the Pronaos was a very late addition. The floor of the initiation hall consists of a layer of small
stones close jracked (exactly like the flooring of the stadium, except that the stones are smaller).

The soil above the floor, both in hall and Pronaos, is full of bones and teeth of animals. Beneath
the Pronaos floor and elsewhere teeth of pigs or wild boar were found, showing that the pig was not
forbidden at this sanctuary (see Hislor. Geogi-a/thy of Asia Minor, p. 32).

= In 1913 we found it to be nearly 4 ft. broad, like the N.W. and S.E. walls. All measure-
ments in the Sanctuary and surroundings are only approximate.

' It is also strengthened by eight buttresses and two projecting gale posts, built contem-
poraneously with the wall.
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While the information which we possess regarding the Phrygian

Mysteries is very scanty, and the equipments of the hall are almost

completely destroyed, yet the appearance of the chamber and study of

the authorities suggest the theory which is stated in the following pages.

The hall of initiation is entered by a door in the S.E. wall, not in the

middle, but nearer the S. corner. When the mystes entered, he found

on his left a high shallow trough, perhaps intended for a preliminary

purification ; and in the S. corner and along the S.W. wall a series

of constructions, now almost totally destroyed, with only faint traces

remaining. Between the door and the S. corner, a terracotta waste-pipe

carried off the liquid used in the trough, passed under the wall and went

out downhill. A partition wall passed from the trough right across to

the opposite (N.W.) wall of the initiation hall ; but everything here is

destroyed almost down to the level of the floor.

Appearances, therefore, point to the view that the part of the hall

which lay on the left of the mystes as he entered, was separated in a

certain degree from the larger part on his right. This separated part

constituted a long narrow space or room distinct from the main hall

though the separating wall may perhaps not have reached up to the roof,

and may in part have consisted only of a colonnade with screens or

hangings. The high trough projects i ft. beyond the bounding line

of the separated chamber.

On Plate I. the view which is numbered 4 is taken from the N.W.

wall looking along the dividing wall towards the chamber in the S. corner,

and the trough and the door.

My theory is that this separate portion on the left, lying along the

S.W. wall, was the scene of what is called fivrjac; in the strict sense. After

the fivr)a-i<! the mystes proceeded to the next, the higher and perfect stage

of initiation, which took place in the centre and right hand part of the hall.

The reasons for this view will appear in the sequel : it is stated at this

stage only for clearness and to guard against misconception. The reason

for separation between the part devoted to fj,vr}at.<; and the part devoted to

the higher stage was that the former was not in the presence of the god,

whereas the latter took place under the eye and before the face of the god.

The mystes, after his first stage of initiation, was fit to enter the god's

presence.

I assume also from the outset that the initiatory rites are those of the
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Phrygian Mysteries, and not special Mysteries of the god Men. The

grounds of this assumption will appear in detail throughout the article
;

and the reasons for it seem conclusive.

The constructions in the hall of initiation are very obscure ; and at

first sight we found them almost unintelligible. They have for the most

part been destroyed down to the floor ; and the destruction is so complete

that, as in the case of the central Sanctuary, it may be presumed to have

been intentional. No mere chance destruction by Turkish peasants making

use of the building vvou!d account for such systematic and complete ruin :

the traveller is familiar with the ruin caused by ignorant peasants, but it is

always sporadic, accidental, and often comparatively slight. The distance

of the modern town, the inferior quality of the stones, and the difficulty of

transport down a very steep and rough mountain, prove that the ruin was

not caused by spoliation to make the buildings of the present or the old

Turkish town : the ruins of the colonia Antiochia were much nearer and

supplied better material. The marble, probably, was carried away from

these buildings at the Sanctuary, but not the common stone.^

The clue to the explanation of the equipments in the initiation hall

'

lies in the observation that the ritual as a whole was Phrygian, and not

foreign, and that the initiation rites must be interpreted by what is

recorded regarding the Phrygian mystic ritual.

In doing this it is needless to discuss whether the testimony of

Clement and other Christian writers refers to the Eleusinian or the

Phrygian Mysteries. My view ^ is that in the Roman period the popular

Mysteries had been to a large degree assimilated throughout the Eastern

provinces. The process was partly by way of contamination, in such a

fashion that each absorbed elements from the others ; but part of the

cause lay in the original character of the most widely popular Mysteries,

which was not essentially different in different places. Therefore the

assimilation to a common type was easily produced. While considerable

modifications may have taken place in certain Mysteries during the Roman

' The limesione blocks of the Sanctuary were taken in part to build the church close by.

- Alx)ut the purpose of this building as a hall of initiation no doubt can exist ; and no doubt

was felt by us after the clearing of the building was completed. We began the hall under the

impression that it was the residence of the priest of Men. Its situation, outside the Sanctuary and

oriented in the sauie direction, suggested this opinion ; but the progress of the excavation showed

clearly the nature of the building.

' Of course this view i« not special to myseli ; I merely define my position.
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period, the change was almost always in the way of addition : the original

ritual remained as the nucleus of an elaborated ceremonial. Probably the

Mysteries which are called Phrygian offer the best means of studying the

others. The key to interpret the Antiochian Mysteries was found at

Klaros near Colophon.

III.

—

The Mysteries at Klaros.

The excavations made by Makrldi Bey for the Turkish Imperial

Museum have thrown light on the Klarian Mysteries. He has published a

series of inscriptions ^ from the hieron, which record the visits paid by

single delegates, or more frequently groups of delegates or visitors, from

foreign states to Apollo of Klaros. The delegation frequently was

accompanied by a chorus of hymnodoi ^ (in one case called molpoi), which

sang a hymn in honour of the god. Laodiceia on the Lycus sent more

than one delegation to consult and do honour to the Klarian Apollo.

There was a shrine of the Pythian Apollo at Laodiceia, and the prophet

of this shrine was in one case the delegate to Klaros. On coins of

Laodiceia Pythian types hardly appear,^ but the games Pythia are once

mentioned :* this Pythian Apollo was not the great Laodicean deity, but

more probably only the god of the Hellenic colonists who were introduced

to strengthen Seleucid authority and civilization
;
while the native

Phrygian population kept their god (Zeus, as he was Hellenized, or once

apparently Aseis). The Apollo of Laodiceia spoke to and enquired of the

Apollo of Klaros.

In passing we may note that this chorus of singers is an extremely

interesting feature, and we should gladly learn something about the music

and the hymns that they sang. The chorus sometimes came from a long

distance to Klaros : it consisted of youths and maidens, called Kopou and

' Oesl.Jahreshe/te, 1906 and 191 2.

^ Bodies of hymnodoi were common in Phrygia and Asia Minor generally, e.g. at Akmonia
and Hypaipa : see Cities and Bisk, of Phrygia, ii. pp. 630, 646, 359 ; Keil-v. Premerstein, Oest.

Jahreshefle, KioS, p. 105.

' Cities and Bish. of Phrygia, i. p. 53.

* Mr. Head has cut this coin out of the new edition of his Hist. Num., evidently regarding the

authority as insufficient. Eckhel quotes it from Gori, Aftis. Flor. ; but no good numismatist has

verified the coin.
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Kopai, or rjiOeoi and irapOevoi.. In one of the inscriptions it is stated that

the chorus came in accordance with an oracle.

Evidence is found in distant inscriptions of similar delegations to the

Klarian Apollo. In the Praipenissian territory of North Phrygia an altar

was erected to this god, and the oracle which he had given was engraved

on it.^ In Lydia at Troketta, west from Sardis, a dedication was made to

Apollo the Saviour in accordance with a Klarian oracle, which is engraved

on the basis.'^ The date of all these monuments both at and far from

Klaros seems to be generally about 50 to 200 after Christ.

These delegations usually sought an oracle. The leaders of the

delegations are called ' enquirers ' {Oeoirpoiroi) ; but the response of the

god is not given in the Klarian texts, which mention only the names of the

delegates and chorus, and the religious rites which they performed at the

temple.

Some of the enquirers were initiated in the Mysteries. The words

recording this rite vary. In one case the enquirer eTrereXeo-e koX /xvaTijpia

' performed also the mystic ritual (besides consulting the oracle).' This

describes the act in the most general, vague, and uninstructive terms.

More illuminative are two other cases.''* In one there appear two enquirers,

who being initiated performed the act called ifi^areveiv (fivrjOevTet ive-

^d-reva-av) : here this act is apparently a climax or sequel to the initiation.

The other case is even more interesting : the enquirer, 'having received the

mystic things and words ' from the hierophant, performed the act called

ififfareveiv (TrapaXa^wv to, p.vcrrTjpia eve^drevaev). The general term used

in the other case, ' being initiated,' is here more specifically defined in the

words, ' receiving the mysteria ' from the hierophant. The correlative

expression indicating the act of the hierophant, ' the handing over of the

mystic things ' {irapdhoaif; tojv p,v(nrjpi<ov), is also technical. Both terms

must be understood to indicate the ceremony of initiation as a whole (as

M. Ch. Lecrivain says),^ including the exhibition of the mystic objects, the

performance of the mystic acts, and the utterance of the mystic formulae

' It is published by Professor A. Petrie in my Studies in the History and Art of the Eastern

Provinces, p. 128.

'^ Published by Buresch in his Klaros, and more correctly by Keil and v. Premerstein in their

first Reise in Lydien in WienerJahreshefte, 1910, pp. Sff.

' Makridi Bey published an earlier article on his excavations in Xht. Jahreshefte for 1906. One
of the two texts is in that first article.

* See art. Mysteria in Daremberg and Saglio's Diet, des Antiqiiith, iii. p. 2142 A, note 6.
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(BeiKvvfieva, Bpco/ieva, \ey6fieva) ; but the exhibition of the objects is the

most important part of the whole and gives origin to the title of the

Hierophant {Upa i^aivav). The ' tradition or reception of the mysteria,'

then, includes all that is given or received, words, enlightenment, etc.

The climax of the ' tradition and reception ' is the act called 'E/t-

^arevetv, ' taking stand on.' This is the word that Paul caught up and

used as preeminently suitable for his purpose in Colossians, ii. l8, where he

is writing against one of the Colossian Christians who was introducing into

the teaching of the Church, ideas caught from the Mysteries.^

The century following A.D. 140 was apparently the time when the

fame of Klaros was most widely spread The oracle and cult must have

exercised real influence in bringing about that revival of pagan religion

which played such a marked part in the last struggles against the growing

power of Christianity (commonly called the 'persecutions' of Decius,

Diocletian, and Maximin). In these, and in the last especially, the

Empire allied itself with the old cults to resist the new faith.^

IV.—The Act called 'E/ji^aTeveip in the Phrygian Mysteries.

We need not hesitate to assume that the Mysteries celebrated at

Klaros were closely allied to the ' Phrygian ' Mysteries, and may be used

to illustrate them in all important respects. This term, e/jL^areveiv, which

was evidently technical at Klaros, was known to Paul, and is understood

by him to be familiar to the Colossians (ii. 18). It was, in the Phrygian

cities, technical for some important act in the Mystic ceremonial. This act

was not part of, but followed after the fiiirjai<; proper : ^vr]6evTe<; eve/Sdrevaav.

What, then, was this act .' Can we determine its nature .' A hypothesis is

forced on us by a careful scrutiny of certain features in the Antiochian hall

of initiation : the act .seems to have been performed in this hall, not during

the fivrjcTK, but in the centre of the hall during the higher stage of the

Mystic ritual. It was therefore a highly significant ceremony.

The verb ifi^arevetv means to step into, set foot on, take one's stand

on : often it suggests entrance with the purpose of staying. The use in

' On this see an article in the Contemporary Review, 1913, also a short letter in the

Athenaeum, Jan. 25, 1913.

- Some features in these persecutions as revealed by inscriptions are described in a paper on

Pagan Revivalism and the Persecutions (see the writer's Pauiine and other Studies in the History

of Religion, Art. IV.).
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respect of a ship is typical : the voyager sets foot on the ship with the

intention of making the voyage in it. This has led the Revisers in

Colossians, ii. 18 to render the verb as 'dwelling in,' which is not right,

though one sees how the translators were led to use the expression. The
marginal ' taking his stand upon ' is better : whereas the Authorized

Version, ' intruding into,' suggests a quite wrong idea. 'Efi^areveiv is to

enter on one's own, to tread the right path, rather than to intrude

unlawfully.

Although the word (with derivatives) is never used^ on coins, yet

there is a common coin type, characteristic almost exclusively ^ of Asia

Minor, in which this action must be recognized. The type is a hero

stepping on to the prow of a vessel : he usually is represented in warlike

guise and action, looking back as if he were calling others to follow.^ The
person represented is usually the local hero,^ and, as the ship occurs on

coins in the heart of Asia Minor, hundreds of miles from the sea, the

embarcation must be understood as typical of emigration from a foreign

transmarine country : the hero leads the migration and cheers on his

comrades to follow him. At Erythrac however the hero, who on the coin

is named Erythros, steps quietly on to the prow, looking forward, not

back. At Amastris, Nicomedeia, etc., the hero is probably starting on the

Argonautic Expedition ; and this expedition is a mythical expression of

the coming of Greek colonization and civilization into those regions. In

other cases the hero is landing, stepping from the ship to the shore. At

Abydos the scene is local : the tower indicates the coast of the Hellespont,

and the hero (named on the coin Lucullus) is landing : probably Lucullus

was worshipped as a local hero since the Mithradatic wars, and he steps on

to the shore where his cult was to be perpetuated. At Laodiceia on the

Lycus, also, the scene is local, for the two rivers appear on each side of the

hero, who typifies therefore the colony settled between the rivers Lycus

and Kapros : there is no ship in this case, as Laodiceia was an inland

• Vaillant has Apollo 'E/xPaaios on an Ephesian coin ; but Mr. Head considers that this

(otherwise unknown) coin is misread, and is a bad specimen of the 'IkcVios coin.

^ It is found also at Thebes in Thessaly and at Elaious of the Chersonese.

' In v;hat follows I do little more than select froni what is said by Dr. F. Imhoof-Blumer in

Nomisma, v. pp. 25 ff., vi. I. He differs from the interpretation suggested by Dr. Regling in

K!w, viii. pp. 489 ff. , and recurs to the usual and accepted interpretation.

* Regling takes him as Hector or Aeneas on Phrygian coins, and does not take the other coins

into consideration.
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city.i The idea common to all these coins is the new city life, symbolized

by the hero founder stepping on to the land of the colony, or on to the

ship that is to bear him to that land across the sea. The entrance on a

new life, the settlement in a new home—that is efi^arevaai. The word, it

is true, is not engraved on the coins, but it is clearly indicated.

This thought of stepping into a new life, therefore, was familiar in

Asia Minor, and it would be in accord with the philosophic thought which

underlay the Mysteries (as we shall see) that a similar idea should find

some symboliail expression in them. The term, as used in both the

inscriptions, evidently indicates the climax or final act in the mystic

ceremonial ;
' being initiated,' or ' receiving the mystic things and words,

they performed the act called efj-0aTeveiv,' symbolizing that they had

entered on a new life, and intended to continue therein.

V.

—

Entrance to the Higher Stage in the Mysteries.

The act called ifi^areveiv followed upon and was the climax of

the fivr]<Tt<; : this is clearly indicated by the two expressions /ivrjdevTe'i

ive^drevaav and irapaXaficov ra fivartjpM eve^drevaev ; and yet the act is

only an entrance and a beginning. The initiation is here conceived as a

preparation leading up to a new beginning : the mystai received the mystic

things and words (from the hierophant) : thereafter they ' entered,' or ' set

foot on ' (the new stage). There is implied in this a ceremonial in two

stages, the Mv9;o-t? and the Embateusis, if we may coin a technical term

from the verb. The second stage musf evidently correspond to the

Epoptika at Eleusis (where the word ifi^arevetv does not occur, so far as

is known).

The two stages correspond admirably to the arrangements in the hall

of initiation at Antioch (PI. I. and Fig. i). The /ivrja-i^ took place in the

separate part of the hall, along the S.W. wall. Then the mystes was led

into the centre of the hall (which is on the right hand as one enters by

the door already described, probably the only door of the hall). Here there

took place a new series of rites, which we can trace in their general

' Allied cases are at Daidanos, the hero Dardanos embarking on a voyage : at Thebes of

Phthiotis, Protesilaos from Thebes newly landed on the coast of Troy, which was to be his home in

death
; at Elaious in the Thracian Chersonese Protesilaos, whose grave and shrine were here, stands

on a ship's prow looking forward. At Sanios, Imhoof thinks that the hero (of the usual type) is

Ankaios starting on the Argonautic expedition.
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sequence. The mystes was brought to an entrance between two upright

slabs of stone not unlike the two famous sculptured slabs in the Forum

Romanitm (supposed by some to have stood on the Rostra), but much
simpler.

These two slabs, of roughly hewn limestone, about 3 ft. high and

4 ft. 6 in. long and i ft. 6 in. thick, stood parallel to one another, so as to

form an entrance 2 ft. 8 in. broad, and 4 ft. 6 in. long. As the mystes

approached this entrance, he saw that a slightly architectural look was

imparted to it by some cutting on the front of the two slabs (on the corre-

sponding back part of the slabs there is no cutting). ^ Outside the entrance,

to the left side of the left-hand slab, there stands on the ground a very

large shallow bowl of stone (Plate I. i): whether this was its original

position is hard to say. The mystes entered this doorway, passed through

it, and emerged into the presence of the god himself. The god's throne

was placed in front of the N.E. wall of the hall, free in the open space

(Plate I. 2, 4). It is marked as his throne by the inscription engraved on

it in late letters, about 300 a.d.

MEMEAAOL"
ATT AOY

rovKAi

MeveKaoi

'Attuov

Ka/37roi»

As it would be unsafe to suppose an error of the engraver for 'ArrdXov,

the name Attaes must be assumed for the father of Menelaos. It has

been pointed out in the already quoted paper '^ on the Pagan Revivalism

that divine names were much used during the reaction against Christianity :

Attaes otherwise called Karpos must be interpreted in this light, like

Thcoteknos, Athanatos and many others.

' The appearance of the tops proves that cut stones or other material must have rested on the

slabs which are still standing in the hall. Thus the entrance formerly had an even stronger

resemblance to a door than at present. (PI. I, 4 )

2 Section III, p. 46.
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The hypothesis that suggests itself is that the two slabs mark the

entrance to the divine presence and the new life. The person who presents

himself at this gateway after being initiated in the first stage is permitted

to set foot on the threshold and to enter on the higher life (ifi^areveiv).

Having entered, he is admitted to the advanced stages and scenes of the

Mysteries ; and these take place before the throne of the god and in his

presence.

Whether the throne was empty during this and the next scene, being

reserved for the unseen god, or was occupied by the priest as representing

the god on earth, must remain uncertain ; but the latter alternative is more

probable. The whole ceremonial of the higher grade was the approach of

man to god, and its subject was the identification of the inystes with the

god. The promise was given to the purified ' Happy and blessed, thou

shalt be god instead of mortal.' The priest and priestess played the parts

of the god and goddess through the scenes of the higher grade. To be

identified with the god and goddess is the goal of human life. The goal

was attained, as many epitaphs in Phrygia show, at blissful death, when

the dead returns to the mother who bore him ; and it was attained also as

the result of initiation and Embatetiein} Moreover, we know that the

active part in the next scene of the ceremonial was performed by a

minister ; and there seems no place for the priest (who must have been

present^, except as presiding and occupying the holy chair.

VI.

—

The Higher Purification.

Having passed through the entrance way, the mystes found himself

close to a quadrangular pool or lacus, like the impluvium of a Roman atrium.

This lacus is i ft. 4 in. from the ends of the entrance slabs (Plate I. 4).

It stretched before him, about 9 ft. long, and 7 ft. 6 in. broad. A water

channel enters from N.E., but where the water (or other liquid) came from

is uncertain.- The pool must have been quite shallow, so that no thought

of immersion or complete baptism can occur. In the lacus and parallel to

' The same idea, which in these examples is expressed in an antique religious form that remained
throughout the later pagan period, appears also in epitaphs in a philosophic form : all (material)

things spring from the earth and return to the earth {Ik 7^5 ti's yriv Tayaed and other variations) :

on which see Keil-v. Premerstein, ii. /Mse in LyJieii, p. 46 and the references which ihey mention.
- The channel runs far into the pool, and is bordered by two small slabs of stone, aft. 6 in.

long, 6 in. broad. It is at the bottom of the pool. The sides of the pool were never cemented, so

that it could never have held water, except in very small quantity.
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its SAV. border is a line of two or more stones, which stand in the space

between the end of the channel and the opposite (S.W.) border.

Presumably some kind of purificatory ceremony was performed at this

pool. The stones look as if the mystes and the officiating priest both stood

in the lacus, the priest on the stones, the mystes beside him (probably

cowering down on his heels at first).

A rite of similar type formed part of the Phrygian Mysteries.

Demosthenes describes it.^ in his invective against Aeschines, whose mother

was a strolling priestess—one of those that carried the religion of Phrygian

Cybele about Attica in the fourth century B.C.—and who had acted as her

assistant minister. ' When you grew to man's estate," says the orator,

' you assisted your mother as she performed the ritual : you read from the

books the words of the formulae and helped her in the rest of the foolery.

By night you used to put the fawnskin on and pour water from the krater

over, and perform the rite of cleansing for those whom she was initiating,

and you used to scrub them with mud and bran, and make them stand

up- after the purification, and bid them say: "I have escaped the evil:

I have found the better " {ecjivyov kukov evpov afieivov).'

This was the rite, probably, that was performed at the /acus, before

the throne of the god.

I have never been able to doubt that words like this formula had

a moral sense, and implied that in the Mysteries some suggestion of

progress in social life was set forth before the Mystai. There was in

the Mysteries no formal dogmatic teaching; but by means of actions,

verbal formulae, and things that were shown to the initiated, certain

ideas and lessons about human nature and its relations to the divine power

were suggested.

VII.

—

The Holy Marriage.

From the purificatory scene, the Mystes moved on—perhaps through

several intermediate scenes—to the perfect scene of human life, the

representation of the foundation on which society rests. This was the

mystic marriage of the god and the goddess, as symbolic of earthly

marriage. The divine life is the model of human life. The gods have

taught what men should do, both in their relation to one another and in

their relation to god. Many reliefs represent the deity as teaching

' De Corona, 259 f.
'' They had been cowering before.

E 2
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man by doing in person what man should do in approaching god. The

gods themselves reveal to men the right way of living. As an example

a relief of Koloe in Lydia may be quoted : a drawing of it is published

in my Letters to the Seven Churches, p. 63, and another in Roscher's

Lexicon, iv, 244, by Keil and v. Premerstein.^ The relief is in two zones :

in the upper the god performs the same act of libation on an altar

which the priest is performing in the lower zone. There is a heavenly

counterpart and model for everything on earth.

Much might be said about the Holy Marriage in the Mysteries.

My view is that the early marriage ceremony of the Anatolian and

pre-Hellenic Greek religion was the performance by the human pair of the

mystic rite. The gods have taught what should be done, and men must

do the same. According to a scholiast, the married pair celebrate the

sacred marriage in honour of Zeus and Hera. Usener, Ital. Mythen in

Rh. Mus. XXX. p. 227, quotes this from Lex. Rhetor, p. 670 (Person), p. 345

(Nauck), and unhesitatingly refers it to the Athenian rite. The rites of early

Anatolian Marriage were adopted by the Gauls of Galatia long before the

Christian era, as is proved in my Historical Commentary on the Epistle to

the Galatians, pp. 88-91. A survival of the same rite is alluded to in the

legend of St. Abercius.

In the Attic marriage rite the formula, €<f)vyov kukov evpov afieivov,

was pronounced. The Attic rite, therefore, goes back to a model in

the earliest form of the Mysteries, a form common to Anatolia and Attica.

This marriage rite was a performance of the sacred marriage as shown

in the Mysteries, with the bride and bridegroom playing the parts

of the goddess and the god, while the priestess of Demeter taught them.

In the Mysteries the priest and priestess represented the divine pair

;

and, as ancient authorities from different points of view mention, the rite

of the divine marriage was enacted by the priest and the priestess within

the Pastas, the holy nuptial chamber. Considering the character of

several scenes which are mentioned as occurring in the Mysteries, and

considering the duty of service at these Anatolian sanctuaries, mentioned

by Strabo as being in his time still imposed on women, we must infer

that the holy marriage was exhibited as the newer and higher law. The

Mysteries present human life as a progress from savagery : the life of the

' Less accurate representation in Wagener's art. in Memoins Couro»n/s tar fAcad . de

Btlgiqiie, XXX. The relief has often been described.
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god and goddess was played as a drama of progress in moralisation.

The servants of the goddess in their human life passed as a matter

of ritual through the same stages of knowledge and life as the goddess

herself ; and the service as 7raXXaKL<; was required from devotees as

a preliminary to the higher life of marriage in the Lydian city of Tralleis

as late as the end of the second century after Christ.^ In no other way

can the testimony of Cicero and other good authorities as to the purifying

and elevating influence of the mystic ceremonial be interpreted.

Dieterich thinks that the marriage in the Mysteries was of the god

and the mystes (conceived always as female). That this was so seems not

probable. The Mysteries are originally the cult of Cybele, in whose life

the god is a by-figure and an episode. The goddess was originally the

embodiment of the divine idea, as the mother, nurturer, teacher, and

guardian of her people. Dieterich's idea could only be true in a late

development of the Anatolian religion, when the god had become the

principal figure. Yet we may accept his view in this form, that the

inystae identify themselves in sympathy with the life and the action of the

divine pair.

Now at the N. corner of the hall at Antioch are what I take to be

traces of the Pastos, viz. the supporting stones on which probably the

Pastos rested, and in it the marks of three of the feet of the holy bed for

the marriage ceremony. To this Pastos belongs the scene alluded to

in the formula quoted by Clemens :
' I have eaten from the tympanon :

I have drunk from the cymbal : I have carried the kernos : I have

gone into the Pastos :
' e'« rvfiirdvov e<l)ayov e'/c KVfx^aXov eiriov exepvo-

(f>6pr)(7-a' vTTO Tov iraarov v-rre^vv. It is probable that all these four acts

were parts of the same final scene. Eating from the same bowl and

drinking from the same cup (in each case divine utensils being employed)

were naturally parts of the marriage rite ; ' but the words are not certain,

as Firmicus gives them differently : ck TVfnrdvov ^e^poJKa- ex Kv//,^dXov

TrenoyKa- yiyova fj,v(TT7]<; "ArTem?. Similar words may have been used at

two separate parts of the holy drama. The words quoted by Firmicus

imply, perhaps, that the eating and drinking which he has in mind took

place in the p.v'qai'i ; and that these acts are quoted in the Embateusis

' See llie inscription which I published in B.C.H. 1883, p. 276, and which has frequently been

reprinted and commented on.

' On the meaning and nature of the rite see my article on Anatolian Religion in Hastings'

Die. Bib. V. p. 127 A.
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as justification for the Mystes presenting himself for the higher stage.

He had become initiated and he enters on the higher grade : fivrjOeU

eveffdrevaev, according to the Klarian inscription.

It maj' be regarded as highly probable that the verb ifi^areveiv,

while strictly denoting the first step in the higher initiation, implies also

the succeeding steps ; and that eve^ciTevaev in the Klarian inscriptions

means that the person after being initiated in the (lower grade of the)

Mysteries, i.e. yeyovco'; fivarrjii "AxTetu?, performed the whole higher grade :

in other words, Embateusis implied the entire Epoptika, following on the

actual entrance.

VIII.—The god ok Antioch.

The ritual, as far as we can trace it, is purely Phrygian. The god

Men, if he was in origin foreign and non-Phrygian (as to which I

express no positive opinion), was taken into the divine family of the

Anatolian cult, and identified with a figure of that cult. This figure

was Attis, Atis, Attes, or Atys.^ On this supposition the assumed immi-

grant Men, the god of a foreign incoming race, was identified with the

Phrygian Atis, just as in Attica the immigrant Poseidon was identified

with the Erechtheus of the Athenaia cult, and the double name Poseidon-

Erechtheus remained in official use (though popular tradition and custom

in Attica preserved the memory of the two distinct figures and kept the

names separate, as in Phr)-gia).

Men continued to be the predominant figure of the Antiochian cult.

The main Sanctuary belongs to him. Every one of the hundreds of

dedications is to him (where any name is mentioned).- Yet the title of

his priest was i€pev<; Mrjvb^ kuI /^rjfirjTpot, and in the process of clearing

the Sanctuary we found a small ' chapel ' in the S. corner, which was

evidently sacred to a goddess of the Demeter or Cybele type, as all the

objects found in it were of that cult. It may be assumed that in the title

of the priest (towards 300 A.D.) Uemeter is a Hellenization of the Phrygian

Cybele. When the priest was made into an Archiercus, the name of

' The spelling varies, and the second vowel : Atis occurs in an ofiicial Pessiniintine inscription

of the second century ii.c, Atyochorion in the Hyrgalean plain near Dionysopolis, Attioukome at

Orkistos, and Atloudda on the Phrygo-Carian frontier.

' Zeus of Heliopolts is once mentioned as consecrated in the sanctuary.
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the goddess was dropped, and only ap)(^i.epev'i irarpiov Oeov Mt/i/o? 'Aa-Karjvov

remained.^

This would, even standing alone, be a sufficient and complete proof

that, in Antioch, either Men was adopted into the ritual of a Demeter-

Cybele goddess, or vice versa ; and in Phrygia the latter alternative may
be mentioned only to be dismissed as impossible. The importance of the

goddess is confirmed by the fact that she had also a separate temple at a

little distance from the great Sanctuary. This temple is in a very ruinous

condition, but there were found in it only objects of the Cybele or Artemis

ritual.- There were no inscriptions with the name of the deity ; but the

objects showed clearly that the goddess was regarded both as Artemis and

as Cybele. The same double identification is characteristic of the whole

Antiochian region : the name used is generally Artemis, but the features

are those of Cybele or of the Ephesian goddess, and the priest is an

Archigallos (who is peculiar to the Cybele worship).''*

If Men Askaenos was a foreign god introduced into the Phrygian

cult, he would certainly have to be regarded as coming from the East,

for his presence in Pontus and among the Albanoi favours that view. On
the other hand there is no evidence to disprove the opinion expressed in

my Cities and Bisli. of Phr. i. p. 169 :
' Men and Attis are deities of similar

character, probably derived ultimately from the same cultus, but differenti-

ated by development in different surroundings : in the fact that the city

where Men Karou is worshipped bears the name Attoudda " City of

Attis," we may fairly see a proof of the ultimate identity of these two

deities.'

Yet it must be remembered that from the inscriptions alone we could

find no evidence to differentiate Anaitis of Lydia and Maeonia as foreign

from the native Anatolian Artemis. In the cult, as it appears in inscriptions,

' On the whole process see Anderson in J.R.S. 1913 : he states the evidence and proves the

inferences fally.

- This temple is too ruinous to give positive evidence ; but probably it is older than the central

Sanctuary. It stands on the highest peak of the mountain, close under the summit, and is perhaps

pre-Hellenic, representing the original sanctity of this spot as an isolated lofty mountain (clearly

divided from Sultan Dagh by a deep chasm) among the old Phrygian and pre-Phrygian natives. In

my arucle in the Conlenip. Rev. 1912, stress was laid on the spring near the top of the mountain,

close to the church, as being probably an element in causing the sanctity : this is corroborated by a

dedication to the Nymphs (Nyphai) found in the wall of the church in 1913. The surface of the

mountain top is strewn with scraps of haematite iron ore ; but we saw no sign that the ore was

smelted.

' .\nder50n, Ac
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the foreign and Persian Artemis was quite merged in the native

goddess. It is however certain both that Anaitis was an immigrant goddess,

brought by the foreigners whom the Persian kings planted in Lydia, and

that there were features in her cult (as Pausanias mentions) which betrayed

her difference in character from the purely Lydian goddess. It may be

the same with Men. The case is not yet decided.

As Men is paired at Antioch with Demeter, so in the Lydian Katake-

kaumene {i.e. Maeonia) he is paired with Anaitis or Meter Artemis or

Meter Atimis : see Keil-v.Premerstein, Reise in Lydien, 1908, p. 29;

Drexler in Roscher's Lex. art. Men, ii. 2703 f ; S. Reinach, Chron. d' Orient,

i. 159 ; Perdrizet, B.C.H. xx. 1896, pp. 99 f. ; Buresch, Aus Lydien, p. 67.

IX.—The goddess at Antioch.

The goddess to whom the chapel in the Sanctuary of Men was

dedicated, was indicated as Demeter, not merely in the official title, but

also by a marble statue of small size, perhaps about 3 ft. high. This stood

in the chapel which was appropriated to the goddess in the corner of the

sanctuary of Men. In the wreck of the sanctuary the statue was broken

in pieces, and we found nothing of it except the head, which is figured in

an article by Mr. J. G. C. Anderson in a forthcoming number of the

Journal of Roman Studies. This head is one of a Janiform pair, two

complete heads joined at the back, with a single high kalathos rising

between them. Either we have here a duplication of the goddess, perhaps

in two different aspects as Demeter and Artemis, or Demeter and Selene

(compare the triplication described in the following Section X.), or the

statue presents conjoined heads of Men and Demeter. On one side of

the kalatJios is a crescent, and on each of the two fronts of the kalathos is

a star. Thus each head has its own star, while the crescent belongs to the

two heads in common. A simple duplication of Demeter might be

compared with the two Nemeseis of Smyrna.

That the goddess Demeter, who is paired with Men at Antioch in the

official title on inscriptions, must be simply a Ilellenized form of Cybele,

seems to me to be beyond doubt. The cult, so far as we can trace it in the

archaeological evidence, is the Phrygian ritual. Demeter has no footing in

Phrygia, except through the tendency, which grew strong in late Roman
times, to identify the divine conceptions of different regions, and to empha-
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size the similarity of the Mysteries at Eleusis with Mysteries in general.

On coins of Antioch Cybele occurs, and Artemis, both of the type Pergaia

and of the Hellenic type ; but not Demeter.

My view has been and is, that in a large number of cases the names

of Hellenic gods in Asia Minor were applied in Greek inscriptions to the

native gods. Dr. Drexler on Men, p. 2757, thinks I have carried this

principle too far, but acknowledges that it is true to a certain extent.^

I do not count it as invariably applicable : e.£^. at Laodiceia (as above

mentioned) I think that Apollo was a true Greek god, but Zeus was a

Hellenic name used of a Phrygian god (and so also Asklepios in the

same city). Opinions will be different as to the limits of application of

this principle. But in the case of Demeter at Antioch I am sure that

Dr. Drexler will recognize Cybele under a Greek name, quite as confidently

as I do.

An example of the late tendency to introduce into Anatolia Eleusinian

forms appears in an inscription of Almasun in Lycaonia (near the site of

Derbe), published by Sterrett, W. E. No. 40, and recopied by me in 1901.^

Ti^epiot KXai^Sto? 0'\v£Tpa(v6'; ?) iraTiip koL 'ArtXt'la ^Yvjevova fiijrrjp

€\k6(tfir]a-av 'AriKiav
|
MapTivav Ovyarepa

\

iroiv te,
\
wreath

|
napOevav

a-TTo Aa[e|Z]pa? rifiri<; ^aptf.

The last two lines, separated by a wreath, express a title of honour

which belonged to the lost girl. Mr. Calder pointed out to me that Daeira

is an old Attic or Eleusinian heroine or goddess, wife of Eumolpos the

hero-ancestor of the Eumolpidae priests. Her nature has been much

discussed,* and the question need not here be treated ; but the fact that

she appears in native Attic ritual inscriptions of the fourth century B.C.

shows that she is ancient in Attica, and therefore cannot be regarded as a

true Lycaonian figure. She belongs to the extension of Hellenic names

and forms over Asia Minor.

' /Hamsays an verschiedciien Slellen ausgesprochene Aiisicht ^ dass die beiden ^rossen einheim-

ischen Gollhei/en A'leinasieiis, die er sich zit einander im Verhiiltni'ss von Multer und Sohn itchend

denkt, unler den mannigfachsten Namen, je nach den verschiedcnen Seiten ihres Wesens, tins

entgegentrelen, vcrdient ja gewiss Beachtnng. Aher . . . then he assigns a larger share than I

think right, to the Greek element in the population of inner Asia Minor.
'^

I made ihe fpllowing corrections on Sterrelt's copy, comparing it with the stone ; 3, for THN
read THP (.is St. corrects in tr.inscription), 8, for I AC read PAC. A and C are difficult to

distinguish from A and 6.

' Farnell, Cii/fs of the Greek States, iii. pp. 138 f., 338 and the ancient authorities and modern
scholars quoted liy him on Daeira.
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What the exact sense of irapdevav a-rro Aaeipa'; may be is doubtful.

The words cannot mean ' descended from Daeira,' for in that case twk airo

^aeipai; would be the proper form, compare "ApSf? tmv citt' "ApBvo^

'HpaxXecSmv at Klaros. Perhaps it means ' maiden of the course or service

of Daeira': Atilia was a parthenos in a chorus of the ritual. Of this

kind of chorus of Hynmodoi examples are mentioned in the earlier part of

this paper. Possibly the •tjLOeoi of the chorus were called a-wo ^v/jloXttov,

and the rrapdevoi were dno Aaeipa<; : Mr. Calder compares aedituus a Diana.

On irapOevav for nrapOevov see Hatzidakis in Einleitung in die

neugr. Granimatik, p. 24. It is possible that ove-rpa may be an abbrevi-

ation of overpavof, and that Ti. Claudius was a retired soldier; but

this abbreviation is rare in Anatolian epigraphy ^; and we should perhaps

regard it as a cognomen, treating Vetera Overpa as accusative used for

nominative. The name Ti. Claudius requires some cognomen (like Vetus).

The hieratic use of -rrapdevo^ may be illustrated from another L)ca-

onian inscription (found between Lystra, Korna .', Nova Isaura, and Isaura,

at the village of Appa) -
: Ma, TlaTrira 6vydT\r)p, irapOivot; xe Kara yeji^o?

tepeia t>)? Oeov k€
\
TOiv dyiwv, Ik twv l\Sieov dviXa^ev Ke

|
e/cepafiaxrev top

vaov. From this text it can be confidently gathered that Ma belonged to a

priestly family : she bears the name of the goddess whose priestess she is,

and her father bears the name of his god (though IlaTra? is a more usual

spelling than Hamra';). Doubtless in her youth she had acted as one of

the irapdivoi in a chorus of Hynmodoi (such as are described in Section III.).

Hieratic duty in the late pagan revival seems to have lain to some con-

siderable extent in certain old priestly families, for several inscriptions lay

stress on the hereditary nature of the duty. The family of the Epityn-

chanoi played an important part in the movement from the time of Decius

to that of Maximin.^ Aurelia Aemilia, the pallakis (already mentioned in

Section VII, p. 53 note), mentions that she was sprung 6« irpoyovwv ttuX-

XaKiScov Kal avivTOTroScov.

' I know no other example.

^ In B.C.//. xi, 1887, p. 63 the text (which I h.ive vainly sought in repeated visits) is

published by MM. Radet and Paris: their copy seems almost perfectly correct, but not their

transcription. The copy needs only one correction : K three times should have a short horizontal

stroke in the angle, making it a /(//re /He of k and €. This ligature is very common, but is not

often observed by copyists.

' Various examples of this class of inscriptions of the pagan reaction are given in a paper on
Pagan Ke-jiva/isni and /he /'ersecu/ioizs of /lie Early Church, in my /^auline ami 0/her S/udies,

pp. 103 ff. (where, as I observed too Kite, the inscription of Ma is quoted and restored).
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X.—The goddess of Antioch as Hekate. (Plate II.)

A small marble statuette, 6 inches high, found in the temple of

Artemis Cybele, presents a remarkable (and so far as my knowledge

extends, unique) conception of the goddess. It has a certain resemblance

to the Greek Hekate Trimorphos, showing a triple-bodied, and triple-

headed female figure, united in a single half-columnar form ; but whereas

the triple Hekate is a completely rounded columnar form, whose three

heads look in widely divergent directions (inclined at an angle of 120° to

each other), this triple Cybele seems to have stood against a flat back-

ground, so that her three heads all look forwards (one at right angles to

the background, and the other two right and left of the central body).

Probably, however, the difference from the Hekate-Trimorphos type is

only artistic and sculptural : the idea in the cult is the same, but this form

is adapted to exhibition in a temple with a wall as background.

Each of the six hands of the triple Artemis-Cybele holds and presses

to her side a bird, a good deal mutilated in most cases, but all clearly of

the same form. The preservation is so bad, that only one of the six

objects held in the six hands is evidently a bird ; but the look of this one

leaves no doubt what the others are. Mr. Hogarth identified the birds,

and pointed out the striking analogy to a small figure found in the lowest

stratum of the excavations at the Ephesian temple of Artemis. This

figure {Excavations at Epkesus, p. 157, 2, and PI. XXIV. 8) is a single

goddess-form, holding two birds pressed to her two sides ^ ; and the shape

of the head, combined with the analogy of many other cases (on which, see

Mr. Hogarth in the same volume, p. 336) shows that the birds are hawks.

The goddess is conceived as the patron of the wild, iroTvia dr^pdv. The

analogy is convincing : the Antiochian figure has hawks in her hands.

Here, again, we have an ancient ritual conception, lasting practically

unchanged from a very early stage in the cult down to the late Roman
period. The ritual of this Helleno-Roman shrine of Men and Demeter

preserves the exact forms of the old Anatolian cult.

' Sir Cecil Smith's description p. 157 is as follows: 'modelling somewhat rough: feet not

indicated : part in columnar form, but from feet up more carefully treated. She holds in each hand

at her waist, a hawk. The dress is the usual girt Ionic chiton. The hair is arranged like that of

No. I without the tettix, and the surface of the head itself is carved in a series of ridges concentric

with the crown.'
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That the goddess herself, and not a priestess, is intended in this figure

seems beyond doubt. The hawk-bearing figure from Ephesus would be

doubtful, if it stood alone ; but the analogy of the Antiochian Hekate-

Cybele now makes its character certain also. The hawk-bearer is the

goddess herself

The triplication of the goddess-body implies, then, no real alteration

of the conception. Whether with two hands, or with six, she grasps her

own fosterlings, as their protector. As to the origin of the triple form, I

see no reason to shrink from maintaining the suggestion, which I put

forward many years ago in an article on the Religion of Asia Minor

and the pre-Hellenic Religion of Greece^ and which may be summarized

thus:

The goddess was not merely mother and nurse of her people : she \vas

also their teacher, and their guide in the ways of civilization, social pro-

gress, agriculture, apiculture, etc. Where human power was unable to

secure respect for institutions required in the common interest of the

social body, the divine power was invoked to ensure respect and inviolability.

The cleanliness of streets and public places was guarded by hermai or pillars

which represented Apollo Aguieos. The boundary stones between pro-

perties were made inviolate as abodes of divine power. The public

advantage was the concern of the god, who punished all infraction of the

respect due to him, for all wrong-doing or uncleanness or violence in

presence of his image or abiding-place was a crime against him. Thus
roads and communication from town to town were placed under divine

protection by upright god-stones (which often had information or numbers

engraved on them and thus became 'mile-stones'): such a stone is a

' Beth-El ' or ' home of god.' These road-stones frequently developed into

road-shrines, similar in general character to the shrines of the Virgin in

Catholic countries on roads. A meeting or crossing of roads or streets

{compittiin), being specially important, was placed under divine guard.- As
the anthropomorphic tendency grew, the guardian of the three meeting roads

became the triple form of the goddess, looking along the three roads. In

Italy the guardian of the archway and door was a Janus looking with two
faces in opposite directions. Before anthropomorphism grew strong the

divine presence was perhaps indicated by the Triskeles, whose three legs

' In Vol. V. of Hastings' Did. Bib. pp. 109 ff. : published 1904, but written two years earlier.
' Ibid. V. p. m.
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diverging from a centre typified the three lines of intercourse meeting at

the conipitum. The religious ritual of the compitalia in Italy had, doubtless,

an Anatolian counterpart, which was connected with the triple-formed

TpiKdpavo<; goddess and also with the Tnskeles. Similarly the goddess of

crossing streets was TeTpaKdpavo';,TeTpaTrp6<T(oiro<;, TCTyoaoStTt? ; and Hekate

is so called in a late hymn, and at the same time TpUrvTre, rpi^doyye,

rpLKiipave}

XI.—The Monuments at Saghir in the Region of Antioch.

At Saghir, 6 hrs. N.N.E. from Antioch, high on the slope of the

Sultan Dagh, many of the Tekmoreian monuments and lists have been

found;- and there can be little doubt that here was the chief Tekmoreian

religious (but not social) centre. It is marked as an old sacred place by

Mohammedan belief There are in the village two Turbes, the upper and

the lower. The upper Turbe is a small rude building, into which we were

not admitted : the ' Dede ' who is buried there is called Saghir-Ishik :

there is beside it a Tekke of Cutchuk Ali (Little Ali). The lower Turbe

is a rude enclosure of stones surrounding a^rave open to the sky, said to

be the resting place of Selmani Pak. A Turbe with its habitant Dede is a

regular feature on all ancient sites in Asia Minor, as is pointed out in my
article on The permanent attachment of religious awe to special sites in

Asia Minor?

The whole series of the known epigraphic monuments of Saghir were

published in two articles on ' The Tekmoreian Guest-Friends,' one in my
Studies in the Art and History of the Eastern Roman Provinces,^

pp. 305-377, the other correcting and completing it, in foiirnal of Hellenic

Studies, 19 1 2, pp. 151 ff.^ At present I add a new fragmentary

inscription with a date ; also an account of some religious reliefs found in

the village. There is a possibility that 'the Hieron of Men in the region

of Antiochians' (see Section I.) was at or near Saghir; but hitherto all

' Hermes, iv. p. 64: Ramsay, His/01: Conim. on Galatians, p. 219.

'^ The opinion of Professor Sterrett (who in many ways did much service in the discovery and

correct copying of these monuments) and Dr. Ziebarth {Gr. Vereinsviesen, p. 67) and Dr. Judeich

{Alt. von Hierapolis, p. f2o), that Tekraorion was a place, is now antiquated.

' Pauline and Olher Studies, pp. 163 ft".

* It is quoted henceforth as Q.
•' It is quoted henceforth 0.% Journal.
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the monuments found there belong to the late second or the third century

after Christ, and mostly to the third. One alone is clearly of the first

century.' If that hieron was at Saghir, its exact position has yet

to be found; and until really ancient remains have been discovered,

there can be no assurance about the identification. See below,

Section XII.

The hieroH of Zeus Ourydamenos or Eurydamenos, who is mentioned

in four inscriptions, may have been situated either at Saghir or at Kundanli

(Gondane, where several Tekmoreian monuments have been found), or

further west. On the Phrygian and non-Hellenic character of this deity,

see Q, pp. 359 f. ; as he had a chorus of flute-players he must be regarded

as a Phrygian god.

One of these inscriptions was found at Apollonia, but was probably

carried, as it is built into the wall of a modern building. Another was

found in the valley between Apollonia and the lake Limnai (Hoiran-Gol).

A third belongs to Genj-Ali on the lake, at the west end, where the

Apollonia valley and the road from Apollonia to Antioch touch the lake.

The fourth reference to the god occurs incidentally in a Tekmoreian list at

Saghir.

These arc all enumerated in Q, pp. 359 f.; and I have only to add

that the first text was recopied by Mr. Anderson and myself in 1912. The

localities would point rather to a western site for the sanctuary of

Ourydamenos than to Saghir or even Kundanli ; but that he is a form of

Men, hellenized in an unintelligent fashion by ignorant popular etymology,

still seems to me very probable (as in O, p. 560).

XII.

—

Date of the Tekmoreian Lists.

These lists belong to the third century, as has been recognized since

1883, when the first was published \x\ J.H.S., with the solitary exception of

O 9 {ste Journal, p. 158), which is earlier than A.D. 212, and probably of

late second century. No exact date, however, occurred, until in 1912

Mr. Anderson and I copied a fragment at Saghir. It contains the last

lines of an inscription, which may perhaps be the conclusion of O 16

(St. 374).

' Q No. 24 p. 345 anH Journal, p. 162.
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Mej/6 }^Kpd\r~\rf<; M[ei']eXaoi'

Av/3. ]? Eto-AcuXa/co? Ke[/3a<7£ai'o? ?

Ai)yo. Av^dvmv Ma/a/cou [

AuyO. ITaTTia? A'rji<f>6^ov %vvvaB[ev<;

Avp. \l€vv£a<; ATjfitjrpiov K[

Karoiwo? Maft/Ao? Aov/ciov

'Epfioyevr)<; Taiov TtVou TtTvAijiioi)

Au/9. Ka/3</(;o? 'A\e«:/ca Ma/3aXA<Te[i;9

Aup. Z&)Ti«09 StocTT/jaTOi' 2ez'S»;T[?7? ....

Avp. ^idpaBdTri<; 'AXe^dvSpov K.T[ifi€vrjv6<;

Avp. ZwTfKO? IIa'!r[iov 'louJXtei;? ot«w[z' iv . . . .

Avp. \p,av /3'. KT</ie[i'r;ro9] Te/iicrai'[ro? .''

Av/J. 'iLpfi,0KpdT7)<; 'A[\€^dvB]pov \lor[€XXrjv6<; ?

Avp. Md^i^io'; /3. OlTi.[vidT7}^] ^aX[/fta T/3ia .'

$oi;X]/8t&) Hio) Kal n[oi<Ti&) IT/so/cXei) VTrdroi';

7r/3o] evvea K[aXai'S(iiji' 'Oktco^plcov

Conjecturally I restore this fragment, which begins in the middle of

line 60, on the supposition that it is the conclusion of O 16 (St. 374). Aur.

Karikos son of Alekkas in 67 is the same person who is named in O 15,
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60. The present fragment, therefore, is nearly of the same time as Q 15,

but cannot be a part of the same stone. Now Q 16 is of that description,

and the M of Q 16, 60 is probably the beginning of the name, whose last

five letters are preserved in the first line of this fragment. In general

arrangement the two parts suit each other ; but there cannot be any

certainty until they have been placed against one another, which is not

possible. In the text of lines 56-59 and the first half of 60, I follow

Professor Sterrett's copy as published. In 1886 I revised his copy on the

stone, but restricted my revision to the local names, which I rccopied with

considerable alteration in 56, and some other slight changes, but I did not

interest myself in the personal names, being hurried.

In 1. 60 the first name may be [M€ve]KpdrT}i or similar name, or [Aiip]

KpaTJ??. In Q IS, 6o'A\€KKa<; is an error of the engraver for 'AXe/c/ca.

Now Q 15 and Q 16 contain a very large proportion of identical names,

and the order is approximately similar in the two lists, so that beyond

doubt they were engraved in successive years, or with no long interval of

time between them. Yet the differences in names and in sums contributed

prove that the two lists are not duplicates. This parallelism does not

facilitate the further restoration of the present fragment, so far as I cm see.

In 1. 65 Catonius Maximus has not the pseudo-praenomen Aur. He
belongs to a family which had acquired the civitas before A.D. 212.^ This

corresponds to the inference which can be drawn from Q. 2, 17, where

C. Catonius M.F. Mordianus belongs to a Roman family.

In 1. 66 Fato? should probably be read, and also TtTi'Xi;i'09 (unless

further change is needed in this name, e.g. -BtTvX»?w?). The engraver has

evidently got mixed up in his letters and cases. Another example of such

confusion is Q 4 (R. iii.) 42-43.

Line 71 presents a serious difficulty. 'A/ajre/it?^ 'Aj^T[»;wpo?] seems

an easy restoration ; but there is not room for A/j after Y>.Tni,i\yr\vo'i\?

Moreover, this inscription has invariably one name in each line, and re/ti?

cannot safely be taken as part of the name of a second contributor. I

conjecture that t is for Q ; and that the archaic and poetic word Oefiil^a) was

revived (like Zdo'; etc.*) in this artificial Greek, and that there is false

concord as so often the case with hovT6<i (used in these lists where Sov?

' On this see Miss Hardie (Mrs. F. W. Hasluck) in/.I/.S. 1912, p. 147.

- 1 for (1 : the name 'Aprffnas is common.
' KTifieviiy6s fills the gap, and Tt^i { = Be/it ?) ninst be the beginning ot a word.
* Seeyounial, pp. 153, 163.
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is required). 9efj.ii^eiv was, as I conjecture, a duty in the Tekmoreian

Association.

In 72 MoT[6XX77i'd?] is a tempting restoration. Motelia was closely

connected with an ancient Hieron of the Hyrgalean country and Imperial

estate, on which see Cities and Bish. of Phrygia, i. p. 141.

'S.evZy)T[r]<i'] must be a native of Sinda, either a village on the estates

near Antioch, or Sinda in Pisidia, Cities and Bish. i, 267, 317.

In 73 OtTt[wa^77?], probably an error of engraving for Oirivia.Trj'i,

occurs in Q. 2, 119 (R. I.). In both cases it is preceded by /S' = Si'?, and Pro-

fessor Sterrett reads BoiTividdr]<; in O 2 ; but the cross-mark on B is clear.

This small fragment is of the highest value, (i) It gives a date,

—

the first known among the Tekmoreian lists—by the Consuls of A.D. 238.

(2) It shows that the Imperial Asian Calendar introduced into the

province Asia by Imperial decree shortly before Christ (arranged according

to the birthday of Augustus A.D. ix. Kal. Oct., so that every month began

on a day called Sebaste on the ninth before the Kalends), was employed

also on the Estates, where the Tekmoreian Religious Society existed.

(3) It proves that some one of the days Sebaste was selected for the

festival and contribution commemorated in the list, of which this fragment

is a part : therefore the Tekmoreian Association connected its ritual with

the Imperial cult, as arranged by Augustus. (4) If we could trust

the above restoration of the name of the month, we should have the first

day of the Imperial year and birthday of Augustus as the great day

of the Tekmoreian cult. This would prove that, as I supposed (see Q),

the religious organization of the population on the estates originated from

Augustus.

These inferences, which except (4) are all obvious and certain,

confirm the main conclusions stated in my two articles. The Tekmoreian

Association was the organization of the cultivators of the great Imperial

estates, originally the property of Men (in association with Artemis-Cybele)

near Antioch, as described by Strabo, pp. 557, 577. These estates came

into the possession of Augustus as a part of the kingdom of Galatia,

which he inherited from Ainyntas in 25 B.C. Augustus governed the

population of the estates through his procurator, who ex officio was

priest of the local religion of Artemis-Cybele and Men. The Emperor

thus succeeded to the position of the god as Lord, master, father, and

guardian of the people ; and the great holiday and festival of the year in

F
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the religious association of tlie coloni on the estates was the birthday

of Augustus.

All tliese inferences, though rather bold, had already been accepted

by Professor M. Rostovtzevv in his Stiidien zur Geschiclite des rdm. Kolonats

{passim) ; but the confirmation is welcome. The further opinion advanced

in my two papers that this x'\ssociation became connected with and

a centre of the anti-Christian movement is neither disproved nor confirmed

by the dating : it stands as before, quite possible and suited to the date,

but still only a hypothesis. Mr. Anderson's forthcoming paper in the

Journal ofRoman Studies offers some indirect corroboration of it.

In my two papers, especially Q pp. 355 f., it is pointed out that the

lists of names fall into two groups : one mainly consists of O 2 {i.e. R I),

p. 319, the longest of the series and almost complete (except parts of a

few lines) :
* we may call this series B. The other contains O 1 5 and

Q 16 (St. 373,374), and probably also Q 17 and Q 4 (St. 375 and R IV.)

:

it is Series A. As is there shown. Series B is nearly a generation later

than Series A. Several sons of persons in A appear in B ; but in one

case the same person appears in A and in B. ' The interval must there-

fore be less than fifty years, and probably not more than 25 or 30 years.'

It seemed then necessary to keep the inference wide ; but now we may say

that Series A is less than one generation (30 years) earlier than B.

Further, as a positive date, both Series are later than A.l). 212, as the

psetido-praenomcn Aur. is regular in both. Yet series B is not very late

:

' there is a total absence of names marking the period towards A.D. 300.'

The conclusion is there stated :
' a fair meah for the two groups would be

(Series A) about A.D. 215-225 .... (Series B) about 245-255. This

explains the number of entries in (Q 2), (R I) ; it belongs to the pagan

revival under Decius, and its probable date is A.D. 250-251.'

We now find that Series A is dated A.D. 238 ; and it remains un-

certain whether B should be left in 250-251, or should be carried down
a few years. In Journal, p. 158, the name OvaXeXiavo'i is found in O 2

(R I), 1. 86. This might be derived from the Emperor Valerian ; but that

is a mere vague possibility,- as Valerianus was not an Emperor whose

' To it belong also Q l8 (St. 376), which is very much dilapidateil and of small use, and
perhaps Q 20 as enlarged m Journal, p. i6o.

^ A person named after Valerian at birth would imply a date 280-300, which seems too late.

Valerianus was used without reference to the Emperor, as was Maximianus at Antioch (see

Anderson, I.e.).
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name was likely to be popular in the East ; and the already suggested

date 251 remains possible, and on the whole 250-270 may be regarded, for

the present and provisionally, as obligatory.

XIII.

—

Thk Ephesi.\n Artemis at Saghir near Antioch.

A relief of great interest, but in shockingly bad preservation, is shown

in a photograph by Mr. Anderson on Plate III. and Fig. 2. It is on the

edge of a large thin slab of marble, buried perpendicularly in the ground

Fig. 2.— Rtl.lEF in situ.

in a narrow lane at Saghir. We tried to take it out, but after some digging,

found that it could not be extracted without demolishing the walls un both

sides of the lane. This would have required the consent of all the owners,

and much time would have been lost in negotiation. Mr. Anderson, there-

fore, balanced a pole across the walls, and, sitting on this, photographed

the relief from above. (Fig. 2.)

The relief must have been about 6 inches in height, and the large slab

must have been part of a building, of which it was probably the frieze.

Doubtless this building was the temple of the goddess and of the god

associated with her. In the courtyard of a house a few yards up the lane

F 2
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were found the sculptured altar shown in Section XIV. (Plate IV.) and

also a slender hexagonal pillar on which is engraved the inscription

mentioning an Archigallos, also a fragment of a Tekmoreian list. The

temple therefore probably stood close to the lane ;
and it would be well

worth while to buy and pull down all the houses on the lane in search of

fragments.

The central scene of the fragment shows the goddess after the

Ephesian type, standing between two stags (whose small size suggests

the gigantic scale on which her form has to be imagined). All the details

of the Ephesian type are suggested, the shapeless body tapering down-

wards, the five double scenes of ornament on the robe (or framework),

the supports for her hands, the mammae (as they are usually interpreted),

the strange projections at each side of the head. The semblance of human

feet can be seen protruding underneath the sort of garment which

envelopes the lower part of the divine figure. The goddess stands between

two columns : perhaps, if the upper part of the frieze were entire, it

would be found that these rested on the two capitals, a rounded top

completing the niche in which she abides. (See note on p. 79.)

Right of the niche is an altar, and a priest (or priestess) stands on the

right side of the altar, pouring a libation, or laying an object, on the altar

with the right hand. The figure is dressed in a voluminous garment

and the only criterion of sex is the form of this garment. It has some

appearance of being a sort of spreading petticoat, marked with slanting

folds or bars ; and this garment taken by itself would prove the figure

to be a priestess. On the other hand there is no indication of dress

on the body above the waist, and if the body be understood as nude,

it would be that of a man. The art, however, is extremely rude ; and,

I think the intention may be to show a priestess with tight-fitting bodice

and bulging petticoat, after an archaic fashion. The figure, so interpreted,

recalls the priestesses at Frahtin and Eyuk : see Ramsay-Hogarth, Pre-

Hellenic Monum. of Cappadocia in Maspero's Recueil de Tj-avaux, xiv. PI. V.

I and Fig. 5, also a very rude priestess on a sarcophagus at Bin-Bir-Kilisse

(see Fig. 377 in the Thousand and one Churches by Miss Bell and the

present writer).

On this interpretation the figure in this late relief, of the third (or

possibly the second) century after Christ, takes us back to primitive

Anatolian religious art, and shows an almost stationary unchanging ritual
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and symbolism. Such is the impression that all these religious monu-

ments of the Antiochian Region make on the spectator : the old Phrygian

cult remained practically almost the same in its fundamental features for

a thousand years or more ; and instead of calling it Phrygian we may
move a step further and employ the name ' Hittite.' ^ The Phrygians,

a conquering tribe from Macedonia (or Illyria) adopted the religion of

the conquered country, though doubtless they in some degree affected

its character in their part of Asia Minor.

I should add that in my hurried notes written before the stone I

indicate no doubt as to the sex, and apply to it the term priest.

On each side of the central scene is a conventional ornament, a large

heavy garland supported by two Amores ; who are probably winged.

Above the middle of the garland is a head of Medusa. Ornament of this

kind is common in late Roman work in Asia Minor, sometimes in even

ruder form than here. Examples from Isauria are published by

Miss Ramsay in the first paper in Studies in the Art and History of the

Eastern Provinces, pp. lo and 1 1, but the figures were so rude that none of

us recognised them as Amores at the time.

On the left the frieze breaks off here : on the right is a second scene :

probably the frieze showed only two scenes, one the worship of the goddess,

the other the worship of the god ; and these two scenes were separated and

bounded by garland-bearing figures.

To the right of the middle garland is an altar, beside which sits on

the right a god, who pours a libation (or lays an object) with his right

hand on the altar. This sitting deity wears an upper garment which rests

on his knees, leaving the body and the legs from knee downwards bare.

Right of the god is a scene marked off by two shapeless upright

boundaries. Between these boundaries is a sacred tree on the left, and an

altar with a priest on the right pouring a libation from a patera (or laying

a round object) on the altar.

Outside the bounds of this scene is a figure, broken in half longi-

tudinally. Evidently this was an Amor, and the garland which he and

his lost companion bore terminated the frieze on the right.

Here the frieze is broken ; but the two scenes form a miniature

picture of the cult.

' I'robably the Hitlites, in their turn, may have been comiuerors ; and the best term to use is

'Anatolian.'
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The priest of the god bears a long sceptre or lance, or (as I prefer to

think) the same long flaming torch which is carried by a priest on the

altar shown in Plate IV. (Section XIV.). This Dadouchos will be described

there.

That the deity to whom the Tekmoreian ritual was specially dedicated

was Artemis is shown by several of the inscriptions. She was also

regarded as Cybele, as is proved by the fact that her priest was Archigallos,

and by the statuette, which I shall now describe.

As we were leaving Saghir a small marble statuette was brought to

us, and we purchased it, intending to leave it in the ' Museum ' which had

been commenced in the cellar of the Government House at Yalowadj. We
carried it with us for five or si.t days ; but on the day that we reached

Yalowadj, it was either lost or stolen. It was valueless in respect of

artistic quality ; and, in the way of evidence, the following description

affords quite as much basis for inference as the actual figure. We
saw several of the same type at Saghir, all more or less broken, and

all quite rude. The type is common also on coins of Phrygia. I have

seen e.xamples at Ephesus and throughout Lydia and Phrygia, including

the sanctuary at Antioch. Cybele sits on her chair. In her right hand she

holds a patera, in her left a broken object (probably a tympanon). She

wears a long tunic reaching to the feet and girt high above the waist ; and

a mantle is loosely wrapped round the lower part of her body and rests on

her knees, hanging down nearly to the feet. On each side of the chair

there is a lion, sitting on its haunches.

XIV.—A Dedication to Selene.

In the courtyard of a house at the top of the short narrow lane

(in which the frieze described in Section XIII. is embedded) there is an

altar or basis, very much dilapidated, which presents features of great

interest.! (Plate IV.) It should probably be called a basis shaped like an

altar, on which stood some dedicatory object. On the top is a small shallow

circular depression, in the centre of which is a quite small deep hole. The
dedicated object fitted into this hole by a small projection on its

underside.

This square basis, about 4 ft. high, bears no inscription, but has reliefs

' In the same house, the inscription of the .\rchiga1Ios Q 22 ii built into the wall, and inside
is the fragment of a Tekmoreian inscription.
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on all four sides. The principal side is marked as such by the figure of the

goddess resting on a double support. The other three reliefs rest each on

a single support.

The goddess stands on a car, probably looking back, (though the head

is lost), with her left arm above the front rail of the car, holding the reins,

doubtless. The attitude of the horses implies a galloping motion, and the

goddess's cloak like a chlamys flies behind her as if she were borne rapidly

forward ; but otherwise her attitude does not imply that she is moving, but

is more like a person at rest. She is evidently to be understood as

the charioteer in a rapidly moving car. The art, of course, is rude

;

but less rude than in other cases. The goddess seems to wear a girt tunic.

The wheel of the car apparently has seven spokes.

There are perhaps three horse's heads, in which case we should have

to understand a quadriga ; but the photograph leaves this doubtful. The
appearance that suggests a third head is perhaps illusory, due to the bad

preservation of the surface ; and I am disposed to think that there are

only two heads, and that the sculptor intended to show a biga. If he had

meant a quadriga, he would have been careful to show four by some detail:

The legs do not suggest a quadriga.

The goddess, then, is Selene riding, as commonly, in a car drawn by

two horses or mules. This recalls the words of Strabo, p. 557, regarding

the worship of Men in Asia Minor. Speaking of the hieron of Men
Fharnakou at Ameria in Pontus, he adds eari Be xal tovto Tr)<; SeX??!'??? to

iepov, KaOdirep to iv 'AX/Saj'ot? koX to, ev ^pvjia. Formerly I took this to

mean that the god Men was the moon-god ; but Mr. Anderson pointed out

to me Strabo's true meaning, vis., that along with Men the hieron was

dedicated to a goddess Selene ; and he quoted C.l.L. III. 6829, diebus festis

Lnnae} as a proof that this goddess was worshipped also in Antioch along

with Men. I am now inclined to agree with his interpretation, and

to regard the altar which is here published as dedicated to the goddess

Selene. In that case, however, we should have to regard her as an

intrusion into the Cybele-Artemis worship in Phrygia, in which case there

would result a distinct probability that Men also, is an intrusion from the

East. The question which is put in Section VIII. is thus answered by this

relief, which I had not comprehended while writing that Section.

' Previously I took Luna here as Men. The inscription was copied by Sterrett in 1885,

and hy me in 1886 and by Calder and me in 191 1, 1912. Quodannis is certain.
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Another difficulty would be solved at the same time. On this

interpretation we should have to suppose that, together with Selene, Men

also came into the Saghir pantheon ; and, as Saghir was indubitably

the seat of a rather important hieron and the religious centre of the

Association in which the people of the Imperial Estates (originally

the estates of the god called Men by Strabo, p. 557) were united,

it would follow that the hieron of Sagliir was Strabo's 'hieron (of Men)

in the region of the Antiochians
'

; see Section I. The temple which

stood close to the lane (already described) in Saghir was the ancient

sanctuary of this district of Phrygia. Here we should look for old

Phrygian traces of the pre-Hellenic period ; but to do this it would be

necessary to buy and demolish two dozen modern houses.

The arguments against this identification are two :

—

(i) No archaic remains or pottery have been found at Saghir.

The situation amid the crowded houses of a village furnishes the

explanation. The surface is entirely covered with mediaeval and modern

accumulation ; and not much of the earth's surface can be seen on account

of blocks of stone, walls and coarse pavement. Too much stress is

sometimes laid on the need for proof of an archaic site bj' finding

archaic remains inside a village or town : this proof need not be expected.

For example, some American scholars who have explored in Asia Minor,

have refused to believe that Konia is the site of the pre-Hellenic Iconium,

because tliey found hardly a scrap of archaic pottery on the hill of

Ala-ed-din. I have excavated in the hill, and found that a large part

of it is an accumulation of soil over the foundations and basement of the

Seljuk palace. When I first saw the hill in 1882 there were still

considerable ruins of the palace, but almost all are now destroyed.

In a surface like this, a great part of which is more recent than 1882,

it is not reasonable to expect that pre-Hellenic pottery should be found.

So at Saghir.

There is, however, in Saghir at least one inscription in the Phrygian

language of Roman time, which Mr. Caldcr and I copied in 191 1: it

had escaped the careful search made by Professor Sterrett in 1885,

by me in 1886, and by Professor Callander in 1905. Even one

inscription (which is different in character from all others) proves

that Phrygian was spoken here as late as the second or third

century after Christ. If the ground were bought and excavations made,
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then archaic remains would be found, or the identification would have

to be abandoned.

(2) No dedications to the god Men have been found at Saghir.

This is answered by what has been stated in Section I, as to the archaic

and pre-Hellenic character of this Hieron compared with the 'progressive'

character of the Hellenistic and Roman Hieron beside Antioch. The

goddess remained here the principal figure, as in the old Anatolian

religion.

The relief on the right side shows a figure perhaps of the Attis type.

He stands facing, wearing a short tunic, with his left arm bent at

the elbow and the fore-arm turned towards the body. The right arm

is broken below the elbow. There may have been a dog or other animal

(or perhaps a low altar) beside him under his right hand. He was

represented stretching his right hand towards the animal (or pouring

a libation on the altar). Some object protrudes downwards on his

left side, and the same or another object upwards above his left shoulder.

On the back of the altar the figure represented is probably the

Dadouchos priest, holding a very long flaming torch (which cannot

possibly be explained as a thyrsos or a lance or a sceptre). The slanting

projection at the top may best be explained as flames.

The dress of the Dadouchos cannot be determined with certainty :

part of it hangs over his left arm : whether this is a chlamys, which

leaves the body nude, is doubtful : perhaps it is the end of a more

voluminous garment which draped the body ; but my notes made before

the stone speak of the Dadouchos as nearly nude, with a heavy garment

^ hanging from his left arm.

That 'the torch' was a very important part of the equipment of the

initiation chamber {aiitron ?) is proved by the inscription published in

J.H.S. 1912, p. 163 (the reading of which has been confirmed by Mr.

Anderson and me in 1912). If there was a torch, there must have been a

Dadouchos. Evidently the illumination which is mentioned as a striking

feature in the Mysteries, was given in Phrygia by one huge torch, which

was lit amid the darkness of the celebration. The Dadouchos occurs also

in the relief described in Section XHI.

The left side shows two figures, presumably male, in short tunics,

standing side by side, both looking straight forward. The figure on

the right has the left hand on the breast grasping an object like an
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axe or baton, which protrudes above the left shoulder. He is girt

with a narrow girdle, like a rope. Over the left shoulder and upper-arm

hangs part of a robe, perhaps a small cloak. The other figure, on

the left, holds .some object in his depressed right hand. I refrain from

stating any conjecture as to this pair.

XV.—An Altar of the Mystic Ritual.

In the mosque at Kirkbash, a village two hours west from Saghir, not

far from the direct road to Kundanli, there is a very rude monument

having the form of an altar or of a basis to support a dedication, in the

most helpless style of village workmanship. This altar, however, is extra-

ordinarily interesting in respect of religious ritual, if my interpretation be

correct. The principal side is inscribed with a dedication to Artemis in

letters of the rudest form, which are perhaps to be read

APOVCfXCYAioYAiA

AP M/AievXHN

Noc

1. ^povaai; Ka(l) 'lovXta-

2. 'Aprefji-iBi ev)(^>'jv

3- ''0?
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A/3ouo-[o]? is perhaps to be understood as the first name (either misspelt or

badly engraved)
;
but it seems much more probable that the feminine form

Apovad<i is intended. No example of this form occurs to me (as I write at

Eski-Sheher witliout books), but it can be quite well supported by analogies

from the nomenclature of Phrygia. That the woman's name should come

first can also be defended by similar examples in this region ; it would suit

the old matriarchal style of pre-Phrygian Anatolia, of which traces may be

observed here and there. This matriarchal custom is sometimes called

Phrygian ; but it should be considered old Anatolian. The Phryges, a

conquering race, inevitably went against this custom. The dominant men

took wives of the women of the subject people
;
probably they had not

sufficient women of their own stock ; but they would not adopt the

matriarchal rule, nor would they maintain it even if they had known it

in Europe. The matriarchate goes with peace, and tends to perish among

a conquering caste and in a state of war.

The last letter of the name Drousas or Drousos is followed by Y,

probably a rude form of K. The final letter of koI is omitted by the

engraver on account of the following I. The name 'louXmi'o? seemed

to us certain, though the last three letters are out of place. Under

this inscription, on the shaft of the altar, are two bull's heads

beneath a sort of canopy (which is simply in relief without marking or

ornament). This may be a helpless attempt to indicate some part of

the temple or its equipment. I should conjecture that the intention is

to indicate the front of a village temple, or the antron (natural or

artificial) in which the Mysteries were celebrated (Sections II., XIV.):

compare the interpretation suggested for the Isaurian monuments in

Miss Ramsay's paper on Isaurian Art {Studies in the History and Art

of .the Eastern Provinces, No. i) and in the concluding article of my
Luke the Physician and other Studies in the History of Religion, p. 380.

On the left side of the altar is a very rude representation of a tree

and serpent, a common religious device.

On the right side is a large ornament, nearly (but not quite) in

the centre of the surface, coarsely and roughly cut (Fig. 3). It probably

represents rudely a brooch or other object which formed part of the

dress of a priest or priestess of the goddess. In the centre are eight

bosses arranged in a circle round a central boss. Two of these have a

cross on them, and probably the others had the same ornaments, but tlie
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surface is too much worn to show the original marking. The cross is

familiar in old Phrygian work (as on the Midas tomb) ; and the whole

character of this ornament suggests that it is a rude copy of some archaic

priestly object.

On the back of the altar are two vines, on the right and on the left,

growing out of two vases. Between them is an object, which is apparently

a pot of simple form, out of which grows a large ear of corn. As the

other sides of the altar are adorned with hieratic representations, the same

must be the case here ; and this pot with the ear of corn must probably

be interpreted as a reminiscence of a scene in the Mysteries described

Fig. 3.

—

Ornament on the right Side of the Altar.

in the Philosophumena (Miller, p. 117, Cruice, p. 171), 'the great and

wonderful and most perfect mystery placed before those who were

initiated in the higher order [at Eleusis] was a stalk of corn harvested

in silence.' On the effect and intention of this scene I have said some-

thing elsewhere.^

There is no authority for attributing this supreme mystic revelation

to the Phrygian Mysteries ; but the general similarity of the Mystic

ritual on both sides of the Aegean seems to be a sufficient proof ^ that

this act was performed in Phrygia as Eleusis ; and we recognise the

' Letters to the Seven Churches, p. 164.

' See Religion of Anatolia in Hastings' Diet. Bib. V. 126; and above, p. 43.
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preparations for the scene in the representation on this altar (where the

ornament are doubtless all hieratic). From this rude altar we gather that

the stalk of corn was brought into the hall of the Mysteries growing in a

pot. The vine-plants on each side are merely ornamental, like the garland

and Amores in the relief described above, Section VIII. Such ornamental

pairs of vines are very commonly introduced on grave-stones of the Roman
period in Phrygia : an example is shown in Studies in the Eastern

Provinces, p. 84 in an article by Miss Ramsay.

XVI.

—

The Area Sanctuarii.

(R. and C. 1911.) Tcharyk Serai. Published by Professor Sterrett

from his own copy, E. J. No. 176 : his epigraphic copy is accurate, except

that the corner of Y at the beginning of 1. 3 is taken by him for part

of C.

v^-

pOCTOYKlAAAN I

tLUiKAirPAAAAAATCY
I'CAYTliJiZLUN ^^
|IAANH^AWC€M€K€N

This fragment is of the highest importance, if the following restora-

tion be correct. The stone is of a common form, viz. a tablet. In my
experience such tablets are frequently broken straight down the middle,

so as to form two pieces almost exactly corresponding. This fragment

is broken straight down ; and a considerable, but not extremely long part

of the inscription was engraved on the lost portion. Moreover, such

tablets are never very long and narrow. Therefore the size of the lost

part may be taken as fairly certain ; and the following restoration

assumes that the size of the lost piece is approximately the same as that

which is preserved. Consideration of the possible restoration, also, points

to the same opinion.

The preserved part of 1. i almost certainly begins with a broken Ff :
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the distance between I and I suits: the readings Nl, Ml, are excluded.

A personal name and a title ending in -tto? (obviously eViT/ooTro?) are

wanted here. At the beginning of 1. 2 the restoration -ov TreUov is certain.

At the beginning of 1. 4 koX with a personal name and o-vfi^loji ' are needed.

These condititions govern the restoration.

In 1. I before [eViTpo]7ro? a personal name is required. Probably

there was only a single name without the father's name (although two

very short names might find room in the space that remains open). The
eTTiT/DOTTo? ToO KiWaviov TreBlov must have been connected with the

Imperial estates there: on which see Chapter IX. of my Citzes and

Bishoprics of Phrygia, I. : he was therefore, of course, a member of the

Imperial household, and therefore tiullo patre. A name like Eirenaios or

Hymenaios would suit the conditions well ; and I insert the former

exempli gratia.

In 1. 4 the restoration is fairly certain, except the length of the wife's

name
; but this is sufficient to show that some defining expression was added

after weSlov in 1. 2. When I submitted the restoration of the other three

lines to Mr. Calder, with the gap in 1. 2, he suggested eVt rm airat, (the

ending mt. being certain on the stone). This has some advantages (as we
shall see) and the construction is justifiable, though this exact title is not

known, for the genitive is usual.

Thereafter Eirenaios (.') was promoted to be ypafMnareii^ v

and in this office he resided near Antioch, apparently on the Imperial

estates south of the Colony. Now this part of the estates seems to have
been charged with the income needed for niaintaining the Sanctuary of

Men
;
and the modern village name Gemen, south of Antioch, seems to be Trj

Mt/w? (as Mr. Calder first suggestedl. The old priesthood was suppressed,

as Strabo says
; but the ritual and buildings were maintained, and the

fund for the maintenance was called the area sanctiiarii. There was
a curator of this area, who seems to have been a citizen of the colonia

;

but, as the money must ultimately have come from the estates, originally

the property of the god and then of Augustus and his successors, there
must also have been an Imperial manager of the revenue, whom I

conjecture to be 7j0a/i/taT6u[? toO kpov Or}a-avpo]v. What the Latin
form of the title may have been is uncertain.

' Twaiitf is inadmissible : the preceding letter was rot K, but might be U).
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The full restoration would then be as follows :

—

Etpj/raio? ? eVtT/oojTTo? tov KiWavl.-

ov trehiov iirl rwi (Tirjcot Kal ypafifunev-

9 TOV lepov 6r)aavpo\v eavrwi. ^mv erasure

Kal Net«»?t ? (TVfi^iaii fivij/j,ri<! evexa

As Eirenaios was promoted from the Killanian estates to manage the

area, his office on the former cannot have been that of the supreme

procurator of the estates, who was certainly a person of considerable

importance ; but, if he was only [emT/3o]7ro9 [eVt r&t. o-trJiMt, we may under-

stand that the duty at Gemen was higher. Here he prepared the grave

for himself and his wife, probably on the death of the latter. This inscription

has been carried with several others to build the mosque at Tcbaryk Serai,

which seemed to us to be certainly not an ancient site, as the cemetery

contained no ancient stones.^

VV. M. Ramsay.

' Professor Sterrett considered the village an ancient site ; but he mentions no proof except

the stones of the mosque, which furnish no evidence : mosques are usually built by a contractor

who brings stones. The cemetery dees not suggest a site.

Note to F. 68, L. 12 : The theory of the nature of Artemis Ephesia,

stated in my article on Anatolian Religion (Hastings' Diet. Bib. V.

pp. 116 f), dominates the expression here and elsewhere.

VV. M. R.



PREHISTORIC REMAINS IN SOUTH-WESTERN
ASIA MINOR.—II.i

(I'LATES V-VII.)

The Mounds at Senirdje and Bounarbashi.

I. Senirdje.

The village of Senirdje is situated some 15 km. to the N.N.VV. of

Isbarta (Baris), in northern Pisidia, in a gap in the hills dividing the plain

of Isbarta from the plain of Ketchiborlu, through which the line of the

railway-extension from Ketchiborlu to Egerdir now passes. Close to the

village is a low, flat mound, ^ in marshy ground, which, when I visited it in

191 1, was entirely flooded owing to the severity of the previous winter.

The mound, the northern part of which is traversed by the railway-cutting,

rises to a height of 13 feet above the level of the plain, and 11 ft. 6 in.

above the rail, at a point 1 50 feet to the right of the centre-line. The top

of the northern bank of the cutting is about five feet above the rail, the

southern bank about 9 feet. Some 18 inches down to the level of the

plain remain unexcavated.

The majority of the vases described below were found before my
arrival, and there is no stratigraphical evidence as to their original position.

A detailed examination of the mound could not be made for fear of

disturbing the cuttings ; it was possible however to ascertain roughly the

' See B.S.A. xvi, p. 89. On p. 103 of the previous article omit the words (scale 2 : 5) below
Fig. 9.

" Two similar mounds were noted in this part of the plain, of which I was able to make only a
hurried inspection : a low mound of large circumference close to the railway, near the village of
Gondiiler, and a similar but smaller mound to the north of the road from Egerdir to Isbarta, near
Findos. On the surface of both these mounds I found fragments of pottery similar to that obtained
from the mound at Senirdje.

8a
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levels of a large number of sherds, and five new vases, more or less

complete, were also discovered.

On the southern bank it was possible to examine only the upper strata,

to a depth of about 6 feet. Below this point the embankment had already

been made up and could not be disturbed. On the northern side the upper

strata had been denuded, but a perpendicular section could be obtained

through the lower levels, from a height of about five feet down to the level

of the rail. In it were observed two burnt floor levels, as in the mound
described at Tchai Kenar,i the lowest about 90 cm. above the level of the

rail, the other separated from it by about 30 cm. of deposit. The earth

above the second of the two levels was in parts almost wholly denuded,

but at certain points was about 30 cm. thick. At one point in the lowest

stratum could be seen what appeared to be the end of a house-wall or its

foundations, and at about 50 cm. below the top of the same stratum remains

of a cobble paving appeared at intervals, traces of which were said by the

men working in the cutting to have been found in other parts of the mound.

The pottery found in the mound is all of a primitive type and shows

little development. On none of the whole vases or sherds is there any

trace of the use of the wheel or any painted decoration. The commonest

ware is of dark grey appearance with a burnished surface. The clay is

usually a deep black, very porous and of coarse character, frequently

containing small stones and grit. The exterior of the vase, and in more

open examples sometimes also the interior, is covered with a thick slip,

black or dark grey, which is usually highly polished. In certain cases

unevenness of firing has imparted a brown or yellowish colour to the slip.

The ware is common throughout the whole deposit, being found in the

lowest levels on the northern side and within a few inches of the surface on

the south.

Abundant, but less common than the grey-slipped ware is a

red-faced ware with glaze of ferric peroxide, similar in all respects to that

described previously from sites in the Milyas.'- It occurs only sparingly

in the middle part of the lowest stratum ^ on the northern bank (that below

1 B.S.A. xvi, p. 94. 2 s.S.A. xvi, p. 98 (A 2).

''' At present it would be inadvisable to lay over much stress on this fact, and to assume that

the red-glazed ware is an intruder, though this may well be the case. In the lowest 30 cm. of the

stratum in question I found no trace of the red-glazed ware, in the 30 cm. in the middle of the stratum

only occasional pieces, the ware being common only in the 30cm. immediately below the first

burnt level. A more complete excavation might, however, quickly modify these results.

G
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the lowest of the two burnt floor-levels), but becomes increasingly common

upwards. Fragment^ of a large bowl with a crescent-shaped ledge-handle

were found immediately below the first burnt level, the exterior of which

is thickly coated with the red glaze, the interior merely burnished except

for a narrow band below the rim. It is particularly common in the Ingher

strata exposed on the southern bank andj like the grey-slipped ware is

found within a few inches of the surface.

A coarse ware of brick-like appearance, with a hard black core and a

brownish-red surface, which is scraped but not polished, is common in the

upper strata of the northern side and in the lower levels on the south

In the upper levels of the southern side it tends to disappear.

Fig. 1.

—

Frag.mEiNT ok Pithos, showing Foot.

Besides the sherds a large number of vases, more or less complete,

were found during the progress of the work on the mound, the fabrics of

which agree with the analysis of the sherds described above. Among the

vases the commonest fabric is the grey-slipped ware, the surface of which

is not always polished. One whole jug has a black slip with highly

burnished surface not unlike the black ware of Yortan, and some of the

larger pithoi and smaller vases are of the red-glazed fabric. The vases are

hand made, the forms being all of an early type. The base is usually

merely flattened or slightly concave, a fragment of a large red-glazed

pithos found at a depth of 65 cm. on the southern side being the only piece

to show any sign of a true foot, which in this case is of a primitive

description (Fig. i). The decoration is of the simplest kind, being for the

most part confined to broad flat scorings made with a blunt instrument on
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the surface of the clay, when half-dried. In some cases this system of

scoring has developed into regular fluting (Fig. 2), while a small group

of vases shows simple decoration in relief, pinched up out of the clay.

The practice of applying small warts to the clay is not uncommon, the

barbotine decoration of PI. VII, 13 being an interesting development. In one

case only (PI. VII, I) is it possible to speak of incision rather than scoring,

where the design is cut in the wet clay with a sharp instrument and

filled with a white incrustation. The

design and technique of this vase is

discussed more fully below.

^

The commonest form among the

vases is a jug with globular body

and narrow neck. In no case un-

fortunately has the whole of the lip

survived. In the majority of examples

it was probably merely circular like

the Cypriote bottle-jugs and certain

examples from Hissarlik.^ The ap-

pearance however of PI. VI, 2 makes

it probable that in certain cases the

front part of the lip rose into a high

spout like some of the narrow-necked

jugs from Hissarlik and Bos-euyuk.^

A fragment of a narrow-necked jug

with a high, vertical Schnabel was found among the sherds from the deposit

between the two burnt levels on the northern side (Fig. 3, a, b). The

fragment is of the burnished grey-slipped ware. The upper part of the

neck and spout is slightly carinated in front, and below the lip are three

rude scorings on either side.

The most remarkable examples in this class are the two vases

(PI. VI, 3 and PI. VII, 3) on the shoulder oi which is placed a small closed

spout, pierced with holes to form a strainer. The larger of the two

(PI. VI, 3), which measures 144 mm. in height, and 129 mm. in diameter,

is of coarse buff-coloured clay with a central black core. The surface

perhaps was originally covered with the red glaze. The top of the neck is

' p 89. ^ E.g. S{ch'.iema>in) S{ainmluiig), no. 2227.

3 S.S. 400; Alh. !\Iilt. xxiv, PI. I, 8.

G 2

Fig. 2.

—

Fluted Decoratio.s.
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missing and only the base of the handle remains. The strainer is pierced

with four holes. The jug is globose and the base only slightly flattened.

The smaller of the two is less globose and has a more pronounced

base. The jug is of the red glazed ware. Most of the rim is missing, but

from what remains it is probable that it rose in front to form a spout.

The handle, which is entirely missing, was fixed to the rim and a circular

depression on the wall of the pot marks its junction with the body.

(Ht. 128 mm., diam. 120 mm.).

The object of the strainer placed on the shoulder is uncertain. Its

position in relation to the handle makes it unsuitable for pouring, and the

Fig. 3 a AND h.—High Vertical Schnabel of a Jug.

normal position for such a strainer would be in the neck. It has been

suggested to me that the strainer was intended to prevent the intrusion of

creatures such as leeches, while the bottle was being filled. The bottle

would be submerged in the water and filled through the opening in the

side, the true opening above being held clear of the water. Some such

explanation may very probably be the true one.

The small jug PI. VI, 5 (Ht. 130 mm., diam. 109 mm.) was found with a

less complete example at a depth of 55 cm. below the surface on the

southern side. Both are covered with a thin polished grey slip which
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varies to buff and is in places smoke-stained. Most of the carbonaceous

matter has been burned out of the clay, which is hard and brittle and has a

yellowish colour on its outer edges. The upper part of the vase illustrated

is decorated on either side with a triple group of rudely scored chevrons,

the extremities of which meet one another on the front of the vase. On
the larger example is a third group of chevrons, starting from above the

base of the handle, which joins the other two and makes a continuous band

of zigzags round the whole of the upper p rt of the body.

The three vases, PI. VII, 2, 12, 13 are of deep black clay, finely worked

and covered with a dull grey slip which shows signs of polishing only in

the case of PI. VII, 13. The lip and most of the handle are missing in every

case, and the narrow neck survives only in the case of PI. VI I, 1 3. The body

of PI. VII, 12 is more globular than the rest, and the base only slightly

flattened. Round the bottom of the collar are two raised bands in relief,

which give a fluted appearance. On the front and two sides are groups of

double chevrons in relief, which are not connected with one another.

On either side of the handle and of the apex of the chevron on the front of

the vase are small bosses. (Ht. JJ mm., diam. 91 mm.)

PI. VII, 2 has a single raised band round the collar and decoration in

relief similar to the last on the front and on two sides of the bod\'. The

apex of the chevrons is however slightly rounded, and the bosses of the

preceding example are lacking. (Ht. 68 mm., diam. 70 mm.)

The decoration of PI. VII, 13 is peculiar. On either side of the handle

is a small boss above its junction with the body, and a groove surrounds

the vase at the junction of neck and shoulder. The body of the vase is

surrounded by a triple band of zigzags, which just fails to meet below the

handle ; both above and below the zigzags is a line of bosses, which runs

continuously round the vase, following the lines of the zigzags.

(Ht. 100 mm., diam. 96 mm.)

The va£e, PI. VI, 2, is of a hard-baked clay and has almost the

appearance of stone ware. The exterior is carefully smoothed, but not

polished. The neck is narrow and slightly set-back, and though most

of the lip is missing, the vase was almost certainly high-beaked. The

lower part of the handle is pierced with an oval-shaped hole made with the

finger when the clay was wet, a device which is employed also in the case

of the large jug, PI. V, 3, 4. The upper side of the handle is decorated with

eight small parallel grooves, possibly to provide a better grip for the hand
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in pouring. The upper part of the body is scored with a zigzag pattern

which surrounds the vase and practically meets under the handle.

(Ht. 176 mm., diam. 140 mm.)

Among the series of wide-necked jugs, all of which are provided with

a high spout, the largest (Pi. V, 3, 4) was found near the top of the .southern

bank, standing together with the two large pithoi (PI. V, i, 2), there being

only 20 cm. of deposit between the top of the largest vase and the surface.

The clay is of a hard, gritty character, grey-black in colour, the exterior

of the vase and the inside of the neck being covered with a highly polished

grey slip. On one side of the vase over-firing has turned the slip to a

buff colour and the clay in the wall of the pot has at this point burned to a

yellowish colour. Darker patches on the exterior show traces of a later

burning. The handle of the vase is broad and flat, and slightly flanged.

At the bottom of the handle is a large hole made with the finger, from

either side of which start shallow grooves which run the whole length of

the upper side of the handle. The inner side of the spout is nearly flat

and, to facilitate the pouring of the liquid, a small, shallow groove has been

made, about 15 mm. broad. A shallow groove runs round the bottom of

the neck at its junction with the body, from which on the front of the vase

depend vertically two groups of five parallel straight lines. On each side

of the vase is a fourfold chevron, carelessly executed, the front arm of which

in both cases is connected with the five vertical lines in front by four

diagonals (Fig. 4). On either side of the neck in front arc two bosses

(Ht. 460 mm., diam. 323 mm.)

The shape of PI. VI, 6 is similar to the last, though the body of the

vase is more squat and the neck is wider in proportion to the body.

The lip is without the runnel described above, the pouring side not being

so flat. The handle is round in section. The clay is of a deep black colour

throughout, with a highly burnished black slip with a simple decoration of

zigzags. (Ht. 193 mm., diam. 146 mm.)

There are a considerable number of fragments of jugs of this shape,

usually made of the ordinary grey-slipped ware. Some of the fragments

have a large boss in front on the shoulder below the spout. The decoration

usually consists of simple zigzags round the upper part of the body, but
one fragment of the lower part of such a jug has three flutings below the

zigzag ornament.

Plate VI, 4 is an interesting example of this class. On the shoulder is
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a large knob below the spout, and at the junction of the handle with the

body is a large protuberance. The general effect is a striking resemblance

to some of the jugs among the Buckelkeramik of Hissarlik VII/ but there

seems no reason to bring the vase into a nearer connection with the Buckel-

keramik. The lines of the lip are different from any of the jugs among
the Trojan Buckelkeramik, and the projection in front is not a true Bucket

pressed out from the inside, while the protuberance behind is probably due

only to a certain clumsiness in joining the handle to the body of the vase.

The body of the vase is surrounded by a zigzag band, but in the angles

formed on either side of the knob are placed small inverted chevrons.

Figs. 4 and 5.—Linear Decoration on Vases.

depending from the middle of the lines containing the angle formed above

(Fig- S)- (Ht. 165 mm., diam. c. 150 mm.)

Not uncommon is a class of small cream-jug, two examples of which

(PI. VII, 9, 11) were obtained with the pottery from this mound. A smaller

example with rather lower spout was obtained from the mound at

Bounarbashi, and a similar specimen was bought in the bazaar at Isbarta

which may have come from either of the two mounds. There is a vase of

similar shape from Asia Minor in the Louvre,- where the exact provenance

is not stated, and the form is not unknown in Cyprus.^ Of the two

examples from Senirdje, I'l. VII, 9 is of black clay with unpolished grey slip.

There is a slight depression at the junction of neck and shoulder, from

which on the front of the vase five parallel lines depend vertically, from

the top of which starts a series of zigzags surrounding the whole vase.

(Fig. 6), (Ht. 103 mm., diam. 98 mm.)

* E.g. T. und I. i, lieilage viii, 20. ^\ = S.S. 3608.
•' E.g. K.B.H. cl.xix, 7. e. (with differences of handle).

Louvre, C.A. 1359.
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The other example, PI. VII, 1 1, the handle of which is lacking, is of the

red-glazed fabric. The decoration is of the same character as the last,

the zigzag bands being carried completely round the vase. Below the

upper angle formed under the spout is a group of four short parallel

scorings (Fig. 7), and the ends of the lines forming the two lower angles

on the front of the vase are prolonged so as to intersect and form a lattice

pattern. (Ht. 100 mm., diam. 95 mm.)

The two large jars (PI. V, 2) were found together with the large

jug(Pl. V, i). PI. V, 3, 4, which was found in fragments and is not complete,

is of coarsely worked clay, the exterior and the upper part of the interior

being covered with the red glaze. On the shoulder are two rising handles

set horizontally, and between the two handles on both sides of the vase

arc two small parallel vertical bars, moulded on the shoulder. The lip is

nearly flat. (Ht. 372 mm., diam. 330 mm.)

The clay of PI. V, 2, is very brittle and apt to break in flakes, being of

a buff colour varying to red, with a black core, and unpolished. The

handles are set vertically, the base is slightly concave, and the mouth

elliptical in shape. (Ht. 378 mm., diam. 305 mm.)

With these two jars was found a large fragment of a third with a

crescent-shaped ledge handle. Part of a similar handle was found

immediately below the lowest burnt level on the northern side.'

The small two-handled jar (PI. VI, i) is of hard coarse clay of pinkish-

bufi" colour, with a rough and unpolished surface. One side of the pot is

much blackened by fire. (Ht. 128 mm., diam. 115 mm.)

The small scoop or dipper (PI. VII, 8)" is of a very hard, polished

grey clay. The lower part of the vase is broken, but the base was

probably rounded, the appearance of vase and liandle being similar to an

early scoop from Hissarlik,^ which is however, considerably larger.

(Ht. 55 mm., diam. 95 mm.)

The small cup (PI. VII, 4) with slightly flattened base is of grey

unpolished clay, and rather porous. The broken handle is probably to be

restored like the handle of a small cup of rather later date from Bos-euyuk.^

' See above p. 80. For the shape compare Bos-euyuk, (.///;. Mitt, .xxiv, PI. II, g), and
Hissarlik {S.S. 417).

" ^'..S'. 97. See also Schuchhardt, P.Z. ii, p. 151. The discovery of the type in the interior

of Asia Minor makes it no longer necessary, with Schuchhardl, to derive the type from a
non-Anatolian source.

» Ath. Mitt, xxiv, PI. Ill, 10.
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The fragment represented on PI. VII, i is probably from a small jar

with a high wide-open neck, which is to be restored like 5".5. 2251. The
horn-shaped, unpierced handles are found on other fragments from the

mound. The base is only slightly flattened, the clay a deep black, with a

grey unpolished slip. The incised pattern was cut in the wet clay with a

sharp instrument, and shows distinct traces of a white filling. (Ht. 90 mm.,

diam. 116 mm.) This incised and encrusted technique is found on none

of the other pieces from the mound, the width and character of the

scorings being such as to make encrustation impossible.^

In the present example the combination of design and technique are

significant. A similar band of fourfold zigzags, at the angles of which the

lines intersect and form a lattice pattern, is found on a fragment of a jar

from Hissarlik I, where it is executed in white paint on a dark ground.^

Among the pottery from Yortan in Berlin and in Paris, the commonest

decoration on the larger jugs is a similar design executed in white paint on

both the red and black pottery from the site, which is of rather later date

than the examples from Hissarlik quoted above. The design, on the vase

from Senirdje is less carefully executed than the examples from Hissarlik

and Yortan, the intersections at the angles being sometimes omitted.

It is clear, however, that in both cases the design is similar in intention, and

the solitary occurrence of the encrusted technique in connection with a

design which definitely recalls the painted designs of Hissarlik I, and

Yortan makes it extremely probable that the white filled incisions are an

attempt to imitate the decoration in white paint. The reverse is of course

possible, namely, that the decoration with white paint is an imitation or

' Similar white encnistation is found on the figurines from Tchai Kenar (Annals, ii, p. 146),

but I have found no trace of it on any of the pottery from the numerous mounds in this part of

Asia Minor that I have examined, except in the present example. At Bos-euyuk there is no trace

of it on the pottery, white filling being employed only in the eyes and eyebrows of a clay figurine

(Alh. Mitt, xxiv, p. 25). The figurines from Tchai Kenar were assigned by Mr. Peet to the

Neolithic Age, though I was inclined to regard them as of a rather later date [B.S.A. xvi, p. 105).

If Mr. Feet's view is correct, it is possilile that the encrusted technique disappeared in this district

at the close of the Neolithic -Age, and that the complete excavation of the lower strata of any one

of these mounds would bring to light more examples of this style. The Senirdje vase would then

be a survival from an earlier date. (See, however, below).

^ S.S. 229, of. T. und I. i, p. 252, where it is suggested that the white paint is a preparation

of ashes. Similar white paint on a black or brown surface from Hissarlik I, [S.S. 154, 230).

This pottery is compared by Tsuntas with the white or black ware of Thessaly. {Flo 2 in Messrs.

Wace and Thompson's classification. See Prehistoric Thessaly, pp. 232, 237, and Fig. 55, a-l.

Fig. 55 f. is a fragment of a design similar to S.S. 229, which is not uncommon on the painted

Thessalian pottery).
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development of the encrusted technique, the former being originated in

Hissarlik I, and being further developed at Yortan.' But the rarity of the

encrusted technique in the interior of Asia Minor and the carelessness of

the execution of the design on this particular vase, make the former view,

on the whole, more probable.^

It should, however, be borne in mind that the design on the vase from

Senirdje fits naturally into the whole decorative system of the pottery from

the mound, within which, if of native growth, it is a somewhat highly

developed example. On the majority of the vases the decoration is

limited to the upper part of the body, and usually takes the form of

isolated groups of chevrons, scored or in relief, which are occasionally

combined to form a series of zigzags surrounding the whole vase. In the

Figs. 6 and 7.

—

Linear Decoration on Vases.

design from Hissarlik described above. Dr. Hubert Schmidt ^ refuses to

recognise any influence of the so-called Bandkeramik of Europe, but
analyses the pattern into a series of independent hanging ornaments.

The painted patterns on the vases from Yortan make this clear

(Fig. 8). That the continuous zigzag bands at Senirdje are derived from
such pendent ornaments as on PI. VI 1, 2, 1 2, (cf Fig. %a) seems certain. In

a large number of cases the zigzag band is not continuous round the vase, but

' The rarity of the style in Hissarlik I makes it probable that the few sherds represented are
an importation from a foreign source, possil)ly Thessaly. (Cf. the Thessalian ria 2 ware ul Besika
Tepeh and Bos-euyuk, Wace and Thompson, op. at. p. 232). Messrs. Wace and Ihompson are
mclined to deny the conneciion between Hissarlik and Thessaly postulated by Tsuntas in the matter
of the r 1 o I ware, but do not take into account the further development of the style at Yortan.

- Zeitichft. fiir Ethn. 1903, ]). 453.
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the final angle is omitted under the handle. In other cases the zigzags are

interrupted by simple pendents from the neck of the vase, (Figs. 4, 6), a

reminiscence of which occurs in Fig. 7. In the last example the pendent

character of the zigzag band is emphasised by the prolongation of the lines

forming the lower angles on the front of the vase, so as to intersect and form

a lattice pattern similar to Fig. 8, c. In such an example as Fig. 5

there is a continuous zigzag band round the whole body of the vase, but the

pendent character of the ornament is again emphasised by the insertion of

two inverted chevrons based on the lines containing the two upper angles

formed on the front of the vase. Plate VII, 10 has groups of simple

diagonals depending from the neck without additional ornament.

Fig. 8 a, b, c, rf.—Linear Decoration.

I reserve for the present a more detailed discussion of the chronology

of the pottery from this mound and its affinities with the pottery of other

prehistoric sites in Asia Minor. It is clear that we have to deal with

a series parallel to that from Bos-euyuk, which has, however, very distinct

local differences and, from the position of the site, is subject to influences

from the South-east as well as those from the North-west, represented

by Hissarlik. The entire absence of painted decoration is important, as the

Hellespontine and North Phrygian area of non-painted pottery is thereby

further extended to the South-east.

2. BOUNARBASHI GlOL.

The second mound to be described is situated at the southern end of

the Dombai ovasi in the centre of the small marshy lake behind the ridge of
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Djebel Sultan, above Dineir (Apainea). The lake which in parts is little

more than a reedy marsh, is formed by the confluence of the waters of the

fountain Bounarbashi (Aulokrene), and of a small stream from the North,

which drains the Dombai ovasi. The waters of the marsh escape by three

diidens to the South-west, and according to the local belief, reappearing

near Dineir, form the sources of the rivers Marsyas and Maeander.i The
mound is almost circular, being 900 feet in diameter, and rises 28 feet

above the level of the lake.^ At a few feet from its outer edge it is

surrounded by a low embankment, one to two feet high, the space between

embankment and mound forming a kind of moat, in which water appears

on one side of the mound. The excavation made for the railway cutting

did not go deep enough to show any traces of piles, and further excavations

can alone decide whether the original settlement was a true palafitta, or

whether the first inhabitants, for greater security, made use of a natural

island rising in the middle of the lake.» The mound was inhabited until a

late period, sherds of Hellenistic and Roman as well as of prehistoric date

being seen in the slopes of the cutting. There were also discovered a

stone axe-head, human and animal bones, the remains of burnt corn and a

saddle-quern, and a number of shells {Limnaea and Planorbis) from the

lake.

The following objects merit discussion :

—

The three small vases (PI. VII, 5, 6, 7) are of grey-black clay, the

surface of PI. VII, 6 and 7 being polished. PI. VII, 6 is a small jug similar

to those described above from Senirdje. The surface seems to have been

scraped with a knife or sharp instrument before polishing, and has slight

diagonal flutings. The handle is thick, and flat on the upper and lower

sides. (Ht. "j-j mm., diam. ](i mm.)
PI. VII, 7 is a small narrow-necked jug with a single handle, which is

now missing. The base is rounded and pierced with four small holes.

(Ht. 72 mm., diam. 61 mm.)

See Ramsay, C.R. ii, p. 409. The lake is now crossed by the extension of the Ottoman
Railway line, which makes access to the mound, through which it passes, possible. The water is

full of leeches and there are said also to be pike. When the mound was inhabited, it is probable
that there was some secret approach by means of the tufts, which rise frequently in the lake,
but so far as I am aware, the knowledge of the approach has been lost.

^ The top of the mound is 3,300 feet .ibove sea-level.

In favour of the second alternative it is perhaps relevant to quote the mound described
(B.S.A. xvi, p. 93, No. 16) beside lake Karalitis (SiigUt-Giolii), which stands on an outcrop of
rock in marshy ground on the dried-up lake-bed.
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The surface of PI. VII, 5 is unpolished. It is a small wide-open jar

with tubular suspension handles, one of which is missing. (lit. 65 mm.,

diam. 54 mm.)
a h

c d e

Fig. 9.

—

Early Bronze Implements.

From this mound came also the five early bronze implements,

represented in Fig. g} The two celts {a, b) are flat on both sides,

' I am at present unable to give the chemical analysis. From their appearance they contain a

large percentage of copper.
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with the blade slightly splayed, and butt-end square or slightly rounded.'

The larger of the two measures 165 mm. in length, with blade 60 mm., the

other is 157 mm. in length, with blade 6"} mm.
The two daggers {d, e) are of early Cypriote type,^ with sloping

shoulders, flat tang, the tip of which is curled, and well-marked medial

rib. The larger of the two (e), the point of which is broken, measures

267 mm. in length, and 62 mm. in width, the smaller 239 mm. in length,

58 mm. in width. The object represented by c, it is most natural to

assume, is an unfinished dagger of similar type, to be completed by

hammering. The surface is flat on both sides, the edges square, the point

blunt and the tang not curled at the tip as in the other examples. It is

possible that originally the metal for making daggers of this type was

exported in this half-finished form from Cyprus, and this fact would help

largely in the explanation of the wide diffusion of the Cypriote form,^ the

weapons being completed locally by hammering. The mould however,

from Bos-euyuk * shows that daggers of this type in Asia Minor were cast

locally in western Asia Minor in a form which required but little additional

hammering, although, at the beginning of the metal-using age, when such

proficiency had not been gained, the natives may have been more
dependent on the Cypriote industry. There is of course the possibility

that the piece in question represents merely a small ingot of a convenient

form for export. If such be the case the form, which is distinctly

reminiscent of the early Cypriote daggers, is only an additional proof of

the dependence of western Asia Minor upon the Cypriote metal supply.

H. A. Ormerod.

' The bult-end of /> is worn but seems to have been almost square.
- See Dechelelte, Manuel, ii, pp. 47. 195.
' See Dechelette, /oc. cil.; Diimniler, Aih. Mill, xi, p. 218; Myres, C.M.C. p. 18; Von

Lichtenberg, Milt. Vord. Gescll. 1906, p. 147.
" Ath. Mitt, xxiv, PI. IV, i.

{To be continued^



A MYCENAEAN BRONZE IN THE CYPRUS
MUSEUM.
(Plate VIII.)

Among the latest acquisitions of the Cyprus Museum are seven

pieces of bronze which, when put together, form the handles and circular

rim of a large vessel.

Their history is as follows. They were found (together with a gold

enamelled sceptre and two bronze tripods, a description of which I hope

to give later) in a field near the Church of Hagios Armenis, at the village

of Episkopi, the site of the ancient Curium. All the objects together were

sold to an Armenian merchant of Limassol and were seized by the police

of Larmca in December, 1 903, when they were about to be secretly

exported from the Island. They have been kept at the Custom House at

Larnaca till lately when they were transferred to my custody and

deposited in the Cyprus Museum.

Their provenance, therefore, is the site of ancient Curium, where many
Mycenaean objects were found during the British Museum excavations in

1895. I have been told lately by villagers that a bronze vessel was also

found with the objects above mentioned, but in a very fragmentary

condition ; and that this vessel was broken up and has wholly disappeared.

It is not improbable that this was the vessel to which the present rim and

handles once belonged. A similar rim with handles, from a bronze

caldron, differing only in decoration, may be seen in the Cesnola Collection

of the New York Museum. It is No. 2604 of the new numbering of that

Collection, and is figured in Perrot and Chipiez, iii. Figs. 555 and 556,

and repeatedly elsewhere.

95
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The rim (which is if inch broad and
J-

of an inch thick) is quite

circular, leaving an opening of 13 inches in diameter (PI. VIII. a). It was

fixed on the top of the vessel by means of bronze rivets, all still

preserved, together with fragments of the bronze vessel still adhering to

the rivets.

A very graceful Mycenaean ewer or prochous, chiselled in relief, is

repeated seventy times to fill the upper surface of the rim. This ewer is of

quite Mycenaean type and similar to that held by the lion-headed demons

on a Mycenaean gem from the Vaphio tomb,^ and on the bronze handles

in the Cesnola Collection.

The handles are S-shaped, and have their upper part fixed to the rim

by means of bronze rivets, while at the lower end the metal plaque

expands into a kind of disk so as to afford a larger surface for attachment

to the body of the vase, pieces of which still adhere to this part of the

handle, fixed each with three bronze rivets. The decoration of the handles

is far more interesting than that of the rim (PI. VIII. C). On each of

them there are five pairs (the fifth pair consisting only of the lower part of

the figures) of those animal-headed demons so common in Mycenaean
decoration and especially on Mycenaean gems ; for example, the lion-

headed demons on the Vaphio gems, and on the bronze handles of the

Cesnola Collection, already mentioned; the ass-headed demons on a wail-

painting from the Acropolis of Mycenae,- and the animal-headed demons
on a plaque from Phaestos,^ and on Mycenaean gems.*

Here the demons are lion-headed with body and legs like those of a

bird
;
they wear on their backs a skin, which- is described by Perrot as a

fish-skin, and by Tsountas as a lion-skin with a long mane, or a particular

skin worn as a himation. They stand on their hind legs facing each other

on either side of what may be described as a tree-trunk. The forepaw on
the outer side is lowered along the body, while the other is raised above
the head, in the so-called "act of adoration." Thus the demons are

evidently represented as paying homage to the sacred tree between them,

' Vaphio gem: Eph. Arch. 1889, PI. X, 35, cf. p. 169. Cesnola handles : Perrot-Chipiez, iii.

''•B- 556; compare the small gold jug from Mycenae, Acropolis, Gr.-ive IV. (Schuchhardt,
SchliemaniCs Excavations (Engl. Trans!.), Fig. 243), and a bronze prochous from a tomb at Enkomi
(Old Salamis), (B.M. Excavalions in Cyprus, p. 16, Fig. 29, 1533)

2 Eph. Arch. 1887, PI. X, I.

' Dussaud, Les Civilisationspri'he/Uniques, p. 243, Fig. 179.
* Milchhoefer, Anfiinge der Kunst in Griechenland, pp. 55 and 68.
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in the same way that the demons on the Vaphio gem are nursing the

sacred tree.

Of the same Mycenaean character is also the decoration of the disk

at the lower end of the handle (PI. VIII. B). Two large octopods, and a

third of which the tentacles only are represented, fill with their tentacles

the whole area of the disk, vacant spaces being filled with an ornament

probably meant for submarine rocks.

This octopus-design is executed in a very graceful and naturalistic

manner, and has nothing of the conventionalism shown in the latest period

of Mycenaean art, when the eyes and head are developed to excess, the

body is atrophied and the tentacles have degenerated into a mere sinuous

line, as on a large pseudamphora of the same provenance.^ Our octopus

resembles in execution that on a stone pyxis from a tomb of the lower

town of Mycenae," and is slightly better executed than those on two

kraters from Old Salamis.^

Both subjects and execution show great affinities to other works of

Mycenaean art, and our bronze belongs certainly to the first centuries of

the Mycenaean colonization of the Island, before the Mycenaean art

in Cyprus, influenced by the indigenous art, began to show divergencies of

style and a wider range of subject than we find in other parts of the

Mycenaean world. We are certainly not far wrong in dating this bronze

to the fourteenth century B.C.

M. Markides.
(Keeper of the Cyprus Museum.)

' B.M. Excav. in Cyprus, p. 74, Fig. 128 from Curium ; B.M. Cat. Vases, I, ii(C. 501).

2 Eph. Arch. :888, PI. VII, i.

" B.M. Excav. in Cyprus, Fig. 73, 968, and Fig. 74, 1149; B.M. Cat. Vases, I, ii (C. 413
and C. 377).
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THE GREEK NUMERAL NOTATION.

I.

I.—Object and Scope of this Essay.

The object of the following articles is to set forth as briefly as possible

the epigraphical evidence at our disposal for determining the numerical

systems employed in the various cities of Greece, and to state afresh some

of the conclusions which we are entitled to draw from it. I am not sanguine

enough to believe that I have overlooked none of the available materials,

but I hope that my essay may contribute something towards a fuller

understanding, at least in this country, of a department of Greek epigraphy

which has, as it seems to me, been unduly neglected by recent scholars.

Setting aside the eighteenth-century discussions of the subject, which

are now wholly antiquated, we may note the following as the only attempts

to treat the question fully and scientifically :—

J. Franz, Elementa Epigraphices Graecae, p. 346 ff. 1840.

A. Westermann s.v. Notae in Pauly's Realencyklopadic, v. 703 ff.

J. Gow, The Greek Numerical Alphabet in Journal of Philology, xii.

278 ff. 1883.

J. Gow, History of Greek Mathematics, p. 40 f 1884.

S. Reinach, Traite d'Epigraphie Grecque, p. 216 ff 1885.

G. Hinrichs, Griechiscke Epigraphik in Iwan Miiller's Handbuch, \.

433 f- 1886.

J. Woisin, De Graecorum iiotis numcralibus, Kiel. 1886.

W. Larfeld, Griechiscke Epigraphik in Iwan Miiller's Handbuch, i.-

S41 ff. 1 891.

W. Larfeld, Handbuch der griechischen Epigraphik, i. 416 ff. 1907.

^3
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For the Attic system in particular we must add :

—

K. Meisterhans, Grammatik der attisclien Inschriften, 3rd edition, p.

9 ff. 1900.

W. Larfeld, Hmidbucli der griecliischeti Epigrapliik, ii. p. 543 ff. 1902.

A glance at the foregoing list will show that the Greek numeral

systems as a whole have been systematically discussed in only two treatises

published within the last quarter of a century, and we stili frequently find

Woisin's dissertation cited as a standard authority. But though that work

has done good service and did indeed mark a striking advance as compared

with its predecessors, yet it has now become a very misleading guide. For

the years which have elapsed since its appearance have witnessed a great

increase in the amount of evidence available for this study, the correction,

thanks to a more careful examination of the actual stones, of a number of

texts imperfectly known to Woisin, and the true interpretation of inscrip-

tions misunderstood by him or left unexplained as insoluble enigmas. To
this advance in our knowledge various scholars have contributed, amongst

whom the foremost place is taken by Professor Bruno Keil, whose masterly

elucidations of an Oropian inscription {I.G. vii. 3498) in Hermes, xxv. 608 ff.,

of a Halicarnassian financial record (No. 57 below) in Hermes, xxix. 249 ff.

and of a puzzling Attic table of numerals in the Strassburger Festschrift,

1901, p. 117 ff., have inaugurated a new era in the history of our knowledge

of this subject.

At the present day, however, Larfeld's Handbnch der griechischen

Epigraphik, which has superseded that same indefatigable scholar's discus-

sion in Iwan Muller's Handbnch der klassischen Altertumswissenschaft, is

universally regarded as the authoritative text-book on Greek epigraphy,

and we naturally turn to it with confidence on a subject like the present.

In the case of Attica that confidence is fully justified, but for the rest of

Greece it is sadly disappointed ; in fact this section of the work is perhaps

its least satisfactory portion.

To treat the whole question within the limits of a single article would

involve either an undesirable compression of the materials available for

study or an unfair demand upon the restricted space of the British School

Anmial. I shall therefore discuss in the present article only the so-called

'acrophonic' or 'initial' class of numeral notations; leaving to a future

occasion some observations upon the other main class, in which the letters

II 2
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are used in their alphabetical order as numeral signs. It will be convenient

to review at the outset the extant examples which form the chief basis of

our knowledge, arranging them in geographical order : we may start with

Attica and pass thence in succession to the Peloponnese, Hellas north of

the Isthmus, the Greek islands, Asia Minor, and the Euxine basin. A
concluding section will be devoted to the name and history of this type of

notation.

I shall not attempt to discuss fully each of the systems to which I

shall refer in the following pages. Conclusions of previous writers which

are not, to my mind, open to serious objection will be simply stated,

without argument or proof, and I shall only linger over those inscriptions

which have been misinterpreted or only partially explained by the writers

to whom I have referred. I take for granted one fact which is of the

utmost importance for the right understanding of the numeral notations of

the Greeks,—of those, at least, which fall within the acrophonic class,

—

namely, that, while the number represented by a combination of elements

is always the sum of its component elements (and to this extent the Greek

systems differ radically from that of Rome, in which IV and VI are not

equal in value),^ the elements are always arranged in descending order of

value, and, where sums of money are represented, the higher denominations

always precede the lower. By the aid of tins canon it is often possible to

arrive at conclusions regarding the value of signs which would otherwise

baffle explanation.

II.—Review of the extant Evidence.

• I. Attica. Hundreds of inscriptions illustrate the system employed

by the Athenians, with which we may well begin our survey, since a

numeral notation of this class appears in Attica before we have any traces

in extant inscriptions of its existence elsewhere.'^ Only a very brief

account of it will be required here, for the subject has been treated fully

by Larfeld {Handbucli, ii. 543 ff.), and indeed little has been added to our

knowledge of this system within the last half century.

The simple numeral signs arc six in number: I = i, P {irivTe) = 5,

' Herodian is wrong in saying oi Si Trapa$fa-et! tovtwv, Tivlita /ifv oiifcii' ravs apiB/iovs Sftj, iirl

Th Sf^thv /lepos ylvovrai, T)i>iK« Si fiftovy in] rh erepoy. Ji ykp irapaOfais ixfTOev, armaivfi ijTi xp^
Toiroii tIv f\i.r-ra aptepihv air' ixdvov toC irAfioi-os aipnipuv (Appendix to .Stephanus' Thesaurus,
ed. Didot, viii. p. 345).

' With the possible exception oi A'outsopodi No. 4 (below).
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A (BeKa) = 10, H (eKarov) = lOO, X (p^iXiot) = lOOO, M (fivpiot) = lO.OOO.i

In addition there are four compound signs: P P P = 50, P = 500,

P" = 5000, 1^ = 50,000. Thus, for example, in accordance with the general

rule already stated, the number 1913 would be represented by XPHHHHAIII.

The forms assumed by these numerals vary with the development of the

letter-forms, apices and ornamental variations being frequently found in

later examples : P and its compounds, for instance, may occur in any of

the numerous forms taken by P when used as an ordinary letter.

In a decree of 325-4 B.C. {I.G. ii. 5. 179;^) P is twice written as part

of a compound word: in 1. 9 : XXX : /xeBi/xvov; irvpcov ' P : Bpa-Xfiovi

= Tpia'xi'^i'Ovi; fieSi/j-vovf irvpSiv Trevrehpd-)(^p,ov';, and similarly in 1. 6y we

have XXX p,ehip,vov<; PSpaxfiov^.

For sums of money the drachma is taken as the unit, and the ordinary

numerals are used to express sums in drachmas, save that h, not I,

denotes a single drachma : I (repeated up to five times) represents the

obol,^ C the ^ obol, 3 or T {rerapTrj/xoptov) the ^ obol, X the %aX/<:ou?

(^ obol).^ Occasionally the word Spaxi^ai is written either before or after

a number, but even then I denotes the obol, not the drachma. The mina

(100 dr.) is usually ignored, the talent (T) being the only denomination

above the drachma which is recognized : TTTT is written for 4 talents,

P for 5, for 10, H for 100, )^ for lOOO and similarly with the compound

signs, so that every element in a number representing a sum of

talents has T as a component part, the horizontal stroke usually

coalescing with that of the numeral. Thus,^^. H^^-^PTTTl^HHHPPI-l-lllll

= 128 tal. 5357 dr. 5 ob.

Other units of money, weights, and measures, such as M (p,va) and

J or € {ararrip, a-TaSiov), are treated in the same way (Larfeld, op. cit.

p. 546).

Leaving Attica we may now pass by way of Aegina to the

Peloponnesian states.

2. Aegina. I.G. iv. 39 (430-405 B.C.), inventory drawn up by Attic

cleruchs in Aegina. Only the numbers : I : : II : : III : : HH : occur
;

weights and values are not recorded.

' I'riscian gives X !"icl 13 as alternative forms for 10,000, but neither occurs in any extant

inscription.

^ The obol is represented by O on two Attic abaci, XlpaKTixi, 1884, 74 and &e\riov, 1888, 175.

' See B. Keil, Hirmes, xxvii. 643 IT.
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3. Argos.

(a) I.G. iv. 616 {ca. 362 B.C.), arbitral award assessing the compensa-

tion to be paid by the Arcadians and Stymphaiians for damage done

during their tenure of Olympia in 365-3 B.C. The arbitral court being

that of Cleonae, it is possible that the numerals here used are those of that

town rather than of Argos. The difference, however, is not likely to have

been great. In 1. 11 we have XBBBB, in 1. 16 [XXX.JbBBBPO : : : II,

in 1. 19 Ti(jm) BBBOOO, which may serve as examples of the system.

The sums are frequently followed by the letters XP, interpreted by the

editor as j^(u<rot).^

The system used is evidently the following

:

X = 1000 (dr.) O = 10 dr.

B = 100 >> . = I ,,

P = 50 .> _ = I ob.

(b) I.G. iv. 617 {ca. 320-300 B.C.), a subscription-list. Every number

is followed by Aiyivalavi or 'AXe^avSpeiavi; (sc. hpajdiavs:). The system

employed is the same as the foregoing, save that O is replaced by

O.- Only the following signs occur :

P = SO dr. • = I dr.

O = 10 ,, — = I ob.

4. KOUTSOPODI (about equidistant from Argos, the Heraeum, and

Mycenae). I.G. iv. 553 (middle of 5th cent.?), fragment of a sale-list.

This inscription, known only from a poor copy made by Fourmont, has

in 1. 2 PPt>ll : TL(fi)a^ i
BBBBB .... Granting the correctness of the

copy, we seem to have here a system in which B = 100 and there is no

single sign for 500 (cf. No. 7 a). The numbers preceding the word Tifid

can hardly refer to money, and the PP probably stand for two plethra, in

which case Oil represents twelve units of area smaller than the plethron.

This P recurs at the beginning of 1. 5. The B of 1. 7 is interpreted by

Frankel as = fifdifKeOpov, but it may well represent 100 here also, as

in 1. 2.

' But see B. Keil, Anon. Argent. 278, note 3.

' Cf. F. Lindemann, Sittungsberichte d. Akademie zii Miinchen. Math.-phys. Classe. 1896,

p. 678.
' Fourmont's copy has Tl A A ; the correction is due to Keil.
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5. The Argive Heraeum.

(a) I.G. iv. 523-525 (probably 4th cent.), fragments of records of the

sale or purchase of land. We have in 523 1. 3 : nnnm, 1. 4 pnnPP,

1. 5 : TLiLa ; POGOG, in 524 1. i i Pooo :. Here therefore, as in 3b

above, we find

P = 50 dr. . = I dr.

© = 10 dr. P or P = I plethron.

Cf 524 1. 3 V^ 525 "IPriPPP . The condition of the stone's

surface renders it uncertain whether there was a dot in the centre of the

P in other cases beside the two in 523 1. 4. In 523 1. 5 H stands for

(b) I.G. iv. 526 (3rd cent.). In 1. i we have oKkcl fival AAII= II,

in 1. 2 okKa fiva A/I I/. Wheeler, with whom Frankel agrees, interprets the

first of these sums as 22 minas 20 dr. 2 ob., in which case

A = 10. _ = 10 dr.

1=1. I = I ob.

6. Nemea. I.G. iv. 481 (4th cent), fragment of a building-record.

L. 3 his : GOOO : 1. 5 BBBB : : : ZZ-IS i 1. 7 BBPO0OO i . These

numbers give us the following table

:

B .= loo dr. - = I ob.

P = 50 .. I = i .- .?

O = 10 " S = some smaller fraction of

. = I ,, an obol.

7. Epidaurus. The Epidaurian notation, as illustrated by a series of

building-records discovered at the Asclepieum, is of peculiar interest : the

earliest document must be treated separately, since the system there

employed differs from that of the later texts.

(a) I.G. iv. 1484 1 (early 4th cent.), sixteen fragments of a large stele

containing the building-accounts of the temple of Asclepius. Of the

many sums there expressed the following may serve as examples

:

1.8 BBBBBBBB Z = Z: : : :
, 1. 47 XXXXXXXXXBBBBBBBB, 1. 67

' Michel 584 turns the numerals into their Attic equivalents and is therefore useless for our

present study.
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XBBB =-; ; : , l. 163 ::::•, 1. 222 =::::• II IC, 1. 292 : : :
• llllin,

1. 299 •HIT, 1. 302 •IIIIKS?. We thus recover the following table (see

Fig. I):

X = 1000 dr. C< = 9 ')(^aXKol or ^ ob.

B = 100 .. n = 5 „

_ = 10 >• T = 4j .. >^ \ ..

. = I ,. € = 2 .. .. 1 ..

I = I ob. X =1 ^oXkov'; " i\ >'

This system is almost unique (cf. No. 4) in the absence of signs for 5000,

500, so, and 5 dr.

(b) A more developed system, in which these gaps are filled, is

illustrated hy I.G.iw. 1485-1491, 1493-1497 (3SO-300 B.C.), of which the first

contains the building-accounts of the Tholos. So far as obols and fractions

of an obol are concerned, the system does not differ from that just

examined : for sums expressed in drachmas Fig. i should be consulted.^

In the last lines, 192-329, of 1485 the numerals relate sometimes to money,

sometimes to medimni : the word Bpaxfuil, or /liBifivoi is therefore prefixed

to each number. Similarly in 1488 the figures are preceded by the word

hpa^jJ'd'i. It should be noted that, though • represents one drachma, | is

used for the unit of other denominations.

(c) I.G. iv. 1492 (a little later than 1485), a building-record. The

system here used dififers in some points from those just described and may
therefore be treated separately. Many numbers are written out in words,

but signs are also used (Fig. i).

(d) I.G. iv. 1508 A (not before late 3rd cent.), record of a debt of

'AKe^avBpela^ (sc. Bpaxfia'i) BBBaP,^ />. 450 dr. (1. 12).

8. Troezen.

(a) I.G. iv. 823 (4th cent.), building-record of a temple. The system

used will be found in Fig. i.

(b) I.G. iv. 750 (ca. 287 B.C.). PVom 11. 16, 17, [apyvpiov 'AXe^av]
\
Speiov

XHHHCC, we see that in the third century C was still retained as the sign

of the drachma, but B (100) had been modified to H.

' For further details see B. Keil, Ai/i. Mill. xx. 61 ff.

' Wrongly printed HHHHr' in Michel, Recueil, 1336.
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VALUE
EPIDAUR US TROE2EN

No. a a

HERMIONC

No. 7a. No. 7 b No.7o 9a. Sb

10,000 ir. M
•SOOO - No Stgw. pn pn

JOOO • X X X X
SOO No Stgn. p pi' f-L* P P ru rn

lOO • B B H"* B B H

50 .. No S»-gt^
p«p*p«--_' p n npfnp' N

lo - — — $ z'" A /N

5 - No SC^n ::• n" p p p n

1 ' • • c > r
1 olool 1 1 1

—
1 1

c < c c T" —
A " T T I T'^

5 O
Fig. I.

—

Table showing the Sig.»<s used at Ei-idaurus, Troeze.n, and IIermione.

Notes 1-8 refer only to /.G. iv. 1485. • LI. 8-15, 88-179. ^ LI. 57, 66, 75. ^ LI. 125, 127,

136. * LI. 40-116. ^ LI. 129, 133. " From 1. 146 onwards. ' LI. 6-15, 120-125, '3°.

131. ' From 1. 144 onwards. ' L. 31 ? '" Once only, 1. 22. " L. 16. ^'^
I cannot agree

with Frankel, who transcribes III—T at the end of 1. 4 as III— . t-: that would require

II I— : T. I therefore read 1 1 1—T and interpret T as J obol.

9. Hermione.

(a) I.G. iv. 741 (early 4th cent), a fragment, perhaps of a subscription-

list. For the numerals employed see Fig. i. The sign for 5 drachmas is

accidentally absent.

(b) J.G. iv. 742 (4th cent.), fragment of a building-record. Hero the

system is slightly different (see Fig. i, last column).

10. Tegea.i

(a) I.G. V. 2. 6 B, 7 (4th cent.), subscription-list. The sums mentioned

are all reckoned in minas and drachmas, the system in use being the

following :

' Freiherr Hiller von Gaerlringen has kindly allowed me to use proof-sheets of J.G. v. 2,

which is not yet published, for these inscriptions.
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F\ — lo minas. < = I dr.

hi = 5 .. 1 = I ob.

M = I mina. E = i „

P = 50 dr. T = i „

A = 10 .. X = pj^aX/cous,

rn = 5 ..

Since we find XX at the end of a sum of money five times (6 B, 11. 59, 73,

84, 102, 1 10) but never XXX, it is a probable, though not a necessary,

inference that XXX = T, t.e. that in Tegea the obol contained twelve

XoXkol Various forms of letters, often hardly distinguishable from each

other, are used in the numbers referred to above : in addition to P we find

n, n and n, while M appears sometimes as M. In 7, in which the

numbers are very carefully written, the < is never omitted from the sign

for 5 drachmas.

(b) /.G. V. 2. 8 ^ (4th cent.), conclusion of a document which relates to

the same question, containing three sums-total. The first is given in

drachmas, ttBBBBPllll, showing that t = looo dr. B = 100 dr. The

second and third are expressed in talents, minas and staters, the numerals

used being those shown in Fig. 2 (p. 107).

11. Megalopolis. Le Bas-Foucart ii. 331 c twice uses the sign

n. Since, however, an unpublished inscription from Megalopolis contains

the sign M,'^ this may denote 4 rather than -10 minas and belong to the

alphabetical system.

12. Remoustapha (in south-western Messenia), J.H.S. xxv. 49 ff.

No. 10 (late 3rd cent), regulations for the worship of Demeter. In 11. 5, 9
f r

we have HH i.e. 200 drachmas.

13. M ESSEN E.3 I.G. V. 1. 1434 (ist cent, before or after Christ), list of

landowners with the values of their estates. According to the editor's

interpretation

' Le Bas-Foucart, ii. 341 e.

' I owe this information to Freiherr Hiller von Gaertringen.
' I owe my knowledge of this and the following inscription to the kindness of Prof. W. Kolbe,

who has sent me proof-sheets of /. G. v. I containing these two texts.
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/V\ = 100,000 den.

n = 50,000 >.

M, M = 10,000 ..

T^ = 5,000 den.

"T = 1,000.? ..

but I am inclined to attribute to these signs the values 10 minas, 5 minas,

I mina, 5 staters and 10 staters respectively (see Fig. 2), partly because

analogy seems to me to favour this interpretation, partly because otherwise

the sums are surprisingly large, but also because it appears to me almost

impossible to give to V the meaning 5000 denarii. For the sign of

10 staters cf. No. 14.

VALUE
TEGEA
JVo . 10 b

MESSENE ANDANIA DELPHI N AU PACTUS
ATo ait

5 ta,Levvl& P3

10 >vii-tT.a,s A ^^ A
AA

A
M

5 fr r "RT w 1;;'

X ^vxCrva- M ^A tA. M M M
^0 sta-tetrs [?> ?

10 A -t.' t f? ^
5 r^

TT
i r^

1 st«,te>- ^ s s

1 d.ra.cKTwa, < F

i obol
1 1

i . c
1. T
1 ^a.\Kou& X

Fig. 2.—Table of Signs used at Tegea, Messene, Andania, Delphi, and Naupactus.

14. Andania. f.G. v. i. 1532; ' euumerantur tributa, quae singuli

cives solveriint.' The sums are expressed in minas and staters, as shown

in Fig. 2. Several mistakes have been made either by the engraver or by

the copyist who published the text in Uavadrjvaia, iSth Nov. 1905 :

A in col. i I. 4, 2 in 1. 5, S in 1. 12 and € in col. iii 1. 13 must all stand for

i. Col. iii 1. 9, if correctly deciphered, has M^Tlti : the sign T, which
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is strikingly like t in No. 13, must, in consequence of its position, repre-

sent 10 staters,! ^ut I can think of no reason why this sign should twice be

written in place of ?.

15. Dyme (Achaea). Am. Journ. Phil. xxxi. 399 ff. No. 74 (4th or

3rd cent.), contribution-list. The sums of money, varying from 65 to 20 dr.,

are expressed in the Attic fashion, the signs employed being P A P I.

The sum AAAPII (c 1. 11) is strange, but should almost certainly be

taken as 35 dr. 2 obols. In a decree, B.C.H. ii. 96 No. 3 the sign ^

is used (1. 8).

16. OrOPUS. For the traces of a local system in which S = i dr.

i.e. 3 obols, — = obol, X = ^aXxovf see B. Keil, Hermes, xxv. 608 ff.

(a) In a series of .Attic decrees inscribed at the Amphiaraus sanctuary

we find, as we should naturally expect, the Attic system in use.

I.G. vii. 3499 (333 B.C.) = Ditt. 5y//.2 580 = /.G. ii. 5. 169*^ X A occur.

4252 (332 B.C.) XA „

4253 (332 B.C.) = Ditt. 5;'//.- 638 XA „

4254 (329 B.C.) = Ditt. Syll} 62,9 = Michel 108 XHA .,

(b) A. ]ouh\n, B.C.H. xv. 490 ff. (3rd cent.), donation-list, the amounts

of which range between hlllli and II. The signs I- I C 3 are used, with

their Attic values. See B. Keil, Hermes, xxvii. 643 ff.

(c) I.G. vii. 303 = Michel, Recueil 827 {ca. 240 B.C.),- repair of votive

objects. Here too the Attic system is employed, the signs used being

P' H P A n I- I.

17. Tanagra. Rev. Et. Gr. xii. 53 ff. {ca. 230 B.C.), a subscription-list.

In A 11. 44-76 ninety-eight subscriptions are recorded, ninety-two of P

(5 drachmas), the others of H+, 14 and V (3, 2 and i dr.).

18. Thebes.

(a) I.G. vii. 2420 a, a small fragment containing a few letters. Ditten-

berger's comment is, ' Numerorum notae Boeoticac facile agnoscuntur ; unde

' The only alternative, so far as I can see, is to regard it as a mark of punctuation, dividing

the three separate amounts— l m. lo St., 10 st. and 5 st.—set against Ilagion's name.
* Bocckh (C./.G. 1570) dated this text ca. 71 B.C. : but see B. Keil, Hermes, xxv. 614.
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apparet hoc frustulum ad tabulas quasdam rationum publicarum pertinuisse.'

To me the matter appears less certain.

(b) I.G. vii. 2426 = Michel, Reciieil 588 (150-100 B.C.), accounts of a

hipparch. For the numerals used see Fig. 3.

VALUE
TH E B E"S

Mo. 18b

T H e: s P 1 A e: ORCHomENUS

No. 20No. 19a No. 19b

ao.ooo M M
5ooo

f-) p fn

LOOO X Y r Y
soo T^ n^ r>£ r>e

300 NotLgVv Te TE

\oo H HE ^€ h€

so K rn R r^ PE PE

iO No stgn. P -B- > p
10 A e- A >

s TT ? n
1 /

1 sUbty ^

1 dTachn-ia. ^ t> -^
f- 1

.3 obols / T

I obot 1 1

H < H'

Fig. 3.

—

Table of Signs used at Thebes, Thespiae, and Orchomenus.

19. Thespiae. The Thespian inscriptions merit special attention.

(a) I.G. vii. 1737 (ca. 225-220 B.C.), public accounts. The same

system is illustrated by I.G. vii. 1738, 1740-42 and G. Colin, B.C.H. xxi.

553 ff. No. 2 (225-200 B.C.), the record of the renewal of leases of state-

pastures. All these documents use the stater as the unit of money.

(b) P. Jamot, B.C.H. xix. 379 ff., corrected and restored by M. Holleaux,

Rev. Et. Gr. x. 26 ff. (222-205 B.C.), relating to a grant of land made to
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Thespiae by Ptolemy IV Philopator. Here the unit of account is the

drachma and some of the signs used are less archaic in appearance.

(c) I.G.v'n. 1743 (2nd cent.) contains the numbers t-E, A and I.

(d) Ibid. 1744 ( I St. cent. B.C.), a subscription-list, contains four times

the sum R.

I have discussed the systems (a) and (b) in an article in J.H.S. xxxiii.

31 ff. and need not repeat what I have said there. A summary of the

conclusions reached will be found in Fig. 3.

20. OrchoMENUS. I.G. vii. 3 17 1 (250-200 B.C.), record of the repay-

ment of a loan made to the state. The Orchomenian system closely

resembles that in use at Thespiae : a tabic of the numeral signs will be

found in Fig. 3. Dittenberger, presumably interpreting I as an obol, sees in

the sign for | obol, in which case H must represent a smaller fraction

{Sy/l? 566 note 14) ; but this seems to me highly improbable in itself and

inconsistent with 1. 52, where APAIII = S/3a(p^/xa9) HI. We may assume,

1 think, the existence of a sign for 300, probably in the same form as at

Thespiae.

For the regions lying to the west and the north-west of Bocotia the

evidence is not inconsiderable.

21. Elatea. I.G. ix. I. no = Ditt. Syll:- 141 = Michel, Recueil 592

(soon after 338 B.C.), the record of the payment by the Phocians of an

instalment of the fine imposed on them at the close of the Sacred War, has

4^A^ = 30 talents (1. 2), while I.G. ix. i. n2 = Ditt. Syll? 143 (late 4th or

early 3rd cent.), which records a later payment, has been restored in 1. 6

[AAA iaKa\vTa, but should probably be read [8e'«a TaKa\vTa. See H.

Pomtow ap. Pauly-Wissowa, iv. 2612.

22. Delphi. As a rule the sums of money mentioned in Delphian

texts, even in state accounts, are written out in full.^ Occasionally,

however, figures are employed.

(a) E. Bourguet, B.C.H. xxiv. 464 (331-30 B.C.), public accounts. In

1.6 we have OA Al, restored by the editor oXSjca HHP]AI, by
B. Keil oK\Kr) XP- HH]AI or 6X. [ara. HH]AI {Hermes, xxxvii. Sn f.).

' For e.\amples see B.C.H. xxiv. 463 ff., xxv. 107 ff., xxvi, 5 ff., xxvii. 5 ff., etc.



n 173 B.C.i

MMM 170 B.C.

hfA 165 B.C.

MMMM 160 B.C.

TMMM ca. 153 B.C.

MMM ca. (51 B.C.

EZZ ca. 1 50 B.C.

MM ca. 90 B.C.

Greek Numeral Notation.
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(b) T. Homolle, B.C.H. xxiii. 564 ff. (258 B.C.), account of work carried

out in the gymnasium, stadium and hippodrome. The pure numbers used

PHPAP, are, with the exception of the sign for 50, the same as those

current in Attica : for money values we have the signs shown in Fig. 2

Cp. 107).

(c) Figures are occasionally used in the Delphian manumission-records,

nearly always preceded by xt/ia? ap'^vpiov.

S.G.D.I. 1770

1919

1818

H. Pomtow, Philologiis, Iviii. 64

1955

S.G.D.I. 1840

2022

Fonilles de Delphes, iii. i. 310

Here
r = 5 minas.

M, M = I mina.

2 = I stater.

23. PHYSCUS (Locris Ozolis). I.G. ix. I. 349, 350 {ca. 170 B.C.),

manumission-records.

349 1. 5 MMMM i.e. 4 minas.

350 1. S rMMM i.e. 8 minas.

So also B.C.H. xxii. 357, manumission-record, RM i.e. 6 minas.

24. NAUPACTU.S. At Naupactus and at the neighbouring temple of

Asclepius eV Kpovvolii a number of manumission-records have been found,

in which the price paid for liberty is expressed in minas, almost always

preceded by the words Tifidf apyvpiov. The texts are edited in I.G. ix. i.

359-388 and E. Nachmanson, AfA. Mitt, xxxii. i ff.- Most of them can

be dated between 170 and 146 B.C. For the forms used see Fig. 2 (p. 107).

' For the dates of the Delphian archons see H. Pomtow, Pauly-Wissowa, iv. 2589 fi". The

stroke over the M is uncertain in S.G.D.I. 1770, while in t8l8 the first sign may well be a

combination of P and M (see Wescher-Foucart, No. 153).

^ The re.idings of I.G. ix. i. 379-384 must be corrected by Ath. Milt. loc. cit. Nos. 4, 6, 7,

II, 12, 14.
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In l.G. ix. I. 375, where we have a mention of y^vav AAAP, I would

regard the last sign as an error of the engraver or the copyist for r.

Nachmanson (No. 21) interprets fi^vav) PI as 5 minas i stater,^ while for

the ^^U of A. Nikitsky's copy he would substitute M (No. 29).

25. Phistyum (Aetolia). l.G. i.x. i. 417 (middle or late 2nd cent.),

manumission-record. L. 6 f. gives us the price of ransom, rt/ias apy{vpiJov

MMMM(A) i.e. 4 minas 10 staters.

26. ACARNANIA.

(a) Stratus. l.G. ix. i. 446 (3rd cent.), a subscription-list. A occurs
M M

in II. 7, 10, 13, PA in 1. 6.

(b) Thyrrheum. l.G. ix. i. 488. On a stone broken on the right

hand side six letters only survive MFXPHP . Dittenberger in I.G.,

following G. Cousin, the discoverer of the inscription, thought that we have

here a fragment of the accounts of the state, and that the whole sum was

16,666 dr. 4 ob. i.e. one-third of 50,000 dr. To me it seems far more

probable that the stone was a counting-board and that the letters stood at

the column-heads. Cf Nos. 35, 36.

27. CORCYRA.

(a) l.G. ix. I. 691 (early 3rd cent), building-record. The forms used

are tabulated in Fig. 4. The sign for 50 dr. is accidentally absent.

(b) l.G. ix. I. 858, a bronze weight, bears the inscription V\^^V i.e.

75 dr.

(c) l.G. ix. I. 857, a bronze weight, is inscribed dyopavofitov M,

probably one mina.

(d) f.G. ix. I. 859, a leaden weight, bears the signs llll, the meaning

of which is uncertain.

28. COROPE (Magnesia). LG. ix. 2. 1109 (2nd cent), decree of the

Magnesians. As there is some doubt regarding the readings of the three

passages in which numerals occur, I give side by side those of the l.G., of

Ditt. Sj'//.- 790, where the text is referred to the 1st cent. B.C., of Michel,

' I myself believe that it stands for six min.is.
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Recuejl 9,42, where it is attributed to the first half of the 2nd cent., and of

A. Wiihelm, Hermes, xliv. 41 ff., who dates it {\Vien. Stud, xxxiv. 411 ff.)

ca. 116 B.C.

/. G. TEXT. I.G. TRANSCRIPT. DiTT. Syll.'^ Michel. WiLHELM.

L. 28. APAXMHNA
29- APAXMAS 1//

83- APAXMAS P

Spaxi^iiS P
Spaxiiks r"

Spaxji-as r^

Spax^is P
Spax^is [P
8pax/«is [P

From the Greek mainland we pass eastwards to the islands which stud

the Aegean Sea.

VALUE
CORCYRA

No. 2-7 a.

CAR.XSTUS
No. 29a.

MAX OS
No.35

THE R A
No.A7

cos
No. A.la.

1 latent T
.5000 d.r. nrr-

1000 ar X f- X
500 - P m fi-f'

100 - H ~I H H H
SO n fi P TaT 1^
10 '^ A A A
5 - n P n r No sCgw

1 - r 1 f- I .? h

.i Ob. T
1 / / /

i • — r
1 T
1 X"»-'"^°"& C

Fig. 4.

—

Table of Signs used at Corcyra, Carystus, Naxos, Thera, and Cos.

29. EUBOEA.

(a) Carystus. 'E^??/a. 'A/o^- 1905, i ff. (400-357 B.C.), account of

interest paid on a state loan. The signs used are shown in Fig. 4 above,

but the A of 1. 4, AXXXXlTTin is not explained by the editor. It can

I
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hardly represent anything but lo talents: whether this was its normal form

or whether the vertical stroke of ^ has been omitted by engraver or

editor, I must leave undecided.

(b) Carystus. Ditt. Syllr 509 = Michel, Recueil 658 (3rd cent. B.C.),

republished by F. A. Wa-Ka^aaCK^'iov, Ile/ai rwv iv Ev^oca ap')(ai(ov Tdtjxov,

p. 103 No. 30. The number of days in the year is given as 384,

HHHPAAAIIII.

(c) Eretria. 'Ap%. 'E(f)T)fj,. 191 1, i ff. No. i {ca. 300 B.C.), regulations

for the conduct of certain public festivals. In 1. 22 HHHH and HHH appear.

30. Ceos. There is abundant evidence from Ceos for the use of the

Attic system in that island during three centuries at least. I need do no

more than append a list of the inscriptions together with the numerals

which occur in them :

/.G. xii. 5. 568 1 late 5th or early 4th cent. A

107s
^ late 4th cent. H

544 4th or 3rd cent. MXPHn^APH
1076 late 4th or early 3rd cent. HFAPI-

647^ early 3rd cent. HPAnt-l«

6io« late 3rd cent. HPAPl-l

595 3rd or early 2nd cent. HHAnH
1077 2nd cent. H (restored)

1078 2nd .. H

31. Paros. Here also the Attic system alone is found. I.G. .xii. 5.

112 uses the signs T X H P A, 134 uses A P h I C. In the Parian

marble, I.G. xii. 5. 444 (263 B.C.), only simple numerals are used for the

purposes of chronology : X P H P A P I.

32. lOS. /.G. xii. 5. 1004 (end of the 4th cent..'). L. 11, dirb

hpa')(jjMv F'

:

33. Myconus. Ditt. Sjl/:' 817 = Michel, Recuei/ 1350 = 5.6VJ./.

5417 (3rd cent.), list of dowries. The sums of money are expressed in

words except XX in 1. 34.

Michel 1352. 2 Michel 834.
' Once P. 4 Mi(,hei 402.

» In 1. 13 MM = 2 minas. 6 Michel 1341.
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34. Delos. Our material is abundant, thanks to the large number of

financial records and inventories discovered by the French excavators of

the island. These documents fall into three well-marked periods.

(i) From 434 B.C., the year of the iirst appointment of a board of

Athenian 'A/icfiiKTvove'; to administer the finances of the Delian sanctuary,

to 315 B.C. Some of the Amphictyonic records have come to light at

Athens (e.g: Hicks-Hill, 50), others at Delos.^ From an examination of the

latter class it seems that, as we should expect, the Attic numeral system

was employed, the signs used being 4^I^TPXr''HP or r^APHlCT.
The sign h is sometimes prefixed to a sum of money in B.C.H. xxxii. 5 ff.

No. I (350-40 B.C.), but not elsewhere, and the form F" appears but thrice*

{B.C.H. X. 461 ff. 11. 27, 38, 55 : 364 B.C.). Further the drachma sign if

repeated is never ligatured.

(ii) From 315 to 166 B.C., the period of Delian independence. The
' tabulae archontum ' for this period and the ' tabulae hieropoeorum ' for

the years 315 to 250 were fully published in 1912 (/.G. xi. 2). For the

records from 250-166 I have examined the thirty-five published texts

which seem to me to be of greatest importance. Soon after gaining their

freedom the Delians abandoned the Attic custom of reckoning money in

talents and drachmas and used only the latter unit.'* The talent appears

only in two records of this period, I.G. xi. 135, 144 (where T or Ah = i tal.,

r^ = 5 tal.), and by 302 {I.G. xi. 145) M is used for 10,000 dr. Most of

the signs employed in this series of texts call for no remark, — r M P" X F

(FF in /.G. xi. 128 : 200 B.C.) H A h I C (< in B.C.H. xxxii. 83 No. 21 :

207 B.C.) T being used with the same values as in Attica. The sign for

50 takes three forms P P and r' : the first and second only are used at

first, the third appears in 267 {/.G. xi. 205) and for some years is supreme

(the only exceptions are I.G. xi. 212, 249), but about 253 {/.G. xi. 268, 269)

the other two forms reappear and it suffers a temporary eclipse {/.G.

' The material is not yet fully published: I base my judgment on twenty-four texts, j9.C/^,

viii. 283 ff., X. 461 ff., xxix. 418 ff. , xxxii. 5 ff., xxxv. 5 ff. The earliest member of the group is

Hicks-Hill 76.

' I cannot but wonder if the published text is accurate in this respect. The ' Sandwich

M-irble' {/.G. ii. 814; Ditt. .9;///.2 86: 377-4 B.C.), discovered at Athens, uses M (not TXXXX) to

express 10,000 dr. seven times in 11. 136-9.

' The talent and the mina were, however, still employed occasionally as units of weight, e.^. in

/.G. xi. 162 B, B.C.H. xxxv. 260 No. 51 (ca. 190 B.C.), vi. 6 {180 B.C.), xxxiv. 143 (ca. 180 B.C.),

173 No. 40 (170 B.C.), where the talent is represented by T, T, S, !^ and ^ respectively.

I 2
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xi. 275-289, except three times in 287). Later P and P are used side by

side, but from about 188 B.C. only the former is found. The sign for 5 dr.

is usually r, though P is frequently used and the two forms often occur in

the .same text : for the number five P is, of course, the only equivalent.

In all the earlier documents the drachma-signs stand separately, but later

it became usual to join them in ligature, so that H h H became "ttf or 144 ;

this practice appears once in 269 B.C. {f.G. xi. 203 D 73), is sporadic from

260,1 and almost universal from 250 to 166 B.C. In an inscription of 207

the A's are similarly joined together {B.C.H. xxxii. 83 No. 21). A special

sign for 5 obols, r, appears in 258 {I.G. xi. 224 A lO) and recurs at the

end of the third and in the second century {B.C.H. xxxii. 481 No. 22,

493 No. 24 ; XXXV. 243 No. 48, vi. 6, etc.), and a form P representing

S/4 obol. I.e. IT, is found in B.C.H. vi. 6 ff. 1. 207. The sign for the

Xa\Kov<;, V- obol, is occasionally X, but more often" / or \, rarely -.

Where weights are expressed in minas and drachmas, the transition to the

lower denomination is frequently marked by the insertion of I- : e.£:

fivai PhAAIIII = 5 minas 20 dr. 4 ob. {B.C.H. xxix. 501 No. 167). Hence

arose a practice, common from about 190 to about 175 B.C.,^ of prefixing

V to sums of money expressed in drachmas.

(iii) For the second Athenian domination, 166 B.C. onwards, our

materials are far more meagre. The most important document is B.C.H.

xxix. 532 No. 182 {ca. 150 B.C.), which we may supplement by B.C.H.

xxviii. 166 No. 57, xxxiv. 180 No. 45, xxxv. 286 No. TJ and C.I.G. 2860,

wrongly attributed by Boeckh to Didyma. The reckoning in talents is

reintroduced, 50 always has the form P, 5 dr. appears only as P, the

XaXKov<; as X ; but the custom of joining two to four drachmas in ligature

is maintained and we twice find I- prefixed to numbers of drachmas

{B.C.H. xxix. 532 No. 182 A col. ii d, c 1. 3, B col. i a 1. 27).

35. Naxos. f.G. xii. 5. 99 (5th or 4th cent), a counting-table, now in

the Athens Museum. Along the top margin are engraved the signs shown

in Fig. 4 (p. 113). Plainly these signs represent sums of money arranged

in descending order of value. The first seven will stand for 1000, 500, 100,

' /.G. xi. 220, 221, 224, 225, and ten other text.s.

' In B.C.H. xxxii. 493 No. 24, it .-ipparently takes the form I.

' The earliest cases, with the exception of a solitary example ca. 260 B.C. (/. C xi. 214), are

B.C.H. xxxv. 243 No. 48 (189 B.C.), 260 No. 51 {ca. 190 B.C.)
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50, 10, 5 and I dr. respectively, and the last three have been inter-

preted, no doubt rightly, as representing 3 obols (Tpico^oXov), i obol

and i obol.

36. AmORGOS. I.G. xii. 7. 14 has [Spa]xfia<; AAA (1. 4) ; /.G. xii. 7. 56

has BpaxfJ-a<; EXS/III (1. 7). On /.G. xii. 7. 282, two fragments of a

counting-table, we find X P H and h I C.

37. Thera. I.G. xii. 3. 335 and 1 301 (about the beginning of the

2nd cent.), a catalogue of names followed by numbers: once -HHPAAAA
(1301 1. 7), once HHPP (1. 6), once HP (335 1. 4), once - HAA, once HA,

twice a number ending in -A, nine (or ten) times HI. The letters, which

are slightly apicated, take the forms shown in Fig. 4 (p. 113). The

numbers are interpreted in the I.G. as denoting drachmas ; but it is

strange if here, in a system plainly borrowed from that of Athens,

I should = I dr. rather than i obol.

38. GORTYN. S. G.D.I. 5019, poor copy of a decree of Gortyn and

Fhaestus. In 11. 6, 7 we have dp<ap>yvp(o XX araTripavi.

39. Carpathus (Brycus). I.G. xii. i. 993 (certainly not much earlier

than the 1st cent. B.C.), a subscription-list. We find AAA once, A A seven

times and A once.

40. Rhodes.

(a) Rhodes. I.G. xii. i. 1442 (considerably earlier than the 1st cent.),

subscription-list. The system is the same as that of Athens : only X P A
occur. In I.G. xii. i. 9, also a list of contributions, A is once found.

(b) Lindus. I.G. xii. i. 886 IHHA'^I is enigmatic. In I.G. xii. i. 915

are united several inscriptions scratched on the walls of a cave beside the

ancient quarries. Amongst these we may note :

(d) AAAHf-f-hPht-n ixmiz.

W HA

(d) A l-H-H+l

(e) groups of simple vertical strokes numbering 4, 7, 9, 20 and

24 respectively.
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41. Cos.i

(a) S.G.D.I. 3624 (3rd cent), a subscription-list, now in the British

Museum.- The text is reprinted in Paton and Hicks, Inscriptions of Cos,

No. 10, where two fragments of a duplicate copy are given. The forms

used throughout the inscription are shown in Fig. 4 (p. 113). Amongst the

sums mentioned we may note especially d 1. 75 PAAA Al-hl-hl-|-l-f-Hlll ^

and</l. 78 HHPAf-l-hl-l-lll, which show that the system possessed no single

sign for 5 dr. H does, it is true, occur in the accepted reading of a\. 53, but

the traces of the letter on the stone are very faint, and in any case we must

restore P (as in S.G.D.I.) or P (as Paton- Hicks).

(b) Paton-Hicks No. 11 gives part of a similar and almost contempo-

rary list: the only surviving number, however, AAH (1. 2), shows that here

n is used to represent 5 dr.

(c) Paton-Hicks 384= 5. G".Z?./. 3720 has A in I. 14, ^^a(^oi [HH]A . .

in 1. 19.

(d) Paton-Hicks 404 = S.G.D.I. 373S, a subscription-list containing

42 names, each followed by the sum AAhhh.

42. Samos. S.G.D.I. 5702 = Michel, Recneil 832 (345 B.C.), an in-

ventory drawn up by Attic cleruchs. The numbers AAAPIII (1. 31),

AAAPIII (1. 32), All (1. 41) occur, and in 11. 64-77 various weights are

inscribed, in which the signs P" H P A P I- I are used. Inschriften von

Priene, No. 150, containing the number A AAA (I. 2), probably comes

from Samos.

43. Chios. 'Adr]va<i xx. 200 ff. No. 7 gives us a subscription-list, in

which no word or sign is used to denote the monetary unit, probably the

gold stater. The only numerals which occur are

E = 100
;

P = 50
;

A = 10.

Idid. 212 f No. II appears to me to be part of the same or of a similar

list, though not so interpreted by its editor.

' The reading miSas P m /.H.S. vi. 255 No. 11, was corrected by Palon and Hicks to iriiSoj

i5' (Cos, No. 152). The A A restored by R. Herzog in Berl. Sitsungsbei: 1901, p. 473 I. 19, was

subsequently altered by the editor to N (Beilrage zur alien Geschichte, ii. 321).
'' Am. Inscr. in the Brit. Mus. cccxliii ; Michel 642.

' The S.G.D.I. omits in error one of the four A's.
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44. Nesus. I.G. xii. 2. 646, accounts of the curators of the Asclepius

temple. I have examined the numeral system employed here in J.H.S.

xxxiii. 29 ff., and need do no more here than recapitulate my conclusions,

some of which are far from being certain.

E = 100 5 H O = I gold stater

P = 50 Z. = I .. ..

A = 10 4^ = ^ didrachma (?)

p = 5 I h = I drachma

45. Mytilene. I.G. xii. 2. 74 1 (3rd cent.). Small numbers are

written in words ; in ^ we have PA A (1. 8), XXXXEEEE (1. 18), X (1. 20).

The writing of 81 is very similar : hcre^the number E occurs three times,

twice at least (11. i, 6) preceded by aTd(Tr)pe<;). In 82 we have eleven

numbers, e.^. EAAAoooo (1. 14), EPPooo (1. 16), in each case preceded

by XP, z.e. xpva-eoi. <TTa.rrjpe<i. The system, so far as we know it, is this :

X = 1000 (st.) A = 10 (st.)

E = 100 .. P = 5 „

F = 50 .. o = I bt.

46. Lemnos. I.G. xii. 8. 18, 19, -21, 22 (21 = Michel, Recueil 1375);

four mortgage stones from Hephaestia, engraved in 314-300 B.C., bear

numerals — X P H — on the Attic system. In two cases (18, 22) the

mortgagee is an Athenian cleruch,

47. IMBROS.

(a) I.G. xii. 8. 61. In 1. i only M P X P H survives, in 1. 2 M P / P.

Fredrich interprets the stone as a mortgage-pillar.

(b) I.G. xii. 8. 62. The stone contains only the letters :

XPHPAPt-l

lll^P

(c) I.G. xii. 8. 51 ^ (200-166 B.C.), an inventory of the possessions of

Athena. The numerals here used are the following :

PIXPHPTPT^APni-ICT

1 Michel 593.
" Michel 831.
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(d) I.G. xii. 8. 83 (2nd cent.), subscription-list. A appears twelve

times (11. 4-15) as the sum contributed. '

From the islands we pass to the mainland of Asia Minor, starting

with Chalcedon and proceeding thence westwards and then southwards.

48. Chalcedon. Ditt. Syll? 596 = Michel, Recueil 733 ^ = S.G.D.I.

3052 a (2nd cent.), conditions regulating the tenure of a priesthood and

record of its purchase. The numerals here employed are :

AA = 10,000 dr. n = 5 dr.

P = 5,000 .. C = I ,,

X = 1,000 .. T = 3 ob.

H = 100 .. 1=1,,
t = 50 .. : : = 1 „ (4 -^oXkoT).

The absence from this inscription of signs for 500 and 10 dr. is accidental.

Doubtless a number of xoKkoI lower than four would be indicated by a

corresponding number of dots. According to the received view 4' = 10 dr.

and '' — \ obol : I have given my reasons for dissenting from this inter-

pretation mJ.H.S. xxxiii. 27 ff.

49. Cyzicus. T. Wiegand, Ath. Mitt. xxix. 277, Hellenistic boundary

inscription at Porta, to the west of the lower Acsepus. The first two signs

are "Op{o<;) Kv{^i.icr)p(bv) ; the rest is unintelligible, but it seems to me that

it may contain, t/iter alia, a number expressed in the acrophonic system.

Cf. Nos. 51 and 55.

50. Pergamum. Ditt. Syll?- 566 = Michel, Recueil 730 (2nd cent.),

sacrificial regulations. In 1. 15 we read rerptii^oXov xal Z O,
in 1. 25 uos fj.iv Z -rrpo/Sdrov Be i)fXL(o0eKiov, in 1. 27 Z twice has a monetary
value. Probably - = i obol, O and Z are fractions of an obol. In a
dedicatory inscription {Atli. Mitt, xxvii. 93) mention is made of to. fTl

hidarvKa : see below, p. 132.

51. Aegae.
J. Kcil und A. von Premerstein, Bericht iiber eiiie

Reise in Lydien u. der sildlichen Aiolis, publish (in minuscules only) two
boundary stones, engraved in ' letters of the late Hellenistic period '

:

Michel has turned all the Chalcedonian into the corresponding Attic numerals.
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Opoi
I
Al\yae\a)v. 8. (No. 204) and "Opoi | Alyalicov. \

tt'. (No. 205). These

numerals I regard as probably belonging to the acrophonic rather than to

the alphabetic system : see below, No. 55.

52. Smyrna. S.G.D.I. 5616 (early in the 3rd cent.), subscription-list.

The signs used are

r^ = SO staters. p = 5 st.

A = 10 .. Z = I .,

The numbers are always preceded by the word aTaTfjpa<;, written out

in full.

53. Ervthrae. Ditt. Syllr 600 = Michel, Reaieil 839 = S.G.D.I.

5692 {ca. 278 B.C.), record of the sale of various priesthoods. The Attic

.system is employed, the following numerals being used : X P' H F A P h.

54. Teos. S.G.D.I. 5636=LeBas-Waddington 1557, a building-record,

ends with the words (11. 10, 11) ihairavrjOi^aav Bpax/^al XXX| [H]HHAA(I-)f1

Kal 'AX€^(dvBp€tai) SpaxifJ^l)^ AAAn(h)lll : in each of these sums h has

been restored by Waddington in place of the H of Hamilton's copy.

A similar inscription, Movaelov koX Hi/BXioffTjKij, No. crfi^', ends with

eBaTrav7jdr}aa[v Bpajlxf^"-'' ^^' '"^'^ ''• ni-UTierai, now lost, concluded the

companion document. No. a-fiy. The only point which is specially

noteworthy is the use of Fl for 5 obols.

55. Priene. F. Hiller von Gaertringen, Itischriften von Priene,

Nos. 153 and 155, gives us two boundary-stones, inscribed 6p{o<;) Al

and 0/309 ^^ respectively. The editor regards the numerals here as

alphabetic, i.e. 14 and 84: in my judgment they are acrophonic and

represent 11 and 15, for (i) it is antecedently improbable that there should

be as many as 84 boundary-stones in the same series
; (2) if the numbers

were alphabetic, we should almost, though not quite, certainly have tS'

and ttS
; (3) it would be a curious coincidence if these two stones, like

those at Aegae (see No. 51) had preserved those elements of the alphabetic

system which happen also to be used in the acrophonic. It is true that we

possess two Prienian boundary-stones {op. cit. 151, 154) which certainly use

' So Waddington : possibly we should read 5po(xM<<l) X A A Afl |- 1 1 1 . In 5. CZ)./. the letters

A P A X are omitted in error.
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the alphabetic numeration—0/9(09) a and opot 0'—but there the numbers

are low and they may well belong to a different series of frontier marks.

There can be no doubt, at least, that Nos. 151 and 153 were not engraved

by the same hand.

56. Tralles. Ditt. Sy//:^ 573 = Michel, Recueil 804. This asylum-

inscription, engraved not earlier than the first centur)- after Christ, but

perhaps copied from an older document, is dated ereo? MIMM. Dittenberger,

though maintaining its authenticity against E. Meyer and others, points

out the historical difficulties involved in the reading and regards the

numeral as ' per se mira et incredibilis.' He inclines to adopt Ottfried

MiJller's suggestion, that the original stone had PI III and that this was

misread by the later copyist.

57. Halicarnassus. Ditt. Syll?- 11 = W\c\^(t\, Recueil %y^ = S.G.D.I.

5727 (towards the end of the 5th cent.), a sale-list inscribed on all four

surfaces of the stele. On the front {a) and in three passages on the right

hand side {c 11. 74, 82, 85) the sums of money are reckoned in silver

drachmas of the Phoenician standard (see B. Keil, ^^r/«^j, xxix. 249 ff.) and

expressed according to the Attic system, by the signs TXPHPAP hi,

save that once r^XHHH is written where the Athenians would have used

TPHHH (rt 1. 9). Elsewhere a totally different system is followed, with the

Babylonian stater as unit (Keii, loc. cit.) : the number of staters is expressed

by alphabetic numerals, the drachma by D, the obol by I, the quarter-obol

by -, so that, e.g., Alllll= represents i stater Sj obols.

58. Phoenix (Rhodian Peraea). S.G.D.I. 4262 (3rd cent.), subscrip-

tion-list. The system in use here is Attic ; the only numerals found are

H P A P.

59. Canygelles (Western Cilicia). J.H.S. xii. 227 No. 3 = Le Bas-

Waddington 1457 (very imperfect copy), votive inscription. In 1. 5 the

last letters seem to refer to a fine of 4000 drachmas—APAXMAZXXXX.

From the basin of the Aegean we pass to that of the Euxine, which
yields evidence of the employment of two systems of this type.

60. TOMI. Mov<retoi/ koI Bc^ioOijKr}, Tre/jtoSo? 5 No. vi'. In this

fragment, which, to judge from the occurrence of the name Ov\7r(io^),
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probably belongs to the second century of our era, we have what appear to

be numerals of the acrophonic type, though I am unable to interpret them.

In 1. 2 we read AlilNPHir 01 vtto and in 1. 4 skutov XPFHA - -.

In 11. 5-8, however, a and /3 are used for i and 2 respectively. In Arch.-

Epigr. Mitt. xiv. 37 No. 95 (= I.G. Rom. \. 601), a grave-stone found at

Stratonicis, between Tomi and Callatis, the phrase [ipai:^v\ijavTa ....

e-rt] • TT • occurs : the editors hesitatingly interpret the TT as 5 rather

than 80.

61. ChersonesUS Tauric.4. H. Latyschev, Inscr. Ant. Orae Septen-

trionalis Ponti Euxini, iv. No. 80 {ca. 200 B.C.), a fragmentary record of the

sale of estates.^ In his commentary upon this inscription the editor gives

a fuller and more accurate copy of a fragment of the same nature, pre-

viously published, ibid. i. No. 226. The system, as interpreted by

Latyschev, is as follows :

AO = 100,000 dr. or 10 tal. h = 100 dr.

P = 50,000 .. " 5 ' t = 50 ..

= 10,000 .. .. I >> A = 10 ..

) = 5,000 .. .. \ '• n =
5 "

X = 1,000 .. c = I >>

For the signs from X to C I accept this explanation, merely adding that

H' sometimes appears in the form Y (No. 80 A 1. 2 ; No. 226 A 1. 5, B 1. 2).

Latyschev's interpretation of the sign O with its half and its multiples,

however, causes grave difficulty, partly because the values thus reached

are so large, partly owing to the lack of any analogy for the use of O
as representing either 10,000 dr. or a talent. Latyschev has drawn atten-

tion to the affinity existing between this system and that of Chalcedon

(No. 48, y.v.), and there (as elsewhere throughout the Greek world) 10,000

is denoted by M. If, therefore, we were bound to accept one or other of

these interpretations, I should prefer the latter. But a third course is, I

think, open to us, a course which appears to me much more satisfactory.

In Nesus (44) and Mytilene (45) o represents the gold stater, and so

I would explain it here : then 5 = i gold stater, P and A = 5 and

' In A 1. 2 P should plainly be P ; in 1. 3 what appears as K must be a X and is so

rendered in the transcription. The meaning of the term exaTcipvyos (B II. 5 f., 15 f.) is discussed

by B. Keil, Hermes, xxxviii. 140 ff.
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E = lOO (St.)

A = lO (St.)

F = 5 St.

O = I »»

D = i f >
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10 gold staters.^ We are dealing, we must suppose, with payments made

partly in gold, partly in silver, and the former always precede the latter

:

thus, e.^:, AoH (No. 80 B 1. 8) I take to be 11 gold staters 100 drachmas.

In B 1. II occurs the sum EAoooPACC : I cannot determine the value of

A, occurring in a position where we should expect C or CC,- but the E

must surely be the sign of 100 (gold staters) found in the systems above

quoted (44, 45 : cf 43). We then get the following table of values :

Silver.

X = 1000 (dr.)

h = 100 ..

t = 50 „

A = 10 >.

n = 5 ,.

C = I dr.

62. The ' Darius Vase.' Furtwangler u. Reichhold, Griech. Vasen-

malerei. Text. ii. 142 ff. (late 4th cent.), found in a tomb at Canosa

(Canusium) in 185 1, now in the Museum at Naples. The vase was painted

in some Greek city of southern Italy, generally thought to be Tarentum.

It shows a treasurer sitting at a counting board, on which are written the

figures

MtH^PO <T,

while in his hand is a tablet inscribed

TAAANTA : H."

Boeckh {Kl. Schr. vi. 453), Woisin (p. 4) and Keil {Hermes, xxix. 262 f)

point out that P as a sign for 5 is out of place in a system which is

without signs for 50, 500 and 5000, and that the absence of the drachma-
sign is unaccountable in this series. They therefore take P to represent

the drachma and reach the following scale of values :

10,000, 1000, 100, 10, I dr ; obol, i ob., \ ob.

In addition to the evidence just cited there are a few other examples
in which the notation may be of this type. Three of the mason's marks

It is surely impossible to take AO as a compound sign: true, A is also used for lo silver

drachmas, but in each case the conte.\t determines the value.

' The engraver may have written PACC in place of APCC, or we might conjecture

FACC.
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on stones from the theatre at Thessalonica which seem to contain numbers

(M. G. Demitsas, MaKeSovia, p. 518 Nos. 6, 17, 22), and the unexplained

signs (I.G. xiv. 17) from the fort Euryalus at Syracuse may perhaps be

interpreted in the same way. A crater discovered at Camarina bears the

inscription HHH
|

HVAIAI, read by P. Orsi, though doubtfully, vBp(t)at.

[Ti/j.rj] l-hh (Man. Ant. xiv. 898). A manumission-list from Melitea {l.G.

ix. 2. 206) shows a curious lapse into the acrophonic. system in a document

which otherwise has only alphabetic numerals : in I /^ 1. 15 the manumis-

sion-tax, elsewhere expressed as ara. id or 8. k^< (15 staters = 22i denarii),

appears as (TTaTrjpa<; ATT.

I have not, save in a few e.xceptional cases, recorded inscriptions upon

weights, such as the M upon an Aetolian mina ('E^. 'Apx- 1905, 81), nor

again have I attempted to collect the numismatic evidence. For in many
cases the restricted area of weight or coin made necessary a greater

compression in the legend than in documents on stone or marble, and it is

often difficult if not impossible to determine whether we are dealing with

a simple abbreviation, like the T on Tegean or the M (or ?) on Sicyonian

coins, or with a genuine numeral. On silver coins of Sicyon, e.^:, dating

from the second half of the fifth century, we find M and A (Spaxfi^),

i and T (Tptto^oXov), S and O (o^oXo'i), S and H (y/it.(o^6\iov), and here

there can be little doubt that the second letter of each pair is, like the first,

an abbreviation. On the other hand, I am convinced that some coin-

legends give us true examples of the numeral system we have discussed :

amongst these may be ranked the TTT (= TpnerapTi^fioptov) found on

coins of Cranii (Cephallenia), Argos and Mantinea, the XAAK III on a

bronze coin of Apollonia on the Rhyndacus belonging to the fourth

century, the EEE upon Tpirj/Mico^oXia of Heraea and Tegea,^ and the P"

{irevTe ;!^aX«:oi) on an Argive coin.-

III.

—

Name and History of the System.

There is as yet no general agreement among scholars regarding the

name which is best applied to the type of numeral system we are now

examining. The description ' the older Greek system,' given to it by a

number of writers,' is unsatisfactory because it assumes without proof that

' B. V. Head, Hisioria Numoritm (ist ed. ), Index iii. ^ Imhoof-Blumer, Griech. Miinzen, 9.

^ E.g. by G. Gundermann, Die '/.ahheichen, p. 23.
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it was used in the Greek world before the alphabetic system which ulti-

mately prevailed. The term Herodianic ' is not much better. It is true

that modern scholars first became acquainted with the Attic numeral signs

through the account given of them in the chapter irepl dpi6ij,5)v which has

come down to us^ under the name of Herodian, a famous grammarian of

the .second century after Christ : but that fact is too accidental, too

extraneous to the system itself, to serve as a description of it, and the

term is rightly becoming discarded. B. Keil advocates the use of the

name acrophonic or initial system,* upon the ground that the characteristic

which differentiates it from all others is its use of the initial letters of the

words irevre, Sixa and so on to represent those numbers. It was this

feature which attracted the attention of Priscian, who writes *
:

' Sciendum

quod Attici solebant principalem nominis numeri litteram ponere et

significare numerum,' and almost all scholars of the present day accept this

account of P, A, H, X and M.* It is true that Priscian goes too far in

the statement which follows that which has just been quoted :
' ia ergo pro

fiia dicentes I scribebant.' The desire for consistency has here led him

astray, for the sign I is not an IcJTa, as he thought and as was believed

by the author of the mnemonic verses which he quotes ^ and even by

Herodian,' but a conventional sign found in use amongst many nations

to denote the unit.

W. Larfeld, on the other hand, prefers the term ' decimal ' to describe

this type of numeral system and criticizes the choice of Keil upon three

grounds.^

(i) The sign I is admittedly conventional and not acrophonic.

(2) The signs P and P are not purely acrophonic, although P and T
{PevTUKKr'KlXioi and PevraKiaMvpioi,) may be regarded as

such. P and P' are formed not on the acrophonic but on the

multiplicative principle.

' Used by J. Woisin, De Grace, not. num., and others.

- See the Appendix to the Didot edition of Stephanus' Thesaurus, viii. p. 345.
•' Hermes, xlix. 253, note.

* Commentatio defiguris nunierorum, i. 5, in H. Keil, Gramma/iii Laliiii, iii. 406.
'" The only exception known to me is G. Gundermann, op. (it. 23 flf. , who argues that the

similarity between the numerals and the Greek letters P, A, etc. is accidental.

" iaiTo (V effTix. See Appendix to Stephanus' Thesaurus, cd. Didot, viii. p. 344.
' Loc. eit. Thv fity oiv tva apiB^hv %v iwra atj^aivfi.

' Griech. Epigr. 542, HandhucU, i. 416, and especially ^&XiK\^xC^Jahreshericht, Ixxxvii. 145 ff.
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(3) Outside the Attic and the analogous Boeotian system, we find

a free use of non-acrophonic elements, such as • (= i) and

O (= 10) at Argos,^ C (= i) and 5 (= 10) at Troezcn.^

The common principle of all these systems, Larfeld continues, is that 10,

its factors i and 5, powers of 10 and these same powers multiplied by 5

receive special signs ; other numbers are formed by way of addition. " The

base of all these systems is the number 10, and to be precise we must

describe them as decimal-multiplicative-additive. F"or the sake of brevity

—a potiori fit denominatio— I have called them decimal."

I have little hesitation in ranging myself on Keil's side in this dispute.

We are in search of a convenient title, not of a logical definition of the

type in question. There is no common principle running consistently

through all these systems and determining every sign comprised in each.

We shall see that one has signs only for i, 10 and higher powers of 10,

that another lacks a sign for 5, another that for 500. Again, in two

, Boeotian systems there are signs for 30 and 300 ;
yet we may guess that

Larfeld would not on that ground have excluded them from his decimal

class.^ Moreover, so far as the elements P and P are concerned, Larfeld

himself supplies the answer in the passage* where he defends the choice of

the term 'decimal' on the ground that "obviously the number 5 and the

products of 5 and 10 or powers of 10 receive special signs only to prevent

the too frequent repetition of one and the same sign." Set aside in this

way the signs for 5, 50, 500, etc. and we are left with a series only one of

which, viz. I, is not acrophonic : nay, we need not set aside P, since that is

plainly the initial letter of -rrevTe. Finally, the term decimal is too wide,

including such systems as the Minoan hieroglyphic notation, with its signs

for I, 10, 100 and 1,000, used exactly as the Greek numerals,^ and the

Egyptian hieroglyphic system, which has signs for i, 10, lOO, 1,000, 10,000

and 100,000.* The Greeks alone, so far as our knowledge goes, used not

conventional signs for these values, but letters, those letters which would

' No. 3b (above). It should be noted, however, that though • denotes I dr., the sign for the

pure number I may well have been I, as at Epidaurus (No. 7b).

« No. 8 a.

' He definitely includes them within it (Hant/biuh, i. 417), but appears to h.ive overlooked

their peculiarity.

* Griech. Epigr. 542, Handbiich, i. 416.

'' A. J. Evans, Scripta Minoa, i. 256 ff.

* Gundermann, op. itl. 18.
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most readily suggest the names of the several numbers, and the term

chosen to designate the type should, I think, for purposes of practical

convenience, refer to this peculiarity.

It is usually asserted that numerals of this class always represent

cardinal numbers, while alphabetic numerals are used for cardinals and

ordinals and occasionally also for numeral adverbs. This statement is true

for all practical purposes, though acrophonic numerals sometimes appear

with what is really an ordinal value in Asia Minor, if my interpretation of

four boundary-stones of Cyzicus, Aegae and Priene is correct (Nos. 49, 51,

55). On the other hand, the rule that numbers are arranged in descending

order of value has, I believe, no exceptions, for in I.G. i. Suppl. 188 1. 5,

where '> precedes C, we have clearly to do with an engraver's error.^ The

largest number represented by these numerals is, so far as I know, 460,100,

which appears as AAAAr'MH in a Delian inscription of 269 B.C. {^I.G.

xi. 2. 203 B loi).

We are unable to determine the period at which the first system of

this type came into being. The earliest extant examples are those from

Koutsopodi, near Argos, belonging probably to about the middle of the

Sth century (No. 4) and those on the first of the Attic quota-lists {I.G.

i. 226), dating from 454 B.C., while the same century is also represented in

Aegina, Ceos (.'), Delos, Naxos (.') and Halicarnassus. But since by 454
the Attic system is fully developed and possesses its entire complement of

signs, we can scarcely be wrong in assigning its origin to a much earlier

date. Nor can we ignore Herodian's statement that he had seen in Solon's

laws numerals of this type used to denote the fines which might be inflicted

for certain offences. To my mind it is not improbable that in Attica .some

form of acrophonic system was known at least as early as the seventh

century B.C. For the fourth, third and second centuries abundant evidence

is collected in the foregoing pages, but the alphabetic system was, mean-

while, especially from about the middle of the third century, gaining

ground, and in the first century B.C. we have but few examples of the

acrophonic type. In Attica its latest certain appearance is about 95-90 H.C.'-

Tsountas, however, published in 'E(f>r}/M. "Apx- 1884, 167 ff. an inscription

which must belong at the earliest to the time of Fompey the Great, if he
' B. Keil, ffermes, xxvii. 645.
" /.G. ii. 9S5. See Larfeld, Handbmh, i. 417, ii. 543 f. ; B. Keil, Hermes, xxv. 319 f., «ho

confidendy asserts that the introduction into .\thens of the alphabetic system falls 'some time
before 50 B.C.'
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was right in seeing a reference to him in its mention (1. 47) of Biy/j-aro'; tov

avaTedevTO<! vtto Mdyvov. The editor attributed the document to the

period between Pompey and Hadrian, but W. GurHtt {Uber Pausanias,

239 f.) identifies the archon [Lyc]omedcs mentioned in it with the archon

of that name who is known from I.G. iii. 746 to have held office between

138 and 171 A.D.^ B. Keil, however, appeals to the character of the

numerals employed in 11. 3, 4 to prove that the inscription cannot be later

than Strabo, and to the content of the document to prove that it must be

earlier than Strabo, and, apparently, than Sulla's destruction of the

Peiraeus in 86 B.C.^ For my own part, I should prefer to attribute the

inscription to the later date and to regard the employment of acrophonic

numerals in it as but one more illustration of the well-attested and wide-

spread archaism of the period of Hadrian and the Antonines.

Other Greek states also afford examples of the use of acrophonic

numerals in the first century B.C. A Thespian subscription-list (No. 19 d)

almost certainly belongs to that century and we have a Delphian example

of about 90 B.C. (22 c) ; one from Carpathus (39) and another from

Canygelles (59) belong probably to about the same period. Even later

is the Melitean example (p. 125), dated by the name of the Thessalian

arpaTq'yo'; Eurydamas, who held office ca. 50 B.C. {I.G. ix. 2. p. xxiv). The

editor of the Messenian inscription No. 13 leaves it uncertain whether it

belongs to the first century before or after Christ, while the presence of the

name OvXir^cot) in the fragment from Tomi (60) justifies us, I think, in

attributing it to the second century of our era. Other examples which

cannot be much, if at all, earlier than i B.C. are the TT of an epitaph found

near Callatis (No. 60), if this is to be read as 5 rather than as 80, and the

III of a Pergamene dedication (No. 50). This latter awakens suspicion,

both on account of its late date and because it is the sole instance of an

acrophonic numeral distinguished by a horizontal line drawn over it.* Can

the true reading, corrupted by the ancient engraver or the modern copyist,

be IH .'' In Sparta Museum Catalogue 253 1. 5 IH stands on the stone

where even so great an authority as Foucart copied III. (See p. 132 Add.)

For purposes of stichometry the acrophonic numerals were retained

' This view is defended in Berl. Phil. IVock. x. 842 ff. , and was adopted by C. Wachsmuth

(S/adI Athen, ii. 12, note i). Lolling placed it later than 14 A.D., Toepffer (QuMst. Pisislr. 21)

at or after the close of the Roman republic.

2 Hermes, xxv. 317 ff. ; Berl. Phil. IVoch. x. 1258 f.

3 With the possible exceptions oi S.G.D./. 1770, 1818 (see No. 22c).

K
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for centuries after tiieir abandonment in inscriptions. Kcil draws attention

to the fact that even the books of lamblichus have the number of lines

recorded in this system (VitcUi, Museo Italiano, i. p. 4), but adds that ' this

custom in subscriptiones is quite an isolated phenomenon and has no

significance for any other branch of ancient life.'
^

The most primitive method, perhaps, of denoting a number is to

repeat the unit-sign (usually a vertical stroke, less frequently a dot or

a horizontal stroke) a corresponding number of times. Examples of this

method are the groups of vertical strokes—4, 7, 9, 20 and 24 in number

—

scratched on the wall of a cave near Lindus (40 b). But the advance of

civilization and the consequent need of a more convenient system led to

the creation of special signs for 10 and powers of 10—as in the Egyptian

and Cretan hieroglyphic systems—to save the repetition of the same sign

more than nine times and to facilitate the expression of large numbers.

" The oldest known writings of the Egyptians and Phoenicians," writes

Gow,- " have such signs, but have no intermediate signs {e.g. for 50 or

500). They repeat the unit-strokes up to 9 ; they repeat the signs for

10 and 100 up to nine times. The ancient Greeks, according to lamblichus

{In Nicom. Ariilim. ed. Tennulius, p. 80), did the same. It is probable

enough that such was the case . . . but ... we can hardly expect to find

evidence in support of lamblichus' statement." Such support, however, is

not wholly lacking, and it may be of interest to summarize it here.

The building-accounts, belonging to the early part of the 4th century,

of the temple of Asclepius at Epidaurus survive (No. 7 a). These show

that at that time the Epidaurians used no signs for 5, 50, 500 and 5000:

9800 is written XXXXXXXXXBBeBBBBB, 9 drachmas is expressed by

i : : or by ::::•, and so on. Later building-records of the same century

give us a glimpse of the gradual introduction of the auxiliary signs ; that,

for example, of the Tholos (7 b) sometimes has a special sign for 50, at

others uses the lO-sign repeated five times, Z Z — , while 5 dr. is denoted

in the earlier part of the record by : : •
, in the later by P. The Koutsopodi

fragment (4) may represent the same stage as the earliest Epidaurian

account
;
plainly it has no single sign for 500, nor is there evidence for the

existence of signs for 50 and 5, since P here seems to denote the irXkOpov?

' Hermes, xxv. 320, note. Cf. Rilschl, Die Alexandrin. Bihliothekeii 99, 100, 123, note.

2 Short Hist, of Gk. Maths. 40. Cf. Journ. Phil. xii. 278.

' The Uarius-vase (No. 62) may very well represent the same stage of development.
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A curious fact is this, that a 5-sign was apparently regarded as least

necessary and is sometimes lacking even where signs exist for 50 and 500.

Two fourth-century Argive inscriptions (3 a, b) use P for 50 and have

presumably some sign for 500, though it does not actually occur in either :

but for 5 there is no symbol, at least there is none for S drachmas, and the

same is true also of the cognate Nemean system (6), where, however, P
is used to represent 50. We may compare also the use of nnnPn for

5 irXedpa in No. 5 a ; as P stands also for 50 in this inscription we may
confidently assume that the system had no special sign for 5. The famous

Tralles inscription (56) may represent a similar system, though it is now
generally believed that the engraver wrote lllllll in error for Pllll. Finally,

as late as the third century the Coans still dispensed with a 5-sign and wrote

hl-h h h hi- h h for 9 drachmas (41 a).

With these exceptions, however, all the known systems of Greece had

their full complement of signs. This was the Greek solution of the

difficulty of counting, rapidly and yet accurately, more than three or four

similar objects,—a difficulty which the Phoenicians and Aramaeans

attempted to meet by writing the unit signs (normally, though not in-

variably) in groups of three {e.g., I III III = 7, III III III = 9), the Egyptians

in their hieroglyphic system by writing them in superposed groups of not

,,„
III

more than four {e.g. = 7, ill = 9). In two Boeotian cities a still further
'"

III

step was taken (19 a, b, 20). The creation of signs for 5, 50, 500, etc.

avoids the five-fold repetition of any sign ; if, now, we make separate signs

for 3, 30, 300, etc., we shall avoid the occurrence of any element more than

twice in the same number. The experiment was not carried through

consistently, for no sign for 3 was ever used, so far as we can tell, but 30,

300 and, doubtless, 3000 received special signs (see Fig. 3, p. 109). But it

was found that the multiplication of numeral signs more than counter-

balanced the advantages of greater brevity and lessened repetition, and the

experiment was seemingly confined to Thespiae and Orchomenus.

One word of caution should perhaps be added in conclusion. The

diversity of the systems we have discussed is due in large measure to the

various modifications introduced into the pure numbers to make them

express money, weights and measures. Many of the inscriptions which

afford our sole evidence for those systems contain only sums of money or

weights and not pure numbers, and we are often unable to infer the latter

K 2
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from the former with certainty. In the higher numbers, indeed, no change

is made when they are used to express drachmas (or, sometimes, other

units of reckoning), but for the lower numbers this is not always the case.

Five drachmas, for example, is denoted by P or F (34) or by P with

a . (7 b, c), a short vertical stroke (7 c), a C (8 a), or a < (lO a) inserted,

5 silver staters by P with ? either within (22 b, 52) or below it (14), 5 gold

staters by P with o inserted (61), s minas by P with inserted M or by the

curious Messenian sign of which the TT alone is clear (13), 5 talents by P

with inserted (or, in 34, attached) T, 5 obols sometimes by f" (34) or H with

inserted o (54), 5 quarter-obols by FP (34), 5 chalci by P (7) or P (p. 125)

:

yet in all probability the sign for 5 in all these various states was P} So

too with 10. The signs for 10 talents, 10 minas and 10 staters are

compounds of A with T, M and i respectively (except in 13, 14): for

10 dr. we find O (3 a), O (3 b, 5 a), - (5 b, 7, 29 a), A (9 b). t (27), ? (8 a) and

X (8 a) as well as A, ^ and B (19 a) : yet the only evidence that any other

sign than one of these last three was used for 10 comes from 7 b (I.G. iv.

1485 1. 67),^ which shows that at Epidaurus - represented 10. Finally,

though the unit-sign varies widely according to the value, weight or

measure represented—T, M, €, O, h, C, <, •
, etc.,—there is, so far as

I know, no evidence to shake our belief that always and everywhere

throughout the Greek world the sign for the unit as such was the vertical

stroke.

Marcus Niebuhr Tod.

' In this p.iragraph I do not take into account the variant forms of the same letter.

" See B. Keil, JtA. Mill. xx. 64, note.

Addenda.—Two publications which have come into my hands since the foregoing article was
written lead me to add the following notes.

P. 106. A fragmentary account from Tegea (B.C.H. xxv. 274) has been more fully deciphered

by K. A. Rhomaios {ib. xxxvi. 358 ff.), who shows that the number III! occurs in it thrice, and also

the sum BAA, probably 120 drachmas.

P. 129. In view of the similar Ephesian ijiscriptions (R. Heberdey, Forsch. in Efhesos,

ii Nos. 76-82), I withdraw the suggestion that III may be an error for IH- The number 3 is

more probable than 18, and the horizontal stroke is probably due to the custom of placing a line

over alphabetic numerals.



INSCRIPTIONS FROM BEROEA IN

MACEDONIA.

The following inscriptions were copied by Mr. A. J. B. Wace at

Verria (Beroea) in the course of his travels in Macedonia in 191 1 and

191 2. Thirty-four seem hitherto unknown, and are here published,

followed by ten which have been published with varying degrees of

accuracy, mostly in the comprehensive collection of Macedonian inscrip-

tions, and archaeological and topographical notes of Demitsas.^ References

to this work are numerous in the following pages, for it is the only

publication which approximates to a Corpus of Macedonian Inscriptions.

Of the newly published stones twenty-three are grave-stones, and of the

remainder two (Nos. 10, ii) are so fragmentary that it is impossible to

class them ; four are statue-bases of the Imperial Age (Nos. 5-8) ; No. i

is a copy of three letters written by Demetrios II while acting as regent

for his father Antigonos Gonatas ; and the remainder (Nos. 2, 3, 4, 9) are

votive inscriptions of various sorts. No. 2 is a dedication of a manumitted

female slave, accompanied by a commendatory letter from the brothers

of the dedicatrix ; No. 3 records the dedication in the 2nd century B.C.

to the Healing Divinities of a stone-built dormitory and exedra, no doubt

in connexion with the custom of incubation ; No. 4 is the base of a votive

statue to Hermes erected by the board of ajopavo^ioi, and almost con-

temporary with No. 3 ; and No. 9 is a nmtilated dedication accompanied

by reliefs of the soles of two human feet, which it is natural to interpret

in connexion with the cult of the Healing Divinities.

Of the grave-stones, Nos. 12 and 13 cannot be later than the

2nd century B.C. ; and of the remainder No. 30, the epitaph of a gladiator,

' 'H MaxeSon'a iv \i9oi$ (pBeyyoiihois koI /iyriiifiois auiofifvois k.t.X. [Athens, 1896]. This

work is indispensable in spite of numerous inaccuracies of all sorts, in scholarship as well as

printing ; it is cited below as Demitsas or Dem,

133
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is far the most interesting. Several are accompanied by reliefs (Nos. i8,

19, 20, 21, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 34) of varying interest and no

artistic value.

A.—Official Inscriptions.

I. In the house of a Jew butcher in the Ghetto. Flat-topped marble

stele. H. -85 ; br. -54 ; th. -08. Letters, in 11. 1-3, at. -008; in 11. 4-16,

ca. '012. ©on smaller than the rest. The surface is very much worn

in the lower half of the inscription. The reproduction is made from two

squeezes of the whole inscription supplemented by additional squeezes

of separate portions. Mr. Wace's copy gives a few letters which I cannot

decipher on any of the impressions. Prolonged study of the stone in a

favourable light might recover a few more letters, and perhaps correct one

or two of those which I seem to see on the squeezes.

BAClAEYoNJoCANTiroNoYEToYS: C' ''Al A- ENTYXoNTj^N
AHMHTPI^IT^NkYNHr^NXAP"'-ToYNII<AN<=P°'5:ATTYA°YToY
_Nl|<ANoPoSE;t j'-iCANAilPI^"' . \AI

AHMHTP!^^^ APPAA^lXA.'PE.-N^IIEPEi ?oiTcY
HPAk/>"'^5t: vAs:iN'r'-^.Nnpo so/\ hnTina :• t^m
To

,

.-...- ^1 >: TA Vro ALTIKA i |<aTATE TAX© A|
Ii lA lAl lOHOloYr. Jpnl APOKATA SiTAon ^|N
PAAiNTn lOEni EPP-f^^O
AHAAi|T"Pios:APPAAniXAiPEirg

fi .•>':' ZP ON <t5AIM ".NJT

P:m '•:'• JZP.7
r-rr.NTHK ro . -> AMAN I

'

^:-^N.' lAAriN oY$^ c PPJ^-

^H^.^:"'" ,-x.^r

f/.l', OY^ ohi
' -nio.s' ^ . ,

r\ -^ o ,' To r -.

^

lia<TiKevovTo<{ 'Avnyovov, erovf r' Kal \', ivTvy^ovTmv

Arj/MTjTplmi TMV Kvvq<yS}V Xa/3T[a] rov NiKiivopoi;, ^AttvKov tov

Nt/eai/opo? e^6()r}crav al e7rto-[To]Aai-

At)fj.r)Tpio<i 'ApiraXwi ^(aipeiv- qI te/aet? 01 tov

5 HpaKXeax; . . cfjaaiv tSjv irpoaoBrov Tiva<; rmy
TOV [^Jepu t? Ta<i TToXtTi/ca? KaTaTeTd)(6ai,
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€[-7r]ifi€X}]0r]di ovv pTTw? airoKaracnadMaLV

iraKiv rSii dewr eppcoao.

At]firjTpi.o<} 'Ap7ruX(ot yaipeLV

10 [/i6]i/[ot TTp^qjepov (ftaivQvr^aL

.... p6\Te]pgy i-rre [rrjV \a ?] -

[rjpftai" tt;!' toO [6eov ?] av avji .

.

tSiv <j>i_a\a>v ov9' €ppa)[(7o].

Ar}fir]j[pio<;] 'ApTjldXcoi -xaLpeiv-] i 7r[a ?]
-

I S paif.\aX\ov<j\iv ?] oy . . .

['OXv l^yTTiov [epp^wao- erov<; [r' Kal V].

The general purport of the document is clear. It is a copy of three

letters written by Demetrios to Harpalos, who was presumably governor

of Beroea, giving instructions for the settlement of grievances which had

been referred to him, apparently while acting on behalf of his father

Antigonos. The date is the 36th year of the reign of Antigonos (Gonatas).

L. I. The date raises an interesting problem.^ In the first place this

is the only inscription known which is dated by a year in the reign of

Antigonos. But from what year is this reckoned .-' If we follow Beloch,'^

he dated his reign from the death of his father Demetrios Poliorketes

in 284/3, which would give us 249/8 as the date of our inscription. On
the other hand there is the probable assumption that a Macedonian

document would be dated from the year of his accession to the throne

of Macedon (277/6).^ In either case, according to Beloch, the actual

year seems to have been reckoned as beginning with i Dios (October-

November). But there is considerable difficulty in believing that

Antigonos would have used the Macedonian year while he was merely

a king without a capital, in a divided and restless country as Greece

then was. This leads me to prefer the later date, for Beloch's evidence

does not seem to support his conclusion. Our own inscription does not

' Mr. W. W. Tarn has given me invaluable assistance towards understanding the chronological

problems here involved, which are fully treated in his recent work, Antigonos Gonatas, pp. 112,

note 3, 43 J, note 6.

- Griecliische Geschichle, iii 2, p. 81 (par. 28). Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, p. 150, states

that Antigonos assumed the regal title in 287, clearly accepting the tradition that he reigned ten

years in Greece ; but he did not call himself jSairiAeiis while his father was alive.

* For the circumstances, cf Ferguson, op. cit. p. 159; Tarn, op. cit. pp. 163 ff. A third

tradition, according to which .\ntigonos reigned in Macedon from 2']<)IZ, cannot be ignored. See

Tarn, loc. cit., especially note 94, and addenda, p. 478. The article by A. Mayer in Philologus,

Ixxi (1912), pp. 224 ff. I have unfortunately been unable to consult in time for this papei
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give us further chronological evidence, except the indication that

Demetrios was at home at Pella, acting as regent for Antigonos who

was presumably away somewhere. Where he was in 249/8 is not certain,

but it would be possible to explain his absence in 242/1 if, with Ferguson,

we date the battle of Andros to this year.^ Another possible piece of

evidence might also incline us towards rejecting the earlier date, namely

the episodes at Corinth, comprising the courtship of Nikaia by Demetrios

and their abortive betrothal. If with Tarn we date Antigonos' recovery

of Corinth to the year 248/7,' Demetrios might have been already with

him, or at least have started when sent for by his father to be married

to Nikaia ; in this case he could not have been on the spot at Pella to

write the letters here preserved. We can only regret that the datable

evidence for the period is so scanty that absolute certainty is impossible.

There is nothing unusual in the fact that Demetrios acted as regent

in Macedonia during his father's absence.* The lack of any form of title

is interesting, and furnishes a parallel to the untitled position of his father in

Greece in 287-284, while Demetrios Poliorketes was fighting in Asia Minor.*

^KvTvxotnmv probably bears here its technical sense, of petitioning.*

It is not impossible, however, and would certainly add to the picturesque

aspect of the situation to interpret it literally, of an accidental encounter

whilst hunting, between Demetrios and the two Kvvrjyol,.'' Who these

latter were it is impossible to say. Whether they belonged to the royal

entourage or not,^ we must presume that they came from Beroea, and

' J.H.S. XXX (1910), pp. 198 ff. ; HelUnislic Athens, p. 198 ; but .see Tarn, op. cil. pp. 378,

461 ff.

^ J.H.S. xxix (19C9), p. 213 ; XXX (1910), p. 223 ; Antigonos Gonatas, pp. 370 fl".

' Cf. Ferguson, J.H.S. xxx. p. 208, and note 76 ; it was presumably the case whenever

Antigonos was away fighting in the latter part of his reign. Cf. Tarn, op. eit. pp. 383, 433 ft".

* Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens, p. 150, seems wrong in giving him the title SainXeis from

287 onwards : see above, p. 135 note 2, and Tarn, op. cit. pp. 20, 37, 92, and especially 112, note 3.

•' The earliest example given in Ditlenb. Syll.'^ (918, 1. 4) belongs to 295 B.C. ; instances are

much more frequent in the next century ; cf. op. cil. 240, 1. 5 ; 254, 1. 9 ; 270, 1. 8 ; 276, 11. 16, 36,

70 ; 284, 1. 12 ; 285, I. 6 ; 287, 1. 3 ; 303, 1. 21, which are all from the period 200-160 B.C. : it is

common throughout the following periods. Cf. errci/lis ( = a pclilion), L. & S. s.v. ; in papyri,

G. Milligan, Greek Papyri, No. 5, 1. 5 (163-2 B.C.).

* This might be possibly assumed on the ground of the brevity of the communications ; but

this cannot be taken as proof.

' There is no evidence for the position of court-huntsmen in Macedonia analogous to those

in Egypt, where the apx""'''')7os under the Ptolemies was clearly of considerable eminence.
Cf. Diitenb. O.G.I. 99, 1. 2 ; 143, 1. 3 ; and Egyptian /tui'r)7eiToi) in Cyprus, ibid. 20, 1. 3. Perhaps
the word Kvvryyis came to be used in a technical sense meaning a messenger : then the Ptolemaic

o(>x"t>'>")7°f would h*ve been chief of the king's messengers, and the two Kvf-nyoi have been
messengers on the staff of Ilarpalos.
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brought back Demetrios' letters there. Their names tell us nothing.

X«/3Ta seems certain, for, though the stone is damaged the horizontal

stroke of the T has escaped injury, and enough is visible of the vertical

stroke to show that the letter could not have been E. I cannot find

the name elsewhere. 'NiKcivwp is a common Macedonian name.^ 'AttvXo?

is known in Thessaly, as is also the feminine name 'ATTvXa.^

L. 4. "A/37raXo? is not identifiable elsewhere, but it is not impossible

that he was the grandfather of "A/)7ra\o? noXe/j-alov, of Beroea, who was a

general and ambasssador of King Perseus and one of his Hieromnemones

at Delphi in 178/7.^ We may assume that he was governor of Beroea,

though his status is not mentioned, as it would clearly be the duty of

the chief authority on the spot to deal with the financial matter with

which the first of the present letters is concerned. His official title is

uncertain, for there are no exact parallels at this period in Macedonia

proper. Polybius* however alludes to iTriardrai, in Macedonia, and a

Delian inscription of the end of the 3rd century B.C. mentions vtreiriaTdTai

at Thessalonika.^ For eVto-TaTat in other Hellenistic kingdoms there is

plentiful evidence (Ferguson, op. cit. p. 47, note 3).

L. 5. Two letters are illegible after 'Hpa/cXetu?, which do not admit of

obvious restoration. Of compound forms of the verb 07;/u, eK(f>r]fn is not

very satisfactory." There does not seem to be space for the obvious

a-vfj^acriv and it is scarcely justifiable to suggest that a letter has been

omitted by the engraver {e.g: <TV(f)a(Tiv, or the sigma omitted owing to

the previous word ending with that letter). For the worship of Herakles

in the cities of Macedonia the evidence collected by Gruppe is invaluable.'

The contrast between secular and sacred funds is known elsewhere

under the successors of Alexander, though I know of no epigraphical

evidence from Macedonia. The mention of ttoXitikoI TrpoaoSoi shews

' £.g. Dittenb. 5y//.^ 192, 1. 107 ; 312, 1. i ; cf. Phocion's friend (the son-in-law of Aristotle),

Plutarch, Phocion c. 31 ff. ; and the general of Philip V, Polybius, xvi. 27.

'' I.G. ix 2, 515, 1. I ; cf. Nos. 285, 457.
' Cf. Pauly-Wissowa, s.n. Harpalos 3 ; Dittenb. Syll." 293, 1. 5. The well-known general of

Alexander the Great may possibly have been a member of the same family, but there is no

indication.

' V. 26, 5.

° Demitsas, 671 (= Michel, Recueil, 322). I am indebted to Mr. Tarn for these references ;

cf. his Aniigoiios Gonatas, pp. 195 f. note 97, and addenda.
'' The word appears to be rare except in poetry. Cf. L. & 3. s.v.

' Gr. Mythologie, pp. 208 ff., cf. the votive inscriptions in Demitsas, op. cit. Nos. 18, 207,

284, 291, 335, 1064, 1085.
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that Beroea had its own revenues ; and this may be taken as a proof

that it was in the fullest sense a ttoXi?, and thus justifies our assuming

the same of Pella, for which this was hitherto a doubtful point (Tarn,

op, cit., p. 184, note 54). Interesting material for the study of temple

funds is furnished by the long inscription recently discovered at Sardes,*

and there are a few allusions in other stones from Asia Minor,^ and

an instance from Egypt in the bilingual Canopus inscription ot

Ptolemy III.' KaTaraTTetK is the regular word for to assign moneys

to a fund.* ^A.iroKaOicnT^ij.L is the ordinary word for ' restore ' : it seems

to be used both of abstract and concrete, of persons and things.* The

form iiri/jL€Xi]0r]6i seems alone to suit the letters wholly or partly visible

on the stone. There is a flaw affecting the upper part of the last letter,

which makes it appear to have a horizontal stroke above, but there is

not sufficient space for I, P or T, apart from the impossibility of restoring

a word so formed." For the repeated we have no exact parallel in

an imperative form, but instances are far from rare.^ We can scarcely

claim to see in it an example of Demetrios' own pronunciation of Greek,

though it is fairly likely that he wrote the word (if his letter was an

autograph) as it is spelt in our copy.

LI. 9 ff. The contents of the second and third letters are beyond

recovery, as the surface of the marble is badly worn away, and in places

damaged. From 1. 10 we may see that No. 2 deals with some point

previously known to writer or recipient (or both), and the restoration

of 1. 12 points to some detail in connexion with the cult of (perhaps)

Herakles. In 1. 12 the fourth letter was perhaps P but I cannot decipher

' A.J. A. xvi (1912), p. 59; the commentary by Messrs. Buckler and Robinson is on an

ample scale.

'^ Diltenb. O.G.I. 332, I. 41 [I'epol ko]! iroXiTKcal irfidtroSoi at Elaea ; ibid. 267, 1. 6 {koivoX

t]tJs irtJAectis koX ai Upai Trpoao^oi, at Pergamon ; cf. 6 itrl tmv tfpwv irpoaoSwv, op. cit. 483, i. 166,

from the same place ; and see below, note 6.

^ 'X^pai Trp6ffoiotj op, cit. 56, I. 71.

'' Cf. KoTOTairo-eir eis tos I'epoj irpo<r<!5oi;j, Dittenb. Sy/l.- 566, 1. 28, at Pergamon ; op. cit.

575, 1. 8 {= C.I.G. 3156) relating to the temple of Aphrodite at Stratonicea.

° Cf. L. & S. s.v. ; Dittenb. Syll." Index vi, s.v. ; a parallel from Magne.sia ad ^Taeandrum is

perhaps worth quoling : Siaii . . . a.froKa.raaTa.QT\va.i avrut vavra ra ir[poxop7i7i)tf]i7(r(i;u{6)i/a,

Sytl.^ 928, 1. 32.

' Moreover we require aiv, as the sentence would otherwise be very abrupt.
' Cf. iviavBa in the inscription of the Demotionidae, Dittenb. .Syll.- 439, 1. 60 ; ii/iav9ot,

ayte4ijt, op. cit. 20, 11. 13, 44 ; and in general for the 'metathesis of aspiration,' Meisterhans-

Schwyzer, Grammatik der attischm Inschriflen^^ y^f. 102 ff., and authorities cited there; Mayser,
GrammcUik der ST. Papyri aus dcr Ptolemiierzeit, pp. 3, 183 ff.
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it, and possibly the word was some other comparative. ^iqX&v in 1. 13

alone seems to suit the letters and indications visible on the squeezes.

In 11. 14 ff. after the opening formula nothing is certain as to the

contents, until we reach the middle of 1. 16. UapaKoKovcriv (or some

form of the feminine participle) seems to suit best the indications in

1. 15, and ['OXvjvTTiov those in 1. 16. Whether this was some instruction

relating to the cult of Zeu? 'OXi5/x7rto?, or conceivably a royal oath, must

remain uncertain. After the letter came the date ; nothing is certain

after eVou?, for the \ visible towards the edge of the stone may be

accidental : but in either case the year may be taken as the same as in 1. i.

2. Tall gable-topped stele of grey marble built into upper part of

W. end of Church of H. Kerykos. The lower portion of the stone has

suffered from weathering more severely than the upper. H. '92
; br. "29.

Letters •008-010 high, except in 11. 1-7 where they decrease gradually

from ca. '015 to 01. (See p. 140)

In spite of an illegible passage in 11. 20 ff. the general purport of

this interesting document is clear. Ariagne daughter of Bastos, dedicates

to Artemis Agrotera a slave-girl reared in the house (dpeirTdpioi', see

below), and attaches to the record of dedication a letter from her two

brothers Herakleides and Syros approving of her act on the score that

it is her own affair, and in spite of the fact that she being now advanced

in years is parting with a maid who might be a support to her old age.

Appended are the names of three witnesses of the dedication, and the

date, 2nd of Panemos, 212 of the Era of Augustus, = A.D. 182.

There is nothing unusual in the act of religious manumission,* if we

may so call it, here recorded, though this seems to be the first known

instance in which Artemis is recipient under her title of Agrotera. What
is more interesting is the personal element of the whole document, not the

least striking part of it being that the brothers who address Ariagne (in

a mixture of official and somewhat high-flown language) admit themselves

unable to write. For this personal aspect of the act of manumission we

may advantageously compare the Edmondstone Papyrus [A.D. 354],^ a

letter from a mistress to two slaves on the occasion of their manumission,

' The fullest account of manumission is that of Calderini, La Maiioinissione e la Condhione dei

Liberli in Grecia [Milan, 1908] : for the present type see pp. 94, 96 ff. (' Religiosa,' a.) ; and cf. a

few characteristic instances in Rouse, Greek Votive Offerings, pp. 335 ff.

^ Reprinted most accessibly in a note on Oxyrh. Papyri iv, 722.
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^Apidyvrj BdaTOV TtjV v-

irdp'xovffav aiirfj iraioi-

(TKr]V ovo/j-aTi 'EXTTtoa

Swpov eBioKev 0ea

5 'Ayporepa ^Apri/JuBi, p.r]

p.r)66VO<i erepov avTrji e-

^ovaiav exovTO'i ^(j;)Te ap-

vovrwv iM'jre ^ovKevTMV, v-

ireTa^ev he kcu rrjv e-ma-To\.r]V

lO r^v heBop,€vr]v avTrj vtto Ta>[i']

aSeX^Mf 'HpaKXeiBrjii Brt-

(TTOV xal 'Zvpo<i BdaTOV 'Apid-yvlr)]

BdaTOV TT} Kvpia dBe\<f)y )(aip{e)iy

rip.el'i, Kvpia dhe\<^i), iv 7roXXot[9]

I 5 aoi [x]a/3ti' olZapxv Koi vvv ^ovXo-

fi€Vt)<; aov Tiva awv ISlcov dpe-

TTTapitov eXevOepwaat, avvevape-

(TTOvp.ev icai avvKaTaTiOep-eda- av

yap Tcbv IBioiv e^ovaiav e-)(ei.<i \_Ka\ ?]

20 trap avTfi avTa KOTnd[<T^acra (?)

ov irapg, o) . . Xa . .
. t • • • •

Kol (i)9 Trpea^vTepa yvy rj^ovKov Sa-

viaaaOat, koI inroOiadai ti !<(? (?)

T7aiBlo[v] dpcoyrjv lov ji]p(i)<; Kal 6v, to[v]-

25 Tot? avvevapeaTov/Mev, Kvpia, prjBevl

jrjXi.KovTov irapexopevol, aroi, to? yap {oxnrep ?)

TrpoeiirajMev icql ad iaTiV Kal ev avTO,

KeKOiriaKa<i' iypdyjrafiev Tr)v iinaTO-

Xjjy aoi ev Bepoia eTovi /8't'?' Se-

30 l3aaT0v tov Kal rj k t , TlepeiTLOv

jeTpdBi, Bia %6tj0o? ^Xaviov A
. . . PV Bia TO pr) avT0v<; 7;^a? emaTa-

[^a^Oat, ypdfipaTa- ep{p)(oa6aL ae ev-)(pp,e-

6a. MdpTvpe^' Tlio<; AiXto? 'Etti'/ctj;-

35 TO?, AovKio<; Ma7wo9 OvaXepiavo-

[?], 'S.e^aTO'; ^o^^^XXto? AvKlvo<i

eypd\^afiey Ta.Bl erou? ^I's:' ^ejSaaToO

TlavijfjLOV 8ei'Te/j[a.]

APIArNHBACTOYThNY

TTAPXOYCANAYTHTTAIZ^l

CKHNONOJUATieATTIA-

AcuPONGA<JUK(rN0(EA

ArPOTCPAAPTC^I^lAAH
>aHOGNOCGTGPOYAYTHCG
3:oYciANc?xoNToc\AhTreAr
VoNTUONMHjeBoYAGYTUjNT

?i!m aga5>^ c N-N AYThYnor^

.^Or-AplNOl^^S^NtMNYrJoYAC

.AC r^ccoYTlNAC^N
A^^NO^pe

n -TAPl vjjN gAC '^O*^ P^^.^i^n

t

m CCAC Y

l-APAYTlAfP.KonlA.-cA ^-^
^

NICACQAlr-NYnOGGCGAnjr.^^^j^

VolCCVNaAP^^TciKNK

\ H^:coI <E ^e ePo 1A GToYc B 1
ccc

--Al-PAMHATASPUJCONCCC-YxOMf
y;.WT"YP«r.iocA./.o«n ^>
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as furnishing a more human document than any inscription bearing on

this subject.

L. I. The name 'ApLciyvr) is a rare variant for 'ApidSvij, which seems

to have been borne also by the wife of the Emperor Zeno.^ The name

Bda-To<; is not known to me elsewhere than here and (emended) in No. 38,

below.^

LI. 2, 3. The word TraiSia-icr] is frequently found in a similar context.^

'EXtti? is not a rare name, either among free-born women or slaves.*

L. 5. "KprefU'i ^AypoTepa is not known elsewhere as the recipient of

such a dedication.^ We have here the first evidence of her worship at

Beroea (and see below, No. 6), but not very far away, at Skudra, she

was worshipped under the same title coupled with those of ra^cop(e)iTi<;

and B\ou/3(e)rTt9.*

LI. 6-8. The conditions of dedication do not occur in these same

words elsewhere. There must have been some special reason for the

mention of the dpxovTe<: and ^ovXevrai as having no authority over the

person manumitted and dedicated. We may compare a negative formula

from Amphissa, ekevOepa Ka\\ dvec^airro^ iJLi]\hevl TrodrjKovcra /j,rjBev Kara,

firjSeva [rpoTTov].^ A common formula at Delphi is, e't^' wire i\ev6epd<; (-a)

el/j,ev Koi dvetf)avTO<; diro TrdvTWv Top, irdvTa ^iov.^

LI. 9- II. "TiroTdTTetv here bears its regular epigraphical sense, of

appending one document to another.''

LI. 13, 14. Kvpia dBe\(f)fj (and cf Kvpia in 1. 25) is a usage common
in epistolary Greek from Hellenistic times onwards. Though I can find

' See Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. 'ApiiSvri, and C.I.L. iii, Suppl. (3), 12033^ and note ad loc.

^ It seems much more likely to be of Macedonian origin (and presumably akin to the tribal

name Bastamae) than Roman, for as a Greek form of either Bassus or Vastus it seems highly

unlikely ; moreover the names of his children are not Roman.
' £.g. Dittenb. Syll.''-, 846, 848 (itaiiiaKi) dedicated to Apollo Pythios by process of sale) ; to

Ma, R.E.G. xii (1899), p. 172, No. 7 ; cf. ibid. Nos. 4 and 8, and Calderini, op. cit. p. 77.

^ E.g. Syll.-, 855, an aireXevSepa in Kalymnos ; there is no need to multiply instances.

^ For the list of known recipients see Calderini, op. cit. pp. 108 ff.

' For the distribution of the cult of Artemis, Farnell, Cults ii, pp. 437, 562 f. ; Gruppe (in

Iwan-MuUer), p. 1283, note I ; for her cult at Skudra, Demitsas, 'H VlaKilovia, Nos. 125, 126(1)

[note that he numbers two inscriptions as 126] : the latter, recording the dedication of a 8peTrTapio»

to Artemis Gazoria, is thus the best Macedonian parallel for the contents of our present stone.

' Dittenb. Syi/.- 844, 11. 12-14. In 'he present inscription we should have expected ix,ii

fXovTos /ii)0fvis, K.T.X.: perhaps the length of the phrase accounts for the participle being placed

so late.

8 /did. 856 ff. (fassim).

9 /did. 514, I. 46 ; 722, 1, 51 ; 738, 1. 9.
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no parallel example of it in inscriptions except in Imperial titles, and

in the plain vocative, Kvpie, there are plenty in papyri.^

L. i6. I seem to see acov, though -rmv, which would be more natural

in this context, is not absolutely impossible. The word dpevrdpiou is a

rare form of the diminutive of ^pcTrro?, and appears to be unknown

before the Imperial Age. In inscriptions it occurs, to my knowledge, once

already in Macedonia,- and twice in Lycia.^

LI. 17, 18. The formal expression of approval couples two common

words which do not as a rule appear together. The former is very

common at Delphi,^ the latter, used by Attic authors from Plato onwards,

is rarer in inscriptions.^ Other alternatives are avvevhoKetv and crvveTraivelv.

L. 20. The end of this line and the whole of the next are irrecover-

able from the squeeze, and the copy gives no help. I cannot see the first

C of KOTTuiaacra on the impression, and if inserted at all it must have been

small and cramped, as is, e.g. the same letter in eTrt,(no\\riv in 1. 28. The

general sense seems to be: (i) 'We approve of your act of manumission

(iXevOepwaai, 1. 17) for the girl is your own property, to do what you like

with. (2) If you choose to lend and pledge* (to the Goddess) one who

might have been a comfort to your old age, that too is your affair and we

will approve of your acting as you wish.' Kovidcraa-a (cf 1. 28, KeKomaKa';)

as an equivalent to Troiija-aa-a is a usage with which we are familiar in

New Testament Greek ^ ; in inscriptions Koiridv is found occasionally as

equivalent to reKevTciv^; but I know no epigraphical parallel for its

present sense.

L. 22. The reduplicated augment in y^ovXov is natural. No instances

' Cf. Kvptf /iov aSe\<p(, Bril. Mils. Pap. ii. No. 417, 1. 16 (= Milligan, Greek Papyri, No. 51)

;

Kvfia fiifrrip . . . Kvpla aSeK(pii, Gr. Urkunden der Pajiynissamm/iing zu Leipzig (ed. Mitteis),

i. No. no, 1, I. 24 f. In literature cf. Kvpla rp mI^p' (i Greg. Nazianz. Epist. 4), and the

Thesaurus s.v. xvptos. Kvptt {-la) as a vocative is gener.ally coupled with the name of the relation

addressed, or with a proper name. For an instance without either cf. Dio Cassias, xlviii, c. 44,
where Livia is addressed as Kvpia ( = Latin domina), and of course K.ipi(, of our Lord, in N. T. In
inscriptions, Sy!l.'^ 655, 11. 3, 13 where a proconsul is addressed as Kipif.

'' Dem. 126 (I ).

' C.I.G. 4299, cf. addenda, at Antiphellus ; add. 4303/:" at Tristoma near Cyaneae. In a

papyrus in the Louvre Papiers dii Louvre, ed. Letronne, p. 422, No. 18, cf. Herwerden, Lexicetfi,

s.v. a0aaKavros. This list does not claim to be exhaustive.

• £.g. B.C.H. xvii (1893) [Merwerden, op. cit. s.v. wrongly says 1894] pp. 384 ff., Nos. 81 ff.,

supplies 15 examples.

» E.g. Dittenb. Syll.^ 329, 1. 52.

' This involves our translating Sai-e^Cto-Soi as thouj^h it were Sai'eiffii' ; wiroScVtfoi is used more
than once instead of the active form, e.g. Plut. Calo Minor, c. 6.

' Ev. Malik. 6, 28; I Tim. 4, 10, etc. ' C.I.G. 6509.
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of its use in inscriptions seem earlier than the 3rd century B.C. and the

same is true of non-literary papyri.^ In the Imperial Age no system

seems to have been followed.

L. 23. A flaw in the stone makes the last few letters very uncertain.

From both the copy and the squeeze the last three seem to have been NIC.

L. 24. 'Ap<i)yr)v Tov 'yrjpax; seems certain, though the PCi) are hardly

recognizable as such on the squeeze. I do not feel confident about Koi ov

Tp[v]!Tot9, though the first six letters seem certain.

L. 25. Kvpia, as a vocative, is noteworthy.^ The sense of the next

phrase is obscure, and it is perhaps ungrammatical as well, or possibly

contains a fault of engraving. If we had fi7)Bev{a) the sense might be

' though we have nobody of such an age (as your slave) to offer you

(to replace her) '
; but firjSevl (which is the reading both from copy and

squeeze) seems untranslatable if, as seems natural, we make a-oi dative

of the recipient after Trape-)(OfJ^voi,.

LI. 29-31. The date is clear, though the ligatured H<T was not easy

to recognize. It is 212 of the Actian Era, 328 of that of Macedon {i.e.

A.D. 182). The month Peritios (for the et is for 1) corresponds to the

Attic Gamelion, roughly our January. We may note that Ariagne's

brothers wrote their letter in the fourth month of the Macedonian year,

but that the official record of the manumission is dated to the second of

Panemos, the ninth month of the same year (= a.d. 182).

LI. 31-33- I cannot restore the name of the writer of the letter.

Allusions to illiteracy in inscriptions are rare and interesting,* but here

again our most instructive parallels are to be found in papyri.* rpdfi/j,aTa

iviaToa-dai has a literary flavour.^

' Cf. Meisterhans-Schwyzer, Grainviatik der attischen Inschriflen'^, p. 169, 3, and note 1416 ;

E. Mayser, Grammatik der gr. Papyri aiis tier PtoUmiierzeit, p. 330, 2, and note 2 ; representative

examples both of j3auAo;uai and SuKa/iai, Dittenb. Syll.'^ 197, 1. 25 ; 213, 1. 42; 226, 1. 168;

263, 1. 8 ; 356, 1. 20 ; gi8, 1. 2 ; 928, 1. 66 [T\%\}vi]%i\aav) ; 928, I. 84 ; 929, 1. 32 ; eight of the nine

are the imperfect tense, and none later than 100 B.C. - See note on 11. 13, 14 above.

^ Two examples, though not worded like the present stone, relate to illiterate women who
manumit slaves at Amphissa in the Imperial Era. They run thus : x^^P^JP^^'P^'^ ["^^iJ Se'ivos] v-Ttep

{t)]v Se'iva) . . . napovffav Koi Ke\evov(Tav ypdipeiv inrep ouT(ir, ^irfl tkiytv aura ypdfxfiara fi.^ elStyat

(I.e. ix I, 318) and the same formula, except that it has tnrep aiiTav ypaifiat, in I.G. ix I, 1066

(= Dittenb. Sy//.'^ 844). They are engraved on the back and front of the same stele, though in

different years. Dittenberger says, note 3 ad loc, 'Alibi me niliil eiusmodi lege7'e niemini.'

Clearly he was not thinking of the evidence from papyri.

* Not to multiply instances, cf 6 Seivo iypaipa virep aiiTov firj (*)i5oTos ypd/xfiara, O.Kyrh.

Papyri lit,., II. 42, 3 ( = Milligan, Greek Papyri, No. 20). EiStvoi seems the usual verb.

» Cf. Plato, Legg. 689 D.
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LI. 34-36. Of the witnesses' names little need be said. 'E7rt«T?jTo?

is known at Dium, as is the graecized Valerianus.^ Av/ctvos is not found

among Demitsas' Macedonian inscriptions.^ M.djvio'i is new, unless a

mis-spelt form of Mamo? ( = Maenius).^

L. 37. The last letter of the word rdB . is uncertain. It might

possibly be E, for though the stone has € hitherto, eVou? clearly begins

with E, but the space is narrow, and I fail to see any trace of upper

or lower cross-bars. Or it might be a ligatured H, though rdSr] is not

attractive. I incline to think it I followed by a mark of punctuation,

and so write tiiBL

3. Outside the church of H. Antonios. Marble base. H. -25
;

br. '65 ; th. ca. -55. Letters -02—-03 high.

The date 18 is that of the Macedonian era, i.e. 128 B.C. The chief

interest of this inscription is the evidence it affords for the worship of the

healing divinities at Beroea ; for the efKoifirjrijpiov dedicated, with the

e^ehpa, by Marsyas, son of Demetrios, is no doubt a building devoted to

the use of the patients hoping for a cure by incubation. We have most

probably further evidence of this practice at the same shrine in the votive

slab published below (No. 9).

^ Dem. 170, 'Etti'kttjtoj (a common name), 178, Ova\fpiav6%.

^ Examples in Diltenb. 5y//.'^ (Index I) from Lilaea, Delphi, Athens, and Megalopolis show
its wide distribution.

' For 7 for 1 in such syllables cf. KKiyw ( = xKaiai), Paris Papyri {Notices et Extraits, xviii, ii,

ed. Brunet de Prcsle, 1865), No. 51 (= Milligan, op. cit. No. 6, 1. 15). For y inserted, cf.

Mi'07o:oi' ( = ii.va.aiov\ 0.xyrh. Papyri, 905 ( = Milligan, No. 34), 1. 6, and in general, .Mayser,
Gramm. der gr. Papyri, p. 167 f. § 34. In inscriptions, Tpa7m>'oC, Dittenb. Syll." 843, 1. 8. For
the omission of 7, in Attic inscriptions, Meisterhans, op. cit. p. 75, 4 ; in papyri, Mayser, op. cit.

pp. 163 (T. § 33.
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The coupling of Apollo with Asklepios and Hygieia need not surprise

us, for the well-known stele from Epidaurus recording a list of cures is

headed ©eo?. Tu;^a [dy^a6d.
\

['laj/xara rov 'AttoXXoji'O? >cal tov A-

o-KKaTTiov.^ Obvious parallels are furnished by Kalamis' statue of Apollo

'AXeft«a«09,- the temple of Apollo 'ETnKovpio<; at Bassae, and the legend

which makes Asklepios son of Apollo.^

For the dedication of buildings in general we have plenty of epi-

graphical evidence.* I can find no other example of iy{v)Koifir]Ti]piov in an

inscription,* but the verb iyKoifidffdai, frequently denotes incubation. The

dedication of e^eBpai is common,** and would be especially appreciated at a

' Kur-anstalt.' For the practice of incubation in Ancient Greece the

evidence is too extensive to quote here.^ The cult of Asklepios in the

northern part of the Greek world is of particular interest in connexion

with the legend that it originated at Tricca in Thessaly ;^ in Macedonia it

is illustrated by two inscriptions published by Demitsas (No. 257, from

Deuriopos, is a dedication of a relief, in honour of 'Acr/tXi^Trto? ^lijTjjp ; 848,

from Amphipolis, alludes to a priesthood of Asklepios), and there are

several instances in Thasos.*

4. Statue-base of marble, found in a tower, now destroyed, near the

Konak. H. '21
; br. "42

; th. '47. In the upper surface is a sinking which

measures '22 x •23, and '04 in depth. Letters well-cut and regular,

resembling those of No. 3, except that here a/p/ia is A. (See Postscript on

p. 165).

' Dittenb. Sj///.- 802; cf. his list of previous publications and commentary.
'•' Pausanias i. 3, 4.

' Hymn. Horn. 15; and, in general, cf. the references collected by Rnuse, Greek Volivc

Offerings, pp. 189 ff. ; Farnell, Culls, iv, 239 ff.

* Rouse, op. cit. p. 273 ; for a recently found Thessalian example, Aiinah of Archaeology and
Anthropology (Liverpool), iii, p. 159, No. 14.

" It is to be distinguished from 4yKoiiiriTpot> meaning a sheet or counterpane (L. & S. s.v.) and
its adjective ^7itoi/i7iT^ioj (cf. iyKoi/iiiTpiv de6vioy, Paris Papyri No. 53, 1. 8, Mayser, op. <il.

p. 450).

• Cf. C.I.G. 2430 ; [.G. vii, 96 ; Dittenb. Syll.^^ 392.
' See Mary Hamilton, Incubation [St. Andrews, 1906] ; cf. (iruppe, op. cit. p. 932,

note 6.

' Slrabo, p. 437 ; Rouse, op. cit. pp. 192 (!'.
; Farnell, Cults, iv, 239.

» /. G. xii 8, p. 2c8.
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Mapava^ ArjfjLrjTplov

Avaaviai; Avaaviov

^Apiarovov; AiovvaLov

dyopavofiijaavre'i 'Epfiel

5 Kal 6 ypafi/jbaTeii^ Adav-

Spo'; 'OXv/MTTioScopov.

The senior dedicator here is no doubt the man who is the donor in the

preceding inscription.^ 'A/ato-roj/ov?, though a common name in Thessaly

and Thasos, is not to be found to my knowledge in Macedonia. AdavBpov

occurs in Thasos.

This inscription adds yet another to the list of cults known at Beroea.^

The spelling of the dative with et is not unusual at this date : indeed in

Attic inscriptions of the 2nd century B.C. ei is commoner than rji in such

forms.^

5. Outside the mosque of Orta Mekteb Jamisi. Marble base. H. '82
;

br. -58 ; th. more than "25. Letters 04.

BHPOIAIOI Bepoiahi

AOMITIANIOY Ao/j,iTiav 'lov-

AiANT4)AA0Y ^-tai/ T. ci>\aov-

lOYKAII^rNNIA iov Kai((r)evvia'

5 N0YZ:yAAI0Y<:5 vovEiXaiov

TYNAIKA yvvaiKa

AI^EniMEAHTOY 81 i7rip,e\T]T0v

Tl • KAAYAIOY Tt. KXavBlov

EYAAIOY EvXaiov.

The irregularity in the lettering is noteworthy, not only A and A
occurring even in the same line, but J^ used for E : in 1. 4 it is once clearly

a mistake for Z. The evidence of the lady's names shows that this cannot

be dated earlier than the Flavian era. Neither Ka(,aevviav6<; nor EuXato?

' Though not a very rare name yiapaias is not common in Macedonia in spite of its local

connexions, cf. Hofifmann, Vie Makedonier, p. 210.

^ The cult of Hermes in Macedonia is not known to us (rom any Greek inscription given by

Demitsas : that of Mercury is found in Latin inscriptions from Amphipolis, Dem. 895 (if correctly

interpreted?), and from Philippi, Dem. 934 (= C.I.L. iii, Nos. 633, 14204).

' Cf. Meisterhans, op. cit. p. 39, § 10.

L 2
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occurs elsewhere in Macedonia. For the Roman * gentile ' name Caesennius

we have plentiful evidence.^

6. Outside the Greek girls' school. Statue-base, with remains of

lead filling in cuttings on upper surface. H, 1-30; br. 46; th. 50.

Letters •03.

ATAOH I

- TYXH .
'AyaOfji Tvxv^

HIEMN<>TA"Wr^TPOnOAlIH:MA 'H aefivoraTi) Mt^t/sottoXj? t% Ma-
KEAONIAI-KAI £ilINEaKOP<Z KeBoi>ia<; xal BU v€<oK6po<;

BEPOIA Bepoia

HnATPlI A°YKIAN ^ Trarpk Aovkluv 5

AYPHAIANHNAAE Avpii\iavr,v 'A\e-

f A N A PA N -OY TAT E PA ^dvSpav Bvymepa
AOYKIOYSAYPH AIAN!^ Aovkiov AvprfXiavov
EnTH PIXOA PXIEPALA"' ^oiTr,pixov apxi-epaaufie-

N$KAiAP5ANT<IENTn vov koX ap^avTO<; iv rm lO

E T 1 Tn rHT.JEPAZArENHN ^T(e)t t<S ypV, lepaaapAvr,v

^ALAPTEHiA<IArPOTE dea<i 'ApT6>go9 'Aypore-
PAI E N TflZ HT E Tl KAl pas ev rS> ?-'9't' eT(6>, Kal
HANTATAKA^AKAnO' -n-dv-ra to. KdOa/ca ttoi-

HIAIA'^^OIITEKAIAN^Pn -qadaav deal'; re Kal dvOpw- 15

siOli-nAPATONTHllEPn -ttok -Trapa t6v rrf; lepto-

lYNKXPONO-NEYTYXElTE avvr)<; xpovov evrvxelre.

From this inscription and the following we have new evidence in

confirmation of its coins that Beroea styled itself vemKopoq before the

middle of the the 3rd century of our era.-

The high-priesthood and archonship of Soterichos fall in the year

393 ( = A.D. 247), the priesthood of his daughter in 397 ( = A.D. 251). For

the cult of Artemis Agrotera at Beroea see No. 2, above.

For the curious phrase Trdvra to, KaOaKa jroielv, in 11. 14, 15 we may
compare Trdvra to, KadijKovTa and other forms of this participle. Indeed

it seems that xdOaKa is an irregular and illiterate form of the neuter plural,

formed on the assumption that KadfjKov is a noun of the 2nd declension.

7. /did Similar base. H. 1-47 ; br. and th. "50. Letters '02, of

similar form to those of No. 6, but with fewer ligatures.

' Cicero, P/iil. xii. 9, 23 ; Tac. An>i. xv. 6 fif. ; cf. Prosop. Imp. Rom. s.v.

' Beroea is called 81 s yfuxiipoj on coins struck for the first celebration of the 'OKviiiria in

242 A.D. during the reign of Gordian. Similar coins were struck in 244 and 246. The coins are

dated by the Actian era, Mead, Hisl. Num." p. 243.
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Kara to Bo^av rfj Kp(aTicrTr])

fiovXfj Kal T^ iepa)TaT(p

hrifKp T7]<; \afnrp(ordrr)<}) Be/Jot-

ai(ov y[r]TpoTr6\e(o<i

5 /cal /3' vewKopov, BeronX?;-

vov NeiKO/ii.'^Sriv irpe-

a^evcravTa Koi creiTCo-

vrjaavTa Kal elprjvap-

•)(rjaavTa B6ToiiX»;i'09

10 ^eiKOfxrihri'; 6 jpap,-

fiaro<pvXa^ tov viov

rj6S)v re eveKa koI rrjif

irepl Trjv TrarpiSa airov-

S^9 T6 Koi evvola<i-

Ligatures : 1. 2, $ ; I. 3, HI ; 1. 5, vetcKop'^ ; 1. 9, Ber^^Xrjv ; I. 12, K ;

1. 13, $•

Another example of the name Vetulenus occurs in a Greek inscription

from Olympia,^ where however the second letter of the name is wia. It is

interesting to notice that the son of the dedicator had served his city in

three several capacities while his father was still alive, and possibly while

comparatively young himself For the provision of corn (cnrcovia) there is

a large mass of epigraphical evidence,"^ collected in more than one treatise,

and noticeably more plentiful from Asia Minor than from the Greek

mainland.

For the office of elprjvdpxv: '" the eastern part of the Roman Empire

see the references given below.^ This post and that o( ypaiJLfiaTo<f)v\a^ are

not hitherto known at Beroea.

8. In the church of H. Prokopios. Base. H. ca. -30; br. -So; th. -iS.

Letters "04, rather worn in first two lines : forms, A'S.Q'L.

' Olympia v {Insckriflen), No. 55, cf. Ditlenberger's stemma of the family, ibid. p. 525.

- See especially Francotte, Le pain cl boii marchi et le pain gratuit dans les cilis grecques

{Melanges Nicole, 1905) ; for Athens in the 5th century, cf. Zimniern, The Greek Commonwealth,

pp. 353 ff. and authorities cited in his notes.

*
J. Marquardt, Staatsverwaltting, i'-, p. 213; Liebenam, Stddtevenualtiing iin rom. Kaiser-

reiche, p. 358.
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T[i]. KXavBioi; 'A/n\ia[v6<;]

Kol [KJjKavSia OvuKeva ttjv

OvyaTpi8i)v leptiTevvTOf

T. K.avo\riiov "Airepo';.

Perhaps the cognomen in 1. i should be A(l)/u,i\iav6';. The division of

the letters in 1. 2 seems obvious, but it leaves us without a name for the

dvyarpiBrj. For this transliteration of the rare Roman name Vacua there

seems to be no parallel, nor can I find another example of -evvrof for

-evovTo<; in a participle.^ There is another example, from N.W. Macedonia,

of "Airepoi; as genitive of "Airep?

9. In a private house. Marble'slab, incomplete on 1., with outlines of

the soles of two right feet below the inscription. H. '40 ; br. '30 ; th. 085.

Letters '015, much worn.

/ . I N
•1! wThPl.-^IKA
,lTv-r[HI-:

aye V

[? €7ri au)\Tr]piai xa-

[t eTr^iTayijv.

• In a Paris papyrus, «/. cie. No. 50, 1. (cf. Mayser, up. cil. p. 148) we find TropeOfifi'ov,

where an accented omilcron is lost ; in our inscription it is unaccented.
'' Dem. 218.
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In I. I nothing is certain between E and N, and there may be four or

possibly five letters lost.^ The form of the dedication, and the probable

restoration [eVl (or i-rrl ttji?) (TO)]r7)piab leave little doubt that this is a

thank-offering for a cure, and probably to be brought into connexion with

the cult of Asklepios of which we have proof in No. 3 above. The formula

is of the usual type.^ Date probably second century B.C.

The nearest Macedonian parallel is an inscribed relief from Athos.^

This bears the inscription 'Apre'/itSi ^Ayporepa Ne^/at? eTrirayr^v avidrjKev,

and on it an ear is represented. Thus we might possibly regard the Beroea

inscription as a similar dedication to Artemis Agrotera, who we know was

worshipped there (see No. 2 above) ; but the connexion with Asklepios

seems more likely in view of the dedication of votive limbs, etc., in his

sanctuaries at Epidaurus and Athens. The only other representations of

the sole of the foot in this way of which I know come from Thera.*

10. In the Vlach church of S. Maria. Marble slab, broken on 1. and

below. H. -62
; br. roo. Letters -035

—
'05, with slight apices.

ZANTOICCYNEAPOIC - - . avTot? avvehpoi<;-

IAN nOYAIONAOr --Lav T. TouXtoi' A07-

RAN TElh /////l/li'A\C - - yvav y€li>[op] . . . Bk.

L. I should perhaps be restored [Kara to S6^]av rot? avvehpoi<;, in

which case the names below would be those of the recipients of some

honour or privilege. This is the first mention of avveBpoi at Beroea.

11. In a private house. -Marble fragment. H. '06 ; br. '14. Letters '05.

XT • BKF erCoi-O /S'/c'/?' [le^acrTov]

The date is presumably reckoned from the era of Actium and

= A.D. 92, as the form of epsilon cannot belong to the corresponding year

of the earlier era. This may be funerary.

' I seem to see remains of A A or A, which preclude the obvious restoration kviSi\Kiv

vet iitii.

'^ For Kar' eiriTa7V cf. Dittenb. Syll.^ 786 (and parallel expressions quoted ad loc), 805, the

former from Athens, the latler from Lebcna in Crete. The vertical stroke visible between the

r and H is an accidental scratch on the stone.

•' Demitsas, 780 ; avaBnKf in his transcript must be a misprint of the uncial ayeSrjKev.

* I.G. xii 3, 384-3S8 ; see also the evidence collected by Rouse, op. cit. pp. 210 ff., and the

votive sandal on a relief from the Asklepieion in Athens, B.S.A. xi, 146 ff.
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5.—Funerary Inscriptions.

[Anyone who studies the funerary inscriptions of Beroea cannot fail to

notice one curious fact. The great majority of them, including of course

those published by Uemitsas as well as the few here published, are not the

grave-reliefs or stelai which are almost universal throughout the countries

affected by Hellenic culture, but rather, grave-monuments. These are

great bases square in section, about half a metre thick, and often more than

a metre high. There is a moulding at the top and bottom and they appear

more like the bases for honorary statues ^ than grave-reliefs. Since, so far

as we know, this type of monument is not found elsewhere it is probably of

local (Macedonian) origin, and in any case does not seem to be Greek.

Of the following inscriptions Nos. 12, 13, 18-23, 27, 28, 30, 31 are grave-

reliefs and Nos. 14-16, 24-26, 32, 39-44 grave-monuments of this peculiar

Beroean type, as also are most of those published by Demitsas, especially

those lying in the Jewish cemetery to the south of the town.—A. J. B. W.]

12. In the church of H. Nikolaos. Gable-topped marble grave-stele.

H. 70 ; br. '46: gable and acroteria -17 high. Letters '02.

H o Qrc :C I T/\/\ k o V 'h^o, strax^o^.

Dates apparently from the 2nd century B.C.

It is interesting to find the Thractan nafties l,evOr)<; and '^iToX/cTTi at

Beroea. For'H^o? compare "H^apoy, Hoffmann, o/>. cit. p. 149.

13. In a private house. Grave-stele, which it was forbidden to copy

or measure. Version from memory. Letters of 2nd century B.C.

about •02.

iniAOSAAEiANAPOY Zwi'Xos 'K\e^avipov

TAAYKINNnrAYKINNa VXavKwvoi V\{a})vKlvv(o

innOKPATOYSAAEZANAPOY 'l-mroKpaTOv^- 'AXe^dvSpov.

Presumably the names in lines 2 and 3 are to be read downwards and

not across. TXavKivvo) and YXvklvvco are both possible names."

' E.^r. B.S.A. XV, p. 88, Fig. i.

' TKavKivra is known, but not VXavKivvu, and for V\vkIvvu> cf. the feminine name rKvKivva

from near Thcssalonica, Deni. 689 (2nd century B.C.) ; at Larissa, l.G. ix 2, 1347, ef. Bechtel-

Fick, Persotiennamen, p. 86.
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14. From the Byzantine wall to the E. of the toun. Grave-monument

of rough lo'cal limestone. H. -90 ; br. -47 ; th. '50. Letters, slightly

apicated, "03.

no HAIOSKAI n6(7rXto9)"HXto9 «at

AA4)NIST0NYI Ad<f>vi<; tov vi-

ONKAinO HAI oj/ Kat no(7r\<09)"H\t-

OZTONAAEA of top aSe\-

5 (|)0N. 4>ov.

The name"HXio9 is found at Thessalonica.^ Ad(f)vi<; is not rare.'^

15. In a Tekke. Grave-monument. H. 105 ; br. '41 ;' th. 22.

eA6N0C "EXew?

THeiAIAGY TTJ elBla dv-

rATPl4)IAC0 yarpl *a&)-

TCPAMNIAC Tepa fiviat

5 XAPIN X^Pi-v-

"EXew? is not apparently found elsewhere in Macedonia, though not a

rare name.-' ^iXwripa is found frequently. The spelling of elBla for IBia,

and fivCa^, is a good double example of the interchange of t and ei, which

prevailed throughout the Imperial Age.

16. In the house of a Cadi. Grave-monument. H. r25 ; br. 60;

th. -56. Letters, -035.

AOneiNAAOYTTePKO) AoTveiva AovnepKo)

MN6IAC XAPIN fiveia<; xa-R^v.

The first name, in which the TT is certain, must stand for the Latin

Lupina, unless we take it to be a mason's error for TT (i.e. Longina).

17. At a spring beside the cotton-mill on a hill behind the town :

found over a grave containing two skeletons. Long stone slab, which has

' Dem. 374, I. 9 ad fin.

* E.g. Kaibel, Epigr. Gr. 557.
' E.g. Dittenb. O.G.I. 148, 181 (referring to the same man, at Alexandria) ; in Boeotia, l.G.

vii, 1777, col. ii, 1. 22 ; at Athens in the Imperial Age, 13 times, cf. l.G. iii, 2, Index.
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been cut away on r. or else was originally joined to another slab
;
possibly

once part of a sarcophagus. H. 'So; br. r33 ; th. "iS. • Letters -lo,

beginning "50 from 1. edge, apicated and rather elaborate.

nOTAM55 YloTu/ia}[v - -

NOY KAI vov Kal

ZIAC?NIOY 'ZiZmviov Yf.avTol<f\

ISi fft)[l'T6?.]

The name WoTdfiwv is found once in Demitsas' Macedonian inscrip-

tions ^ ; l,iBa)vto<; apparently does not occur in this region.

18. In a Turkish house. Grave-altar, once containing two busts in a

frame, of which that to r. is alone preserved.^ H. -54; br. -58; max.

thickness •16. Letters -03.

AY K K H I
/^ //// AvKKi]ia[Tov Beiva]

HiIIIII ^[p««(?)-]

No letters arc lost on the left. Restoration quite uncertain.

19. In a Turkish house. Gable-topped grave-relief ['late and bad,'

A. J. B. W.]. H. -97 ; br. -58
; th. "O/. Letters -015.

In Pediment.

Horse. Altar and
Snake.

Man. Woman. Man.
All standing.

First line of inscription 4>l A AK A 1 1 A APOCO ANHP A YTHC ANeONTONC AY'RC

Boy. Man. Man. Woman
All standing. seated.

Second line of inscription AAeA<J)ON^HP0l)A

^i\a Kal "IXa/oo? 6 avrjp ai>Tri<; "Avdov top eauT?)?
|

dBe\.<j)ov rjpuia.

None of these names is rare. "Ai^^o? occurs in Thasos,^ though not

apparently in Macedonia.

' Dem. 53 (= 216) ; it is common elsewhere.

' [' Female bust of fair style, and of Neronian or Flavian date. It is a fragment of a typically

Roman monument like Altmann, A'biii. Grabaltdre, p. 201, Figs. 159, 160. Cf. No. 29

below.'—A. J. B. W.]
' Dem. 1245 (1275 is the snnie stone, republished).
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20. In a Turkish house. Gable-topped marble grave-relief.^ H. '64

;

br. 74. Letters 03.

Hand.
Lady seated, Boy Man, holding sickle

to r. standing, and stick, standing. Tree.

Hand.

i

AHMHTPIAAMMIANCOTCjJIAI ^-nfnqrpia 'Afifiiavm too IBi-

OJANAPei MNei AC XA PIN u> avhpel iivelat x^pi-v-

The chief feature of interest is the raised and outstretched hands at

the top of the plain antae at each side of the relief, which also occur in

No. 30 below. The number of grave-stones so decorated is not very-

numerous,^ and none seem to be known hitherto from Macedonia.

21. In the same house. Grave-relief, with female (i*) figure en face,

much worn and damaged. H. -38 ; br. -33. Letters -03.

<^\NKllllllllllllllll <^Cka..-

The inscription is cut in the field of the relief, to each side of the

figure, but nothing is legible after the first four letters.

22. In the house of a Greek watchmaker. Gable-topped stele.

H. '52 ; br. 77. Letters '05, large and clumsy.

'QAlAinc/ ,-^'^f^

^OPEI-R Opearr,

QHIYM€IA 'n
<yvvrieeia

^TANONAN twv ovwv

5 MNIAiyAPIN fivi'ai xdpiv.

I know of no exact parallel to the ' asses' (or dunces' ?) club,' for this

must be the meaning of the phrase in 11. 3, 4. It might be a familiar

abbreviation for a guild of donkey drivers, ovrfKaTai? XvvijOeia occurs at

Thessalonika in the sense of guild.*

' [' Late and bad, 3id cent, after Christ.'—A. J. B. W.]
'^ See the lists given by Wilhelm, Jahreshefte, iv, Beiblatt, pp. l6 f. ; Beitrdge zur gr.

Insckriflenkunde, pp. 200 f., 320.

' Poland, Gr. Vereinswesen, p. 120.

* Poland, op. cit. p. 52.
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23. In a Greek house near the church of H. Kerykos. Gable-topped

marble grave-relief, much worn. H. '54; br. "58. Letters 02.

Woman (?) Man. Man. Boy. Man. Woman. Woman,
seated to r. AH standing.

OTOTPIOCZENYAAHTHIAIArVN '0{a .')tot/)<o? BevvWr) rfi ISlo, yvv-

l//l///lll|l|^ C X A P I N [aiKi fivei,]q<i X^piv-

As 'OroT/ato? seems perhaps a more likely name than 'OcrroT/jto?, we

must suppose the apparent ligature to be a mistake for T. For Macedonian

names beginning thus there are parallels to be found.^ For the name

SepvWa cf. s,€wX\o<; at Athens* and B,evvX\i<; in Boeotia.^

24. In a Vlach house. Grave-monument, broken on 1. H. 71 ; br. -55 ;

Letters -04, but in last line '025.

CK€YH - - Ilapa]a-K€VTj

)>lKAITOc? QV Koiro

iAPT€MIAUJPAN - - "AprefiiBtopav

C€N€KTOJNIAICiJN [eTroirj'jaev eV twv IBImp-

5 AinAPACK€YHXAIPeKAlCY [/e]at nopao-^ei-j;, xat/se /cai cru.

Paraskeue clearly erected this stone to several deceased relatives, and

on her own death 1. 5 was added in smaller letters by another hand.

25. /did. Grave-monument. H. ro2 ; br. -45; th. -46. Letters -05,

slightly damaged in a few places.

TICJ)AABI Ti. *Xa/3t-

OCONHCI o^'Ov)](n-

MOCKAA /xo? KaX-

A€ANTON Xiav top

5 4)IA0NM (f)iXop n-

NHMHC p^fj-v!

X A P I

N

Xapti'

HP CO A Sjpwa.

' £.g. 'OTfviav6s, a title of Apollo in the neighbourhood of Derriopos, Dem. 277 ; he
compares (/. c.) {r)otT6avpos the .Scythian title of Apollo, Hdt. iv. 59, C./.G. 6013 (Hesychius

is the authority for the spelling with a. gamma, Hdt. and the inscription spell it without).
2 f.G. i, 433 (= Diitenb. Sy/l.^ 9), I. 60.

' I.G. vii, 1285.
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KaWe'a?, though not a rare name/ apparently is not found elsewhere

in Macedonian inscriptions.

26. Found in tower by Konak (with No. 4 above). Grave-monument

with scene in relief. H. 97 ; br. -35 ; th. -35. Letters '02.

MeAANinOJTCOKeKAY Me\avi.Tr(Tr)a> to3 k€ Kav-

MATIAACIANAPA fiaTi'AXe^dvSpa,

Man, in ' bathing- Woman
drawers ' and hold- seated 1.

ing spear in both on throne,

hands, advancing

to r.

eTOJN IH eT&v trj' (=i8).

The name Me\dvnnro<; occurs frequently,^ though not in Macedonian

inscriptions. If Kavfia is a name, no other instance of it seems to be

known in Greece or Macedonia.

27. In the church of H. Georgios. Gable-topped grave-relief. H "52
;

br. -38. Letters -02.

Man. Girl. Boy. Woman,
All standing. seated to 1.

AOn NOCAOn Aoylvo'? Aoyi[va) >]

TU) TeKNOJ T^ TeKvo)

MNeiAC XAPIN /ima? xa/atv.

This seems the simplest possible form of writing Longinus in Greek.

Perhaps the letters NCt) were omitted by an oversight of the engraver.

Mr. Wace points out that the stele is apparently complete, and the style

' very late and bad.'

28. Over a spring near the church of H. Photine. Grave-relief.

H. ca. '20
; br. diUo. Letters "02.

Rider to r.

Boar.

TTAPAMONA Uapa/iova.

' It is of course not nearly so common as KaWtas ; e.^. in Dittenb. Syll." Index i, it occurs

twice, to about forty examples of the other.

2 At Nicaea, C.I.G. 3765 (= Kaibel, Efigr. Gr. 350) ; in Bocotia, I.G. vii, 376, 1745, 1749.
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The name of the deceased is presumably missing, ilapa/jiova being the

erector of the stele. A somewhat similar relief from Edessa is described

by Demitsas.i but the type is common.

29. In a Turkish house. Grave-altar,"^ of four busts in a row, altern-

ately (from 1.) male and female. H. -50; br. -62. Letters -02, cut on

upper frame of relief, which is broken on r.

AAMIZq^EIKE 1///////// A«Mt9 Net/cet - - -

h.dfu'i is presumably for the rare name Aa/ito?, which is known in

Aetolia.^ The next sign is an ornamental stop, and the next name, a

feminine one, is uncertain.

30. In the floor of the church of Panagia Chaviara.* Gable-topped

grave-stele. In the pediment are two hands, as in No. 20 above. On the

antae enclosing the inscribed panel are to 1. a torch (or five-pronged fork

with a long handle (?)), to r. a trident.

4) AArf^EATKOTOnPINZS CI *Xa/i/x6aTJ/v o to irpiv Z<uo-t-

M ° C n Pn TOCriAAOCPHTIAPeN /^°* TTpuTO'! n-dXo'i pr^TiapLcov

nKEKHMAOCAAinTOCENeA -^ k eK ira^hh^aXi-KTO^ hOd-
^

AEKEI^EfTAPOAEITAemiKeOY de fceifxe -TrapoSeiTa- Ovt^cTKw ov-

5 XYnOANTiriAAOYAAAAYnOBIA 5 % i-TTO ai/rtTraXou dXXa i/tto /3('a[9, ?]

EnTACTE(l)AM£?9EI[:HT T^riE eTrTdarecffavaOeU'^TTMfie

OYXYflOANTlAIKOYAAAAYnOBIAC f^X ^J°
uvtiUkov dXkd v-rro /Slw;.

E.P!1'0N|-HDAAlirEATHT5?nPlN 'Epfxiovr] <t>\afiiLiedTrj tc5 -n-plv

Z5 Ciri?ANAPI EKT? NE AYTt Zwcrt/i/i) dv8pl ex to)v eavTrjs

10 MNIAC XAPINEANAETIETAY 10 /iw'a? %a/3w, eai/ 8e Tt9 ratJ-

THNTHNCTHAIAAKATA t^v ttjv a-rrjXiSci. kutu-

LTPETHHKAKONTI llOIHCH a-Tpeyjrr) ^ xaKov ti Troiycrr,

AeCIEICTOTAMlON^BCp Scotrt ek ro rafuov {h-qv.) ,/S(/)' (2500)

This ranks in interest with the two well-known gladiators' epitaphs

from Nicaea.* Such memorials are far from rare, and are frequently

' No. 9, the rider is accompanied by a dog which attacks a bear or wild boar, near the latter

is a snake. By a coincidence one of the dedicators of this grave-relief also is called Xlapajjiivai.

^ A monument like No. l8, (j-v.; found together with Nos. 4, 26, and 34.
» Dittenb. O.G.I. 234, Syll.'' 924.
• The cliurch is so called because of the following local legend. Once upon a time a local

merchant in Lent brought to Beroea a large quantity of caviare. Coarse red caviare is a common
Lenten food amongst members of the Orthodox church. To his surprise he could sell none and was
faced with ruin. In his despair he prayed to the Virgin and vowed to build her a church if he sold

all his stock of caviare. He sold it and built the church which in memory of the vow is called
' Our Lady of Caviare.' ' Epigr. Gr. 350, 351.
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metrical.^ From Macedonia we have the curiously faulty epigram of

Victor Slteuas,- and in addition a dedication to a Spartan Secutor*
',

perhaps an inscription from Edessa * relates to some branch of the same

occupation.

The sentiment in 11. 4-7 is obvious and much favoured in stones of

this class ; the double antithesis seems laboured and ineffective, especially

if the second part of it bears with it the metaphor from the law-courts.

' I am slain not by a rival in the arena but by Fate ; I am beaten

not by a rival in the law-court but by Fate,' strikes us as a woeful

anti-climax.

L. I. For gladiators adopting a fighting name several of the in-

scriptions mentioned afford parallels; <PXafj,/j.edTi]<i seems hitherto un-

known.^

L. 2. For TrpwTO? TraXo? prjriapicov, ' first string Retiarius,' cf. prjTidpiv

hevTepov TToXov in Epigr. Gr. 350.

L. 3. "AXtTTTO? is for aXetTrro?, a favourite word with athletes." The
significance of nK at the beginning of the line is not clear.

L. 8. The name 'Epp,i.6vri is found in another inscription of Beroea,^

also at Dium,® and see No. 34.

L. 1 1. 2t7;\i9 is a rare variant for a-rijXrj in inscriptions.^

L. 13. The fine for violation is not unusually high for Macedonian

grave inscriptions.^"

' <?/. «/. 290, 291 (from Tralles).

•' O/i. Hi. 529 (= Dem. 512), beginning BiVroop 2/cei;Sj tVSaSe /tfi/ioi, irorpij Se ilov ®f<r(Ta\-oi'iK-n-

' Dem. 536, tliough his copy is very unsatisfactory.

* Dem. 16, where the deceased describes himself as iruKTcuirar, but is figured on a relief

holding a spear. In another Greek epitaph of a reliariiis, from Amasia in Cap[)adocia, /.G. ad
res Kom. pert, iii, 1,438, we have irvK-nvaas SA[7)]irTos. In 11. 8, 9, the editors, following Cumont
who first published it {Festschrift zn Otto HirschfeUi, 1903, p. 273), read AonvaaKiuv IStaif. This

should surely be &6iJ.va (EKTCiJN) ^« twv iSitoi'.

' It is evidently of Roman origin, cf. Flamma, etc.

« Cf. C./.G. 5909, 5912-15, 6883, 6884.

' Epigr. Gr. 526 (= Dem. 74). * Dem. 183.

° It occurs in Epigr. Gr. 425, and l.G. ix 2, 924.
'" 12,000 denarii is the fine on two inscriptions, Epigr. Gr, 520 (= Dem. 401) at Thessalonica,

and Dem. 740 at Socha (= Ossa ?) between Thessalonica and the Strymon. 5,500 at the former

place, Dem. 417 ; 5,000, frequently (Dem. 409, 410, 419, 420, 447, 475, 476). Of similar formulas

from Beroea none is preserved in full. Dem. 83 has xl'^^'a irerToxoVio (? 2,500 or 1,500), in Dem.

89 the sum is lost, in Dem. 103 XIAIAC (1,000 or more?). In general cf. Reinach, 7'rnitJ,

pp. 429 ff. ; Hirschfeld's essay on this subject in Kbnigsberger Hist. -Phil. Sttidien, i, 1887, I have

been unfortunately unable to consult. Arkwright, Penalties in Lycian Epitaphs J.H.S. xxxi

(1911), pp. 269 ff. is illuminating, not merely for local examples.
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31. In a Jewish house. Gable of a grave-stele. H. '18; br. '28.

Letters •02. The pediment is filled with a relief representing a horse to 1.

with a dog below ; on the moulding below is

HPCOA "Upcoa.

32. Outside the church of H. Antonios. Lower half of a grave-

monument originally made in two blocks. H. '64 ; br. "65 ; th. '40.

Letters •04.

Woman Altar. Youth Woman
standing. riding I. seated 1.

iYiON EAYTbN HPQA
[0(' 8eiva Tov Seiva}

[.' Toi/] viov eavTMv fjptca.

Injury to the stone somewhat spoils the effect of this careful but

florid lettering. A as well as H seems to have had a curly cross-bar, and

the curved upright stroke of the latter seems intentional.

33. In the foundations of a tower in the Byzantine wall beside the

Konak. Grave-monument. Letters -oj.

AXXiot; Tpa-

tavo<i Avpr]-

, \ia Zcocrifir)

rfl eavTov

S jwaiKb.

In 1. 3 MH.

34. In the foundations of the ruined tower, where Nos. 4, 26, and 29

were found. Grave-monument, with two reliefs, of which the upper

represents a woman and child, the lower two children. Letters -015 -•02

Damaged on left. (See also the Postscript, p. 165.)

ECOnITONICAYKZ. .? >

MIONHTHTAYKYTATH ['Ep],Mi6vu rij yXvicvrdrfj

NBIOJMNIAZXAPIN [o-i;>A'?>Wa? %«/='"'•
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Apparently only two letters are missing on the left. I can make

nothing of 1. I, unless it were conceivably [M. 'AJ.ktow? ( = 'AvTa>vio<;)

AvKa[<;]. '^pfiiovrj is a name known already at Beroea.^

. C.—Inscriptions previously published.

The following ten inscriptions were recopied, and in several cases the

texts have been materially improved.

35 ( = Dem. 56). In the church of H. Photida, in the pav^ement. In

spite of Mr. VVace's deciphering a few more words and several letters in

this long and much worn inscription, it seems hardly worth while to

transcribe the text in full. The chief additions and improvements are

:

L. I (above 1. i of Dem.), adfin., [ArAIOZ.

LI. 3, 4, read 'Ava^r}/j,(? u)cop @^oSiopov AaoSiKev<;
\

[Tra]iBa<; 86\i.)(ov.

L. 6, [dvBp]a'i SoXixov.

L. 8, [TratSJas [aTaSiov ?].

LI. 9, 10, - puTo - - ao - - lAZ STHS
|

- - t7r.7r.77 - -.

LI. 11,12, -A0-- a/3 Xoyovv rjpav • t - -
\

- a • i • • ap • Ta<;.

L. 13, Ho . e - - vcovoi; 'A[\e^av]Bpev[<;].

LI. 15, 16, KpTT^ - - rj(iivo<i
I

[7rat]8a9 - -.

LI. 17, 18, l\oaihdi\yio<i] - - evov ^A\e^avBp€v[<;
\
7rai]S[a]? 7ru7[/a?7 1^]

.

L. 19, AaKoyv [Kaa]g-[d]vSpov (or ['A\e],^[u]vBpov) AKi)7r(or v})(opev<;.

L. 21, - - AA - - toLi - 'A[^]vSt]v6';.

L. 23, adfin. ev?.

L. 25, AtMi" a - -.

L. 27, - TT - - - ['AJXe^Cai/jaMew.

L. 3i,'A7---.

L- 33. - w •

L. 36, adfin. pir \o.

L. 39, adfin. 8a •

.

L. 40, towards the end, i.

L. 43, adfin. pev<;.

L. 44, adfin. /aeu?.

L. 45, adfin. eu9.

L. 47, Tiav - -.

L. 48, ad init. .All.

' See above, No. 30, 1. 8. A flifferent version of I. i is given below in the Postscript.

M
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L. 50, A SpQ - - ['A]\e^av[8]peys ATENHP ((? )ayei/6tow vel simX

L. 5 1) 'Att 7rTo\6/t|.

L. 53, adfin. ^oaaa • • /8 •

L. 54, 'A\ n-avKpaTtaa-ca.'i.

L. 55, noX..\w - - V - ['AX6fa]i'5[/ci6i']?" ^ Aea>i'i8[a?(?)].

L. 56, A - - - evr) . . 'SiTpdruv - -.

L. 57, - - - ecr - - acrepL\ - -. (Deii). eaa • p,a<i "E/3/tifSo?).

L. 58, ^A\e^avSpev[<; [&]ecraa[\]oi'i.Kev^. (Dcm. W.Xe^avBpeii'i

[Atoji/ucrioii . . Iloyov ^eacraXoviKev';.)

L. 59, Sr/aaTWi^ [St/jotJwj/o? ['AJXe^aj^Spei;?. (Dcm. NATflN k.t.X.,

with no other letters missing.)

In the lines omitted there is either nothing on the stone or nothing to

add to Demitsas' copy.

36 ( = Dem. 57). In the floor of the Church of Kyra Gianna.

a.

Ox. Aet/Stavo?"

0. c.

louXto? Aeom?"

'Av[Tl]yoi>o<; Taiov

Atoi'i;[o-f]o? Taiov

5 'AXe^avBpof AevKovo<;- Tie. A6oi'[Ta?"] - - lA

'Ayadrjp^po'; 'AXe^dfSpov Ilf. 'Akovto<;- 'lou. 'E7rTa;^(9"(?)

AXe^avSpo'; TpaXiov TI6. A€ovt6Xvko<;(?) \ov. 'ETra<j)pd';-

Soo'(7io¥ ©eayewn?" Ho. Ilp6crSeKT0(;' 'lov. AuCTta?'

AlXiavo^ 'Pov<j)o<;- Ho. AvKO<;' 'low. AvKO<;-

'£evo[KpiTo]<; 'Ap[T€ ?]p,eovo<; He. AvKO'i- 'lov. 'Eyo/^teta?-

Av Xto?' Tie. TlapfievLcov 'lov. (i>aiSpo<f

At" 0?- 'VoirlX. Mdpio<;-(?) lov. Tjvtvx^o^-

At. ya<f Xvp(f)opo<; KvKpiov 'lov. Ilap/j,[e]vlSr][<i]

- 9- Se/37to? A7)p7]Tpio<;' lov. Tyetvo^-

5 4>X. ApuKcif lov. KoivTiavo^-

<I>X. 'HpaKXa<;- lov. 'T,'iriyovo<i-

- ov TiTiav6<} Z(Offipo<i- We. 'A(7KXriTTd<;'

ov Aiovyg-io<; 'Ayopaiov lo/A. ^av<nia)v

ow KXo. TepTTVof [To. Tpvcfxiyp-

' Perhaps noiTiSw[nos . efov] as in I. 17.
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20

25

'lov. ^i-TTTOVfX.O';'

lov. J^VTV^rj<;'

'lov. ©Jjffevs*

lov- Zftji'Xo?'

KX. - - - ?•

*Iou.

Aiici(vvio<;) - - o?'

IlaTe/s. 'ZeKOvvBo';-

^\. AvKaplcov

Aov. SaTt09'(?)

Ho. KXeap)(^o<;'

^ajrrjpi-^ov

Mdo-;;^o? Zwi'Xov

<I>t\o9 N" <I>tXoT/9a<j'

'lov. n/3£UT07ei'7;?'

AvprjT^iot; "l/capoi-

EiKapo<; <I>tX(BTOv

AvKoXemv ^AXe^dvSpov

Hut. ZwtXo?-

IIo. AaXo?"

Al'X. '%vfjLfia')(p^'

IIo. ^eoKcov

'lov. KXetTo?.

vacat.

It is not worth citing all the points where this copy differs from

Demitsas, but the principal alterations are indicated in the note below.^

Demitsas fails to realize the meaning of the abbreviated praenomina.

Note also that the alignment of coll. a and /; is not exact, as twenty-six

' a. 1. I, UAACIBIAN<S, W. ; 1. 2, (?) Aeid/Mas ; H. 3,4, Dem. transposes ; 1. 5, adfin.

01^, W. ; ON, Dem.; 1. 7, (?) T(;?(i')oi; ; I. 10, Dem. makes nothing certain, except

APEnjSlOC where W. has APinvIT perhaps 'Ap[T€>ai^os (?).

b. (numbering as in col, l), 1. 7, AEON TOA'^K <Z, Dem. which I adopt;

AEONTOKKS, W. ; I. 8, TP<I, Dem. TP<2, W. ; 1. lo, AYXOC, Dem.; 1. I2,

POIIAOMAPN^, Dem.: 'PoiriA(ios) = Rupilius is almost certain, so W. ; 1. 15

(pA^APAKAC, Dem., which he transcribes 'AySpoKas : the third sign is clearly a stop;

I. 18, VMiji are ligatured; Dem. has NYZOI ; 1. 22, AOYKATIOC, Dem., which he

transcribes Aou/ttiTios ; W. reads AOYCATIOC, and presumably AOY is a praenomen;

1.25, CJ)IA02£NC|)IA0TPAI, Dem.; W. as in text; I cannot elucidate the ligatured symbol

as it stands, but might it be for AE = aire(A«ue€poj) as e.g. 17, etc. in Argive and other

inscriptions, Walter, Jahresh. xiv, Beiblatt, p. 143, No. iv ; Baunack, Philologiis, Ixix, p. 4,

62; or for Woj or ve^ipos ; 1. 28, Dem. and W. both read AYPHNOZ «E. W.),

but this must be for Aftp^Aioj ; I. 30, AYKOACtON, Dem. : AYKOACWN, W. ; AvKo\ewp

seems much more likely, especially in view of the almost certain AfovT6\vKos above, 1. 7.

c: I. 6, eniAXPCG, Dem.: £01 AX IC, W. ; 1. 8, AYCTAC, Dem., which he

transcribes Auktos ; I. 13, Dem. represents the 6 above the line; W. omits; 1. 17, 'AtrxKriTas

Dem. not seeing the HTI to be ligatured ; 1. 18, <t)AYCnON, Dem. ; (|)AYCnnN, W.
;

clearly a mistake of the engraver's for (|)AYCTinN; 1. 22, A I AYCIMI AXOC, Dem.

AIA-CYMIAXGC, w.

The other points of difference are chiefly concerned with simple ligatures.

M 2
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lines in the latter occupy the space of twenty-four in the former ; col. c is

however aligned with col. b. Demitsas gives thirty lines to col. a.

37 ( = Dem. 58). In 1. i Dem. reads Yi^dX'novpvi.ov, W. omits the Y
; in

niffmva the Z is no longer, and the O. only partly, visible. In 1. 2 Dem.

has BEPOIAOI, VV. BEPOIAIOI. In 1. 3 Dem. has EAYTHN, W. EATHN.

This should surely be attributed not to the L. Calpurnius Piso a contem-

porary of Augustus and Tiberius, as Demitsas states, but to the proconsul

of Macedonia of 57/6 B.C.

38( = Dem. 60). In I. i Dem. reads TON AIABIOY, which he tran-

scribes Tov ^IX^iov, instead of Tov Sia fiiov
\
dpxtepsa k.t.X. His copy

resolves the ligatures etc., which are numerous: the most striking is the

writing of 9 inside the in 1. 4, in aymvodhrfv. In 11. 6 ff. we must read

K. HoTTiWiov
I

Ylvdwva Ba<3-|T09 ^ Tdpvi 'AXe\^avhpo<; k.t.X., i.e. three sons

of 'A7roX\o8a)/309 ; after IlvOeova is an ornament read by Dem. as Z, which

led him to restore the first name a^ Se/3ao-To?. C. Popillius Pytho may be

a relative of, rather than identical with, the K. IIoTrtXXto? Il/ao/cXo?

'lowtai/o? Uvdtov of Dem. 51, where he is honoured with a statue as

gymnasiarch by 'H ^ovXr) koI ol veoi.

The following grave-monuments have been published previously.

39 ( = Dem. 95). L. 3, Dem.'s copy omits the X of
x^'-P'^"-

1"h's is

now in a Tekke, with No. 1 5 above.

40 ( = Dem. 97).

41 (=Dem. 98). In 1. 3 the p,v of /j.vtjp,r]<; are ligatured. Below is a

relief of a man on horseback to r.,and before him a standing female figure :

the whole stone is much weathered.

42 ( = Dem. 100).

43( = Struck, Ai/i. Mitt, xxvi (1902), p. 315, No. 33). L. i should

read MASIM^<M AZIM A.

44 ( = Struck, op. cit. No. 34).

Arthur M. Woodward.

' For the name cf. No. 2 above.
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Postscript.

I regret that I failed to see, before it was too late for insertion in the

proper place, that two (Nos. 4 and 34) of the inscriptions described here as

unpublished were already known. They have been published by Hatzfeld,

in a recent volume of the B.C.H.} but without comment, except on the

difficulty of reading the latter stone. Thus this paper contains thirty-two

unpublished, and twelve re-published inscriptions.

A. M. W.

1 B.C.H. 191 1, pp. 238 f., Nos. 6, 7. In I. i of the latter (No. 34 here) Hatzfeld reads,

doubtfully, NIO . . 'OXu^ir - - . Perhaps the name is 'Av](T)iii>'io>' 'OAujiiir[io>'.]



INSCRIPTIONS FROM UPPER MACEDONIA.

Upper Macedonia^ is the upland country which lies at the back of

Mount Bermius as regards Macedonia properly so-called, which is the

Campagna between the hills and the sea at the head of the Gulf of

Salonica. Beyond the hills Olympus, Bermius, and their continuation

northward, lies Upper Macedonia ^ about the valleys of the Haliakmon and

Erigon and round the lakes of Ochrida, Presba and Kastoria. This was

the fourth region of Macedonia according to the Roman division after the

defeat of Perseus at Pydna in i68.^ This region according to Livy

included Eordaia, Lynkestis, Pelagonia, Stymphalis (sic), Elimiotis and

Atintania. The country to-day falls naturally by its geographical features

into several divisions and these correspond, as far as our information goes,

with the ancient districts. Going westwards from Edessa along the line

of the Via Egnatia, near the lakes, of which Lake Ostrovo is the chief,

the traveller first reaches some hilly country which forms the watershed

between the valleys of the Erigon and Haliakmon. To the north in the

valley of the Erigon is a long, narrow plain stretching from Fiorina

past Monastir to just beyond Krushevo and Prilep. The northern part

of this plain is itself separated from the rest by a low range of hills about

the villages of Tsepik and Topoltsani.

West of Monastir a natural pass leads to Resna and the basin of Lake

Presba. Further west again, the road makes its way over rough mountain

' The inscriptions here published were found by Mr. Wace during his journeys in Macedoni.i

in 191 1 and 1912, on the first of which he was accompanied by Mr. M. S. Thompson. Mr. Wace
is responsible for the copies of the inscriptions and the topographical notes, Mr. Woodward for the

editing of the inscriptions.

- Cf. Strabo, p. 326y?H.

' Livy, xlv, 29, 30.

t66
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country to Lake Ochrida and the sources of the Black Drhi. To the

south of these two lakes is an extension of the upland plateau around the

mere of Malik and including the plains of Kortsha and Biklishta.

South-east of the latter town another low range separates the Malik

basin, which drains into the Adriatic, from the sources of the Haliakmon.

The whole of the upper course of this river may be divided into two parts,

one extending from Hrupishta to the monastery of Zabourdo near Diskata,

the other reaching from Zabourdo to the defile between Velventos and

Verria (Beroea). The basin of the Lake of Kastoria may be considered as

attached to the first division, which may be called the Upper Haliakmon

proper. This is separated from the second division, or Middle Haliakmon,

by the steep limestone chain which is the southern continuation of the

Peristeri massif between Monastir and Resna. Comparatively few passes

cross this range from east to west, one from Fiorina by Pisoderi to

Biklishta and Kastoria, a second from Kailar by Vlaho-Klisura to

Kastoria, and a third by Kaliani and Sphiltsi to Grevena. These natural

divisions of the country seem to agree, as far as we can tell at present,

with the six ancient districts of Upper Macedonia :—Eordaia, Lynkestis,

Dassaretia, Orestis, Parauaia with Tymphaia, and Eleimiotis. But the whole

of the region is still archaeological ly a terra incognita and since the existing

literary sources give us little information about its geography we must look

to archaeology for the solution of some of the existing problems. Now that

its political status has been changed only recently it would be premature

to attempt here any full discussion of its ancient geography, since we may

expect fresh discoveries. Consequently the present paper only contains, in

addition to a few unpublished inscriptions, some notes dealing generally

with the ancient geography, in the hope that they may be some use to

future explorers of this fascinating country.

Eordaia?-

This is apparently the hilly country about Lake Ostrovo, because

Strabo' in his account of the Via Egnatia states that after passing

Lychnidus (Ochrida), Herakleia (Monastir) and Lynkestis it went through

Eordaia and then reached Edessa (Vodena). Therefore Eordaia must be

the district immediately to the west of Vodena. This also agrees with the

' Cf. Pauly-Wissowa, s.n. '' P. 323.
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account given by Livy^ of the raid of Sulpicius in 200 B.C. After a

successful engagement in Dassaretia he followed Philip to Styberra in

the Erigon valley, which we know was in Derriopos, and there is

epigraphical evidence to place Derriopos- in the northern part of the

plain of Monastir. Thence the consul fought his way into Eordaia and

so into Eleimeia. Next he made his way westwards probably by the pass

of Vlaho-Klisura, into Orestis where he won over Celetrum (Kastoria).

Finally after taking Pelion,* probably near the Vlach village of Pliasa

between Kastoria and Biklishta, he retired to Apollonia. From Eordaia

come the important finds made in an Early Iron Age Cemetery at Pateli*

on Lake Ostrovo, and a few unimportant inscriptions.''

Lynkestis, Pelagonia, Derriopos^

This territory was probably the whole plain extending from Prilep and

Krushevo to Fiorina, the basin of the upper Erigon. Its principal town

was Herakleia Lynkestis, later known as Pelagonia. This is identified

with Monastir, which itself is not an ancient site. The older mosques

which are locally supposed to have been churches before the Turkish con-

quest, all seem on examination to date from after that event, for none show

any signs of having been churches. All seem to have been built as mosques

and the style of the construction resembles some Turkish buildings at

Uskub.^ In one of them there are built in a few architectural fragments

which appear to be of late Roman date. The- real ancient site is a hill^ a

little to the south-east of the town between the Greek cemetery and the

brook below the village of Bukovo. Here there are the ruins of Byzantine

fortifications and other traces of antiquity. The torso of a late Roman
statue has recently been found built into a field wall, and several of the

inscriptions published by Demitsas come from here,^ as also No. i of

those published below, which now lies in the Greek cemetery. Of
the others here published two (Nos. 2 and 3) have been found in Monastir

' xxxi, 39, 40.

' Demitsas, MaiceSon'o (cited below as Demitsas) No. 258 from Tsepik ; Strabo, p. 327.
' Cf. Arrian i. 5, 5.

* Wace-Thompson, Prehistoric Thessaly, pp. 216, 255, 259.
' Mordtmann, Ath. Milt. 1893, pp. 418 fl"., Nos. 8 ff.

' See I'auly-Wissowa, s.n. Deiiriopos ; Ileiizey, Mission de MacJdoine, pp. 314 ff.

' Evans, Archteologia, Vol. xlix, p. 147.
» Demitsas, p. 251. » E.g. Nos. 236, 237, 239-241, 245.
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and so may be attributed to Herakleia Lynkestis. The rest form

part of the collection in the Greek Gymnasium and may come from

Monastir or anywhere in the neighbourhood. Of those published by

Demitsas several come from Vashareitsa.^ Mogila,- Noshpal,^ Trikrst,*

Tsepik,^ Bela Tsarkva,* Krushiani/ and Krivogastani.^ Since one of the

inscriptions from Tsepik mentions Derriopos, and these villages, in which so

many inscriptions have been found, are so close to one another, we should

probably look for the sites of one at least of the towns of Derriopos in

their neighbourhood. Prilep and its neighbourhood have yielded many in-

scriptions,* and other sites where antiquities are reported are Dobrushevo

between Monastir and Prilep, and Kleshnitsa to the north of Fiorina.

1. In the Greek cemetery near which it was found. Marble block,

apparently a statue base. H. 93 ; br. 70 ; th. 76. Letters -05.

EZTIABOYAAIA 'Ea-ria BovXcua

KYAIANIKOnOAIS [\\]Kv\ia Nik6tto\l<;

0YrATHPnOAE(jL)Z ffvyaTTjp TToXeo)';.

For the origin of the cult of 'Ea-rla BovXala see Dittenberger's note i"

on a Pergamene inscription. For 'AKuXta = Aquillia there are numerous

parallels.*! NikottoXk; is known in Macedonia both as a male and female

name.!^

For Ovydrrjp TroXeo)? see Liebenam's comments and examples.**

2. In the Turkish normal school, found at Monastir. Grave stele, in-

complete on left. Letters -03, those in 1. 6, "06.

lAION V*^ AfCTPION ...A]tX.iov s[M ?]6(7T/3foi'

INOCK€NONTSTOC • • • . tw? KevovrovTo>;

//lAVKeiAlieAlAinOY lAY K€ ra Tvehla nrov

IIIK€AMMIANNON Ke "Afi/iiavpov

5 Nl AlCUNMNeiACXAPIN eK tS)\v ihlmv ixveia<i X"-P^^-

eiOYC AST erov^ a' ? V
' No. 229. ' Nos. 252, 253. » No. 254. ^ No. 257. » Nos. 258, 259, 260.

* Nos. 261-265, 267, 271. ' No. 268. ' Nos. 269, 270. ^ Demitsas, pp. 310 ft'.

'" O.G.I. 332, 1. 49 (note 33) ; cf. Syl!.~ 600, I. 65 (at Erythrae : 65 is wrongly given as 15 in

Index iv i adloc.) ; Gruppe (in Iwan-Muller), p. 1405, note I.

" AKuA(\)ia, at Ancyra, C.I.G. 4030 ( = O.G.I. 545, q.v.); Demitsas, p. 258, No. 21S.

'- Male, Demitsas, p. 64, No. 53 ; female, Demitsas, p. 467, No. 419.

" Sliidleverwattung, pp. 292, 553 ; cf. B.S.A. xvii, p. 246.
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Nothing is certain in the first three h'nes, though «6 to, TreSta (=«al to,

naihia) may well be right. The name Meo-r/Dto? (if rightly restored) is

known ' already. The year 391 =A.D. 245.

3. Ibid. ; found at Monastir. Grave monument cut down into a

column-base. Letters "025.

lY AOYKIA • AA(})IAI(0 'I^Xta?) AovKia 'W^iSlrp

lOYAIANOJTCOANAl// 'Iov\iava> to, avSp^i]

11111I VTIOJUAenCUNAl// [o-]T[/)a]TKWTJ7 XeyLo)vap{i(p\

enCONOC • a -EA£\TII [\]eyia>vo'} 8' TeXevrlr^a]-

5 ANTIKAieAYTHKCT avTi Kal eavrf; Ke t[^ t]-

eKNCUATPOlKIO) eKvw "ATpoidw

ZOJCINNNHMHCXAPIN ^cocnv fj,vijfj.r]<; xo-Pi'V-

For Alfidius in its Greek form cf Demitsas, p. 264, No. 234, 11. 22, 29.

Julianus seems to have been a common name in Macedonia during all the

Imperial period,^ so that this gives us no certain clue to the date of

the inscription. The ligatures and the spelling «e for xal suggest a later

date than the first century. The IVth legion in question is presumably

IV. Flavia,^ though I know of no other Macedonian inscription relating to a

soldier from it. From Dium there is a Latin inscription * relating to

a veteranus Leg. iv S(\yt]i\ic\ae\, but it does not follow that he was

of Macedonian origin. 'AT/^o^«;<o?, if correct, is. a new name in Macedonia,*

nor can 1 trace it elsewhere.

4. Built into the door of the Bulgarian church. Letters 03.

L. MARIVS PEREGRI
NVS ANN LX

L. MARIVS CELER AN XXX

' Demitsas, p. 307, No. 263.

^ P. 32, No. I is dated to A.D. 180; p. 64, No. S3 (= P- 234, No. 216) to A.u. 143 (?)

;

p. 666, No. 821 to A.I). 39 ; the other examples are not dated.
' Mr. G. L. Gheesman has kindly furnished this identification : during the second century it

was stationed at Singidunum, and naturally recruited in the Danubian provinces.

* Heuzey, Mission de Alaa'doine, p. 269, No. iio(= Dem. 190, =C.1.L. iii. 592). It dates

apparently from the reign of Garacalla.

" Is it possibly 'ArplKws ?
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The following inscriptions are all in the collection in the Greek

Gymnasium.

5. Grave stele. H. 1-63 ; br. -84; th. -13. Letters -035.

6YAAIMa)NCeK0YNA0CMAKAP(0 EvSalficov teKovvBo<; fiuKup w

4)IAOC€N0AKATOIK€I c^tXo? evda KaToiKei.

nOAeMWNIANHHPA UoXe/iMviavr) 'Hpa-

KAeiAHCYMBIOCAYTOY KXeia i) (TVfi0io<i avrov

enOieiMNHMHCXAPIN eVot'ei fiv^/j-iri X'^P''^-

LI. I and 2 seem intended for a hexameter. HoXeficoviavij does not

occur in the inscriptions collected by Demitsas. Of the use of fid/cap of

the dead in epitaphs we have numerous examples.^

6. DiUo. H. 1-45 ; br. -65 ; th. -14. Letters -025.

ICTOPIArPAn.TCUKAIKAAH 'laropia TpdirTw kuI KdXrj

TGICrONEYCIMNHMHi; toI^ yovevcri fxvi'j/j.r}<;

XAPIN X"/"!--

None of these names are new. 'laropia is known for instance at

Athens and in Thessaly.' VpdTrro^ likewise, (at Athens, J.G. iii i, 1093,

I162, in Thessaly, I.G. ix 2, 881.)^

7. Ditto. H. -85 ; br. -57 ; th. -14. Letters •04--04S.

CHBIAMAZIMEI l^q^ia Maft>[a? ?] eV-

OJN MEKCAEPMAZI wv fie .KeKep Ma^i-

MACETOON-AE-CKTA /lia? erSiv \i ."OKrd-

BICMAZIMACETCONIc /9t9 MafiV? ^"^^^v «'(?).

Sevius occurs twice in Demitsas,^ but not Sevia. This emendation of

the first line seems necessary as there are no letters missing
;
presumably

the engraver omitted AC. '0/«;Ta/8i? for Octavius needs little comment.^

Possibly the last two signs represent a badly-cut K.

^ Kaibel, Epigrammata Graeca, 141, 546, add. ijja, add. 2883.
^ I.G. iii 2, 3224; I.G. ix 2, 759.
' Cf. the feminine name Tpi-nrn : Demitsas, op. cit. p. 37, No. 5, 1. 13 ( = Kaibel, op. cit. 517),

p. 493, No 484; Kaibel, op. cit. 369 ; C.I.G. 38462,' add. l%%n<\.
* Nos. 234, 335, as Stjouios each time.

^ For /3 = Latin v cf. Meisterhans, op. cit. p. 77, note 666.
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otive relief.

AION

YClC

KAIAA

AKIAn
APAMON
THOAIO)

KATAX
MATIC

MON

II. -28; br. 27; th, -06. Letters 01.

OY

PH

Aioi/
I

v(7i<i
I

Kol Aa
I

Xklu U
fiovov

I
rfj data)

\

Kara XPV I

fiaria-
\
fiov.

apa-

@aia> for de^ is an interesting case of the interchange of e and at in

later Greek.^ AuXkIu I cannot find elsewhere, but there is no reason to

doubt the reading.

The inscription is on the left hand part of the stone, and on the right

is a male figure in relief. The figure, probably Poseidon, stands en face

with the left foot raised and resting on the prow of a ship. In the left

hand which is uplifted he holds a fish, and with his right he leans on a

trident, the staff of which separates the last two letters of lines 5 and 7

from the rest of the inscription. The style of the relief is late and bad.

Demitsas ^ mentions a votive relief to Poseidon at Monastir ; this may
perhaps be the same.

9. Fragment, complete below only. .H. '6"]
\ br. -45; th. -lo.

Letters '06.

AAYAlA
AYTHTHNA
OY- BnfETOYC

KATA0EC0

- K]X,auSta - -

- k^avr'^ Ttjv X[r)vov ? -

- t]ov /S'tt't' eVov? - -

- KaTad€a0[ai - -
.

Clearly from a sarcophagus,^ with instructions in the last line that no

other body is to be interred in it : we might restore e.£^. kuI /ni^kv dXko

TTTw/ia KUTaOeffdai. The date 382 = A.D. 236.

' For Athenian examples cf. Meisterhans, op. cit. p. 34, note 185 ; for the misspelling of short

and familiar words papyri give us plentiful evidence : e.^. Berliner Griechische Urkwtden, iii 846
( = Milligan, Greek Papyri, No. 37) contains inter alia diyi, (rai ( = ^7i, irc) aXyfia^a, oikbittt)!'

'^ Op. (it. p. 263. There is a votive relief to Poseidon and Amphitrite at Siatisia, Ath. Mitt.

1902, p. 316, No. 39 ; cf. lielow p. 184, note 4.
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10. Grave stele. H. 61 ; br. -50; th. -12. Letters "03.

EYP<ranHAEI EvpwTrr] \ei-

BEPTA^MA jSepra Ma-

NIKOYTKAH viKovT.KXrj-

MCNTIANN<^ fJ-evTi avv<lii-

5 lOYNOYEI povv ovei-

rCNTI yevTt.

Clearly an attempt to write Latin in Greek characters, the last two

words being annonim viginti. Inscriptions so written have been found in

considerable numbers in Italy,^ but I know of no other from Greece or

Macedonia. We may note that i is written et in liberta and viginti, but

the second vowel of the latter word is represented by e.* The name

Eu/3(B7r»7 is known at Thessalonica * and is not rare elsewhere.

11. Slab, of marble. Ht. -35 ; br. -42
; th. -lo. Letters -025.

XON/////////////AIPOnOICI

ONMOYCeCINAPICTON
€YCeNCeMNHnOAAO
4>YP0MeNHajnAPeAi

OCYIOCeXCUNnAIAII

N0OCIAPYTeC€MNOC
OMeNOCrENeTHN

\^E^o\)(pv \r)p(i)5iv{T) p^]atp67rotcrtj[Te t^v M.ov<xe<Tiv dpiarov

fl7ra((T)6 Ato? vlo<i e')(a>v 7rat8»;i[tov a\v6o<;'

"IBpvre %efjiVo<; [ttjk ?]6fievo<; yevsTtjv.

Apparently not more than four letters are lost from the left of the

stone. The restoration is quite conjectural. The first 'hexameter'

cannot have less than seven feet, as there must be a syllable lost from the

beginning of 1. 2. Perhaps we should make apuarov the name of the dead

' \[y\v6v'\ in 1. 2 is uncertain but not unlikely ; it is common in this sense at Thessalonica, of.

Demitsas, Nos. 402, 409, 410, 426, 427, 468, 475, 506, etc.

^ E.g. I.G. xiv, 1781, which contains AnSEprii'oj, and ends t-vti Ziov Tf'pTiov Nwi/aii, and of. op.

cit. Index xvii, adfin. ; the most striking performance is perhaps KOfiirapaovripovyT (comparaverunt
!

)

1989, 1. J. For Greek inscriptions in Latin characters, iiiii. 1612, 1705, eU.

' It is easy to find parallels, e.g. Tt&eptos, Dittenb. O.G.I. 660, 1. I.

* Dem. 455 ; in Thasos I.G. xii 8, 611 ( = I)eni. p. 857, No. 2).
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man, though 'S.efivo'; in 1. 4 seems more likely, as his mother's name was

evidently ^efivrj^: in this case read [(J)l\]ov in 1. 2. The fact that it

is full of tags reminiscent of other epigrams,^ and the spelling [xlaipoiroiai

for )(apo-rToiai, Mowo-eo-tj', iSpvre, preclude us from valuing it highly as a

composition.^

In the last line we clearly want a participle, which should be active

meaning ' causing grief to
'

; the middle is used meiri gratia.

12. Marble statue-base (or sarcophagus?). H. -20; br. -49;

depth '40. Letters "03.

HZOl)CIMOJTWAN -
-97 Za)(7t/ip tm ai/-

\l IKAIEAYTHZOJCA [S>t koX eavTy ^waa

MNHMHCXAPIN fJLV^fir)<; ^apiv.

Judging by 1. 2 there cannot be more than three letters lost from the

beginning of 1. i ; thus we might restore e.g. [NtVJi;, or [<I>t\]>;.

The following have been published already :

—

13. (= Demitsas, p. 262, No. 228.)

On the side of an Ionic capital of late style ; found at Monastir.

Even the new copy is beyond restoration, though it improves on the

previous one in attributing the letters to their correct lines. Letters given

by Demitsas but not by Wace are enclosed in round brackets.

A(y) . . ANrAN(O) (EKAT)m:-AIO

(n)AI ONOHOCAONO(MAT)ICYPIN(0P)
OJNA NEYNirAXPHIIEMTONZOJ
OYINET ONONvi£TATHNK€Ae Y

5 cinth: oeoYCOJC e

(T)ePOCA(jL)CI YTHM
TAMI PIM YP ANAC
Ae ce

In 1. I, Dem. has NT Wace N
; Dem. has HCAIO, Wace H'EAIO.

In 1. 2, Dem. has HAION, Wace AION
; Dem. OnOCA, Wace OHOCA.

' As in a melrical epitaph from near Dium, Kaibcl, £pi\'r. Gr. 544.
' Cr.^Mouffui' Sx' Sp'ffToj, op. cit. 330, 1. I ; iroA\' o\o(pup((j)/i€i/os, ibid, 704, I. 3 ; wa.SeiV

&vo.<jt MoOffa, ibid. 474, I. 5.

' 'nirop€ I take to be a slip of the engraver for iirairc.
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The chief difference is that Dem. mis-reads the first letters of 1. 5, and

puts The in 1. 6, and ICKIN (for CIN) in 1. 7. He also misplaces or omits

the right-hand portion of the last three lines, which in any case are difficult

to place correctly, not being in line with the lettering at the beginning

of the line.

The restoration of 11. 4, 5 shows that practically nothing is lost between

the left-hand and main portions of the inscription. But beyond the words

/iera rr/v Ke\ev\cnv rrj^ Oeov I prefer not to attempt a restoration. If

however the copy of Demitsas is trustworthy in 1. i, this may be a

dedication to Hekate (possibly of a irehiov= Traihiov ovofiari %vpiv })

14. ( = Demitsas, ibid., No. 229). Found at Vashareitsa.

In 1. 2 we should no doubt correct 'KfiidvTqv to 'Afilav rr)v.

15. ( = Demitsas, p. 266, No. 235).

The lines are wrongly divided, the stone containing four, not three.

Moreover both omegas have the same form, Ci), not oj and n. It reads :

$tXt7r7ro9
I

n/3a)T07e|i'oi'9
|
eTwv—

|

16. ( = Demitsas, p. 275, No. 250). Found at Monastir.

Variations trifling : the top of 1. I is worn away more than Demitsas

indicates, and there is a leaf-ornament before EQ. L. 2, ad. fin. MT ( = mat)

;

1. 3, VIXIT ; 1. 4, XXIIX not XXIX ; ad fin. N.
Between Monastir and Ochrida (Lychnidus) the Via Egnatia probably

followed more or less the line of the Turkish high road at least as far as

Resna. Between the latter town and Monastir, on the line of the road at

Srptsi are some Byzantine ruins on a hill above the village, and at Dolentsi

a little further to the west is an ancient site. A Latin inscription from this

site is in a house in the Vlach village of Gopesh about an hour distant.

17. At Gopesh. Stele, brought from Dolentsi, complete on left

only. H. i"27; br. 24; th. •20. Letters 045.

CONS Cons

EXQV exqu - - -

ANN I att?ii

DION Dion - - -

S NAEV Nqev - - -

AEMII Aemil---
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NIGE Nige\r---

XVA xikA - - -

VIXI vixi---

Perhaps merely funerary.

On the top of the ridge to the west of Gopesh there is a spot called

Tsitatc (Lat. civitateiii) by the Vlachs which is said to be an ancient site.

Here, however, there is nothing to be seen on the surface to-day, although

walls are reported to exist.

At Resna itself no remains of antiquity were to be found, although

Demitsas^ has several inscriptions from this town. Istok, however, a

Vlach village a little to the west of Resna, is said to possess inscriptions

and other remains of antiquity, and also is believed locally to have been

the birthplace of Justinian.

It is not clear whether the Resna district was in antiquity attached to

Lynkestis or Dassaretia, and in the present state of our knowledge no

certainty is obtainable.

Dassaretia.

This was one of the most important districts of Upper Macedonia and

seems to have been inhabited mainly by Illyrians.- Philip II. was

apparently the first Macedonian king who penetrated into this country as

far as Lake Ochrida.^ Lychnidus, the principal town of the district, stood

on the site of the modern Ochrida which occupies a small peninsula jutting

out into the north-east corner of the lake. Here the remains of the Byzan-

tine citadel and town walls are still standing in the modern town. Many
inscriptions have been found here, and have been collected by Demitsas.''

The following however seem to be new :

—

1 8. At Ochrida. Grave monument of pink marble, found beside a

new house. H. -29 ; br. '56 : th. '23. Letters '025.

eVTYXIATOJIAIti) EvTvxia Tw ISlo)

TeKNOJBAYKIAia) reKvo) BavKiSiM-

NIKAIKAAAICTU) vi xal KaWiaTtj)

TCJANAPIMNIAC tc5 dvBpl fivia'i

5 X A PI IN Xa/3t<(>i'.

' Op. cil. Nos. 242, 243, 244.

- Pauly-Wissowa, s.n.; cf. Polyb. v, Io8. Rome gave it to Illyria at the end of the second

Macedonian War ; I-ivy, xxxiii, 34 ; Polyb. xviii, 30.

' Diod. xvi, 8. * Op. cil. Nos. 329 fi.
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BavKiBioiv seems hitherto unknown. VVe may compare Bau/ct?,

Bau/cuXi? etc. The former, I.G. ii 3, 3810 ; Bav«iSev9, I.G. ii 3, add 1620 d;

BavKvXi^, I.G. xiv, 1851 { = Epigr. Gr. 576).

19. Ibid., in a street. Base(.'), broken on right. H. -50; br. -34;

th. -33. Letters '03.

//////// 1 1 A N . "Afj,/xiav6v

/////NCYEIO ..vav^io--

/////TOYEni ..Toviiri--

AAAffaCKA (« ?)aXw? A;o[t eV-]

5 AOZcTT^CTHP So^w? Trip - - [KUTacr- ?]

T ACANT A rdaavTa - -

nPATMATE 7r/3a7/u,aTe[i'T^j'^?) or -vcrdfievov (?)

rAMBPOCA yafj-^po'i a[vTOV

KAIHOYTAT kuI 1) 6vydj\rip

10 ANII IIKI -av K - -

Certain restoration seems impossible. In 1. 2 av^io may be for

avfi0io<;, or possibly ev^io, i.e. the beginning of some name Uke Evj3ioTo<i.

Nor can we be confident as to the restoration of 1. 5. L. 10 may perhaps

have been dviOyjKav, though the traces remaining do not justify this

restoration as they stand.

20. /did., at the right-hand side of the gate of the town wall, outside.

H. '48
; br. 74. Letters -05.

ON////////////////// . . p„ - -

///eVANAII - -ovavBW --

/////////UN ..'-Ur,..

This is just possibly a fragment of the stone published by Demitsas'

as having been found at the same spot ; if so these form the remains of

the first three lines, the corresponding letters reading in his version

OJN
I

OYANNI
I

OJN. If it is new, restoration is impossible.

The following have been published previously.

21. /bid., in the Bulgarian school near the Bulgarian cathedral of St.

Clement. (= Demitsas, p. 369, No. 329, = Kaibel, Epigr. Gr. 511,)

' op. cit. p. 375, No. 33S ; the two other fragments from this gate [infra Nos. 21. 22) seem
to have suflfered further mutilation since Demitsas published them.

N
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L. 2, Dem. HZEN, Wace HBEN ;
presumably HKCN (from ajfu) is

right.

L. 3, aXB7']aKovr€<; is correctly written.

L. 5, t'liit. : 'A\Xa fie fiolp etc. is correct.

L. 6, read yovfj'; not yovrje';.

L. 7, /«zV. ZHNCO I e, ;>. Zj/Vw t6 (the re is really superfluous) ; ad fin.

OINeiKOAE. Oi must be for /xot, and we require a nominative for the

father's name, possibly N6fKo\e[wT7?9], though the metre may here have

been strained, e.g. by NetKoXe[&)v] or Nt/coXe[tSa?].

L. 8, Wace's Tet/3a[/x]6vot, if certain, must be due to faulty engraving.

22. Ibid, near No. 20. (= Demitsas p. 374, Nos. 336, 337, vide

No. 20, above.)

Wace has fewer letters than Demitsas in former, and in latter reads

AlO Dem. reads : AlC

DC NC

AlC ATC
ON ON

Even if these are correctly attributed to the same inscription, restor-

ation is hopeless.

Orestis.

We have epigraphical evidence for the position of this district from

inscription No. 23 below, and from the long inscription at Dranitshevo

given by Demitsas.^ F"urther, the modern town of Kastoria on the Lake

of the same name, has been identified with considerable certainty with the

Celetrum of Livy, which later seems to have been called Diocletianopolis.-

Thus we may assume that Orestis is the basin of the lake of Kastoria.

Here we know of three ancient sites. First is Kastoria itself which stands

on a peninsula jutting out into the middle of the west side of the lake and

is cut off from the mainland by a narrow isthmus still crowned by the ruins

of a Byzantine wall. The second is Armenochori, a quarter of an hour north

of the Bulgarian town of Hrupishta and between the Kastoria road and the

Haliakmon, which has yielded the two inscriptions published below (Nos.

' No. 217. This was recopied by Messrs. Wace and Thompson in igii and Mr. Woodward
hopes to publish this copy, which is more complete than that of Demitsas, in the Journal of
Hellenic Studies, 1913, pt. 2.

* Livy, xxxi, 40 ; Procopius, de Aedif. iv, 3 ; cf. Panly-Wissowa, s. it.
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23, 24), and serves as a quarry for those in need of cut stone. The line of

its late Roman wall may still be traced ; and to judge by inscription No. 23

below, it was probably the site of Argos Orestikon.' Somewhere between

Nestram and Dranitshevo there is probably a third site, possibly at the

kastro of Nestram in which is a late Roman grave monument ; to this site

we might attribute the inscriptions from Tshuka, Radogozhdi ^ and Dranit-

shevo. The Orestai joined Rome on the occasion mentioned by Livy in the

passage referred to above, and at the end of the war were rewarded with

freedom ^ and consequently were not included in the fourth region after the

downfall of Perseus.

23. Hrupishta, over the door of the Turkish school. Base, thickly

covered with white-wash. H. "27 : br. -55. Letters ca '03, carefully cut and

spaced.

///l-KAAYAiniKAIZAPI [Ne'/jtui/Jt KXavhian, Kaiaapi

//lAYTO I I SEBAZTni \T€pfjMv{iKS)i,)'] Avroicp(dTopt) Xe^aarwi

//TOKOINONOPEZTnN - - - to Koivov'OpeaTcov

OSAPAKATOYAAEIANAPOi [ - - t]o<; Apaxd tov 'AXe^dvSpov

5 MEniMEAHGENTOZTOYEP - - ica]i eTTifieX^jdivTO'; tov ep-

£TOYNTOZAAEZANAPOY [701" ical vo/MO0]eTovvTo<; 'AXe^dvBpov.

Restoration somewhat uncertain ; but from the names in 1. i our choice

is limited to Claudius and Nero. If the stone relates to the former

[Ti,Qe/3i&)]t must be restored in 1. I. The order of the titles is in any case

unusual,^ but I can find no other explanation of the opening letters of 1. 2.

Those immediately before the S are not very clear, but there is exactly room

for KP.

In 1. 3 for TO Koivov ^Opea-Tav^' see above p. 178. In 1. 4 there must

be some participle to supply, e.^. Soi^to?,* and in I. 5 perhaps the gap should

be filled by reading tov Ka[l. In 1. 6 vofxo6]€TovvTo<! accounts most

reasonably for the letters preserved at the beginning. Of the name

' We owe our knowledge of this site to Sir Arthur Evans who generously placed his notes on

Orestis at our disposal. For Argos Orestikon see Pauly-Wissowa, s.u.; Appian, Syr. x, 63.

" Nos. 25 .and 26 below.

^ Livy, xxxiii, 34 ; Polyb. xviii, 30.
* It is usually N. K\. Kaiaap 2eS. Ttpfn. \vTOKp.
'' Rather than 'OptaTuiv, on the evidence of 'Opc'ffTois in the Dranitshevo inscription (Demitsas,

op. cit. No. 217).

' Mr. Wace noted T before 02, though it is not visible on the squeeze, which is unfortunately

too much damaged to reproduce ; Bechtel-Fick, Griechische Persoiiennaiiun, pp. 29 f.

N 2
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A.paKa<s I know no other instances, though it is no doubt a ' short name '

from the same root as Apcixcov, etc}

24. Ibid. In the garden of an Albanian Bey. Fragment of a sar-

cophagus. H. -65 ; br. -27; th. -56. Letters -055.

€P

C

KAe

KAeiT

KAIAO

25. Tshuka (5 hours west of Kastoria.)

In the Church. Gabled grave-stele. H. -59; br. -45. Letters -04.

The last Hne is cut in the border below.

MAPKIANO MapA:tafo[?]

nPeYPAAOY "Upevpiihuv

TLdTHCAA€ tw t»;9 aSe-

A4)HCn€Alli. Xc^T;? TTcStft)

5 ALJPONANe hwpov avk-

OHKeN QrtKev.

HPUCXePe 'V«« Xepe.

neSt'ov for iraiBiov and x^P^ ^o"" X^'P^ "^^V '^''^^ ^^ paralleled in

Macedonia and elsewhere.* UpevpdBri<; (.') is a. name hitherto unknown.*

26. Radogozhdi (I hour from Tshuka), in the Church. LI. i and 2 in a

panel, separated from 1. 3 by a female bust, half-length e>i face, now much

defaced. Lettering •045-'05.

cJ)IAOTePA ^iXoripa

innOCTPATOY 'iTTTroffrpaTOv

(Bust)

HPriEISZ/ -qpmeiaaa.

* For such names ending in -01 cf. KUhner-Blass, Ausfiihrliche Grammatil: der gr. Sprache, i,

pp. 493 f. ; Mayser, Gr. der gr. Papyri, p. 253 ; Bechtel-Fick, Grieihische Personennamen, pp. 29 f.

* Cf. Demitsas, op. cil. p. 141, No. 169 (at Diuni), 2«;uc7j iropo5i[T]es x*V"'> X^P"^ irapoSlre

( = 2^M>'<) Tapo5(Toij x'h""! X'^P*'''' TapoSiTBi !) ; and see note on No. 4 above.

^ Cf. npfvyif'ns. Pans. iii. 2, I; vii. 20, 8; and Pape-Henseler, IVorlerltuch, for names

beginning with npau-.
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Paraiiaia and Tymphaia.

The latter of these two districts included Aiginion, which we know

from epigraphical evidence^ was near Kalabaka, and also according to

Strabo bordered both on Tricca and the sources of the Peneios.^ Thus it

may be considered as the district round Kalabaka reaching as far north as

Malakasi and the hills by Velemisti, which form the watershed between the

Peneios and Haliakmon valleys. Parauaia was probably the district

described above as the Upper Haliakmon. Hitherto most geographers,

following I.eake,' have believed that the Parauaioi from their name must

have dwelt by the side of the Aous. But there are several difficulties in

the way of accepting this view. Arrian* in describing Alexander's march to

Pelinnaion (Palaeogardiki) says he passed by Tymphaia and Parauaia, which

would not be very intelligible if Parauaia were west of Pindus. Tymphaia

and Parauaia are classed together as Macedonian territories ceded to

Pyrrhus in 294 B.C.^ In the year 429 also we find the Parauaioi in close

connection with the Orestai." Another reason why geographers have

placed Parauaia west of Pindus, was because they believed the Upper

Haliakmon to be part of Eleimiotis, and the Serfije dis'.rict to be part of

Pieria. The latter view has been proved impossible bj'the Latin boundary

decree recently found in Northern Pcrrhaebia.' The former, which is based

on an alleged resemblance between the modern Velemisti and the ancient

Eleimia,'^ deserves as much consideration as any argument founded on the

likeness between Macedon and Monmouth. It is of course possible that

there may have been a Parauaia west of Pindus along the Aous, and a

Paroreia" east of Pindus on the Upper Haliakmon. At all events for the

present we may take Parauaia to be the Upper Haliakmon basin reaching

from Grevena to above I^apsista, bordered on the west by Pindus and on

the east by the hills running from Viaho-Klisura to Zabourdo. In this

district we know the following ancient sites : (i) at Buboshte three hours

' I.G. ix 2, No. 329.

- I'. 327. If the Ion of Strabo (p. 328) is the Mourgani river, then perhaps Oxyneia may be

identified with the ruined city at Smolia near the source of the Mourgani.

' Northern Greece, iv, pp. 115 ff.
* '• 7i 5-

* Plutarch, Pyrrhus, 6 ; the spelling Styniphaia seems to be a mistake, cf. Diod. xvii, 57 j

Livy, xxxi, 40.

« Thuc. ii, 80. ' B.S.A. xvii, pp. 193 ff.

* Demitsas, p. 218 ; cf. Ileuzey, Mission de Mact'doine, p. 296; the latter offers no etymo-

logical evidence.

' Cf. Strabo, pp. 325, 326; Plutarch, op. (it., la. cil.
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south of Hrupishta, first noted by Leake/ whence come inscriptions Nos.

27-30 ; (2) at Palaeokastro - some two hours south of Siatista, where there

are traces of an acropolis
; (3) at Tsourchli three hours north of Grevena,

where inscriptions Nos. 31-33 have been found, and there are traces

of a town at a spot called Arsalia first noted by H. Barth ;' in the village

there are two late marble grave reliefs
; (4) on the top of the ridge between

the villages of Touzi and Vodensko some hours west of Grevena, where cut

stone has been dug up and coins are found. The ruins at the village of

Kastro, two and-a-half-hours west of Grevena, are of Byzantine date and

seem to have been a small fort. Further the inscription at the monastery

of Sisani (No. 34 below), unless transported from a distance, seems to

indicate that there is some ancient site in the neighbourhood, although the

site called Gradista near Siatista, noted by Leake, seems to be merely

mediaeval.* Heuzey found near Cholenitsa a battered Roman statue and

a much defaced Latin inscription.^ At Liknades several hours west of

Lapsista on a tributary of the Haliakmon, was found the bronze statue of

Herakles which is now one of the treasures of the Constantinople Museum."

Also near Grevena is a cemetery of the Early Iron Age, in which have

been found a bronze torque, a spectacle-fibula, a long bronze pin, like those

found with Geometric pottery in Greece, and a triangular bronze pendant

decorated with circles, all once in the possession of a Greek jeweller in the

town. Careful exploration of the district would probably result in

important discoveries.

27. At Buboshte, in a private house. Fragment, complete above only.

H. -40 ; br. -30 ; th. -lo. Letters '07, divided by horizontal lines.

CI MAX - - Avyifiaxiof - -

//K AeOCCN/// - - «X-eo9 ky\6ahe Kelrai (?)

7/ "ilAAN - - oiKav - -

Tir - - Tt7 - - .

' Northern Greece, i, p. 322 ; he saw a battered statue in this village.

^ Cf. Leake, op. cit. i, pp. 313 ff.

' Kiepert, Formae Orbis AiUiiiiii, text to Plate xvi. On the hill called Kastro a little to the

west of the village, apart from the inscriptions (Nos. 31, 32) the only visible remains are Byzantine.

Northern Greece, loc. cit. ; two inscriptions from Siatista are published by Struck, Ath. Milt.,

1902, p. 316, Nos. 38, 39.

^ Mission de Macidoine, p. 296, adfin.
" Demitsas, pp. 240-242, 254-257; B.C.H. 18S4, I'late xii, pp. 342 ff; Constantinople, Cat.

des Bronzes, No. 4.
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28. Ibid., in village dung-hill. Rectangular limestone block,

inscribed on end. H. '47 ; length V26; br. of inscribed end '29. Letters

ca. '036- -04.

2OXOC - - ej^o^o? - -

WNCYA - - mv av h - -

OlCniO - - oi? Tno - -

ACWCn - - a? ft>tr7r[e/3 ?
-

5 YPANW - - vpavm - -

OEIC - - 06t9. (vacat)

MAIIEAAI^/// -- fJ-aae hain[(DV ?]

NA TO I C A .' a6a\vdToi'i S - -

This seems to be but a small fragment of a metrical epitaph,

presumably continued on the adjoining blocks of some building of which

this stone formed part. The end of 1. 6 suggests the ending of a

pentameter, but there is no hope of full restoration.

29. Ibid., in a field. Gable-topped grave stele oiporos, with acroteria,

and a rosette in centre of gable. The stone below the gable is surrounded

with a border. H. V/\o ; br. '64 ; th. 'lo. Letters -04.

KAeiTOCnV KXetTo? Ui;-

POYHPUJC pov T]pco<:

XAIPe %atpe.

Neither name is rare. KXetro? is found at Bcroea (Dem. 57), Tlvp{p)o<{

at Thessalonica (Demitsas, 410, 411).

30. Ibid. In a wall near the spring. Grave stele. H. 180 ; br. '58
;

th. "lO. Letters -045.

HPAKAEAIANTI 'lipdK\ea<i> 'Avti-

nATlOYHPOJC iroLTpov rjpw^

A I IE Ma'pe-

Perhaps an error of the engraver for '}\pdK\eia, though we should

have expected r'jpoonTa-a : or perhaps it is the vocative of 'H/)a/cXe'a[?]

(? = 'H.paKXd'i, cf Pape-Benseler, sji.). Mr. Wacc regards the I as possibl)-

an accidental scratch.
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31. At Tsourchli, in ruins of Church of H. Nitcolaos on Kastro hill.

Small base oi poros, with cutting on upper surface. H. '15 ; br. -45;

th. -27. Letters -025.

0EYAACIieiK//////lC ©eySa? Net/*:.? . . . t?

AneAeVO^IOCHPA aTreXeu^epo? 'H/aa-

K Ae I <j) I A A 1//// ' N liKel ^i.a\l\aK\ov.

For the name ©efSa? cf. Dittenb. Syll'r 872 (Hierapolis Phrygiae).^

The other name is not obvious, but is perhaps a genitive formed in -to?

with the omikron omitted.

For another Macedonian dedication by a manumitted slave to

Herakles cf. Demitsas, p. 174, No. 207. I restore the last word as

(fiiaXlaKov not without hesitation as this form seems unknown, though

(f>i,aXi<TKi} occurs 2 ; but the remains of an oblique stroke before the point

to this form rather than the obvious alternative (piaXlBiov. This dedication

by an aireXevdepo^ suggests the <f)id\ai e^eXevOepiKai^ dedicated at Athens,

though we need not suppose that in this remote corner of Macedonia there

was any of the elaborate procedure accompanying such dedications at

Athens. Nor is it likely that this votive offering was a substitute for the

money-payment usual in Thessaly on occasions of manumission.^

32. Ibid., in same place as No. 31. Block of poros. H. -44 ; br. 70 ;

th. '27. Letters •025-03. The inscription is cut on a sunk panel, with a

raised border 'lo high above and below, '14 on 1., -18 on r.

CTOYC K(t> ""Etoi/9 a:'^' (? kV)
lePHTeVON Uprjrevov-

TCCNCIKA T09 N6/«a-

AOYTOY///H BovTov[A]ri-

5 MHT/"|C////// fii^Tpop[v i]

n^ZY^E-iKllllll^ i7ecjKeud[ae]i-i.

Mr. Wace felt some doubt as to the antiquity of the inscription on the

ground of its suspicious appearance, but there is nothing in the contents to

warrant this except the almost incredible date«'^' = 52o( = A.n. 374), which

' And see the note on the name in No. 23, above. e«u5as is not rare in Asia Minor, cf. Pape-
Benseler, s.ii.

'' Schol. ap. Ar. Kan. 1403.

' Cf. Rouse, Greek Votive Offerings, p. 234; Tod, B.S.A. viii, pp. 197 IT.

* See /. G. ix. 2, passim.
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should probably be altered, though kO is impossible in view of the letter

forms. I would suggest, in this case, k p and refer it to the Actian era, in

spite of the absencK of the word Xe/3acTTov. If the date k'(J>' were retained

this would be one of the latest Macedonian inscriptions dated by the era

beginning 146 B.C., and it would fall in the reign of Valentinian I !

^

33. /did., in the village in the church of H. Apostoloi. Block oi foros

much damaged by weathering. H. -44 : br. "55 ; th. -17. Letters '035.

(Perhaps a line lost)

K A

I

icaX -

AC////MEO - - AC,"eo - -

AMOC/////////MHTPIOY - a/U09 [^'nl'\|MqTpiov

. KAirNAIOA//////EKT/'// - Ka\ Tvalo{v}] etc t[wi']

5 (////////nNETOYQ l[Si]wv, eTov<s

AT ar.

In the middle of 11. 2, 3, and 4 is a flaw on the stone, so it is uncertain

whether any letters are lost between z and M in 1. 2 ; in 1. 3 it is reasonable

to supply Ar] in this gap, perhaps one on either side of the flaw ; in 1. 5

apparently no letters are lost except A I.

"Eto? a'T' = 30i, le. A.D. 155, (unless te^aarov has disappeared, in

which case the date is A.D. 271).

34. At Sisani, in the church of the monastery. Marble stele. H. 80;

br. '44 ; letters in 11. i-io, '03 ; the rest 'oi except the last two lines where

they are "02. Published by Leake, Travels in Northern Greece, i. p. 318

{ = C.I.G. add. 1957 ^,= Demitsas, op. cit. p. 64, No. 53, and p. 234, No. 216).

As Demitsas publishes this stone twice, without indicating definitely

that he is dealing with the same inscription, with a vast number of

discrepancies between liis two versions, it seems worth while to publish

a better text, with the aid of Mr. Wace's copy, even if only in minuscules.

AXeicpovarjii t^?

TToXeoj? ^ eTOv<s

^ A^Z2' apxovTO^

Tov yvfivaaiov i;^

' Heuzey, a/, ii/. p. 318, quotes an inscription of A.D. 482 from Thessalonica dateil by the

Actian Era ; in his inscription from Monastir, p. 317, No. 124, the date can hardly be correctly

given, for ZZfl (866) = a.d. 720 seems out of the question, in view of the lettering.
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5 Ti. ^ KXavSiov 'lo<o>v-

Xiavov i} €(f3i]l3ap-

J^OVVTO<{ ^ Tt. ^

KXavBiov Tlapta-

vov e<f>ri^ot. ot v- ^

I O rroyeypafifi.[ev)oi

UpoKXo'i 'louXiov, Tito? AvKa<;,

K\. Elcricov, AtXto? Ev^p6avvo<s,

Se6^i\o<; ^AXe^dvEpov,

<t>X. EtVtSoTo?, Ti';^t«09 KoiWoi/,

15 A1//C0? Aou/ctou, Mapios rioTa/iftJt',

Ma^f/X09 'A(^/Jo86tT09,

"T-<^i-fOvo'; ^vTUKTOv, Sr/oaTtoi'

2tXoi'a;'o[9 ?], 'T7e(a9, Te/3(t ?)Ttai'o? Net/coTroXe&j?/

'louXto? Se/eoOjiSo?, ^'tXtTTTTo? Ma/iceSoj'[o9 ?],

20 <I>oi'8ai'o? ITo(7eiSGJi't09,"| ,

Fe/ieXXo? ^AXe^dvSpov, j

'i>\. ^afi/3adi(i)v.

Letter-forms. In 11. i-io: AEMZn ; in the rest : AeMZCnCJ.
Leake transposes 11. 18 and 19 and omits the last three lines. The

other variants do not seem to need tabulating. The date is now beyond

doubt: 294= A.D. 148.

Eleiiniotis?

This, the last of the six districts of Upper Macedonia, occupied the

Middle Haliakmon, an identification which is made certain by a considera-

tion of Perseus' march in 171 li.c' and the Latin boundary inscription

already referred to.^ In this district only two ancient sites are as yet

known. One is Aiane,® identified by Heuzey (through inscriptions) with

' The 6 is in the raised border, the (jJC above the A.
' TheTTA are in the border. For 'AvTiiras cf. l.G. iii. 1160*, 1. 2, and the notes on -Ss

names in Nos. 23, 31 above. Kor ^ovviaviz (?), Dem. gives in No. 53 'UvXiavis, in No. 2t6
oui'Sii'oj.

' See Pauly-Wissowa, s.n.

* Livy, xlii, 53.

' B.S.A. xvii, pp. 193 ff.

• Pemitsas, pp. 219 ff; Ueit7.ey, Afhsioti de Maa'doine, p. 287.
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the ruins to be found between Kaliani and Kaisareia about four hours

south of Kozani. The other site is the kastro of Palaeogratsiano ^ midway

between Serfije and Veiventos, Here there is a small acropolis crowned

with Byzantine ruins near the foot of which a cemetery of pithos burials,

probably of the Early Iron Age, has been found. Here too, Heuzey found

two inscriptions ^ and to this site we may attribute the two published

below,^ one from Veiventos and the other from the church of H. Demetrios

not far from the foot of the acropolis. Near Serfije, on the bank of the

Haliakmon near the head of the bridge on the Serfije-Kozani road, is a

pre-historic settlement.*

35. At Veiventos, in the church of the Assumption, on a large stele.

H. '97 ; br. -30. Letters in 11. 1-7, -06 high, in 11. 8, 9, '04. The face of

the stone has been dressed down on each side, so as to leave the inscription

on a raised panel.

-186 [T]t/Se[p-

DCK t]"?? K[\-

.YA a]i;8[to-

MY 9 Mv[a-

5 -AC t?]a?['A-

10 A/ 7r]oX[Xo-

Q P B]cop[ov

ETA A/ M]eja\q[p'

1 r A N t]« 7aj/[o? ?]

The name in II. 4, 5 is not certain, Mvcrta? being perhaps the simplest

alternative.'' 'A/MvvTa<; is less probable as there seems no room for the first

A. The last two lines are puzzling, but the suggested restoration alone

seems to suit what is left ; and the sense 'a glad thankoffering to (Demeter)

Megalartos' is quite suitable." Faw? is however a distinctly poetical

word," and I know no instance of its use as equivalent to yapi(TT>)pi,ov.

' Ileuzey, op. cil., pp. 216 ff ; Demitsas, p. 173 ; B.S.A. xvii, p. 201.
'^ Demitsas, N<«. 207, 208. ' Nos. 35, 36.

" W ace-Thompson, Prehistoric Thessaly, p. 254, 2.

'' This does not occur in Demitsas' inscriptions, but is known in Thessaly, /. G. ix. 2, 472, 473 ;

or perhaps MiSffTos ( = Muctttjs).

" For her cult in Thessaly see an inscription from Pherae, I.G. ix. 2, 418, and cf. Athenaeus,

109 B.

Cf. L. and S. s.v.; Epigr. Or. 853*, 1. 5; cf. iyavdiatv, ibid. 985, 1. 3 (= C.I.G. add.

4935 b ; note too that in L. and S. these are not identified, the word being attributed under the

former reference to yaviw^ under the latter to la.vi.a).
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36. At the church of H. Demetrios near Palaeogratsiano. Three

large fragments * of the architrave from a tomb (or shrine .''), with a dentil

ornament below, and traces of a pediment and acroteria above.

(a) Outside the church. H. 62 ; 1. 158. Height of inscribed surface

•10
; letters '055 high.

///////AniOSMAM'M/N

(d) Inside the church. L. 66; other dimensions as in a.

////////ZAN'////OSEIKOSKAIAI (blank).

(c) Ibid. L. 65. Uninscribed.

[M. Oi;]\7rto9 M. A(t l)fi\CK\iav\ov wo]? 'Ai'[6/3]oi/«/co? /cat At - -

Apparently the last name was left unfinished. It seems to warrant

the conclusion that the first iota of \.iyii\iavo<i was omitted by the

engraver. Perhaps we should read 1169 for vlo^ as there scarcely seems

space for more than four letters at the left of b.

A. J. B. Wace.

A. M. Woodward.

' These apparently joined each other closely, and constituted the whole of the front architrave.



THE TOPOGRAPHY OF BOEOTIA AND THE
THEORIES OF M. BERARD.'

(I'l.ATE IX.)

EphoROS remarked in his history that Boeotia was unique among

Greek lands in having a coast well provided with harbours and fronting

three seas, open to the West, the North, and the East, to Italy, Sicily,

and Carthage, to Macedonia and the Euxine, and to Egypt, Cyprus,

and the islands ; and that it thus had ample opportunities for education,

and was marked out by nature for rule over others. Strabo quotes

this with approval, adding a remark of his own about the permanence

of the success of the Romans due to the education they had received from

contact with civilized countries : if only Boeotia had known how to

educate her sons !

'^ The author of the Peripltis which passes under the

name of Skymnos of Chios (about 90 B.C.) says the same in almost

the same words ; ' and Stephanos of Byzantium repeats it*

Some modern scholars have been much struck with the wisdom

of Ephoros,'' and M. B^rard has used his statement with great effect

' This article was written some time before the appearance of Dr. Leafs Troy: a Study

in Homeric Geography. I seem to have been wc5rking on the same lines, and have come
to very similar conclusions with regard to Berard's views.

•' Sttabo, ix. 2. 1-2, pp. 400-1.

^ vv. 485-500.
* s.v. BotcuTta.

' e.g. Tozer, Selections jrom Strabo, p. 232 ('an excellent specimen of criticism applied

to historical geography
') ; Tucker, ed. Seven ag. Thebes, p. xi ; Murray, Rise of the Greek Epici'

PP- 35*6 (' I suggest that these great fortress cities [Troy and Thebes] depended for their

greatness entirely upon commerce ') ; cf. Cornford, Thiicyciides Afythistorictis, pp. 32 S. Forch-
hamnier, who knew the country, did not hold this view :

' Boeotia, tribus maribus interposita,

tamen poitubus, qui quidem ex interioribus lerrae partibus facilem praebeaiit accessum, minime
excellit.'

—

Topograpliia llieharurn, p. 6.
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to bring Thebes within the sphere of his law of isthmuses, and the

Kadmeans into his system of a Phoenician thalassocracy.^ The law

of isthmuses is, shortly, that ancient '^traders travelled as much as

possible by land, and as little as possible by sea, so that rather than

have one sea journey, they would disembark at a port on one coast,

travel across country in ' caravans,' and embark again on the opposite

coast ; and that consequently we find traces of these ancient trade-routes

which were later deserted.- Several of them, says M. Berard, passed

through Boeotia, and these would all meet at Thebes. Hence the

story of the foundation of Thebes by the Phoenician Kadmos, ' en pleine

B^otie, au centre du pays le plus continental, semblc-t-il, de toute

la Grece. Consultant nos cartes et nos habitudes actuelles, les archeologues

s'ecrient que voila une jolie fable : une ville de I'interieur, fondee par

des marins, a une grande journee de toutes les cotes
!

' But Thebes

was a meeting place of trade-routes ; and it was for this reason that

' Thebes fut un fondation du commerce Stranger.'

^

Further on, he says :
' La seule topologie nous fournirait une

preuve d'origine pour cette fondation phenicienne. L'etranger Kadmos,

venu de I'Orient, fonde Thebes, et le site de Thebes prouverait a lui seul

que ce bazar et cette capitale de la Beotie supposent en effet un commerce

etranger venu des mers orientales. Thebes n'est pas au milieu de

la cuvette b^otienne, mais a I'une de ses extremites. La capitale indigene

et le marche agricole de la Beotie devrait etre au milieu des champs

et des recoltes, dans le centre de la cuvette, en quelque site comparable

a rOrchomene des Minyens .... Iiloignee du centre, Thebes a d'autres

avantages : elle est au croisement des routes terrestres qui coupent

la Beotie et qui, pour des marins orientaux surtout, serviraient a relier

les mers du Sud et la mer du Nord. Une thalassocratie phenicienne

implique un comptoir et une forteresse en cet endroit ....
Pour les peuples de la mer, la Beotie n'est pas seulement la riche

et grasse plaine que nous vantent les geographes et les poetes anciens,

la contr^e agricole d'ou les navigateurs tirent les approvisionnements,

leurs chargements de bles, de fruits, de legumes, de laines et d'animaux,

With regard to the theory of a Phoenician origin of the Kadmeans, cf. my article in

/.H.S. xxxiii (1913).

" Les P/it'niciens et rOdysst'e, i. p. 69.
' Op. cit. pp. 78-79.
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par rintermediaire des caravanes indigenes.^ II est d'autres raisons qui

forcent les navigateurs a monter eux-memes, a penetrer et a sejourner

dans I'interieur du pays, a y posseder quelques points de defense et

d'entrepot : la Beotie est un carrefour de routes isthmiques. ' La Beotie,

dit Ephore, . . . touche a trois mers . . .
' Cette heureuse situation de

la Beotie entre les trois mers etait proverbiale parmi les Anciens. Les

manuels de geographie la decrivaient a qui mieux mieux et le pretendu

Scymnus de Chios la celebre dans ses vers de mirliton . . . Ceci nous

ramene a notre loi des isthmes et a la traversee des continents par les

caravanes des thalassocrates.'
'^

By way of preface I would point out an inaccuracy in this statement

of the ancient evidence. First, there is only one manual of geography

that celebrates this happy situation of Boeotia ; the Periplus of Pseudo-

Skylax, for example, says nothing about it. Secondly, it is evident

that both Pseudo-Skymnos ^ and Stephanos are only quoting Ephoros,

as Strabo did ; and Stephanos probably at second-hand : that therefore

we have only one ancient authority to support the view, not three or four,

still less an ancient proverb.*

Let us see moreover exactly what this one authority does say
;

we note at once that Ephoros says one thing, and the moderns, with him

as their motto, say another. First, he does not say that Thebes was

a place with large external commerce, but implies that it is strange that

it was not : the two things are not quite the same. However, Kadmean
Thebes may have been, though classical Thebes remained inaccessible.^

In the second place, Ephoros does not ' explain that Thebes commanded
the roads between three seas '

: he says nothing about roads or trade-routes,

but, as Boeotia was Tpi6a\aTTo<;, ttjv j^dopav eTraivei Bia ravra, Kai t^rjat.

' Leave out ' ne . . . pas,' and this sentence expresses clearly and exactly what I wish

to susgesl was the case with Boeotia.

'' pp. 224-6.

' He names Ephoros among his authorities at the beginning of the work (vv. 109 ff.), and

explicitly follows him in describing Greece proper (vv. 470-2). See Bunbury ffist. Am. Geogr.

ii. p. 7: (cf. i. p. 183, n. 6).

* ' The untrained historian,' says Professor Bury (ed. Gibbon, Decline and Fall, Introd.

p. xlvi), ' fails to recognize that nothing is added to the value of a statement by Widukind
by its repetition by Thietmar or Ekkehard, and that a record in the continuation of Theophanes

gains no further credibility from the fact that it likewise occurs in Cedrenus, Zonaras, or Glycas.'

° This is one of the chief difficulties in the way of Bcrard's explanation of a Phoenician Thebes

(as in the case of Troy, Leaf, op. cit. p. 258) ; Why, when the conditions were similar, as

Beraxd recognizes, should the effects in prehistoric and classical times have been so different ?
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"TT/jos ijyefioviav^ ev4>va)^ exeiv:^ he might have said that France,

having the sea on three sides, has geographically a natural tendency

to hold the hegemony of the Mediterranean, the Atlantic, and the

English Channel, while, England, naturally, would only rule in seas

surrounding her. But this does not necessarily mean that France is

more on the line of trade-routes than England.

Yet as Ephoros mentions not only the seas immediately bordering

on Boeotia, the Corinthian Gulf and the straits of Euboea, but also

the distant lands, Sicily and Libya, Egypt, Macedonia and the Propontis,

with which Boeotia was connected by those seas, it is probable that

he had foreign trade in his mind as well as hegemony ; and it is perhaps

in this connection that the words dyayj} koL iraiheia fii) ')(^pT]a-afievov<{

are to be taken : being open to foreign lands, the Boeotians had unique

opportunities for 'education,' of which they did not take advantage.^

But again, it is necessary to point out that this passage does not impl)-

that Thebes or Boeotia commanded a line of trade-routes, but only that

it was easy of approach to foreign vessels. When you say that a town

is situated on a trade-route, you do not only mean that foreign trade

can easily reach it, but that foreign trade, in order to reach another place,

must go through it.^ This is perfectly understood by modern writers, who

all point out that Boeotia is bj- nature an isthmus between two seas
;

' He therefore says nothing about the Phocian ports, Krissa and Antikyra, as lierard does ;

these would be important for trade, but would have nothing to do with Boeotian hegemony.
^ The idea that their ill-success was due to want of education may seem at first sight parallel

to Isocrates' idea that the success of the Megarians was due to virtuous moderation, in which

case it would equally well 'illustrate the blindness of the Greeks to economic causes' (Cornford,

0/. (it. p. 32), and this early Greek support for the modern idea of Boeotia as a centre

of trade-routes, falls at once to the ground. But it is probable that Ephoros intended to

give a much wider meaning to ayasyii ical iraiSeia—as it were, a progressive as opposed to

a provincial outlook generally.

* At the head of his list of typical isthmic routes, M. Berard (pp. 69-74, 233) places that

from Erelria through Oropos and Dekeleia to Athens, of which we hear from Thucydides (vii.

27-S) and Herakleides (Descr. Gr., F.H.G. ii. p. 256): 'Athenes, ville continentale, assise entre
deux mers, avait en realite deux ports, deux echelles, le Piree sur la mer du Sud, Oropos sur

ta mer du Nord " (so too Cornford, op. cil. p. 33). But this does not mean that trade passed on
through Oropos, Athens, and the Piraeus to other places; which would necessarily have been
the case, had Attica been a real isthmus. This distinction is important. Goods for Athens
from the North were landed at Oropos instead of being taken round Sunion by sea ; goods
from the South were landed at the Piraeus. But we do not hear that trade from Chalkis, intended
for the South or West, passed overland through Attica by the Oropos-Piraeus route. So that when
M. Berard writes, 'a Iravers I'isthnie attique, les caravanes debarquees a Oropos viennent
reprendre la mer au Piree,' these last words are an addition of his own, which begs the question
and is not warranted by the ancient evidence. England also has ports on its three seas.
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but Ephoros does not say so. He only says that trade could easily

reach Boeotia, not that it travelled through it. It is perfectly possible

to conceive that the Kadmean farmers (though not their descendants

of the classical period) exported their surplus wheat in return for all the

delicacies of the East, and in consequence were educated and held

a hegemony ; but that would not deny the truth of the statement

that they were an agricultural community, nor affirm the suggestion

that the great fortress city of Thebes ' depended for its greatness entirely

upon commerce.' M. Berard, and Professor Murray and Mr. Tucker

after him, in referring to Ephoros as a support for their theory, are

quoting him loosely, and attributing to his words an exaggerated meaning

which they do not possess.^ However, Ephoros may be understating the

facts, and the moderns may be right ; we must discuss first the statements

of M. Berard about the geographical position of Boeotia, and compare

them with the actual nature of the routes within Boeotia from sea to sea,

and afterwards examine its position as a whole in relation to the lines of

trade in the Levant in prehistoric times.

In this case it is M. Berard himself, who, ' consultant ses cartes '^ et

ses habitudes actuelles, s'ecria que voila un joli isthme !
' Let us examine

the roads of Boeotia in turn, remembering that once within either of the

two Boeotian plains, either that of Thebes or that of the Kopais, travel

and transport of merchandise is easy enough ; e.g. : once at Plataia or

Lake Hylike, it is easy to reach Thebes ; once at Haliartos or Kopai, to

reach Orchomenos. It is the roads to the towns situated at the extremities

of the plains that must be considered (PI. IX.). We can take those

from the South first. Five routes pass over the mountains that separate

Boeotia from Attica and the Megarid ; they are, from West to East

—

(i) that from Megara by Pagai and Aigosthena, round Kithairon and up

the valley of the Oeroe to Plataia. This was the road twice taken by

the Lacedaemonians retiring from Thespiai ; its dangers were well known,

and it was one of the most difficult passes in Greece ;
' elle n'est qu'un

sentier. . . . Dangereux, etroit, expose aux terribles rafales du golfe, ce

' Leake, Northern Greece ii. p. 220, accepted the more limited ideas of Ephoros.
^ I imagine he has not visited Boeotia, judging from the fact that he never gives the results

of personal observation, but refers, before describing the country, ' pour tout ceci ' to Herakleides,

Pausanias, or Mr. Frazer (e.g. notes to pp. 69, 226, etc.). Cf. ' M. Berird, as I gather from
his book, is not personally acquainted with the site of Troy, and his theory is evidently the

product of the study." Leaf, op. cit. p. 258.

o
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chemin n'etait suivi qu' en cas de necessite.' ^ (2) A route from Megara

to Plataia, somewhat to the East of the Eleuthcrai pass : it is mentioned

by Pausanias - and Xenophon,^ but was very little known or used. (3) The

ordinary route from Attica to Boeotia by the pass of Eleutherai. This

is so important that there must have been a road here from very early

times, but the pass reaches a considerable height, and is frequently

snowed up in winter. The road from Eleusis ascends fairly gradually

as far as the upper valley of the Eleusinian Kephissos, a stony plain

between Oinoe and Eleutherai. Past the latter the road winds in between

the steep mountain slopes on either side to the highest point, then opens

out somewhat and descends very rapidly and with many curves past the

village of Kriekiiki (just east of Plataia) down to the valley of the

Asopos. With an important town on either side of the pass there will

always be a great deal of traffic through it, for, though not the shortest,

it is the most convenient road from Thebes to Athens ; but it is not so easy

as to invite men to cross it for its own sake. (4) The route through

Phyle, Panakton and Skolos : this, too, ' n'est qu'un senticr.' It was

important, because it was possible for an army invading Attica from the

North to come this way and so turn the pass of Eleutherai ; and it is a

good deal shorter than the Eleutherai road. But it was never a trade-

route ; it was far too difficult. The fortress itself is over 2000 feet above

sea-level, and it is a stiff climb from Athens. The path at first ascends

gradually as far as the village of Chasid ; after that the ascent is very

steep, over a torrent and up a mountain sparsely wooded with pines, to

the foot of the rock on which Phyle stands. Beyond Phyle the path goes

through hilly, rocky, deserted, and very bare and wild-looking country,

where for miles hardly anyone is now to be met with : it continues high

up, with the peaks of mountains all round, until it finally opens on to the

stony plain of Panakton. Past this it descends the northern slopes of

Kithairon, and thence north-eastwards across the plain to Thebes. It is

' Xen. Hell. v. 4. 16-8 ; vi. 4. 25-6 ; Berard i. p. 232.
" ix. 2. 3 ; Krazer ad loc.

^ Hell, V. 4. 14. There is a mule-track in use now from Aigosthena to Plataia : it climbs

Kithairon, very steeply, in a north-easterly direction till it meets another track, and the road from

Vili.-i. It crosses the mountain high up (for some three hours above snow-level in winter-time)

and descends not far from Kriekiiki, whence it turns westwards to Kokia (by I'lataia). It is

seven to eight hours' journey. My guide told me there was a straighter path, which descended
just above Kokla, but it was impassable on the day I was there (March, 1913) on account of

the snow. Cf. Leake, Northeyn Greece, ii. p. 334.
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altogether a hard two-days' journey from Athens dvBpl ev^covw. (5) The

last pass is the easiest ; that due northwards by Tatoi, near Dekeleia, over

the shoulder of Mt. Parnes. The ascent is easy and gradual, through

thick pine-forests ; the summit is not sufficiently high for it ever to be

blocked with snow ; the descent is much more rapid and the modern road

winds about with great serpentine curves down to the valley, along which

the railway now runs. There it branches into two, one continuing north-

wards over fairly low and wooded hills to Oropos, the other turning

north-westwards to Staniates (just east of Tanagra), along level or

slightly undulating ground the whole way. This pass would only have

been difficult if there were no road through, for the whole district is

covered with forests. This may have been the case in Kadmean times,

before Oropos became important as the northern port of Athens.

Before giving the routes from the north-eastern coast-line to the

interior, it will be as well to summarize what the Mediterranean Pilot^ tells

us about the harbours and landing places of the Euboean Channel. Ships

from Egypt and Cyprus would sail between Andros and Keos, and then

off the coast of Attica into the channel. On the coast of Attica are Port

Raphtis and Marathon Bay, where ' the shore is low and sandy, . . . open

to the south and south-east. Temporary anchorage in summer may be

taken where convenient.' The dangers of passing Cape Marathon and

the south-west point of the bay are considerable. The principles of

ancient sailing as laid down by M. Bdrard must be remembered—the

necessity for frequent places of refuge en route in case of some sudden

storm such as is wont to come on unexpectedly in the Aegean ; at these

refuges boats were Hable to be detained for several days, and so food-

supplies and water must be abundant—especially the latter, for very little

water could be taken on board an ancient ship.

On the opposite coast is Kary^stos Bay, 'deep and clear of danger

except on the western shore where it is rocky and foul ; it is exposed

to all southerly winds. ... In entering under sail be prepared for the

heavy variable squalls which blow from the high land : . . . the holding

ground ... is indifferent. ... A sailing vessel should not, however, go

too far in, as the winds may be light and baffling when leaving, and there

is frequently an indraught into the bay.'

' 3rd ed. (:900), iv. pp. 80 ff.

O 2
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West of the Bay of Karystos and further along the same coast are

the group of islands now called the Petali Islands.^ M. B^rard has shown

the importance of small islands as affording safety in a time of rough

weather. The Petdli Group afford a good refuge, but there is no fresh

water, and ' the currents run strongly between the islands and are much

influenced by prevailing winds. . .
.' But ' midway between Trago islet

and Megalo there is a snug anchorage for small vessels in seven fathoms,

sandy bottom . . .good holding ground, with a smooth sea in all v/inds.'

-

The channel then narrows between the Attic and the Euboean coasts

at Xero Pass which only ' offers a few difficulties,' though a little further

on between the Berdugi islets and the shore, 'the currents at times are

strong.' Port Armyro P(Stamo is ' seldom visited even by boats
' ; but

Limi6na Bay must presumably afford anchorage, for it is ' now used for

vessels shipping iron-ore from Marathon ;
' but the Directions do not say

whether it is safe for smaller boats. On the opposite shore is Aliveri Bay,

where 'there is good anchorage in 15 or 16 fathoms, rather close in [and

so constantly exposed to winds from the mountains close by the shore],

but the holding ground is good. ... No fresh water can be obtained.'

On the mainland again is Oropos Bay, ' where there is anchorage and land-

ing.' There are shoals eastward of Port Eretri, and ' vessels should keep

rather on the southern shore of the Euripo channel,' but ' north-eastward

of these dangers, there is sufficient anchorage open for small vessels in

case of necessity, and it can be approached from the eastward by keeping

along the Euboean shore.' Sailing is easy after this (though no anchorage

grounds on either coast are noted) until the Burj channel, the southern

entrance to the outer Euripos port, is reached. The difficulties of passing

' this narrow and tortuous channel ' are considerable. Once in the outer

port, there is anchorage throughout the central part, if necessary, but only

in deep water ' from 20-30 ft. soft mud ;
' there are bays all round, includ-

ing the two bays of Aulis. ' On the north-eastern shore, near the head

of the outer port, a plentiful supply of water which runs from the rocks

may be obtained, though it is not always good for drinking, being impreg-

nated with vegetable matter previous to entering the sea.' At the Steno

' Ancient nfTa\(a (Strabo, x. i. 2, p. 444).
- M. Bcrard himself notes the importance of these islands (omitting from his extracts from the

' Sailing Directions 'the statement alx>ut the scarcity of water), and instances the voyage of Walpole

from Sunion to Chalkis which took eight days ; during which he took refuge at the islands, but

after nine or ten hours was driven into the open sea again by contrary winds (pp. 186-7).
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Pass, between the outer and the inner port, there is a strong current at

about two knots. At the head of the Inner Port (the bay of Voiirko,

which has ' an even mud bottom ') are the strait, the Euripos proper, and

the town of Chalkis. There ' the water is scarce, and obtained chiefly

from wells . . . Sailing vessels . . . should only attempt the passage of

the strait at slack water,' for there is strong variation in the tides and the

stream according to the season :
' with southerly or south-westerly gales

the velocity of the tidal stream from south to north is increased to 8

or 8| miles an hour for the first day of the gale ; followed, probably on

the second day, by a rush of equal strength southward.' With its strong

and variable tides, Chalkis was not easy to pass, and with its scarcity of

water, not a convenient stopping-place.

Vessels from the north-east, from Macedonia, Thrace, and the

Euxine, would enter the channel of Trikeri between the northern coast

of Euboea and the Gulf of Volo.' In the latter, where there are ' excellent

harbours, land-locked from every wind,'- they could always take refuge.

It would also be the most convenient place to disembark at, to make the

further journey by land, on the principle that ' the route which follows

the land as far as possible, and takes to the sea only when the land fails,

was the cheapest, easiest, and safest.' If, however, ships were to follow

the unlikely course of sailing down the channel (called the Talanda, or

Atalanti Channel, north of the Euripos), they would have in Oreos Bay

on the north coast of Euboea, 'excellent anchorage in 20 to 5 fathoms

along its E. and S.E. sides ; and as it is protected to the northward

by the Argyronisi islands and the main, the sea can have no fetch to

endanger.' Further on is Kamaka Bay, which is ' good holding ground

and place of shelter.' -^

The Gulf of Lamia has anchoring depths everywhere, the only danger

being the miasma with which the winds blowing along the southern part

of the Gulf are charged ; this would be the second most convenient landing-

place for an ' isthmic route.' Beyond it there are many difficulties to

be encountered in entering between the channel between Cape Lichades

and Vromo Limni. Once through this, on the Euboean coast is Aidipso

Gulf and Gialtra Bay. ' This bay is the only sheltered anchorage on the

coast of Euboea, between Euripo and the Lichades Islands, but the water

in the central part is rather deep, and no supplies can be procured.' This

' A/eJ. Pi/o/,^ iv. pp. 326 ff.
'' Sailing Direchons, ed. 1852, p. 50. ^ Ibid. p. 51.
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would not encourage vessels to sail further ; if they were at any time

blown on to the Euboean shore, they would have no place of shelter

within reach.

The coast of the mainland is, however, more favourable. East of

Thermopylae the shore between Cape Longos and Cape Akritza is low

and sandy,—always an advantage to ancient ships ; but beyond the latter

point ' the whole western shore of Atalanti Bay should have a wide

berth.' But Atalanti Bay itself forms an excellent shelter. ' It is very

capacious, and has good anchorage almost all round, in any depth of water

you choose.' ' Here we have the first good harbour and shelter since the

Gulf of Lamia ; between it and Chalkis, there are some dangers in sailing,

and the only harbour is that of Larymna. ' Vessels rounding Cape Kerata

should give it a wide berth, as a shoal extends a quarter of a mile N. of

it.' Larymna ' is a narrow inlet running south-westward nearly 2 miles,

having from 20 fathoms water at the entrance to 4 near its head,

where there is a stream of drinkable water.' Shoals exist on the N.W.

side of the entrance. The water, especially, would be an inestimable

advantage on this coast. Further eastward is Fort Skroponeri (where

were the chief outlets of the Kephissos and the Melas rivers) ; there is a

small islet, called Gatza, just at the entrance, such as was beloved by the

Phoenicians ; but this was never a frequented port :
' it is a bight running

nearly 3 miles W.S.W., and surrounded by high land : the port does not

seem to be resorted to by the natives ; there is no village, and the water is

deep for ordinary anchorage, being from 20-
1
5 fathoms.' The nature of

the country surrounding the port is sufficient to deter men from settling

there. Sailing from Atalanti to Chalkis, past Cape Gai'daro, sudden

squalls and violent storms of wind from either coast were dangers that

might be encountered. ' Talanta Channel, N.W. of Cape Gai'daro, is clear

of danger at a prudent distance from the coast, which generally is steep-to

on either side of the channel. The high range of the Kandili Mountains

in Euboea, which reach nearly 4000 feet above the sea, a little within the

coast, extend to a distance of 7 miles. The violent gusts of wind which

descend from these mountains during the north-east and northerly

winds, and also the heavy squalls that may blow from the high land on the

opposite side of the channel, should be carefully guarded against in vessels

under sail.' No mention is made of the port of Anthedon, though the

' Sailing Direilions, ed. 1852, p. 52.
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village of Luki'sia is now near the site of that town ; so presumably it

cannot be very favourable, even as a refuge in time of stormy weather.

Between Cape Gaidaro and Chalkis the channel has 'with the exception

of the shoals near the lighthouse (just north of the town) anchoring

depths all over it, in from 17 to 10 fathoms, mud bottom, sheltered from

the westerly winds by Cape Gaidaro, and the shoal which extends nearly

two-thirds of a mile north from it ; in the winter season it would be

advisable to anchor within about a mile of the town of Euripo.' This

would be a good shelter, but for the fact that ' there is no water to be

procured this side of the bridge (over the Euripo).' This at once puts a

very great obstacle in the way of ancient vessels taking refuge here at a

time when storms rage in the channel to the north-west.^

Along this north-eastern coast, there are five routes leading into the

interior. Two are south of Chalkis, from the harbours of Oropos and

Aulis. Both go over quite low hills ; that from Oropos leads through

beautiful pine-woods—at first through the flat and fertile plain at the

mouth of the Asopos to Sykamino, a village situated at the eastern end

of the last gorge through which the river flows, then over the hills to

Tanagra. The way is smooth and not at all rocky, and goes, by one or

two cultivated fields, at some little distance to the north of the river.

The second route, from Aulis, followed the line of the present railway : it

runs from Chalkis along the sea-shore at the foot of Megalo-Vouno, close

by the two bays, Mikro and Megalo Vathy, then by a cutting through the

low, but very rough and rocky hills that form the southern spurs of

Megalo-Vouno and separate the narrow stretch of land by the sea-coast

from the plain through which runs the road from Thebes to Chalkis.

These hills too are not difficult, but they do not invite a crossing: they

extend southwards as far as to join the hills over which goes the road

from Oropos, so as to shut out completely the view of the sea from any

town or village of Boeotia to the west of them. Beyond these hills the

road runs along the fertile plain of Thebes, almost level the whole way-

—

' As an instance of the dangers of the Euripos to ancient ships (and showing how passenger

traffic, if not trade, in ancient as in modern times, kept to 'routes de lerre maxima et de

navigations minima '), it may be noted that the embassy of the Hyperboreans to Delos travelled

the length of Eulx>ea by land (Hdl. iv. 33). Macan indeed in his note ad he. says of this route

from the centre of the Aegean to the North ' up through Euboean waters (the Euripo.") from

Karystos to Malis;' but it is clear that the journey was through Euboea by land: from the

Maliac Gulf Ziairoptvfirdai is ^^^oiav tt^Mv t€ is uoKtv 'jri/j.-nfty, fJ-^Xp"^ Kapvarov. rh 6* airi

TouTTjy, «»cAt^^«^l'''A^5^ol'* Kapvariovs 'yap dvai rovs KOfii^ovTas is Trtvov' Tijvlovs 5e is Ari\oP.
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over only one very gently rising hill, till it joins the high road from

Chalkis.

From Chalkis to Thebes the road goes by a high pass over Mt.

Messapion ; the ascent, from the side of Euboea, is extremely steep

over ground that is now but sparsely wooded. At nine kilometres from

Chalkis the top is reached, then after one short steep bend the descent

westwards is straight and very gradual, leading down through cultivated

fields to the plain of Thebes.^ The country is quite open, and all places

situated on the western side of the pass look naturally towards the interior,

not towards Chalkis and the sea. Mykalessos was situated just below the

steep part of the descent to the west of the summit of the pass.

Inland from Anthedon the route is not difficult.^ North and south

of Paralimni rocky mountains descend down to the water's edge ; the path,

however, does not ascend far, but runs along the south side of the lake to

the village of Mori'ki, then turns southward across the plain to Thebes.

To Akraiphnion, and so to Orchomenos across the Kopais, the path

is steep and rocky, but nowhere does it reach any great height.

The route from Larymna to Orchomenos is easy (when the Kopais

is drained), to Thebes circuitous and difficult. From the small but

fertile plain in which Larymna lay, it mounts up the narrow but short

valley of a stream (that has its source in the spring called Anchoe), and

passes across wide and open moorland covered chiefly with evergreen

oak and wild olive, then through a rough valley (Kephalari) along

the line of the ancient shafts of the tunnel that was intended to take

the waters of the Kopais,^ till it arrives at the north-eastern extremity

of the lake just above the Binii Katavothra. ' Thence to Orchomenos,

in the days of the Minyans, the road would have gone straight across

the 'AdafidvTtov ireBiov* and the Kopais. But a traveller to Thebes

' In early times the port of Thebes for Euboea seems to have been Aulis, not Chalkis

{Hesiod, IV. •if D. 646-653). There are still traces of an ancient road by Aulis, Frazer, op. cit.

V. p. 70.

' Herakleides, Descr. Gr. § 23 (F.H.G. ii. p. 257) iSis uKayia, o/io{T)\aTos 5i' k-ypav iropfia..

' For these shafts, and the draining of the lake by the Minyans, see Kambanis, B.C.J/, xvi

(1892) pp. 121 ff., xvii. pp. 322 (T. ; Curtius, Gesamm. Abh. i. pp. 266 flf. ; Noack, Ath. Mitt. xix.

(1894) pp, 410-2; and esp. Philippson, Der Kopaissee, Zeilschr. </. Berl. Ges. f. Erdkunde,
xxix (1894), pp. 1-90.

* That the 'Aflojuoi/Tioi' nMw was the bay at the N. E. end of the Kopais, and not the inlet

S.W. of Akraiphnion, as is gener,illy supposed (see Frazer, vol. v. p. 130-1), is shown by
Pausanias (ix. 23. 5-24. i). He is travelling (by the route here described) from Thebes to Larymna
viA .\kraiphnion. Arrived at the latter lown he says, upofKiivri. airi> t^s ir6\tws iv 5eji? is the
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must go first southwards along a rocky path just above the eastern shore

of the Kopais, then descend into a stony but in part cultivated valley

(the one place along the northern and eastern shores of the Kopais,

from Orchomenos to Akraiphnion, where barren mountains do not descend

abruptly or gradually, right down to the plain ^), and then turn westwards

by a high and very rough path through Kokkino village and round

the shoulder of Mt. Ptoon southward again to Karditza, a village

situate just north of the ruins of Akraiphnion. It is a full day's journey

avSpl eii^wvo) from Larymna to Karditza. Thence to Thebes the path

goes either over low but rocky hills past lake Hylike and then through

the Aonian plain, or by the shore of the Kopais round the Sphinx

Mountain to join the road from Haliartos to Thebes.

From the small port of Halai on the Euboean Gulf a road goes

through Malesina over the low wooded hill called Aetolima to Martino,

and thence down the nearly always dry valley of a stream to Larymna.

Except by a steep and very rocky path from Martino to Hyettos

and thence to Kopai, Halai has no independent connection with the

interior.

The road to Thebes from Opus, whose harbour was the next port

on the Euboean Channel, must have led through Kopai, and thence

across the Kopais past Gla to Akraiphnion and the Aonian plain.

The first part of the journey lay through all that rocky and mountainous

country which lies between the Kopais and the Channel and must

at all times have been impossible for wheeled trafific. The northern

half of this is well-wooded, and the path winds its way up several

magnificent gorges high above the streams which rush down them,

past one or two isolated patches where olives are grown, till it reaches

the summit of the range,—a flat piece of ground, grassy and intersected

with streams, and very marshy,—the beginnings of the rivers. Immediately

opposite are the actual peaks, sheer cliffs some 20-30 feet high. After

sanctuary of Apollo Ptoos ; vTr(p$a\6vTay Se rh opos rh Utuiov fan . . hipvuva . . . . ^|

^PiKpai<pv'iov Z'k i6vTi fvOeiav itrl XifivTjv t^v KrjcpiaiSa . . neSioy Ka\ovfifv6i' 4aTiv 'ABa/xavriov . . .

Kal StairKfvaavTi eiVi KuTrai. Going from .-Miraiphnion to Larymna, you first travel northwards,

then turn round sharply to the right over the shoulder of the mountain ; if you continue straight on

you descend to the Kopais and ultimately arrive at Kopai on the opposite shore. That Pausanias

did not himself travel by this way to Kopai is shown by his failure to mention the fortress at Gla

which he would have passed (cf. de Ridder, B.C.//. xviii. p. 271, n, 2).

' Those belts of green and fertile looking soil which Mr. Grundy's map, for instance, gives to

Kopai and Aspledon, did not exist before the lake was drained.
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winding round these, the path descends rapidly through steep

valleys and arrives at the head of the small plain in which are

the villages of Lutsi and Pavlu. It is a long day's journey from Opus

to Pavlu. Thence the way is over fairly level but extremely rough

and rocky ground as far as Kopai, with low and bare hills on either side.

The path from Hyettos (N.E. of PAvlu) to Orchomenos, before it

descends to the Kopais between Mts. Strovi'ki and Trelloyanni, goes

through very similar country. It was in this mountainous district that

the always unimportant towns, Korseia, Kyrtones, Hyettos, Olmones and

Kopai were situated, each with its own small plain of cultivable ground ;

the ancient, like the modern, inhabitants must have been almost

exclusively shepherds.

There is also a path from Atalanti to Lutsi (now more used than the

other) which keeps more to the west. It ascends the mountains, on this

side covered with soil on which many bushes and trees grow, in a south-

easterly direction, and arrives at the top—a long, flat and grassy plain

—

just north of Kolakas ; thence it descends over much more rocky ground,

and in parts very steeply, to Lutsi.

From Atalanti to Orchomenos, the other supposed centre of trade-

routes, the way goes first westwards along the modern high road, then

turns south over low and cultivated hills into a valley about li miles

long, with a flat surface some 300 yards wide and very regular and steep

hills on either side—like a great broad street. At the southern end

of this is Hyampolis guarding Phokis against incursions of the Lokrians.^

Thence the natural road into the interior leads to Parapotamioi, thence

to the Corinthian Gulf through Daulis, and so does not touch Boeotia.

From Hyampolis to Orchomenos the path bends round to the east of the

hill on which Abai stands, and goes over rough and rocky, but nowhere
high ground, down to Tsamali, near the ancient Aspledon.

Along the southern coast of Boeotia and Phokis, for vessels coming
from ' Sicily, Carthage, and the West,' the harbours are for the most part

excellent. It is not difificult to reach Salona Bay, and once there ' you
may anchor wherever you please within the two small islands

; but

small vessels may go inside the low point, where there is good

' A slightly shorter path from Atalanti leads up a gorge to the S.W. of that town and high over
moors and hills—past a spring for the traveller—and down into the valley at the north end of the
' street.'
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anchorage from 9 to 13 fathoms, with good holding ground, perfectly

land-locked.' ^

The west part of Aspra Spitia Bay (Antikyra) ' affords a well-

sheltered and good anchorage in 13 to 16 fathoms of water about 2h cables

from the surrounding shores.' -

The Bay of Domvrena (Thisbe) is equally favourable. ' This

magnificent bay is 5i miles in length east and west and from about

I to li miles in width. In the middle is Kouveli islet The shores

of the bay are rocky and irregular, the water is generally deep, and there

are no hidden dangers The entrance is from the south, and is

fronted by Phonia, Gromboloura, and Makro, three islands which make a

land-locked basin of the interior. . . Mt. Korombili, of conical form and

2670 ft. high, rises over the east part of the bay, and serves as a good

guide.' ^

Lastly, of Livadostro Bay (Kreusis) we are told :
' the Kala islets lie

nearly in the middle of the entrance to Dobrena Bay, but are steep-to and

not of much importance except for the space they occupy. East of

Dobrena Bay is port Livadostro, an inlet 2 miles wide at the entrance ; on

its west side the coast rises almost perpendicularly from the sea to the

high land of Mt. Korombili.' *

The routes from the interior to this coast are interesting. That from

Livadia (which now holds the position of Orchomenos as chief town in

Western Boeotia) to Antikyra,^ after passing over cultivated hills and

valleys, and some extensive moorland, descends into the wild and narrow

valley of the Cleft Way, out into the small plain of Ambrossos (now

Distomo)." From Distomo the way ascends a little to pass over the

hills which shut out the view of the sea from the plain, then descends with

astonishing abruptness down a narrow valley southwards to the sea ; at

the bottom of the valley it turns to the right along the coast to Antikyra.

So that the first thing that faced a ' caravan ' with goods that had been

' Sailing Directions, ed. 1852, p. 31.
^ Mtdil. Pilot^ iv. p. 426.

' Jbid. p. 427-8. Cf. Berarcl, i. pp. 430 (T.

* Ibid. p. 428. Cf. Paus. ix. 32. i for the violent winds of this gulf.

* See Paus. x. 5. 5 ; 36. 5. Krazer, v. pp. 222-33.
' The route from Orchomenos was probably the same, especially as the Sacred Way to Delphi

went by Livadia ; but the easier, if longer, road would have been through Chaerontia and Daulis,

to join the other at the Schiste.
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disembarked at Antikyra was a very difficult climb up a narrow and

precipitous valley.

The route from Thebes to the Port of Thisbe (Domvrena Bay) is

curiously like this one, though so much easier. From Thebes to the town

of Thisbe is perfectly simple, first westward along the road to the Kopais

district, then to the left up the easy valley of the Thespios as far as

Thespiai. Here opens out another valley from the north-west coming

from Askra and the Valley of the Muses. From Thespiai the road goes

down the equally easy valley of the Permessos, till it turns into the plain

of Domvrena just above the village. From here, as from Distomo, the

sea is not yet visible ; the road after crossing the plain must first rise over

the rocky and barren hills and then descend rapidly to the small har-

bour.' Though the bay is large and quite safe, almost everywhere the

mountains come right down steeply to the water's edge, so that there is very

little room for quays. With the barren hills for its background no one can

think of the Bay of Domvrena as the centre of busy international traffic.

Also typical of Boeotian ' isthmic-routes ' is that from Plataia to

Kreusis.^ On the map (followed by Bdrard) it looks simple enough :

Plataia is but three hours from the coast, and the route is along a river-

bed. Yet it is in fact a difficult one : three ridges connect the mountains

to the south of the Oeroe with those of the north, and the river cuts its

way through these in narrow ravines that leave no room for the path,

which has to climb the mountain side. Many mountain torrents flow

from both south and north to join the Oeroe, and the path must make
wide detours round each. It is not till two-and-a-half hours of the journey

have passed, but half-an-hour from the coast, that the sea is visible. This

is typical, like the routes to the opposite coast to Larymna, Anthedon,

Chalkis or Aulis, and Oropos. In addition there is a scarcity of good

drinking water along the coasts of the bay. Kreusis did not even belong

to Plataia but to Thespiai.^

In addition, on this coast were the small towns of Tipha, Bulls, and

^ l*aus. ix. 32. 2 trKeovri hf ^k Kpeu(r£5os ovk &V(ti, irapa 5c avrifv BotuTtaf, TroKts iffriv 4v Sf^ia.

Si<r0Tj. trpura fxtv upos effri nphs 6a\d(TffT), rovro Se v-tr€pda\6i'Ta neSiol' fff ^Khf^frai Koi /xera tovto

&AAo ipos- iv 6« raXs viratpfiats iarXv rt tt6\ts.

* See Skias, n!).pva<Ta6$, iv. (1900) pp. 1 14-139, with a map.
' If Plataia ever had a harbour, it was probably that now called H. Vasilios, S.E. of Kreusis,

to which a rough path over the mountains S. of the Oeroe leads. The oli\e groves liere and at

Kreusis (in the small valleys of arable land) belong now to the inhabitants of Kaparelli, a village

not far from Leuktra, not to those of Kokla, the village near Plataia (Skias, loc. cit. p. 120).
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Korsiai
;
but they were the homes of fishermen only, then as now, and did

no trade. Communication with the interior was too difficult.^

Another point to be remembered is that these valleys, Algosthena,

Kreusis, Thisbe, Antikyra, and Amphissa, are all cut off from one another

by high and difficult mountain ranges. Except for precipitous and rocky

paths, the only communication between them is by sea (the easy and natural

way) or by a devious route up one valley and down the next.'- This

means that each little port has its own Hinterland to draw on and nothing

more ; that there is no possibilty of the growth of any one large port,

which as a medium of exchange and as a centre of international traffic is

essential. Contrast with this the way almost all Attica, east of Mt.

Aigaleos, slopes down towards the Piraeus, and still more, contrast the

opposite shore of the Corinthian Gulf, the coast line of Achaia and Elis
;

here there is a strip of flat land stretching the whole length of the coast,

which makes possible a trading-centre like Patras, as well as minor ports

such as Akrata, Vostitza, and Katakdlo. There is no big port on the

northern shore of the Gulf east of Ozolian Lokris.^

Boeotia, then, possesses some routes from the interior to the sea that

are easy, some that do not of themselves invite travellers, but at the same

time do not afford any very Considerable obstacles to their passage if other

advantages are present. The journeys, too, by sea up the channels north

and south of the Euripos, are attended with difficulties (of which the lack

of water is the greatest), but these are not such as could not be overcome

' Paus. ix 32. 4 ; X. 37. 2 ; Frazer v p. 134. The inhabitants of Tipha were known as the

best seamen in Boeotia : a poor honour, and they made a virtue of necessity. See Skias, op. cil.

p. 116, n. 2.

^ Mr. Gruniy in his map marks main straight roads between Pagai, Aigosthena, Kreusis,

Tipha, Thishe, Korsiai, Bulis, Antikyra, and Kirrha, all the way along this mountainous coast. Except

between Antikyra and Kirrha, where the path is a fairly easy one and goes over some cultivated

ground (through Desphina), there is not now, nor ever was, any sort of direct land connection

between these places, other than the roughest of Greek mountain paths. Cf. Paus. x. 37. 2, on the

way from Antikyra to Bulis

—

i^ ^AvriKvpa^ Si* ijnelfyov fiev Kal et apxvi^ ftrriv ovk oJSa- ovtu SvaQara

ipTj Kal Tpax«o TO /xera^v 'AvriKvpas r4 iirrt koX BouAiSos- 4s 5* rhv \in4va tXTadivf 4^ 'AvTLKupas 4(rr\v

litaTii^. The same is not so true of the ports on the north-eastern coast, Oropos, Aulis, Chalkis,

and Anthedon are not difficult to connect by road ; nor Larymna, Halai, and Opus.
* This is the principal reason why the trade of Livadia, which used to go to Antikyra {3/edii.

Pilot ' iii. p. 426), now goes to the Piraeus since the opening of the railway. It is not so much that

the time taken is shorter, as that, once at the Piraeus, you are already at a centre of exchange. The
inhabitants of Antikyra are now all agriculturists or fishermen ; and the carefully engineered

road which connected it with Distonio, and had more turns and bends in iis short but

steep course than any other road in Gieece, is now falling in ruin ; grass grows over it, and
a bridge has broken down. The peasants of course prefer the steep mule-track mentioned above. •
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by very eager traders ; while in the Gulf of Corinth the harbours and bays

afford every advantage to the sailor, so long as he avoids the storms of the

extreme north-eastern gulf near Kreusis. That is to say, if Boeotia as a

whole, lay in the way of trade-routes from West, North, and East, so that

for instance, trade from the North to the West would naturally disembark

at Larymna or Anthedon or Chalkis (or even at Opus in Lokris), and take

to the sea again at Antikyra or Thisbe or Kreusis, then the roads within

Boeotia are not sufficiently difficult to discourage such trade. From
Chalkis or Anthedon to Thebes and so to the opposite coast, would

be especially favourable routes. Hut if Boeotia does not possess this

favourable position, then there is nothing within the country itself to tempt

either the inhabitants to the sea, or through-traders to the land. Nearly

all the way along its coast mountains or hills slope down to the water's

edge and shut out the view of the interior, while the plains are so sur-

rounded by mountains that from nowhere in Boeotia, except mountain-

tops and places actually on the coast, is the sea visible.

Relying on Ephoros, Strabo, and Pseudo-Skymnos, as on three

independent and equally trustworthy authorities, speaking of ' les manuels

de geographie ' and an ancient proverb when he means a single worthless

compiler, and implying that they state that trade passed through Boeotia

when, at the most, all they say is that foreign goods might easily have

reached Boeotia, M. Berard has asserted that ]5oeotia really is such an

isthmus, is situated at an important junction of trade-routes with ports

turned to all points of the horizon, and by means of this explains the

tradition of the Phoenicians at Thebes, the very centre of this happily-

placed country. But he omits to consider one very important factor—the

island of Euboea and its situation along the north-eastern coasts of Boeotia

and Lokris. Euboea is really part of the mainland, the channels of Euripo

and Atalanti are but two gulfs stretching far into the interior.^ This

means that on its east coast, the coast that is really open to the Propontis

and to Egypt, Boeotia has not a single harbour. No more inhospitable,

shelterless coast could well be imafjined : the mountains everywhere
descend right down to the sea-shore. Owing to the absence of harbours

on the east of Euboea, and the inhospitable nature of the coast, any vessel

from the North and East making for Boeotia finds the way blocked by

' Geologically this is also true. Neumann-Partsch, Physikalische Geop-aJ>hie v. Griechenland,
pp. 174-6.
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Euboea, so that Larymna, Anthedon, or Aulis can only be reached by a

long detour round either extremity of the island. Traffic from the

Hellespont to the West,^ if it took an isthmus-route at all, and that

not the isthmus of Corinth, would pass through the northern straits of

Euboea, and land either in the Gulf of Volo or perhaps in the Gulf of

Lamia. In either case, the journey thence by land would reach the Gulf

of Corinth at Itea, and so would go through Phokis, but would not

touch Boeotia.- No sailor would round the extreme north-west point

of Euboea, then veer round and sail south-east till Anthedon or Chalkis

was reached, in order that his goods might then take the caravan-route

through Thebes to Domvrena or Livadostro. Similarly with vessels from

the East and South-East, sailing for the West. Phoenicians indeed from

Tyre or Cyprus would not touch Greece at all, but sail along the north

coast of Africa. But from the islands of the Aegean and the coast of

Asia Minor to Italy and Sicily, trade would pass through Corinth ; this is

by far the quickest route : to sail first up the Euripos, then cross

Boeotia would be waste of time only, and no easier voyage—it was

as dangerous to round the headland of Kaphareus as Sunion. And
we know as a matter of history that with the growth of the Greek cities in

Asia Minor and in Sicily, grew also the importance of Corinth—in the

eighth and seventh centuries.

But, while Euboea shuts off from Boeotia the trade of the East, there is

one case in which trade might have crossed the eastern plain through

Thebes to the West— the trade of Euboea itself, of Chalkis, with its

colonies in Italy and Sicily. There is also a second route, a land-route,

across Boeotia, that between Phokis and the North, and Attica ; thence

from Attica past Megara and Corinth to the Peloponnese.'' But the

' The only east coast harbour is Kyme, whence there is a long and circuitous road to

Chalkis. No one who has watched the unloading of ships, by hand labour only, will imagine

that any trader unloaded goods at Kyme, sent ' caravans ' across Euboea, embarked his goods

again at Eretria or Chalkis, unloaded them on the Boeotian shore, sent them across Boeotia,

and then re-embarked them at Thisbe or Anlikyra, all in order to avoid sailing as far as

the isthmus of Corinth.

^ How far the Hellespont and the Pontus were open to traffic in the Mycenaean age,

is very doubtful. M. Berjrd assumes that the Phoenicians were there before the Milesians.

See Mr. T. W. Allen's remarks on this maiier, /.H.S. xxx (1910) pp. 308, 319 ; and Leafs Troy.

' Thucydides (i. 13. 5) thought that in early times Corinth was only a link between two

continents not between two seas; though according to Cornford (op. cit., p. 33) 'this is a

modern view; we naturally think of the isthmus as a /awrf-link, "opening up a range of

territory " ; we travel along it by the railway which takes us from Patras, through Corinth,

to Athens.'
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importance of both these routes depends entirely on the importance of the

countries or towns at each extremity—of Chalkis and Sicily in the one

case, of Phokis and Attica and Megara in the other. But it is worthy of

remark in this connection—M. Berard habitually ignores such points

—

of how little importance were Chalkis, Attica, and Megara in the Homeric

period. The latter is not even mentioned. Chalkis reached the heyday

of its greatness in the seventh and sixth centuries and then declined

;

Megara flourished about the same time ; while Athens was even later.

Had these towns had a large trade in Homeric times, then Kadmean
Thebes might have been in some measure ' un carrefour de routes

isthmiques,' or of one isthmus-route, from Chalkis to the Corinthian Gulf,

and one land-route, from Phokis and the North to Attica.^ How un-

important these ' isthmic routes ' were even after the rise of Euboea, can

be seen by many instances. Mykalessos, only six miles from the coast,

situated on the very line of the traffic between Chalkis and Thebes, but on

the land side of the pass, counted as an inland town,- and in the Pelopon-

nesian war was as little expecting an attack from the sea as if it had been

in the very centre of the plain.^ Plataia, too, only three hours from Kreusis,

had no traffic with the sea, and was proportionately proud of the part it took

in the battle of Salamis.* The route from Anthedon to Thebes is easy
;
yet

scarcely anybody mentions it.^ It passes by the two lakes, but of Likeri

we do not know much more than the ancient name, of Paralimni not even

that.8 As Mr. Frazer says :'' 'It is strange that ancient history and

mythology are almost wholly silent on the subject of these two lakes, one

of which at least has good claims to beauty. In their secluded mountains

they lay remote from the bustle and traffic of the world, from the caravans

' Tradition perhaps supports this view of the comparative unimportance of this land-route
in early times. Neither of the two great early invasions from the North into the Peloponnese,
the Achaean and the Dorian, is said to have touched Boeotia. When the Boeotians of Thessaly
made their conquest, they came for the sake of the land itself ; they did not march through it on
their way southwards.

- ivia BoiuTav iv litaoyaiif Tt6Kis MvKa\rt'rabs ^v, Paus. i. 23. 3. This is said from the point
of view of the sailor in the Euripos, which is significant. The language is similar to that used
in the sailing hand-books of the time.

Ihuc. VII. 29. 3 {iwpotrSoKiiTOis fi^ &v irore rtvas fftpifftv airo 0a\a<T<njs ToaovTov ftrava^
0iyTas iirtSiatai). '

* Hdt. viii. I (Sirtipoi t^j coutikSi Wrrej) ; Thuc. iii. 54. 4 (rjireipoiTai uv-m).
' Pausanias (ix. 26. 2) gives a rationalistic form of the Sphinx-legend, according '0 which

she led a pirate-band which landed at Anthedon and ravaged the Thebaid.
« Ulrichs (Keisen, ii. p. 258) suggested the lake of Harnia (from Aelian) and the lake of

Hyria (from Ovid). No earlier writer mentions it. ' Paus. v. p. 62.
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of commerce, and the march of armies.' And how much do we hear of

Antikyra, the southern port of Orchomenos, or of Abai and Hyampolis,

the two towns on the route from Orchomenos to the northern coast ?

Of all the ports of Boeotia only Oropos appears ever to have been

of great importance—as the place to which came traffic for Athens

'

from Thebes by land, and from Euboea and the North by sea.

Add to this, that, though tradition (at least from the fifth century

onwards) placed Phoenicians in Thebes, it has nothing to say of their

existence in any of the coast towns ; which is strange if they were in

Boeotia because of the country's advantages as a commercial centre. For

how did Phoenicians rule and trade in Thebes, unless they held also the

ports at the extremities of the various isthmic routes ? Indeed all the

legends of the Boeotian towns suggest that in early times the influence of

Thebes spread over the whole of the interior of Eastern Boeotia but that

it stopped short of the coast ; and similarly, that Orchomenos ruled over

the Western plain, but not over the coast-towns at its extremities. Theban

legend can be traced, that is, in Plataia and Tanagra in the South, at

Mykalessos, Harma, Glisas, and the Tenerian plain in the East and North,

at Thespiai and the Sphinx mountain in the West. But there is a little or

no Theban legend in the coast-towns, Oropos, Hyria,^ Aulis, Anthedon,

Thisbe, Tipha, Korsiai, and Kreusis
;
just as there is none in Eleutherai or

Erythrai on the Attic border, or in Onchestos and Askra on the West. In

the same way the influence of Orchomenos can be seen to have been strong

in the Western district, in the Kopais plain itself, at Lebadeia, Koroneia,

Haliartos, Schoinos (on Lake Hylike), Mt. Ptoon, Akraiphnion, Olmones,

Hyettos, and Aspledon. It does not exist either in Halai or Larymna,

and is to be seen only faintly in Anthedon, on the northern coast, or in

Antikyra, Ambrossos, or Kirrha on the southern. All of which suggests

that the importance of Thebes and Orchomenos at this time was due to

the natural wealth of Boeotia itself, not to their being centres of inter-

national trade. This wealth was clue to the richness of the soil ; the

agricultural products of Boeotia were proverbial in antiquity.^ Not

' See Herakleides, Descr. Gtaeciae, 6 (F.JFI.G. ii. p. 256).

* Those legends (of Nykteus and Lykos) which connect Hyria with Thebes suggest rather

an early conquest of the latter by tlie former, than viee vers'i.

' See especially Kur. J'/wett. 638 ff; Thcophr., Nisi. Plant, viii. 4. 4-5; Cans. Plant, iv, 9.

1-5; Pliny, Nat. Hist, xviii. 7. 12 §§ 63, 65-6 (wheat); Herakleides, Descr. Gr. 8-9 (vines at

Tanagra) ; Paus. ix. 28. I ; Theophr. Hiit. Plant, ix. 10. 3 (the soil of Helikon.)

P
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well suited to the olive, for except in a few favoured spots like the

Bay of Skroponeri, Anthedon, and Domvrena, the winter is too cold/ and,

except for the hill slopes, especially by Livadia, Boeotia having a soil

which is in most parts too heavy for the vine, was preeminently the country

for wheat-growing : it had much of the best corn-land in Greece. The

positions of Thebes and Orchomenos gave them naturally the predomin-

ance in the Eastern and Western plain respectively. Both of them, Thebes

with the springs of the Dirke and the Ismenos, Orchomenos with those of

the river Melas,- had abundant supplies of water. The former is in the

very centre of the Eastern District, the latter commanded the Kopais.

Their early importance, in the time of Kadmeans and Minyans, was due to

their position as the chief towns in two large agricultural districts ;
the

later importance of Thebes was due to the same cause ; while the later

comparative insignificance of Orchomenos was due, as Strabo implies,'' to

the flooding of the Kopais plain which destroyed what had been the chief

source of the wealth of the Minyan city. We need not look for trade-

routes.

A. W. GOMME.

Note on the Map. (PI. IX.)

Lake Kopais is shown as it is now, since it has been drained, and as it

was in the Minyan Age. Its old boundary is marked thus —. — . — ..

As the canals lead the waters of the Kopais into Lakes Likeri and

Paralississi, these latter have increased in area ; their new boundaries are

similarly indicated (——.._ .).

A. W. G.

' But some mid-European fruil-trees flourish that are unknown in the rest of Greece

:

Philippson, Der Kofaissee, p. 78.

' Now the Mavro-potamos : so-called both in ancient and modern times, according to

Mr. Frazer (v. p. 193) ' from the dark colour of its deep clear water, in contrast to the

light-coloured and muddy water of the neighbouring Cephissus'—itself called MavroNero

;

the names are often interchanged.

' ix. p. 415.



DATCHA—STADIA—HALIKARNASSOS.

I.

The opinion of Captain T. A. B. Spratt^that the ruins at Datcha

represent the Dorian city of Akanthos has naturally been adopted by

subsequent cartographers as being that of the one man who has thoroughly

explored the Knidian peninsula. The identification rests, like so many
others, on slight evidence owing to the meagreness of ancient records

concerning the city in question : added local knowledge makes another

identification seem preferable.

The inhabitants of Syme, on the authority of M. Chaviaras,^ himself

a Symiote, to this day refer to the site as Stadia (l,TaSLa), of which Datcha

is in reality only a dialectic variant with the 2 elided, as so often, by

false analogy. The existence of a town called Stadia on this coast

can be traced from Pliny downwards. The latter places a town variously

called Pcgiisa or Stadia near Knidos

—

Est in promontorio Cnidus libera,

Triopia, dein Pegiisa et Stadia appellata ^
: the name Pegusa is readily

explained by the springs in the plain of Datcha,* and the comparative

obscurity of the town by the fact that it was in ancient times subordinate

to Knidos.^

Stadia however appears to have outlived its parent-city, surviving

as a bishopric in 787 A.D.;*' later still it is mentioned by Acropolita ^

(thirteenth century) and Pachymeres* (fourteenth century), and charted

' Remarks on the Dorian Peninsula atid Gulf (Archacologia, xlix. 1886), 347.
^ 2vXXo-yf| Xt. Eiri.'ypa<^»v in Viz. V'reiii. xv. (1908), cf. B.C.H. xxxiv. 425, xxxvi. 529.

' H.N. V. 104. * Spratt, loe. eit. p. 356.

' Cf. Hdt. i. 174 and inscriptions, Ath. Mitt, xxxvi. 97.
'' Lequien, i. 917 (2Ta£<(as).

" xxviii. p. 49. * i. 310, cf. 220.

311 r 2
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on the Italian maps of the fifteenth century as Statia, Stadea, Statea,' thus

leaving no doubt as to its identity with the modern Stadra-Datcha.

II.

A late fifteenth-century reference to the place has a curious interest

for the history of the Mausoleum of Halikarnassos. In the course of

the expedition of Mocenigo (1472) a small successful raid was made

by the Venetians on Budrum : this was followed by a reconnaissance

on the other side of the Gulf of Kos. The fleet came, in the words

of Coriolano Cippico, a participant in the expedition, 'ad un certo luogo

di Caria che al presente si chiama Tabia. Quivi venendosi da due lati a

congiungerc il mare reduce in penisola una gran parte di Caria. II territorio

fu gia degli Alicarnassei .... nella quale Artemisia fece un monumento

. . . . le vestigie di questo vidi tra le rovine della citta."'^

The Knidian peninsula, and precisely the isthmus, is indicated by the

italicised passage. Tabia is either a misprint or a popular etymology

(Tk. Tabia = hditX.ery) for (s)Tadia. It is further clear that Cippico regarded

not Budrum but Datcha as the site of the Mausoleum. His words are

quoted by Newton ^ along with the now well-known account in Guichard's

Fun^railles des Remains of the discovery of a tomb in 1522 by the Rhodian

knight de la Tourette at a place called Mesy.^ Neuton naturally takes

both Cippico's and Guichard's accounts as referring to Budrum and the

Mausoleum he himself discovered, and like most subsequent writers on

the Mausoleum uses details of Guichard's circumstantial account as data for

the restoration of this monument.^ But the evidence of the cartographers "

shews that Mesy was close to Stadia on the Isthmus of the Knidian

peninsula. It follows that the tomb mentioned by Cippico and Guichard

was not at Budrum, but on the other side of the bay near Datcha."

' Tomaschek in Silzber. Alt. Wien, Phil.-Hist. CI. xxiv. (l?9l), p. 40.

' Ap. Salhas, Mon. Hist. Hell. vii. 269-270.
' Class. Mils V. 183 f. ; HalicaniaiStis, i. 75.

* See Newlon, opp. citt. : Guichard's account is a'so reprinted in Ross, A'eiseii ii. Kos, etc.

p. 50. The discovery of the passage seems to be due to Lacroix (Mem. de f/iist., C/asse

tCHistoire, ii. 1815).

° Adler {Atausoleitm, p. 5) regards the whole account as loo fanciful to be of practical use.

Terr treats it as folk-lore and derives ii from an Eastern source (Ctass. A'ev. i. 79).
' Cf. e.g. Atlas Catalan (1375) in Not. et E.xtr. xiv. 102, where both Stadia and Mesi

are marked.

' Spratt {op. (it. 355) mention; 'archis forming the basement of a large building' at Datcha.
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III.

This opens up a curious question : when was Budrum first identified

with Halikarnassos ? Newton's examination of the knights' Castle of

S. Peter ^ seems to shew conclusively that the original builder, Heinrich

Schlegelholt, in 1400 or thereabouts, plundered the real Mausoleum

extensively for material : this is stated in so many words by Fontana more

than a hundred years later "' but it is very doubtful whether Schlegelholt

and his brother knights knew or cared what building it was at the time.

The chance remarks of pilgrims passing through Rhodes on their way

to and from Palestine may be taken as reflecting the current opinions

of the time. By these Budrum is not identified with Halikarnassos before

the sixteenth century. The fifteenth century pilgrims, William Wey of

Eton (1458-62) and Lengerand (1485), identify it with Tarsus and Tarshish.

Some lost popular etymology probably underlies this tradition. Before

the building of S. Peter's there seems to have been a Turkish castle near

by, but inland,* which perhaps used the present port : one suspects that

some form of the word Tersana ( = a place for building and repairing ships,

our arsenal) is the solution of the riddle.*

Now Tarsus-Tarshish, according to John of Hildesheim,^ was the port

whence the Three Kings of Cologne embarked to escape from Herod,

who in revenge ' with a strong wind brake the ships of Tarshish.' It

should be noticed that John of Hildesheim placed Tarsus correctly in

Cilicia, in his time Lesser Armenia, a Christian kingdom. In the fifteenth

century the interior of Asia Minor was less known, and there was no

obvious impropriety in a German knight—the Castellans of S. Peter's were

' Halicarnasstis, ii. 647.

^ De Bell. Khod. ii. I. Petrea quam ex ruinis Halicarn.Tssi, Piramidisque Mausoli sepulchri

. . . struere coepit Henricus Schlegelholt eques Germanus. ' Essone von Slegleoltz '
(? Hesso von

Schlagelholz), Grand Prior of Germany in 141 2 (Bosio. ii. 3, 130). is evidently identical.

* Cf. Marulli, Vite dei Gran Maestri (1636), 389, and the MS. map of Kos by H. Martelli

(B.M. Add. MS. 15, 760) which shows a conventional lower K. of S. Peter's marked Tunis
turchoruin distal ab castello sancti pctri per tres leucas.

^ The name of Budrum before the building of the castle is not known : Budrum (= dungeon,

vault\ is of course a perversion of Petronioti, the Bjzanline name for S. Peter's, still in use, it is

said, amongst the Symiotes.

' Edn. of Frankfort, 1842, p. 99. The author wrote about 1375-8 and a German version was

current at the end of the fourteenth century. The identification of Tarsus-Tarshish and its

association with the Three Kings is however much earlier, cf. the Itiuerarium (1211) of Willebrand

von Oldenburg.
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for a long time Germans—bringing the site into connection with his

country's saints.

Be this as it may, in the latter half of the fifteenth century pilgrims

who chanced to stray to S. Peter's were shewn the rock from which the

Three Kings embarked and their 'tombs, of marble great and high'

—

admittedly however, cenotaphs.^

In the early years of the sixteenth century, with the revival of learning

in full swing, Italian dilettanti began to take a considerable interest in

the site. A certain Fr. Andreas de Martinis was collecting for Venice,

Sabba di Castiglione for Isabella Gonzaga, the governor of Milan had his

agents there, and the Grand Master of the Order was himself interested.-

Sabba di Castiglione, from whose letters (1505-7)* most of these details

are gleaned, habitually refers to the ruins at S. Peter's as those of

Halikarnassos, adding in one passage ' oiie git e la scpultura die fece

Artetnisia a Masuleolo suo marito} This may have been the sarcophagus

referred to in a later letter ^ as ttna fiobile, celebre, et solenne sepnltura found

recently at S. Peter's : its discovery evidently made a considerable stir

as an English pilgrim of 1506-7, Sir Richard Guylforde, finds space

in his very summary journal to mention the ' tumbe that was found at

Seynt Peer whyles we were in these partyes.'"

About the same time di Castiglione mentions the export of ' two

little heads of Amazons ' to Italy ;
^ and of the two groups of slabs from

the Amazon frieze formerly built into the castle of S. Peter one is dated

1510 by the inscription** on the shield of a combatant, while the other

centred round a marble block bearing the name of the then Castellan and

the date 1 506."

' Cf. W. Wey, lUnerary (1458-62) p. 118: Castellum Sympere vocabatur quondam Tharsis

. . . et ibi est lapis super quern stelerunt tres reges Colonie quando accepiebant naves in patrias

suas. Ihid. p. 94 : Sympere ubi quondam erat civitas Tarsys ad cuius portam tres reges Coloniae

accipiehant naves et post eorum transitum Herodes in spiritu violenti Tarcensium combussit naves.

Ibi eciam Sanctus Paulus . . . erat in sua juventate nutritus. Lengerand (14S5), p. 104 : (Chastel

S. Pierre) qui se souUoit appeller la cite de Tarce dont les trois roys vinrent pour aourer nostre

Seigneur, reges Tarns et Insuie etc., et combien que leurs corps n'y sont, leurs tombeaux y sont en

marbre grands et hauls.

' It was probably at this time that the fine slab of frieze now in the British Museum (Catal. ii.

No. 1022) came to Genoa.
' Arch. Star. I.omb. ann. xiii. 1886, pp. 99 ff.

' Ihid. p. 99. '' Ihid. 108, cf. 106 (1507).
" Pilgrimage of Sir R. Guylforde, p. 59-
' Loc. cil. p. 106. » J.H.S. xxix. 367.
• Allan, Pictorial Tour, 39 ; Newton, Halicarnassus, ii. 654.
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It is thus clear that about this time excavation was proceeding on the

site of the Mausoleum itself, and it is probable that this excavation, aided

by increased classical knowledge, possibly also by inscriptions, led to the

correct identification of the site of Halikarnassos. Subsequent writers down

to the evacuation of S. Peter's by the knights (1522) adhere to it t^ after this

break in the tradition Halikarnassos is again lost till the eighteenth century.^

It is a tempting suggestion that the simultaneous discovery of the

'noble sepulture ' and of the frieze-slabs was not fortuitous, but implies

the finding of the tomb-chamber of Mausolus. It has long since been

remarked that the preservation of the best slabs of the frieze is

extraordinary if they were in the first place exposed to the weather for

many centuries and finally hurled down from the height of the epistyle.

But good technical grounds have lately been advanced to show that of the

friezes preserved, only that of the Amazonomachia could have occupied the

generally accepted position.^

F. W. Hasluck.

Note on a Greek Inscription of the Knights at Budrum.

C.I.G. 8698 {Halicariiassi, in extenore porta castelli) has not hitherto

been recognised as an inscription of the Rhodian Knights ; it is the only

Greek one known, if we except the motto PALITHARO ( = 7raXt 6a pS>)

which occurs twice at Rhodes with the device of an hour-glass.*

The text of the Budrum inscription, derived from Peaufort and

Walpole (ap. Clarke, Travels, III. 257 note), is as follows:

—

j" o evBov ipx^ofievoi; rov Kaarpov tovtov
\
Koi •n-pmreiv fj \eyeiv KaKa)<;

^ovXofievot; Ti/jLtopvOrja-eTai
\ f. 9I T : <^ . TZI ABEZTATINEOBA

TANOE
' Cf. Enriquez de Rivera {Fiaze [1518-20] p. 154), 'A vn buen tiro de ballista ay unas

paredes, adonde era la ciudad de Alicarnasso : y ado estava la sepultura de Artemisia' ; B. de

Salignac, //in. Terras Sanclae (1525) xv. ' Castriirn Sancd Petri in continenti quo Alicarnasson

civitas sue dionysio olim fainata erat.' L. Tschudi, however (Keyss [1519] p. 80) identifies

Halikarnassos with Mesi like Cippico :
' Halikarnassos jetzt Mesi genannt.'

^ Cf. Leunclavius, Pandect. Hist. Tnrc § 217 and the discussion in Wheler's Voyage, p. 275.

The identification Budrum-Halikarnassos seems to have been generally accepted after Choiseul

Gouffier (Voy. Pitt. i. [1782] 152), but even Beaufort (1813) does not yet regard the question

as finally settled, and Gropius in 1803 still identifies the ruins of lasos with Halikarnassos, an error

started by Pickering (Wheler, loc. cit.).

•' Dinsmoor in A.J.A. xii. 17.

* The occurrence of the device and motto beside the arms of G. M. Antonio Fluviano (Belabre,

Hhodes, p. 16, Fig. 2, cf. p. 88) shew that there is a punning allusion to his n.-ime.
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The third line, uninteUigiblc to the editor of the Corpus} must

certainly be read

:

a,<f)iy- <l)pia) Tp(a(«)es Tariveo (/«:)a[7rt]Tai'o?.

Jacques Gatineau is known from an inscription in the same gate,

to have been Captain of S. Peter's in 1513- The use of Greek in official

inscriptions of Latin potentates is paralleled elsewhere,^ though the purity

of the language here used is remarkable.
"^

F. W. H.

Note on the Tholos Tomb at Kirk Kilisse.

I find, since writing my article on the Kirk-Kilisse tomb,^ that I must

disclaim priority of publication in favour of M. Degrand, then French

Consul at Adrianople, who communicated particulars of the discovery to

the Academy of Inscriptions early in 1892.* In his notes, published with

brief comments by M. Perrot, M. Degrand lays less stress on the structure

of the tomb than on its contents, to the list of which he adds (i) a bas-

relief and (2) a fictile vase, of which I had no information.

F. W. H.

^ 'Versa tertiojpraeter numeros 6513 qui anmim sistunt post chr. 1005 nihil video.'
'' Newton, J/a/tcarnassus, p. 650.

' Cf. the Greek inscriptions of the Gattelusi in the Thracian Islands {Conze, A'eise, PI. III.

4, 7; C.I.G. 8777) and Phocaea {B.S.A. xv. 258), and of Pandolfo Malatesta at Patras

(C.l.G. 8776 = Pouqueville, iv. 356 = N^os 'EXXiivofivijiiuv, vi. 105, vii. 95, cf. Duchesne and

Bayet, Afc'm. sur U Mont Athos, 136 (200)).

* B.S.A. xvii. 76, ff.

° Comptes Kendus, 1892, p. 35 f. : cf. S. Feinach, Chron. cTOr., II. 103.



THE MASTER OF THE EUCHARIDES-STAMNOS
IN COPENHAGEN.

(Plates X.-XV.)

I owe my thanks to Mr. A. H. Smith, Dr. Blinkenberg, Prof. BuUe, and Mr. Pettier

for allowing me to publish vases in London, Copenhagen, Wurzburg, and Paris : and to

Dr, Blinkenberg and Prof. Bulle for sending me photographs.

The only extant vase with the love-name Eucharides is a red-figured

stamnos of severe style in the National Museum at Copenhagen. ^ Twenty-

three vases must be assigned to the painter of the Eucharides-stamnos,

among them such well-known pieces as the Danae-stamnos in St. Petersburg,

the Tityos-vase in the British Museum, and the krater with Sarpedon or

Memnon in the Louvre. His work, though not of the highest quality,

is interesting in many ways ; so I propose to make a list of his remaining

vases, to describe the more prominent characteristics of his style, and to

indicate very briefly the place he occupies in the history of Attic va.se-

painting.

I .- 1 II .

—

Neck-A mphorae.

The earliest extant rf neck-amphora - is the fragmentary vase in

Boston published by Hartvvig in Rom. Mitt. i6. PI. 5 and p. 119: the

pictures are rf, but the rest of the decoration is the same as that

on ordinary bf neck-amphorae : neck and foot are missing ; the handles

' Birket-Smith, 124 ; Klein, Lieblingsimchriflen, p. 128. My No. 14 and PI. X.
^ I do not include under 'neck-amphorae' either amphorae of Panathenaic shape or the

four rf. amphorae of Nikcsthenic shape (i. Vienna, K. K. Museum, 226, Masner, Cat. p. 39;
2. Rome, Mr. Aug. Castellani (bf. and rf. like last); 3 and 4, Louvre, G3 arid G2 (Pottier,

Album, PI. 88 ; by the painter Oltos).
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are double. This is one of the earliest rf. vases we possess, and there

is no parallel piece : the next rf. neck-amphorae belong to the time of

Euphronios, and may be divided into two classes :

—

(a) Mouth and foot in two degrees (Fig. i, a) ; twisted handles.

1. Louvre, G 107. 3fons. Piot, 9, Figs. 4, 6, 8.

2. Dresden. Gerhard, ^4. F. PI. 124.^

[b) Mouth and foot in one degree (Fig. i, ^).

1. (Triple handles) Brussels, 296. {^A. Herakles : B. Archer).

2. (Convex-handles like pelike-handles). Vienna, K. K. Museum.

Arch. Ep. Mitt. Oest, 5. PI. 4. Signed by Epiktetos (Klein,

Meist. No. 26).

z
5

a $

Fig. I.

—

Types of Neck and Foot in Neck Amphorae.

Now the two vases classed under {a) are the earliest members of a

very numerous and important group : for the commonest type of large rf.

neck-amphora has this foot and mouth, and twisted handles.

The two large vases {b) are the ancestors of an equally important

family : namely, what I should like to call the Nolan-amphora proper

:

' The amphora with twisted handles. Louvre, G 30 (Pettier, Album, PI. 90) is slightly

earlier (perhaps by Euphronios) ; it has the same mouth in two degrees, but the foot is lost :

it is not a pointed amphora. Louvre, G 106, is a companion piece to G 107 and bears the name
of Euphronios ; the foot is restored, and I am not sure if either neck or handles belong to

the vase.

I conjecture the inscription on G 107 (AOKEI : ^MIKOI : INAI) to be a niiswriting

for a !oK€i 2/iiicp(p, oi continuing a (4 ietva) KoKis on a pendant vase (cf., e.g., the Memnon vase

No. 35 in Klein's list, Liehlingsinschrifleii, pp. 60-6 1 ).
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a small neck-amphora with mouth and foot in one degree and of the shapes

shown in Fig. i, /3 : in the severe period, triple handles are the rule in Nolan-

amphorae ; in the free period, ridged handles are more common.

We have six neck-amphorae by the Eucharides-master, three large

(6, I, and 2 in my list), and three small (3, 4, and 5), no two identical in

shape. One of these. No. 6, belongs to the numerous class already

described under {a) ; the mouth and foot are in two degrees, and the

handles are twisted (as Fig. i, a). The vase i has the same shape except

for the handles, which are ridged. 2 keeps the same foot, but a new

type of mouth appears (Fig. 1,7). The small vase 3 has a further variation :

ridged handles, and neck (Fig. i, 7), but simple disc-foot (Fig. i, /3)—the

Nolan-amphora foot. 4 and 5 have neck and foot like No. 3, but double

handles : 3 and 4 have, besides, a black horizontal cylindrical projection

under each handle, 5 has not. A table will make clear these variations

from vase to vase.*

Number of Vase. Handles MouiH FuOT. I'ROJECriONS. Size.

6 Twisted a a , No
\

Large

I Ridged a
1

No Large
2 Ridged 7 a No Large

3 Ridged y (3 Yes Small

4 Double y fl Yes Small

5 Double y H No Small

5 nearly approaches the ordinary Nolan-amphora shape, the neck

alone is different. At the time when our master was painting, the

canonical Nolan-amphora was only beginning its career. The earlier

examples we possess were painted by the ' Dutuit-master ' (see J.H.S.

xxxiii. p. 109), an artist who touches the Eucharides-master at several

points. Hardly later is the large group of Nolan-amphorae painted by

the Berlin-master and his imitators {J.H.S. xxxi. pp. 286, and 294-5) '

it was the Berlin-master who popularised this pretty and modest

shape.

' 1 count 17 rf. neck-amphorae with ridged handles (excluding Nolan-amphorae wiih ridged

handles), and 13 with double handles. The mouth 7 is found on no other rf. ridged amphora,

but it is found on three other double amphorae, two of them by the Dutuit-master (/.U.S. xxxiii.

p. 108). The cylindrical projection is found on six other ridged amphorae, but on no other

doubles.
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I.

—

Neck-amphorae with ridged handles.

I. British Museum, E 279. Inghirami, Vasi fittili, Pli. 347-348.

(Pis. XI, XII from new drawing and Fig. 2.)

A. Dionysos and

B. Woman with oinochoe and torch.

Fig. 2.—Neck-ami'hora in the British Museum (E 279).

2. British Museum, E 278. Mon. i. Pi. 23. (Pis. XIII, XIV from
new drawing and Fig. 3.)

A. Apollo and

B. Tityos and Ge.
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3. Louvre, G 202. (Fig. 4.)

A. Silen pursuing

B. Maenad with torch.

The picture on B always completes the picture on A. In all three

upper side of mouth black, and shoulder-cushion red.

Fig. 3.—Neck-amphora in the British Museum (E 278).

Foot of 3 black : side of upper section reserved in i, black like lower

section in 2.

Rich ornamentation : in all three the neck is not left black but

covered with elaborate rf. palmette or palmette-and-bud patterns. The

petals of the palmettes all ribbed.

I and 2 have a single rf palmette, pointing downwards, at each

handle : 3 has a rf. pattern of two palmettes and two buds at each.
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Fig. 4.—Designs on a Neck-amphora in the Louvre (Xo. 3, A and />').
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The pictures on i and 2 are framed on all four sides ; on 3 only above

and below. The band of pittern below the pictures always runs right

round the vase. (For patterns see Fig. 6, p. 231.)

pattern.

^'"vase.°^ i

ABOVE. Sides. Below.

Tongues 3

i

3

2 Tongues 12 I

3 Egj; 1 Nothing Two bands of 16

II.

—

Neck-aniphorae ivith double handles.

4. Brussels, A. 721.

A. Akontist.

B. Akontist.

A. moving quickly r. regardant, 1. extended, r. extended downwards

holding akontion near middle. On right, an akontion (as if leaning against

the wall), and on the ground a diskos with a silhouette owl painted on it

and letters (/taXo??). For owls on diskoi v. J.H.S. xxviii. p. 316 and

PI. 31. B. running 1., r. leg raised from ground, r. hand raised behind

head holding horizontal akontion, about to hurl it. On the left an

akontion ; on r., a dikella. Prof Reichhold informed me that this pretty

vase is to be published in Furtwangler-Reichhold.

5. Naples, (B) Phot. Sommer, 11096.

A. Dionysos with horn and branch.

B. Silen with wineskin.

Upper side of mouth black in both. Foot black. 4 richly orna-

mented, 5 not : on neck of 4, elaborate rf palmettes and buds, and below

them pattern No. 5 ; neck of 5 black.

At the handles : 4 has a pattern of two palmettes and four buds at

each (as 3, but with a second bud on each side) : 5 no pattern.

Patterns: above; 4 egg and dot: 5, nothing. Below; 4, all round

patterns 16, 5, and 16 again, separated by black bands. S, under each,

No. 14. 4 careful,. 5 not.
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III.

—

Neck-amphora 'with twisted handles.

6. Munich, 2317. hiitzow, Mtinehner Antikeit, V\. 18.

A. Woman with lyre.

B. Woman with lyre.

Upper side of mouth black, as in 1-5.

Foot black all over, like 2's.

Below A, No. 8 ; below B, slight variant, No. 9.

Both faces are restored.

IV.

—

Amphora of Panathenaic shape.

7. Louvre, G. 221.

A. Man with pig.

B. Man.

A. standing r. leg frontal, head turned to 1., in 1. branch and knife, in

r. pig : himation. B. moving r., regardant, in r. stick, 1. extended from

elbow.

Rough and much restored. Ordinary shape. The handles, which are

twisted, do not belong to the vase. Below each picture. No. 6 : upper edge

of mouth black.

V .

—

Kalyx-kraters.

8. Berlin, Inv. 3257. Arch. Anz. 1893, p. 88.

A. Fight.

B. Warriors.

9. Louvre, G 47. Pettier, Album, Pll. 93-4.

A. Arming.

B. Warriors running.

10. Louvre, G. 163. Mon. d--], PI. 21 ;
Ann. 1858, PI. P ; Ravaisson,

Mons. grecs nflatifs a Achille, Pis. 2 and i, (tirage a part from Man. de /' ac.

des incriptions et belles-lettres, t. 34, 2""'. partie).

A. Death and Sleep lifting the bodj' of Memnon : below, two

Silens.

B. Embassy to Achilles : below, two Komasts.

A good deal of restoration, including the face of Memnon.
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Ravaisson speaks of the vase throughout as ' le cratere d'Euphronios '

without any apology, which is very odd ; he no doubt confused it with tiie

Louvre Antaios-krater.

11. Naples (2201), fragment. Museo Borbonico, \$,?\. 1$.

I have only seen one side of this vase ; small parts of the komasts are

antique, and a foot and a little drapery in the main scene ; on the other side,

I should judge from the illustration that some square inches are genuine.

8, 10 and 1 1 have tongues at the base, 9 not.

8 and 9 have palmettes at the handles, 10 not.

Patterns. Above: 8, No. 13. 9 and 10, No. 15.

The pattern No. 15 does not occur on any other rf kalyx-krater : the

pattern No. 8 on one other rf. kalyx-krater only, a fragment in Athens by

the Nikoxenos-master {v. p. 233).

Below: 8 and 9, No. 12. 10 and 11 are the only rf. kalyx-kraters

which have little pictures instead of pattern on the lower part of the vase,

although the same system is found on the bf. kalyx-krater in Vienna,

Masner, Cat. PI. 4.

VI.

—

Cohimn-krater.

12. Florence, 3990.

A. Warriors and woman : departure.

B. Maenad and Silens.

A. I. Young warrior r., in r. phiale, 1. raised ; 2. woman 1. with spear

and shield
; 3. warrior, upper half restored. B. 4. Silen r., with horn

; 5.

Maenad 1. regardant with krotala ; 6. Silen r. regardant with horn.

Large : usual patterns on mouth, and usual frames round pictures.

Neck black. At base, rays.

VII.

—

Stantnoi.

13 Wiirzburg, 329. (PI. XV.)

Women and warriors : departure.

14. Copenhagen, 124. (PI. X.)

A. Youth seated between two standing women.

B. Youth standing between two seated women. Over each

handle a flying Eros.

The Eucharides-Stamnos.
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15. Once Naples, Coll. Bourguignon, Cat. Vente Bonrguignon, PI. 3,

No. 30.

A. Peleus and Thetis.

B. Nereus mounting chariot.

16. St. Petersburg, 1357. Mo7i. 1856, PI. VIII.

A. Danae's chest.

B. Warriors.

1 5 and 1 6 I have not seen.

Mouth : 13, 14, 15 have detached lip ; 13 has a groove near the lower

edge of the mouth, 14 and 15 not. On the mouth, difFerent kinds of egg-

pattern.

The neck of ordinary archaic shape size in 13 ; in 14, shorter than

usual.

Foot : in 14 and 15, simple black disc ; in 13, double-curved.

Handles flattened.

Above the pictures, usual tongues. Below, going all round the vase,

a reserved line in 13 ; in 14, No. 7 ; in 15, No. 2.

In 13, which is no doubt the latest of the four, the scene is continuous

all round the vase.

VI II.

—

Hydriai-Kalpides.

{a) Picture on the shoulder, framed all round (above, No. 4 ; sides.

No. 12 ; below. No. 17). Mouth has detached lip, and an egg-pattern :

upper side of it, black. Foot double-curve.

17. Vatican. Mus. Greg. 12.2: Gerhard, /4. K PL 202: best repro-

duction, phot. Moscioni, 8602. Fight : Achilles and Hector, with Athena

and Apollo.i

{b) Picture on shoulder, but not framed. Below the picture a reserved

line : below that, a band of No. 11, which stops 2 cm. from each handle.

Mouth and foot black. Upper side of mouth reserved. Rough.

18. British Museum, E 174. El. Cth: 3. PI. 19.

Poseidon and Aithra.

' This careful piece m.iy be compared with the far finer representation of the same subject on
the British Museum vohite-krater by the Berlin-master (Gerhard, A. V. Pi. 204 ; J.H.S. xxxi.

PI. 14). I may say here that the sadly mutilated volute-krater, Louvre, G. 166, is also by the

Berlin-master, and should be added to my list of that painter's works.
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(<:) Picture on the body. Below it, a band of 7. Mouth black, with

detached lip : upper side of it, reserved. Simple black disc-foot.

19. VViirzburg, 144.

Dionysos with kantharos and branch, and woman with oinochoe

and phiale.

A fragment from the Acropolis of Athens seemed to be part of a

hydria with picture on the body.

Fig. 5.

—

Scene on Cur in the Louvre (No. 12).

20. Athens, fragment.

Warrior and woman.

I. Youth standing r., helmeted (Attic helmet, black with a red spiral).

2. Woman standing 1. Between them a spear held by one of the two.

c.) 2
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\X.—Lekythos.

21. Oxford, 315. Gardner, Ashmolean Vases, PI. 24. 3.

Triptolemos.

Neck short; ordinary disc-foot, side reserved, without groove.

Shoulder black, with tongues. Above picture, egg : below it, No. 10.

y..—Cups.

22. Louvre, G. 136. Fig. 5.

Hoplitodromos and youth fluting.

23. Boston. '

'

Man and naked woman on bed : fragmentary.

Head of woman was frontal. Added to the museum in 191 2.

Small : picture on inside only. Foot missing from both. Round

picture. No. i.

24 bears the name of Aristeidcs : a second small cup with the same

name is mentioned by Klein, Ltebliiigsinschnften, p. 97, but it has dis-

appeared.

The Stvle ok the Eucharides-Master.

The collar-bones arc rendered by two black lines, each with a single

curve slightly concave to the chest (2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 17, 22, 23).

On seven of these vases, brown lines are added below, to mark the

lower edge of the collar-bone (2, 3, 4, 7, 14, 22, 23)

On two vases, we find a different rendering of the collar-bones : but

there is a reason for that. Dionysos on i, and Triptolemos on 21, both

wear an Ionic chiton bounded above by a number of parallel black lines :

in order to keep the markings of the body quite distinct from the

markings of the clothes,^ the master chooses a different rendering for

the collar-bones, two broivn lines convex to the chest, meeting and

recurving.

On each breast, the master freqently draws two brown lines di-

verging downwards (2, 3, 4, I4, 22, 23). The chest is usually very deep

{e.g. 2).

' Cf. the Berlin-master's Perseus-vase (Furtwangler-Reichhold, PI. 134, 2) (brown collar-bones

instead of black).
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The nipples, when marked, are simple brown circles (2, 3, 14, 22 ; on

23, this circle is twice broken) except on 8, where the nipple is a black

circle.

The female breast in profile is small and round, with a projecting nipple

separated from the breast by a black line (i, 2, 3, 6, 12, 14, 15, 19, 23).

The junction of the breast-lines below is most characteristic (2, 3,

4, 10, 12, 14, 17, 22, 23). The short black straight line is only missing

on 9.

The upper edges of the brown torso muscles are not rounded, but

straight, a most singular rendering (2, 3, 4, 12, 14). 22 and 23 have the

same peculiarity, but brown lines are added between these horizontal edges

and the breast.

A brown line, longer than usual, indicates the lower edge of the

serratus magnus (2, 3, 4, 22). The ribs are rendered by a single series of

brown curving lines (2, 3, 4, 22).

The frontal navel-pubes line is black in all three instances (2 and 22

(male), and 23 (female)). The navel is not distinguished from the rest of

the torso-markings on 22 ; on 2 it is a broken brown ellipse ; in the woman
on 23 it is not marked.

The drawing of the profile hip is to be carefully observed. The iliac

furrow is rendered by a long black line with a single curve convex to the

thigh. The front line of the thigh curves round above this line : the

thigh is full (2, 3, 4, 12, 15, 17). The furrow is not marked on the Erotes

in 14. In 10 the rendering is different : Memnon's hip is of the usual

kind but has an additional curving black line at the small of the back : in

Odysseus, the furrow is marked by a brown line of unusual shape.

The profile knee is rendered by a single curved brown line on 22 ; a

second line is added on 2 and 5 to mark the upper end of the tibia : and

both forms occur on 3.

There are three frontal knees, on 2, 17, and 22. The knee is narrow,

and in 2 and 17 the shin-bone is marked by two black lines. This double

shin-line is extremely rare : I only know one other example, on the early

rf cup with the love-name Dorotheos, Munich, 2586.

The nearer foot is very remarkable. The toes are rendered schemati-

cally by a series of straight lines running sharply downwards. This

curious rendering may be seen on all the vases where feet are preserved,

including the krater 1 1 where little else but feet remains. In the frontal
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feet flat on the ground, which appear on four vases (7, 14, 21, 22), the toe-

lines are usually not quite upright, but lean a little to one side (see 21 and

22, and one of the two frontal feet on 14).

There is no black line for the ankle ; the ankle where marked is

rendered by brown lines, sometimes continuous with the brown lines of the

leg.

One of the most typical hands is the closed frontal hand of Apollo on

2 ;
notice the very long thumb, with narrow ball and separate indication of

the lower joint by a line convex to the palm. This long narrow thumb is

very characteristic, and the convex line invariable in closed frontal hands

(l, 2, 3, 5, 9, 12, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 23). For the straight brown lines on the

back of Dionysos's hand in i, cf 5, 6 and 10.

The head. The eye is narrow and slightly oblique. The dot-and-circle

eye is not used. The most typical variety of ear has a double lobe (l, 2,

6, 9, 10, 14). Simpler forms are also found, sometimes on the same vase

with the double-lobed ear.

A single brown line is drawn on the neck in i, 2, 3, 4, 22.

Relief-line is almost always used for the whole contour of the face.

The forehead-nose line bends inwards to the face rather than outwards, so

that the nose is not aquiline. The tip of the nose is sharp, the mouth a

straight line slanting downwards towards the cheek, the chin long but

somewhat narrow. The nostril is marked on three vases only
; twice on i,

and once on 9 and 10 ; in i and 10 it is a brown line with a full curve, in

9 a black line of the same shape. Silens have a lump over the eyes (3, 5,

10, 12).

The outline of the hair is reserved. Relief lines are never used for the

little loose hairs against the face. Women often wear a krobylos and
usually a stephane with it : this stephane is generally dotted (i, 2, 14, 16,

19). The little (metal) leaves with brown centres on the Maenad's
stephane in i are to be seen on 13 also.

Clothes. Notice the lower edge of garments (i, 2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13,

I4i 17. 19. 21, 22). Clothes are often ornamented with patterns: with
groups of three or four dots on i, 2, 6; single dots on 6 and 23; dots
within circles on i and 5. Dots within circles also decorate barbitoi on 6,

and panther-skins on 3 and lo. On A of 6, the dress is covered with a
yellow wash.i like the veil of Ge on 2.

' Sei/.//.S. XXX. p. 65, note 92.
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The chiton is edged at the neck by three simple curved black lines

(3, 6, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21), or even by four such, which is much
rarer on vases (i, 2, 5, 12, 14). The sleeves are usua^ly bounded by a

black ingrailed line.

The necklace consists of two brown lines meeting at a sharp angle

with a brown bead at the join (i, 2, 3, 6, 12, 14). The bracelets are usually

not red but brown (i, 6, 13, 14, 18, 19); on 2, one bracelet is brown, the

other red, and on 3 both are red.

The usual helmet is the simple Attic helmet made all in one piece

(8, 9, 12, 17, 20, 22) ; black helmets occur on four vases (9, 12, 20, 22) ; on

two of these, a red spiral is added over the forehead (12, 20).

It will be seen from the illustration (Fig. 6) that the Eucharides-master

uses a variety of patterns. But he is particularly fond of the crossing

maeander with or without pattern-squares, and stopt or unstopt (six times

altogether). Groups of maeander on any vase all face the same way,

except on 4, where the two maeanders in each group face each other.

Inscriptions.

On 14: A. Ei/^a/jtSe? «aXo9. B. KoXo'i. (Klein, Z;V<^/. p. 128.)

On 22 : Apia-TeiSe'i and eiffVKa (for el av Ka\6<;, Klein, ib. p. 96, no
doubt rightly).

On 8. KaXo<i, and on two shields, Nikov, and Uittov. {ib. p. 139,

No. 9.)

On 15. A. Ka\o%. B. Ka\o<s. On an - altar, Ka\o<; ; on another,

eiavye (= el crv ye).

On 10 : A. HvTrz/o?. B. 0\vTeu<s and Ato/neSe?.

On 4 : on a diskos, KaXo^i.

On 5 : on a wineskin, Ka\o<;.

On 23, some rough letters.

I shall attempt in a few words to assign the Eucharides-master his

place in the history of vase-painting. He is a capable but not a great

artist working between 500 and, say, 485. Certain observations, which
this is not the place to detail, lead me to conjecture that he learnt his craft

from the master who painted the Nikoxenos pelike in St. Petersburg which
is figured by Klein on p. 121 of his Lieblingsiiischrifteu.
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A list of this Nikoxenos-master's works is given in a note below ;

'

his curious and repellent style I hope to study in another place.

Among our master's contemporaries, the Dutuit-master, of whose

work some account will be found in J.H.S. xxxiii. pp. 106-1 10, touches

him at several points and was no doubt connected with him. To the

same ' school,' using the word in a wide sense, belongs the painter of

the Oxford column-krater, /.//!5. xxviii. PI. 31.

It is out of this milieu that the Pan-master springs."-

' Works of the N:koxenqs-master.
Pelike.

1. St. Petersburg, Coll. Stroganoff. Klein, Liehl, p. I2i. A. Athena. B. Athena.

Amphorae of Panathenaic shape.

2. Boston (mentioned Arch. Am. 1896, p. 96). A. Athena. B. Athena.

3. Berlin, 2161. A. Athena. B. Citharode.

4. Louvre, G. 60. Pottier, Album, PI. 95. A. Athena. B. Man.

5. Louvre, G. 61. A. Athena. B. Woman.
A mphorae.

6. Munich, 2304. Gerhard, A. V. PI. 7. Gods.

7. Louvre, G. 46. Pottier, Album, PI. 93. A. Departure. B. Thiasos.

8. Once Paris, Canessa. Sambon, Vases Antiques coll. Canessa, p. 62 and PI. 15.

Death of Priam.

Rf. Hydria of bf. shape

9. B.M. E 160. Heroes dicing.

Hydria-Kalpis.

10. Wiirzburg, 140. Athletes.

Fragment of Kalyx-krater.

11. Athens, Acropolis collection. Male with horse, and seated youth.

Two fragments.

12. Athens, Acropolis coUsction. Athlete with halteres, and head of boxer.

•J.H.S. xxxii. pp. 354 fT.

J. D. Beazley



DAMIS OF NINEVEH AND WALTER OF
OXFORD: A LITERARY PARALLEL.

When reading through Professor Phillimore's admirable preface to

his translation of the Apollonios of Tymia of Philostratos, the discussion

of the authenticity of the memoirs of Damis suggested to me a parallel

in which literary history appears to have repeated herself. Although

it possesses no intrinsic importance the coincidence is perhaps sufficiently

a curiosity of literature to be worth recording. Philostratos' statement

about the alleged memoirs is as follows (i, 3)
:

—

' There was one Damis, a man not without accomplishments, who at

one time inhabited Old Nineveh. His studies drew him into intimacy

with Apollonius, and he has left a written account of the Sage's travels

(in which he claims to have shared), his maxims, his discourses, and his

prophetic sayings. A person who was related to this Damis brought

the originals of these memoirs, hitherto undisQovered, to the knowledge

of the Empress Julia. And since I had a place in her majesty's circle

(she was a great admirer and patroness of all literary studies), she

laid on me the task of transcribing and editing these papers. It was her

wish also that I should be responsible for the form of expression ; for

the Ninevite's language, though clear, was anything but a model of

literary art.' The parallel is to be found in the dedication and the

epilogue to the Historia Regum Britanniae of Geoffrey of Monmouth :

^

'Whilst occupied on many and various studies, I happened to light upon

the History of the Kings of Britain, and wondered that in the account

which Gildas and Bade, in their elegant treatises, had given of them,

I found nothing said of those kings who lived before the Incarnation

' I quote Thompson's translation edited by J. A. Giles, Bohn, 1842.
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of Christ, nor of Arthur, and many others who succeeded after the

Incarnation ; though their actions both deserved immortal fame, and were

also celebrated by many people in a pleasant manner and by heart, as

if they had been written. Whilst I was intent upon these and such like

thoughts, Walter, archdeacon of Oxford, a man of great eloquence and

learned in foreign histories, offered me a very ancient book in the

British tongue, which, in a continued regular story and elegant style,

related the actions of them all, from Brutus, the first king of the Britons,

down to Cadwaller the son of Cadwallo. At his request, therefore,

though I had not made fine language my study by collecting florid

expressions from other authors, yet contented with my own homely

style, I undertook the translation of that book into Latin. For if I had

swelled the pages with rhetorical flourishes, I must have tired my readers

by employing their attention more upon my words than upon the history.'

The epilogue repeats this claim to an exclusive source of authentic

information :
' But as for the kings that have succeeded among them in

Wales since that time, I leave the history of them to Karadoc of

Lancarven, my contemporary ; as I do also the kings of the Saxons to

William of Malmesbury and Henry of Huntingdon. But I advise them to

be silent concerning the kings of the Britons since they have not that book

written in the Britisli tongue, which Walter, archdeacon of Oxford,

brought out of Britain, and which being a true history published in honour

of those princes, I have thus taken care to translate.'

Both Geoffrey and Philostratos assert that their works are based on

exclusive information of an exceptionally authentic kind. In either

case it is possible that there is something behind their claim, though

it is hardly probable that there is sufficient to justify it. It must

be admitted that Damis, whose authority is to dispose for ever of the

hostile record of Moeragenes, is a very shadowy character. Professor

Phillimore, but only after anxious consideration, decides on the whole

for the existence of authentic ' memoirs of Damis ' on the ground that a

forgery would imply collusion between Julia, the temple staff at Tyana, and

Philostratos.1 Geoffrey's authority is even more suspect. Again we have

nothing but the author's word for its existence and the tone of his

epilogue does not tend to increase our confidence. Geoffrey doth

' Phillimore, Philostrattis : In Honour of ApoUonius of Tyana, p. xxi.
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protest too much. Some scholars, it is true, appear to believe him,' but

sceptics have always existed from the days of William of Ncwburgh (1 190)

who genially remarked, ' It is manifest that everything which this person

wrote about Arthur and his successors and his predecessors after

Vortigern, was made up partly by himself and partly by others, whether

from an inordinate love of lying or for the sake of pleasing the Britons.' -

And we are told by a modern scholar that ' the fact remains that no

document either in Welsh or in Breton has yet been found even remotely

resembling that which Walter the archdeacon is said to have brought over

from Brittany.' ^

Now whether Damis' memoirs or the alleged British MS. existed or

not (ultimately there is no means of knowing), I am tolerably certain that

in either case our authors are guilty of deliberate bad faith with their

public. I suspect that if the documents existed they bore the same kind

of relation to the narrative which is supposed to be extracted from them as

the historical Apollonios or Arthur to the heroes of the two romances.

Of course, Philostratos must have had some further material to work with

besides Maximus and Moeragenes, and Geoffrey obviously drew from

sources other than Nennius. He may even have possessed some Breton

MS. Arthurian material. But the point of course is that in either case the

manifesto on the part of the author suggests deliberately that the novelties

in his account of his hero are bona fide taken over in essentials from an

alleged authentic source. Notice in each case the insistence on the

suggestion that there has been a mere change of form. Damis' Greek

had to be polished up for polite readers ; GeQffrey, though he did not

profess to be a writer himself, felt that it was worth while trying to give

the public a chance of reading this very interesting document which came
into his hands I We can hardly acquit our authors of the guilt of an

attempted suggestio falsi.

Both were born romance writers and to each there came a theme

which lent itself to writing up. The problem set Philostratos is to turn

a rather second-rate local miracle-monger into the Prophet of Mankind to

the honour and glory of Julia and her Oriental religious philosophy.

Obviously it is a serious disadvantage that accounts of this in truth not

' Miss Weston for example speaks of " Geoffrey of Monmouth drawing upon a work probably
compiled by a continental Breton." King Arthur and his Knights, p. 7.

* W. Lewis Jones, King Arthur in History and Legend, p. 69.
' Jones, op, cit. p. 63.
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very remarkable personage are already in existence. And Maximus may
have been more of a stumbling block than Moeragenes. It is easy to

discredit a critic as a backbiter ; it is harder to explain the misconceptions

of a friend. The only hope of gaining credence for the proposed impo-

sition is to convince the audience, if it can be done, that a new and un-

impeachable authority has turned up. If there are actual papers to wave

before the public eye, so much the better. As long as reasonable care is

taken that no one sees what is written inside them, you will be safe in

making them the authority for your statements.

The case of Geoffrey is not dissimilar. I am aware that it is

dangerous for a layman to form views about a scientific subject so

involved and controversial as the Arthurian Legend. I believe, however,

that it is undisputed that Geoffrey's work revolutionised the position

of Arthur in the national imagination. Arthurian stories do not belong

to the most ancient strata of Welsh literature : in the authentic Mabinogi

there is no reference to them. Tlie Matter of Britain seems to have been

developed chiefly on the continent, partly through the medium of Breton

minstrels, partly, after the Norman conquest of England, through that of

Welsh texts.i I understand, however, that neither in the Welsh nor in the

Breton traditions is the material at this stage so disposed as to throw into

relief the figure of the national king as the centre of interest. Doubtless

there would be a natural tendency for Normans to create a national hero

from The Matter of Britain to rival Charlemagne the hero of The

Matter of France, but there can be little doubt that to Geoffrey belongs

the credit of being the first writer to impose this apotheosis of an obscure

Welsh hero successfully upon the world. The achievement of this is the

main object of his history and to it he devotes all his powers of

circumstantial invention and ingenuity. At the outset his task, like that of

Philostratos, is complicated by certain considerations. The inconvenient

silence of the ' elegant treatises ' of Gildas and Bede as to the very

existence of this national hero at all, is discounted by ingenuously

marvelling at it. Once more it is the friendly sources that present the

greater difficulty. People already know something about Arthur. Nennius'

account probably represents the received historical tradition which by no

means gives the required spirit. Arthur we find is a great warrior and

commander-in-chief of the kings of the Britons whom he led victoriously

' Nutt, The Influence of Celtic on Mediaeval Koiiiauce, p. 15.
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in twelve great battles. He is further the hero of certain stories. He
is, for example, the huntsman who possessed the wondrous dog Cavall

and slew the Boar Trwyth. But he is in no sense the great ensample

of national monarchy. It is Geoffrey who made for Arthur a niche in

national history and created him the national hero. His are the skilful

synthesis of floating material of different kinds, the ingenious invention

of circumstantial detail, and the turning to account of the stock romantic

machinery, e.g. the continental achievements which make Arthur the

rival of Charlemagne and a traveller as notable in the military sphere as

Apollonios in the intellectual. That Arthur became chief and best of the

'nine worthy kings and the best that ever were' is directly due to

Geoffrey.

In effecting this apotheosis he is driven by the analogous necessities

of his task to adopt a device similar to that of Philostratos. He appeals

to the authority of a newlj' discovered document which he retains in his

possession, and claims that his work is a translation from this hidden

source. Whether Julia really gave the Memoirs of Damis to Philostratos

or whether Walter the archdeacon ever did bring back a Celtic manuscript

from Brittany will never now be susceptible of proofs Of one thing I am
tolerably convinced. The alleged documents may or may not have

existed, but if they did, they were certainly not what Philostratos and

Geoffrey would have us believe. If their existence is not a fiction, the

suggestion at any rate that the two romances consisted in essentials of a

translation of their contents is certainly untrue. To believe it would be to

insult the powers of ingenuity and grave yet daring mendacity displayed

by our authors.

W. R. Halliday.

' It is perhaps worth remembering that the invention of an authentic document was a common-
place of the romance writers. No one supposes, for example, that the history of the Trojan war
written in Phoenician characters by the contemporary Diktys was really found in that hero's grave

during the reign of Nero, or believes in the two autobiographical cyprus-wood tablets which were
said to have been recovered from the grave of Deinias in the days of Alexander the Great. Further

examples of the alleged discovery of historico-romantic documents in graves are given in Pfister,

Der RtUquienkiilt im Allertum, ii. pji. 503-505.



THE ACCLAMATION OF EMPERORS IN
BYZANTINE RITUAL.

The practice of acclaiming the Emperors with certain set forms of

words is mentioned by the Byzantine chroniclers in their account of the

court ceremonies. Both Constantine Porphyrogenitus and the writer of

the handbook which goes under the name of Codinus Curopalata ^ give the

proceedings in some detail, whereby we learn the names of the court

officials, their gorgeous robes, and symbols of office, the various sections

of the Imperial guard and the solemn pageantry enacted by them on state

occasions, and can easily imagine the pomp, tiresome perhaps, but certainly

impressive, that surrounded the Eastern Throne. As Gibbon writes

:

' The task of applause was not abandoned to the rude and spontaneous

voices of the crowd. The most convenient stations were occupied by the

bands of the blue and green factions of the circus ; and their furious

conflicts, which had shaken the capital, were insensibly sunk to an emula-

tion of servitude. From either side they echoed in responsive melody the

praises of the emperor ; their poets and musicians directed the choir, and

long life and victory were the burden of every song. The same acclama-

tions were performed at the audience, the banquet, and the church ; and

as evidence of boundless sway, they were repeated in the Latin, Gothic,

Persian, French, and even English language, by the mercenaries who

sustained the real or fictitious character of those nations.' ^

The most elaborate forms of saluting the Emperors were used at

Christmas, as may be gathered from the De Officiis, ascribed to Codinus.*

On Christmas Eve, it appears, when the Emperor came forth from his own

' .See appendix to Bury's edition of Gibbon's Decline and Fall, vol. vi, pp. 516-7.
'' Op. cil. vi, p. 85 (c. liii).

' Codinus Curopalata, De Officiis, c. vi (pp. 77 c seqq. Bonn edition).
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apartment to the assembled congregation, the singers sang the Poly-

chronism/ or acclamation, while the Emperor adored the Holy Images.

Later on in the service, the following forms were used in interceding

for him :

—

' May God prolong thy mighty and holy reign for many \-ears !
' and

' May God prolong thy reign, divinely ordered, crowned, and guarded,

mighty and holy, for many years !

'

^

In the Liturgy, after the Troparia, all the singers and readers again

wished the Emperor long life, as he entered to worship in the Church and

to receive the Antidoron (Consecrated Bread). Later on, the Emperor

mounted his throne, and received similar acclamations, this time with

instrumental accompaniments and interludes. ' After the Polychronism

the singers are silent, but the instruments play for a considerable time.

Then, when the Emperor gently waves his kerchief, they too cease ; and

the singers begin again, singing verses appropriate to the feast, and then

" Christ, who crowned thee King, is born I
" then more verses, with repeti-

tion, for a considerable time. Then the names of the royal house are

blessed, after which the singers again sing the Polychronism.'

At the Imperial table, various detachments of the body-guard gave

and received similar greetings : these were conveyed from the Emperor by

the Protovestiarius or other official, in the terms, ' Our Lord the King

wishes you long life.'^ Finally the singers again entered and sang the

Polychronism, followed by the hymn of Romanus, 'This day the Virgin,'*

and then the Polychronism once more. After dinner similar greetings

were given to the Emperor by members of the Royal house and by the

Royal pages. On Christmas Day acclamations of the same kind were used.''

Not only have the actual words used in saluting the Emperors come

down to us, but also the music, to which they were sung, has survived in

a few manuscripts, and will be exemplified in the present article.

' The Greek verl) is iroAuxp<"''f*"'i 'he noun iroXuxP"''""'-

" "noXvxfovtov jroi'f}ffai 6 Qfhs t^i* 6eotTp60\fTrTov, BioamrTov koi deocppovprjTov, KpaTaiav Kal

ayiay 0aai\fiav o-aj tis ToXA.i ^tt).

The forms given by Constantine Porphyro. {t/e Cerim. i. c. 2.), also for use at Christmas, are
very similar to those in the Dc Officiis.

' De Offic. c. vii (p. 89, Bonn). tU TroWa frrj 6pl((i (lit. 'determines') 6 avSivTris fxas 6

BainAfus.

* 'H TtapBfvos arifitpov rii/ "tirtpovaiov rixTft. The text of this famous hymn is given in Pitra,

AiittUcia Sacra, i. In the service of the Church only the first verse is used, as a A'oiita/;ioit.

» De Offic. p. 91 B.
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The invocation of Divine Blessing on the sovran was not confined to

these public acclamations, but formed a regular part of the ordinary

services. Such petitions occur in the Ectenia, or short litanies, in the first

part of the Liturgy, and are called in Greek ev(j>i]fjLr]at<: or Blessing.^

After the Fall of Constantinople Polychronisms were used for eccle-

siastical dignitaries, and they occur fairly often in manuscripts. At the

present day they are only sung on rare occasions, such as an ofiicial visit

by an Archbishop to a monastery. This branch of composition has not

been neglected by later musicians ; and specimens have been published in

quite recent times.'

My chief examples are taken from the Athos manuscript, Pantocrator,

214. The MS. (paper 8vo., unpaged) seems to be dated 1433. It is a

kind o{ Anthologia and contains the usual variety of hymns, and also some

services including the Meya? 'Eo-Tre/jti'o? (Great Vespers ) as well as the

first part of the Eucharist in which our Euphemesis is placed. If the date

is correct, this would be a very early specimen of an Anthologia, and of

great musical importance. The Euphemesis itself, being meant for the

Emperor actually reigning at this date, is, if not an adaptation of earlier

music, a composition contemporary with the MS. It and the acclamation

were composed in honour of the Emperor John Palaeologus (1425-1448).

The mention in the same context of the Patriarch Joseph II. (1425-1439)

fixes beyond doubt the identity of the sovran.

John VI (or VIII) Palaeologus,'* the last Emperor but one of the East,

made with Joseph the famous but ill-fated journey to the Papal court in

1438-9, for the sake of reunion between the Eastern and Western Churches.

The Synod of Florence, under Pope Eugenius IV declared the union in

' Such appear in the Liturgy as given by C. Cracau, Lilur^ie d. heil. /oh. Chrysostom,

p. 46, and G. V. Shann, Euchohgy, p. 2, etc. Nothing like the Euphemesis given below,

however, is foiinil in the regular Liturgy.

^ Examples : Rebours, (P) Traiti de Psaltique, p. 234 ; Sigalas, tvWariki iBvwHv ^Pia)i.vru!V,

pp. 15—19 ; Sakellarides, (I. Th.) op. cit. p. 466, for the Sultan. A mediaeval example is given in

Sakellarides, Tyrtaeus.

' I visited the Monastery of Pantocrator in September 1912, in the course of a journey under-

taken for the study of mediaeval Greek music. I was enabled to carry this out by the provision of

a grant from the Carnegie Trust for the Universities of Scotland : for which generous aid I heartily

thank the Trustees. I am also much indebted to the Abbot and Brethren of Pantocrator for their

most kind and hospitable treatment, and for the facilities, readily granted, for studying the MSS.
in the Monastery library.

* Called John II by Gibbon, VI by Finlay, VIII by Krumbacher. For his reign, marriage,

and mission to Italy v. Finlay, Bvz. and Gk. Empires, vol. ii, pp. 613 scqi;. ; Gibbon, c. Ixvi.
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July 1438 : Joseph * died at Florence in June 1439 ; and, on the return

of John to Constantinople, the schism broke out afresh.

The Empress Maria Comnena of Trebizond was the third wife of

John Palaeologus. On his accession he had divorced his second wife, and

married Maria, in spite of the protests of the clergy.

The Byzantine Musical Notation (XIII-XVIII Centuries).

The notation with which we are concerned in this article is

conveniently known as the Round System, and its rules are as follows.

Each note in the melody is represented by an interval-sign indicating

its distance from the previous note. The starting-note of the tune depends

on the mode, which is shewn at the beginning of the piece by a Martyria,

or signature. Such signs sometimes recur during the course of a

melody, most commonly at pauses or middle cadences, and thus enable

the singer to be sure that he has sung right and regained the proper

note. The interval-signs themselves are divided into Somata (' steps ')

and Pneiimata ('skips'). A remarkable feature of the Round System

is that in certain combinations the signs lose their interval-value and

become aphone or voiceless. The cases are these :

—

(1) When a Pneuma stands below or to the right of a Soma of similar

direction, the Soma becomes aphone, and only the Pneuma is heard.

If on the other hand the Pneuma stands above a Soma of similar

direction, the interval-values of both are taken together, and a single

large interval is formed.

(2) The Ison or equality-sign annuls the value of an ascending sign

placed below it. The annulled sign is probably heard as a grace-note.

Descending signs arc not affected by the Ison.

(3) If a descending sign stands above an ascending sign, the latter

loses its value, and is probably heard merely as a grace-note. (But

a descending sign is not affected by an ascending.)

(4) Two Somata superposed over one syllable form a single interval,

except two Apostrophi, and an ascending Soma in any combination with

Duo Kentetnata, when the notes are given as successive steps.

The origin of these seemingly strange and arbitrary rules is not

' K Gedeon, narpiopx'tol UlvaKts, pp. 464-5 ; portrait and life of Joseph II.
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known ; but the rules themselves are given in the well known singer's

handbook, found in countless MSS., and usually called the Papadike}

Besides the interval-signs and Martyriae there are also a number

of symbols called Hypostases, which are mainly execution-marks of

various kinds.^ Some relate to time and rhythm, others again are slurs

and marks of emphasis, while a third class consists of summary signs

for whole phrases, of which the actual notes are indicated by the interval-

signs : these form a kind of parallel notation and may have been

meant to help singers whose power of reading the interval-signs was

unequal to the task. Such signs were usually added in red, and they

are rare except in certain late MSS. In this article I shall confine

my attention to such Hypostases as actually occur in the music before us.

The Modes.—The tonality of Byzantine music is a matter of great

uncertainty. Most western scholars have assumed that the eastern modes

are the same as the Gregorian.^ This view, however, goes against the

modern Greek classification of the modes, itself full of confusion and

inconsistency.* I have preferred to follow the theory of Gaisser, which

attempts to reconcile to some extent the modern view of the modes with

their description in the Papadike. By this method the names of the modes

in the Papadike are taken in the ancient Greek sense, and their pitch is

made to agree with modern tradition. The Papadike names the modes

as follows: I Dorian, II Lydian, III Phrygian, IV Mixolydian. The

plagal modes have the same names as the authentic with the syllable

hypo- prefixed.

The four authentic modes are therefore the scales of d, e, f, g,

respectively. Of these, Mode I from d requires two flats in the signature,

and the others, three flats. Of the plagal modes, No. i takes one flat in its

signature, the others, two flats.

' Published in exlenso with explanations by Fleischer (O. ) Neununstudien, T. 3. Cf. my
articles in the Musical Antiquary, Jan. 191 1 (and books there mentioned) and April, 191 1. Also

in By:. Zeitschr. 191 1, 437 sqq.

'' For a fuller account cf. Fleischer op. cit. ; Riemann (H.) d. Byz. Notenschrift, 31 ; Gaisser

(U.) Les Heirmoi de PAques, 9; Thibaut (J.), Origine Byzantine de la Notation Netimatique de

r&glise Latins, chapter iii. Thibaut's term ' Hagiopolitan ' for the Round Notation is cumbrous

and probably unwarranted historically. The other designation of ' Damascenian,' after St. John of

Damascus, is absurd.

' Cf. J. M. Neale and S. G. Hatherly, Hynms of the Eastern Church, xxxl.

* V. Burgault-Ducoudray, £tndes sur la musique eccl. grecque, and, less in detail, W. Christ

and Paranikas, Anthologia, Introd. lib. iv. Modern theory dates from Chrysanthus (fl. 1820)

whose treatise, QanpiTiKhv (J-iya. t^j 'Ek/cX. Moi/itik^j, has lately been reprinted (Athens, 19").

R 2
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The Martyria at the beginning of a piece gives the number of the

mode to be used. The usual starting-note in the authentic modes is the

central note, but the base-note is equally possible. The suitability of pitch

is our guide in this matter. The plagal modes are theoretically located a

fifth below the authentic, but in practice they are transposed to the same

pitch as the authentic, except the fourth plagal, which was high enough

without transposition, and the third, which could be used either transposed

or not ; in the latter case it was the lowest mode in use, and hence appears

to have got its name of Barys.

When in the course of a melody the Martyria of some other mode than

the original one occurs, this only means that a pause is made on one of

the starting-notes of that mode, not that any change of mode or key is

made ; for this purpose a PhtJiora, or modulation-mark, was required.

Besides the regular eight modes there was the Neiiano or chromatic

mode. This is now Mode II plagal, but is distinguished from it in the

Papadike by a separate Phthora. It is usually held that this mode (a

favourite one in Turkish music) is of Oriental origin.

For the arguments in favour of Gaisser's hypothesis the reader is

referred to Gaisser's own works.^ The whole question is too big for

discussion here. Anyone who is unconvinced by his advocacy can alter

the key-signature of my transcriptions, given below, to suit whatever

theory he prefers to adopt.- The progression of the melody at any rate

may be regarded as fairly certain.

The Rhytlmi.—With very few exceptions Byzantine hymns do not

scan by the ancient laws of quantity, but by certain laws of rhythm, which

gave the composer great freedom in setting the words to music. The
critics of the Byzantine age did not, in fact, regard such rhythmical

compositions as verse at all. From the way in which the stress and length

marks are assigned in the MSS. it is clear that the word-accent rules the

metre almost as completely as in Modern Greek, and that the musical

accent coincides with this, regardless of quantity.

The unit of scansion is a Colon (phrase or versicle). In the musical

MSS. the Cola are marked by a dot in the text, and in the modern service-

books by a comma. Sometimes, however, there seem to be double and

' Op. cit. and Le syslaiie mus. d. I'Eglise grecque (Vaprh la tradilion.

Fleischer and Kiemann, opp. lit. have entirely different accounts of the Byzantine modes.
Am. Gastoue, Introd. A la paliographie mus. bvz. keeps rather nearer to the modern Greek view.
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even triple Cola not otherwise divided, perhaps because the music was
meant to run on without any break. In spite of this irregularity the

practice of separating single Cola is constant enough to leave no doubt

that the.se were the metrical divisions actually in the composer's mind, on

which he based the structure of his melody.

A Colon, as far as can be judged, never contains more than three

principal accents (the accents on prepositions, conjunctions, and short

pronouns do not count for this purpose). But, for the sake of emphasis

or other special effect, fewer accents may suffice. The number of syllables

and the position of the accents in the Colon seem to vary at the will

of the author. Attempts to prove either a fixed number of syllables or

the occurrence of regular feet within the Colon have completely failed.

We are left with a kind of rhythmical prose, resembling the Psalms, on

which probably the methods of Greek hymnography were based. Further-

more, it is generally found that the number of lines in a hymn is a multiple

of 4 ; and this indication usually enables us to note where double or triple

Cola occur, and so to make out the full metrical scheme of the hymns.

Greek hymns are divided into three classes : Hirmological, Sticherari-

cal, and Papadical.^ The first class consists mainly of the canons, in which

the typical verse of each ode was called the Hirmus. Now a melody to

which many verses or sets of verses were to be adapted, would have to be

fairly regular and decided in its character, and hence we find that in

hirmological hymns there is little florid writing, and it can be reasonably

conjectured that each Colon had a fixed musical value (reckoned for con-

venience as two bars of common time). The sticherarical hymns are mostly

Idioinela. That is to say, they have music of their own and do not serve as

models for other hymns. In these therefore, while the normal Cola still

appear to have the same value of two bars of our music, expanded phrases

and ad libitum passages are admitted.

A sticherarical hymn is rather more like an anthem than a regular air,

though the general effect of the rhythm is kept up, and the repetition of

words or syllables very seldom allowed.

Papadical compositions are intended for the use of the Papas or priest,

and are therefore a kind of intoning. They include, in the first instance,

all prayers and versicles, and next such slow music as Kratemata (vocal

' For a full list of the kinds of hymns in each class v. Chrysanthus, op. cit. §§ 401 ff. Cf. also

P. Rebours, Traill de Psaliique, pp. 78 ft.
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exercises) Clierubica and Polychronisms. In these there seems to be no

strict time. Any number of notes may be set to one syllable, and words

or syllables may be repeated as often as desired.

Modern Greek theory, while giving no explanation of the names of

these different kinds of hymns, assigns special forms of the modes to each

class. No trace of such distinction appears in the Papadike or other early

source of information ; and I am inclined to believe that it is simply due

to the confused state of Greek musical tradition, which had preserved the

more familiar Hirmological melodies in something like their original shape,

while Oriental influence had been freely at work elsewhere. The modern

forms of the canons are recognisably ike the mediaeval in most cases that

I have studied. But nearly all the Idiomela, as far as they have regular

melodies at all to-day, are late compositions.

Explanation of Hymns given iii Byaantine Notation.

The following are the rubrics for the first hymn (Cod. Athon.

Pantocrat. 214).

(1) Title. Ev<f)i]firja-i<; Ta>v Baa-iXeav Xiyei Be irpwrtov 6 iv rai ff/jfiari.

(2) At A. 'AiroKpivovTai oi 6KT0<i to avro- koI -rrdXtv ol evro'i erepov

ell TOW Ba(7f\et9.

(3) -^t B. Kat 01 eKTo<! iraXiv 6fwia)<i to avTo, km irakiv ol eVro? el<i

Tov TlaTpidp-xTqv.

The fourth mode at the present day has two chief forms, one starting

from e, the other from g} The latter is probably the original type. In the

Papadike the fourth mode is called Mixolydian : this would require three

flats in the signature.

The initial Martyria in the MS. is wanting, owing to the fading of the

red ink. There is, however, no doubt about the mode. At A, where a
start is evidently made from the original, not the preceding note, the
Martyria is also missing.

We will now analyse in detail the first passage.

The first and second syllables bear the Ison, denoting equality

:

underneath each is the Diple, one of the length-marks, making here a
minim. The sloping curve which follows is the Bareia, denoting a slight

accent. The next two interval-signs are Petaste (one note upwards) and
' Chrysanthus, @eapr\TiK6v (Athens reprint 191 1, p. 108) nt^. 0'. § 340.
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Fig. I.—Euphemesis in Honour of John Pai.aeologus {Cod. Athon. Pantocralor, 214).
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ApostrophuS (one note downwards) ; above them stands a small gamma
;

this is the Gorgon, or quick sign, and here denotes quavers. Another

Bareia and Petaste follow. The latter, it may be said, is only used when

a descending sign is to follow. In such cases a turn is often introduced at

the present day, at the discretion of the singer. The word rd has the

compound Apostrophus-Elaphron. The latter sign, being a Pneuma to

the right of a Soma, absorbs the Soma, which is not heard. There follows

Oligon (one note upwards) with Choriston (probably an accent). Below

stands Lygisma, which may be a slur of some kind. Over -tjj stand

Apostrophus above Petaste and Kentemata : the descending sign

Apostrophus annuls the Petaste, which is heard only as a grace-note.

The Duo Kentemata denote one tone upwards : this sign never begins a

syllable, but is tacked on to some other sign. Two Apostrophi follow,

the second charged with Klasma, another length-mark, here making a

minim. The signs over ^a-at need no further explanation.^ Over -\e-

stands a Petaste with Antikenoma, a mute Hypostasis indicating an

up-and-down movement. At the double bar is the Martyria of Mode IV,

here denoting^, the regular starting-note of the mode. The next passage

also needs no special explanation beyond the last note of all, which bears

the Apoderma or pause, mostly used on cadential notes. In the third line

over «at stands Kentema (= two notes upwards) to the right of Oligon.

The former being a Pneuma absorbs the Oligon, and a single interval of

a third results. Over -Kpd- we have Little Ison ; Big Ison above Oxeia

(= one tone upwards). The Big Ison annuls the ascending sign which is

heard as a grace-note ; so also, probably, is the Little Ison ; the Gorgon

merely expresses the rapidity of the grouping. In line 4 over the second

syllable of Ma/ji'a? the Oxeia is similarly treated, and over the second

syllable of AiyovaTrjv the Kentema absorbs the Oxeia. At the beginning

of line 5, I have corrected the MS. A cadence on a is impossible in

Mode IV, and, as the various readings in the somewhat similar final

passage shew, there is a certain amount of confusion. Another Apoderma
marks the cadential note. The bow-shaped Hypostasis under the notes

belonging to the second syllable ofTo-&»;<^ is called Epergema : it may
denote an accent. The other Hypostases, Bareia and Klasma, are familiar.

In the next passage I have made one simple correction in the MS., which

' The reading followed is found in the repetition of this passage in the MS. The first time an
Elaphron is added (evidently in error) to the Apostrophus.
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is obviously in a somewhat confused state. Of the alternative readings I

adopt the more satisfactory.

In the last line over -xpi'- we again have the Little Ison, marking, as I

believe, a grace-note.

First Polvchronism.—Title, et? tov* Bao-iXei?.

The rubrics are as follows :

—

1. At the beginning, to uvto ttolKiv vaTepov 8e.

2. At C. eiTa \eyei 6 Ao/ieanKO<; eh StirKaafiov.

3. At D. o eT6/3o? Aofi€ffTiKO<; e^o)(j)U)vto';.

(Ao/xeoTt/co? = Precentor ; roughly equivalent to 7r/)&)T0>|ra\Tjj?.)

Resuming our musical analysis, we find over rwp in line i Petaste and

Psephiston, another accent-mark. The next sign, Bareia, here separates

the Elaphron and Apostrophus over ^a-, which would otherwise be taken

together. Over -\e- stand Oligon and Kratemohyprrhoon. The latter is

a compound of Kratema (probably a length-mark) and Hyporrhoe ( = two

descending seconds in succession). The result is the group shewn. At

(C) we have a somewhat mysterious Martyria. First comes the signature

of Mode IV plagal, then Kentema above Oligon (= a fourth upwards) and

below this the Martyria of Mode III : then Ison twice. All this seems to

shew that, while we must use the scale of Mode IV plagal, we start on the

initial note of Mode III, i.e. f. As this procedure finally leads us to the

proper cadence of Mode IV plagal, I have no hesitation in adopting it.

In line 2 over -Xet? we have the Ison, and Choriston (accent), and also

Paraklctice, a mute Hypostasis of unknown value, perhaps an expression-

mark. The Psephiston recurs over the next syllable, and, after six notes,

comes the Heteron tou Psaltikou, another Hyporrhoe compound, indicat-

ing a group, but devoid of interval-value. The Hyporrhoe itself occurs

last of all in this line, and three times before. At (D) we again have the

Martyria of Mode IV plagal, this time surmounted by an Ison, to shew

that we go on from the regular initial note c. In the same line we again

have the Heteron tou Psaltikou : five notes later the Pelaston, which seems

to be a compound of Petaste and Psephiston. It has the value of one

note upwards. At the end of the line the Hypostasis is the Kylisma, a

slur.
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In the next hymn \vc again start with the Martyria of Mode IV.

The Hypostases over -\v- are Bareia and another form of Epergema.

Observe that the Ison over this syllable does not affect the descending

sign (Elaphron) below it. Over the minim a we have another Hypostasis,

the Piasma, here indicating merely an accent, but often marking a rapid

group. In its. origin it seems to have been a double Bareia. In the

middle of the next line, over the tied £ the Hypostasis is Psephiston-

Synagma (exact meaning not known). The time-marks, Klasma, Diple, and

then Gorgon, suggest the rhythm given.

In I. 2 (Fig. 3) the Hypostasis over -Xa is not very clear. It may be

the Parakletikc or else the Gorgosyntheton. The latter would require the

addition of a turn : like the Heteron tou Psaltikou, it is a Hyporrhoc

compound. Over the second note to I- (last word of hymn) is the

Ekstrepton, of uncertain meaning, perhaps a mordente. The correction in

the MS. is suggested by the similar passage in the next hymn.

Second PoLYCHRONISM.—Title, et9 apxt-epeh, STepov.

Again we have the Martyria of Mode IV. The Epegerma recurs in a

slightly different form. The opening is very like that of the last hymn.

Over -Tr}v, we have a slightly varied Ekstrepton. In line 2 the Piasma over

-XuT- here shews a rapid group, as often. At the end of the line is a

Martyria called Legetos. It stands for the note e ; but its origin is uncertain.

Annexed to it are Oxeia and Kentemata, shewing two seconds upwards :

this gives us ^, the note already indicated by the interval-signs over the

words. This doubling of indications is fairly common, and was meant to

give the singer confidence. At the end of the next line, the Hypostasis,

besides the Piasma, is the Heteron Parakalesma (or simply Heteron),

probably a slur. It recurs in the next line.

It must be noticed that the occurrence, in our reading, of the note e

with its special Martyria is a satisfactory proof that we were right in start-

ing the melody on
_f.

POLYCHRONISMS FOR AN EmPEROR AND FOR A PATRIARCH.

By way of illustration, I will now give some other compositions of the

same kind. The first is an antiphonic Euphemesis from the Athos MS,
Laura A 166. This is a Sticherarium, probably of the fifteenth century,
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written on paper, with coloured miniatures in tlie margin. The Martyriae

and Hypostases are in red ink, now badly faded. The hymn is found in

the service for Christmas Eve.
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:i=T=^ z^z:^—^ZL^
-w)-^-j7z:j;r.Jr^-:g

xl [ - TToX - \a TO.

This Euphemesis is remarkable in two ways. The rapid responses

are very dramatic in their effect ; and also, curiously enough, the names of

the Emperor and Empress (?) are omitted. It was intended of course

that the singer should supply these himself.

There follow three Polychronisms, of which I quote the first : the

others are of excessive length, and contain much meaningless vocalization.

At the beginning of the Euphemesis the Martyria is wanting, the ink

having faded. The mode is certain from the general character of the

piece.

Below appears the Phthora of the Nenano, or chromatic mode. This

has two forms, one withy and t]«, the other with #/" and }^e. There is

nothing to shew us which form is meant here. So with some hesitation I

choose the more effective musically. The Phthora of Mode III, which

stands, very oddly, at the beginning of the piece, was probably a warning

to keep strictly to «-flat and/, both notes common to Modes III and IV.

The effect of the Phthora does not last beyond the next cadence. The

conclusion is practically in Mode IV plagal.

The Polychronism is very simple. Observe the late form aa<;, and

the meaningless syllable xe.

|^SgSa^=i±J^iJ^^g â
no-A.1; XPo VI, - ov. iroi - T)

q^S ^- --^^ :g=^
:i=i^i J:*:

0c
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J^-r:i
— -^—^—^T^-

^s_
Tr]V a. - r^i - av /3a
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The next example is from a MS. in the Monastery of Leimon

in the island of Lesbos. No. 230 (paper, probably XVII century,) fo, 245.
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3f::St^

Si - - - (Tiro - - ra .

The course of the melody is fairly plain. Most of the cadences

are on ^ or c, which are the usual ones in this mode. We have two

on e, one denoted by the signature of Mode II, the other by the Lcgetos.

This suggests that the Legetos may originally have been a form of

Mode II, transferred to Mode IV, when the chromatic form of Mode II

came in. But all this is pure guess-work with our present knowledge.

The marking of the note c with the signature of the plagal mode does not

imply a modulation into that mode, but only shews clearly that the

lower final of the authentic (which it shares with its plagal) is to be

used. Before the last passage is a long Teretism,^ of which I give only

a few bars as a specimen.

Just before this long Polychronism is a very short one for a bishop.

This I also quote.

Et? ev<jyQfir]atv dp^iepea)^ orav aaird^erai.'

I
-r-.1=^=I?'^i==t-^—^—^ i0 ! .-^r^'—^—*—«*-t#-»>-

~-^

To;' d€(r - Trd - - - - ^y^y Kai ap

P
Piasma * Thes-kai-apothes

P^l=}=)=:t=d=^3=^==5=4=3E3E^-^J_=^=i=*=^^^-J

* This meaningless repetition of certain syllables was probably nothing but a vocal exercise,
devoid of any mystical meaning. Various attempts to read some verbal sense into it have been
made (cf. Thibaut oJ>. cit. p. 42), all rather fantastic.

^ In late Greek irw takes the indicative.
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It is in the third plagal or Grave mode, here obviously in its

untransposed form, starting from b flat. This form is used to-day in

most Papadical hymns, while the transposed form, from f, is preferred

in sticherarical compositions. In the middle of the hymn we seem

to pass entirely into Mode II. I have therefore made a change of key

and we reach a regular Mode II cadence. Of the Hypostases, the Piasma

is familiar as denoting a rapid group : the 06? kcu dTr6de<; is doubtful.

It probably means 'touch the note and leave it'; and this could mean

either (i) sing the note, and then make a rest : or (2) touch the base-note,

and then ascend. The former seems more likely.

Conclusion.

It is unlikely that any of the specimens of Byzantine music here

presented can deserve to rank very high as compositions. There

is a certain monotony of rhythm and indefiniteness in the melodic

subject-matter, which though familiar enough to all acquainted with

modern Byzantine music, cannot fail to be displeasing to most western

ears. The last example is probably the most acceptable from our

point of view. On the other hand, an unprejudiced listener will find

S 2
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a suggestion of power and dignity in the deliberate flow of the music,

unchecked by formal laws of rhythm, and the tonal effects will sound

novel and even mysterious. Above all, it must be remembered that

only one class of Byzantine music is here exempliiied, while the brighter

and more rhythmic hirmological and sticherarical hymns present a very

different character. Perhaps too, owing to the late date of our Polychron-

isms, we should be prepared for some falling-off in their style. But

in any case until we are familiar with a wider range of Byzantine music,

we cannot tell what canons of taste the composers set before themselves,

nor can we judge how far they succeeded. In this field, as one writer

has said,i we are all beginners ; and for the preseht we must be content

to bring small contributions, in the hope of establishing historical

connexion between mediaeval and modern Greek Church music, whereby

the remaining problems may be solved, and the sacred song of the East

take its proper place in the world's musical history and tradition.

H. J. W. TiLLYARD.

' O. Fleischer, op. cit.



ON IMITATION OF THE VENETIAN SEQUIN
STRUCK FOR THE LEVANT.

The long-established popularity of the Venetian gold ducat or

sequin as a medium for international trade in the Levant, is easily

accounted for by its unvarying fineness and constant types from its first

appearance in the thirteenth century to the end of the Republic in 1797.

Throughout this long period it held its own as the standard gold coin

of the Levant trade. Imitations of varying date, standard, and work-

manship are an inevitable consequence of this popularity : they are found

so far afield as India, and are even at the present day manufactured

for jewellers' purposes in Alexandria.

A conspicuous mediaeval example of these trade imitations is to be

found in a series of more or less barbarous imitations of the sequin of

Andrea Dandolo (1343-54), which, though attributed to no definite mint,

have long been recognised as a Levant currency. The designs are

imitated closely from the Venetian original, the name of the doge and

the motto of the reverse

—

Sit iibi, Cliriste, datus qiiem tu—regis iste

ducatus—being blundered or distorted in various ways. A peculiarity

common to the whole class is the substitution of the letters Z for N
and K for R in the legends. P. Lambros, noting that certain coins

had a K left of the figure of Christ on the reverse, assumed rather

arbitrarily that this was the mint mark R of Robert of Anjou, prince of

Achaia,! regardless of the fact that the one undoubted gold coin of the

latter follows the Florentine, not the Venetian, model. Moreover a com-

parison with the Venetian series shews that this K merely replaces the

' "Av^kSoto vo|i.£o-|ioTa Koirt'vra iv TXap^vTO-^, (1876), pp. 1-7; the attribution is

provisionally accepted by Schlumberger in Num. de VOritnl Latin, p. 320.

26c
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R oi Regis in the second half of the motto,^ being followed nearly always

by -GIS or (blundered) -SIS, in one instance (Fig. i b) by -OGIS, where

the O replaces the original 6I. The supposed Clarenza sequin, then, has

no more historical interest than the rest of its class. (Fig. i.)

Now these imitations of Dandolo's sequins do not stand alone. There

also occur, though more rarely, coins of the same poor style based on

Venetian originals of Antonio Veniero, Michele Steno, and Tommaso
Mocenigo, which are assigned by Lambros to Chios, but bear no distinctive

mintmark ; others, again, imitating sequins of Andrea Contareno and

Pietro Gradonigo, are attributed by the same author, on the ground of a

quite fanciful interpretation of their blundered legends,- to the Catanei of

Fig. I.

—

Pseudo-Veneiian Sequins attributed to Clarenza (after Lambros).

Phocaea. We have thus to account for a fairly consecutive series of

.sequins imitating the Venetian coinage from about 1 343-1423, the

blundered sequin of Gradonigo falling chronologically outside the main

group.

As to the place of mintage, provenance is obviously no guide : no

large hoard is known ; Lambros obtained his specimens at various centres

in the Levant, and most trade-imitations circulated over a wide area.^ It

' Among half a dozen of these sequins bought by me (1912) in Constantinople, and all of the
same fabric, one omits the A" altogether.

'* The legend of the first, aniirdtao, is certainly blundered for ANDRQTAR, that of the second
is recognised by Lambros himself as derived in part from the sequin of Gradonigo.

^ It may be of interest to note that this year I obtained a very base Sequin of the ' Clarenza
type at Konia, while a hoard of forty fine specimens appe.-tred at Constantinople. In Greece I

have never met with a ' K ' Sequin and have only once seen a blundered Sequin of Dandolo.
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is improbable that the blundered coins are Venetian : they are more likely

to have been coined by a foreign settlement taking advantage of the

popularity of Venetian types.

The chief communities in the Levant which are known to have struck

sequins on the Venetian model are the Genoese colonies of Pera, Mytilene,

and Chios.' The claim of Pera to the counterfeit coinage would rest on

the isolated coin of Gradonigo, since the city became Genoese in his reign

(1303), beginning to strike gold in its own name in 1421. Of Mytilene,

which was more loosely attached to Genoa, we know that its first duke,

Francesco I. Gattelusio (1355-84) was accused by the Venetians of striking

sequins of low standard with Venetian types ^ : the only distinctively

Mytilenean sequins are again later, bearing the name of Jacopo (1404-28).

Chios is of all the Genoese colonies numismatically the most important,

and a number of sequins have come down to us which can be definitely

assigned to it, as bearing the names of Genoese doges and the Chian

mintmark S. None of these, however, are earlier than Tommaso
Campofregoso (1415-21). Chios was occupied by the Genoese from 1304

to 1329 and from 1346 to 1566: the island was in a flourishing state till the

end of the fourteenth century, having a large share of the overland trade

from Asia Minor, which was, be it remembered, carried on with a foreign

and (for our purposes at least) illiterate nation. The second conquest of

Chios took place while Andrea Dandolo was reigning at Venice, and

the first issue of definitely Chian sequins coincides with the reign of

Tommaso Mocenigo.^ It is not improbable therefore, that the series

of blundered imitations represents the earlier gold coinage of Chios

under the Genoese before the substitution of Genoese legends.''

Confirmation of the attribution to Chios is to be found in a passage of

Coronelli's Isolario (1695) which maybe given in full:
—

' Spendono anco

attualmente i Scioti il zecchino d'oro stampato da Veneti nel tempo che

furono altre volte Padroni di questa Citta, il quale dal corrente da Venetia

differisce per alcune littere greche scolpite all'interno.' ^

' The Rhodian Kniglits also struck them from the reign of Antonio Fluviano (1421-37)

onwards.
- Document of 1357 published in Giontale I.iguslho, i. (1874), p. 84.

' The C.enoese in Chios had the right to coin silver from the establishment of the colony

(Doc. in Pagano, Imprese dei Geiiovesi, p. 281).

• It will be noted that both the Genoese colonies and Rhodes began to strike gold in their own

name between 1420-1430, so that the cause probably lay in local affairs, not Genoese.

° P. 271.
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Now the sequins here mentioned could not have been struck by the

Venetians, since Venice only held the island for two short periods, (i) in

1191, when sequins were not yet invented, and (2) in 1694-5 which is

subsequent to the writing of the Isolario} Littere greche seems to point

certainly to the blundered and reversed lettering of the series of sequins

we are discussing, in which, moreover, the form of A used, often

approximates to that of the Greek A.

It is probably these same sequins, not the rare issues struck in the

name of Genoa, which are referred to as ' Chian ducats ' {^ovKa-ra Xlov) in

a Chian document of 1572.-

The conclusion is thus, that the series of blundered sequins, falling

exactly between the acquisition of Pera and Chios by the Genoese and

the striking of the first confessedly Genoese sequins in the Levant, are

therefore probably of Genoese origin and struck for the Turkey trade.

There is further, especially considering the strictly commercial basis of the

Chian colony, a strong presumption that many, if not all of them, were

struck in or for Chios.

F. W. Hasluck.

^ In spite of the detail in which the island is treated by Coronelli, this Venetian exploit is not

mentioned.
' Photeinos, N«o(iov<i<rio (Athens, 1865), pp. 185, ff. ; Xtov is probably inserted because the

Chian imitations were of a standard inferior to that of the Venetian original.



PLATO IN THE FOLK-LORE OF THE
KONIA PLAIN.

The recognition of Plato by the Arab philosophers, and consequently

by the Seljouks of Roum, has long been the accepted explanation of the

fact that his name is popularly associated with a remarkable spring

(Eflatoun Bounari = Plato's spring) with 'Hittite' ruins some fifty miles

west of Konia,^ the Seljouk capital, and with a spring at Konia itself^ : the

connection has not hitherto been made clear. Stray references to Plato in

the description of this part of Asia Minor by the Turkish geographer

Hadji Khalfa (1648)^ seem to throw some fresh light on the subject.

These references are three in number. The first records the existence

of a 'tomb of Plato the divine'^ in the citadel at Konia.^ This is also

mentioned earlier by the thirteenth-century geographer Yakut,'' one of

Hadji Khalfa's acknowledged sources : Yakut adds that the tomb was ' in

the church by the mosque.' ^ This church is identified with that of

' See Hamilton, Asia Minor, ii. 350 ; A.J.A., 1886, p. 49 ; Sarre, Keise in Kleinasien, 123 ;

Perrot et Chipiez, pp. 730 IT.

^ Konia, from 1233 onwards, the headquarters of the philosophic Mevlevi order of dervishes,

would he less averse to Platonic studies than a more orthodox place. At Karaman near by, the

highest class of students at the Zinjirli Medresseh were known as Platonists (Hammer-Hellert,

Hist. Emp. Ott., i. 232, 405).

^ Tr, Armain, ap. Vivien de S. Martin, Descr. de I'Asie Mineiirf, ii. 651 if. There is a Latin

translation by Norberg (Lund, 1818).

* Plato, Aristotle, and Socrates are given the title of ' divine ' as having admitted a Prime

Cause in their philosophies : the tomb of Plato is placed by Hadji Khalfa immediately after the

orthodox Mahommedan ])ilgrimages at Konia.
'"

P. 670 ; cf. Otter
(
Voyage, i. 61), who borrows direct from Hadji Khalfa, as often, e.g. in the

case of the Ivriz relief; a comparison with Hadji Khalfa shews that he never visited this monument,
though he is generally credited with the discovery.

* The date of Yakut's Geography is generally given as 1224; Sarre places him in the

xiv. century. The point is of some interest as the earlier date would prove that ' Plato's tomb' was

recognised before the establishment of the Mevlevi at Konia.

' Ap. Sarre, ot, cil. p. 34, note, cf. 125.

26s
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S. Amphilochius by a note in the Pilgrimage of the Merchant Basil

(1466):
—

' il ya la une eglise chrdtienne [consacree] selon eux a Platon

et selon nous a Amphilothee {sic). II repose entre la grande porta et la

porte septentrionale [de I'autel] ; et I'huile sainte decoule de lui jusqu'a

present.' ' The church of S. Amphilochius, a fourth-century bishop of

Iconium, is still standing,'^ and in it is said to exist a ' spring of Plato,*'

probably the ayasnia of the saint.

The second reference * is to a so-called ' river of Plato ' by a village (not

marked on our maps) called Bounarbashi, near Madenshehr and the

' Thousand and One Churches.'

In both these passages as at Eflatoun Bounari, Plato's name is

associated with water-springs,^ and that in a country where the water-

supply is regulated by mysterious and still imperfectly known subterranean

channels." Pre-hellenic Iconium had a legend of a deluge in which

the entire population perished.^ The whole plain was and is subject to

floods.

The missing link in the connection is supplied by Hadji Khalfa's third

reference to Plato :
—'The inhabitants of the country^ say that the plain of

Konia was once a sea, which Plato caused to disappear.'"

In our own times Hamilton, the discoverer of Eflatoun Bounari,

heard at the lake of Egerdir a converse tradition that ' 800 years ago it

was all dry and that a river ran through it until its course was stopped by a

magician named Eflat.'^*'

The rdle of the magician-philosopher-engineer Plato in the plain of

Konia thus proves to be similar to that of Herakles in Thessaly, at

Lerna, and at Pheneos, and of the Minyans in Boeotia. He represents not

' Ell. Khilrovo, Itin. Kiisses, p. 256.
° Kamsay and Bell, Thousand and One Chuixhes, Figs. 328-330 iiicl. ; Ramsay, Cilies of

S. Paul, p. 380 and PI. XIV. ; Pauline Studies, 170 f.

' Pauline Studies, 1 77.

* Oj>. (it. p. 735 : Maaden Schari alio nomine Eflatun sui in Norberg's translation (ii. 529).
^ I do not know this country well enough to say whether plant.-trees, which in .some

parts habitually grow by springs, or some Greek place-name derived from itKa-ravos, may have

suggested the connection.

" Kamsay, Cilies of S. Paul, 323 ; of. Hamilton, op. cil. i. 4S2, ii. 342. With these channels

are probably connected strange places like the ' devil-haunted ' lake of Oobruk (Sarre, op.

cit., p. 74).

' Rampay, ibid., 319 ff. « About Ismil, east of Konia.

' P. 670 : the sallness of L. Tatta and others in the district suggests a ' sea ' rather than a mere
freshwater inundation.

'« Op. cil. i. 482.
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only superhuman skill, magical or divine, but also the superior science of

an age long past and dimly remembered by its monuments.^ The

conception of the ' magician ' who makes water appear and vanish is

doubtless aided in this particular instance by the frequency of mirage

effects in the district,^ and that of the engineer by the subterranean water

channels {doiideii) alluded to above.

From various analogies Ramsay, in his study of Iconium, infers that in

. ancient times the drainage and irrigation of the plain were attributed to

divine agency,^ though the legend has entirely perished. From such scanty

records as we have of the local religion we may guess that the hero-saviour

was Hellenised as Herakles or Perseus;* beyond this we cannot safely

venture. Frazer has pointed out that the dragon of the Perseus type of

myth is often closely connected with water,^ but besides the coin of

Koropissus already mentioned there is nothing to shew that the dragon

incident was localised in the plain of Konia."

Whether in Christian tradition S. Amphilochius or any other saint was

credited with a beneficent miracle similar to Plato's as the archangel

Michael certainly was at Colossae,' we cannot say. The fact that ' Plato's

' This non-magical side is well illustrated by the strictly utilitarian and rather commonplace
works ascribed by Orientals to Pliny—an economically-heated bath at Caesarea Mazaca (Hadji

Khalfa, p. 676, cf. H. Barth, A'eise von Trapeztiiit nach Scutari, 266) and the canal at Damascus

(Lestrange, Palestine under the Moslems, 266). On the other hand, the really remarkable

engineering works of Alexander become so exaggerated as to be inexplicable save by magic

(cf. e.g. Hadji Khalfa, p. 685). In western folk-lore the rich legend-cycle of Vergil covers the

whole ground (see Comparetti, Vergil in the Middle Ages, passim).

^ Sarre, op. cit., p. 96.

' Cities of S. Paul, p. 235, cf. p. 18 : for Herakles and Perseus at Tarsus, see p. 136.

* There was a tribe Herculana at Iconium and both Perseus and Herakles figure on the coins.

Kybistra (Eregli) took the name of Herakleia and used the /^ar/a as its coin-type (B.M. Catal.

p. 95) • '''s neighbouring god of Ivriz was very probably (Ramsay, op. cit., p. 400) identified with

Herakles. Of other cities in the district Koropissus uses the type of Perseus and Andromeda
(liev. Num. 1883, p. 32), Hyde (Kara Bounar?), Tyana (near Bor), and Karallia (Iskeles?) strike

coins with Perseus {B.M. Catal. PI. XL. 1 ; p. 96 ; p. 47 note I respectively) ; so that Perseus

and Plato have roughly the same domain. It is fair to add that the Perseus type is common south

of Taurus also, but this is again a liouden country (Bent in P.K.G.S. 1890, 447).
" Commentary on Patisanias, v. p. 142.

* The ' tradition ' of the dragon cited Vjy Cuinet (Asie Mincure, i. 820) mentioned also by

I. Valavanis (Mi/tpoeriaTiifo, p. no), I confess myself unable to trace: it seems to be no more

than a local contaminatio of ancient sources. The Iconian Perseus-legend, as we have it in

Malalas, Cedrenus, the Chronicon Paschale, and John of Antioch, commemorates merely a

conquering hero and city-builder. At Koropissus the dragon or monster of the legend is suggested

by the name of the district (Mtis) in which the town lay (Rams.iy, H.G. 363).

' Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, i. 215, For S. Michael's association with waters see

Lueken, Michael, pp. 53, 131.
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tomb' was shewn in a Christian church seems to favour such a supposition,

but the substitution of names may have been made on quite untraceable

grounds ; ^ even a supposed resemblance between ' Eflatoun ' and some

perverted form of Amphilochius is not impossible.- Nor is there any need

to suppose a survival or continuous tradition, since the natural conditions of

the country have at all times been sufficient to account for Xhe genesis of so

simple a type of myth. At Dineir, for instance, where somewhat similar

conditions prevail, we need not connect the ancient legends of the Deluge^

with the modern folk-tale, located apparently at Sheikh Arab Gueul, of an

' infidel {giaour) dervish ' who flooded a town in revenge for ill-treatment.*

Nor is a deluge-legend necessarily evidence of floods : the very instructive

series of flood-legends given by Carnoy and Nicolaides ° as current at

Caesarea seems based merely on a gradual identification, probably by

Armenians, of Argaeus with Ararat.

F. W. Hasluck.

Addenda.

I may here add some supplementary notes on current Plato-legends,

collected almost entirely from Sir W. M. Ramsay's servant, Prodromos

Petrides, during a recent visit to Konia.

I. Eflatoun Bounari is regarded as the spot where 'Plato' blocked

(with cotton, pitch, and large stones) the outlet of a subterranean river

which threatened to flood Konia : this legend is current also at Konia

itself. ' Plato ' is generallj' described as a Turkish boy, but is said, by the

more imaginative, to have come from Bagdad.

' So the origin of the Ivriz river, with its mysterious source and disappearance, was locally

attributed, for reasons entirely lost to us, not to Plato but to one of the Companions of the Prophet

(Davis, Astatic Turkey, 251, cf. Hadji Khalfa, 671).
'•^ Note especially the form Ainphilotheos in the Pilgrimage of Basil, which would help the

identification as containing the consonants /, /, t. It is of course possible that the origina

dedication of the church was to S. Plato of Ancyra, martyred under Diocletian and celebrated by
the Eastern Church on Nov. 18 ; he was sufficiently important to have had a cult at Constantinople,

but nothing connects him with Iconium. S. (Scrios) Amphilochius was never a full-fledged saint

and many churches are known by their founders' names rather than by those of their patron saints.

^ Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics, ii. 669.
* Laborde, Asie Mineure, 105.
'' Traditions de I'Asie Mineure, 222-3 '> cf. Scptt-Stevenson, Our Ride through Asia Minor,

p. 206 ; Tozer, Asia Minor, p. 333.
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2. The church of S. Amphilochius is still vaguely connected with

Plato : some hold that it was his observatory, others ' have heard ' that his

tomb is there. I could see no trace of tomb or aynsvia inside the building,

nor does the saint share ' Plato's ' connection with the underground river

supposed to flow beneath it. The similarity ij) between the names of

saint and sage, suggested by me as a possible reason for their identification,

was brought forward spontaneously as an explanation.

3. Hamilton's Egerdir legend is current at Beyshehr. ' Plato

'

blocked the outlet of the lake in order to bring the water to Konia but

desisted on finding that a town was flooded by his operations.^

It is noteworthy that all these legends concur in associating ' Plato

'

and his works with Konia, which historical considerations have led us to

consider the home of the myth.

F. W. H.

' The similarity of this story to that of the Dineir lake, quoted above, makes one suspect that

' Plato' is the hero of both. Giaour is used as well as poiit-terest to designate pagans (von Diest,

Tilsit nach Angora, p. 38).



TOPOGRAPHICAL DRAWINGS IN THE BRITISH
MUSEUM ILLUSTRATING CLASSICAL SITES
AND REMAINS IN GREECE AND TURKEY.

The British Museum drawings indexed below, though in almost all

cases admirably catalogued,' are scattered through the four departments

of Prints and Drawings (P. & D.), Greek and Roman Antiquities

(G. & R.), Manuscripts (MSS.), and Printed Books (P.B.). They are

here arranged alphabetically under artists' names. I am indebted to the

kindness of Mr. A. H. Smith, Keeper of the Greek and Roman Antiquities,

for much information concerning the drawings in his care.

Browne, Sir E. MSS. Add. 5,233. f. 4.8.

A small pencil sketch of Turnavo in Thessaly.

The author travelled in the Levant in 1669, cf his printed Travels

(1672, etc.).

BURGON, Mr.S. G. & R. Portfolio A.

A sepia drawing of the temple at Bassae from a sketch made by

Mrs. Burgon in 181 5.

COCKERELL, C. R. * G. & R.

The series of Cockerell .sketches (1810-1817) is described by Miss

C. A. Hutton in J.H.S. xix. 53 ff. PI. VII.

' See especially Madden's Catalogue of MS. Maps, Charts, and Plans and topographical

Drawings in the British Museum, vol. iii., which contains the sections Mediterranean (pp. 30 fT.),

Greece (70 ff.), and Turkey (260 ff.), and Binyon's Catalogue Drawings by English Artists,

(1900-7).
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COVEL, J. (chaplain at Constantinople 1669-1677).! MSS. Add.22,gr2.

In this volume are topographical drawings by several hands, including

some by J. Grelot {q.v.), J. Salter {q.v.), and

(f- 31-3) Two plans, {a) Italian, (1^) French, of Candia during the siege.

(f. 39) Folding view in ink, the drawing clumsy but conscientious, of

the sea-front at Smyrna, probably made by C. in 1677.-

(f. 118) Clumsy drawing in ink and grey wash of the Valideh {})

mosque at Constantinople.

(f. 125) 'A Prospect of the Grand Signior's Seraglio' in brown ink,

from G. Sandys or his original.'

Daniell, Rev. E. T. (1804-42). P. & D.

A series of fifty-five drawings by Daniell, chiefly in water and body

colour over pencil or brown ink on buff paper, is fully described in

Binyon's catalogue. The subjects include views of Telmessus, Pinara,

Xanthus, Tlos, Antiphellus, Cassaba, Myra, Phineka, Limyra, Chimera,

Termessus, Cibyra, Sillyum, and Aspendus, also Rhodes and Larnaka.

Two other drawings, Termessus and Turkish house at Cassaba, are in the

Reeve collection. All were made for the Lycian expedition of Spratt and

Forbes (1840-2), in the course of which Daniell died of fever at Adalia

:

the illustrations of the book are with few exceptions the work of Forbes.

Dilettanti Collection. G. & R.—P. & D.

This collection, catalogued by Madden, contains a volume of eighty-

three drawings of Athens and Asia Minor by Pars and another of a

hundred and twenty-six Athenian drawings by Revett. Most of these

are published in the Antiquities of Athens or Ionian Antiquities* The

third volume of Dilettanti drawings, by Bedford, Gell, and Gandy Dering^

was never handed over to the Museum,^ though its contents, some of which

' Set B.S.A., xii. 211.

' The drawing is to be referred to the homeward journey as it shews the Khan of Achtnet

Kuprulu, built 1675-7 (Rycaut, Hist, of the Turks, 256, 263).

' Covel says in his text (f. 76) that he had two prospects of Constantinople, one a very large

panoramic view by Grelot, the other taken from the Embassy by an Englishman ' in Sir Paul

Pindar's time.' A receipt for 90 livres received by the artist in payment for the former is to be

found in Covel's letters {Add. 22,910 f. 187).
' Exceptions are drawings of the Cave at Vari and the Castalian Spring, which, with the rest

of the pictorial subjects by Pars (twenty-four in all), except the view of the Acropolis exhibited in

the Elgin Room, are to be found in the Print Department.

' For the Dilettanti mission of 1812-13 see Cust, Hist, of Dilettanti, 149.

° The volume is said to have perished in a fire.
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were published in Unedited Antiquities of Attica, are catalogued by

Madden.

Elgin Collection. G. & R.

The series of drawings made for Lord Elgin during his embassy

to the Porte is contained in five volumes. They include the drawings

of Athenian Sculpture made by Theodore ' the Kalmuck ' and reproduced

in Stuart and Revett ( Vol. V. in Madden but lettered 4) ; surveys,

plans and perspectives of Greek sites and buildings by Sebastiano Ittar

(^.z/.) ; and a series of ink drawings of the Troad by an anonymous

artist, probably Preaux {<}.v^. In vol i. are three unattributed pencil

drawings of landscape in Crete. A rough list of the Elgin drawings is

given by Stuart and Revett {^Ant. of Athens, 2nd ed. IV. pt. 3. p. 28, notert),

where the only artists' names given are those of Lusieri (landscape) and

Ittar (architecture).

Gell, Sir W. (i 777-1 836). P. & D.

A series of drawings made by Gell in Greece between 1801-6 is

contained in twelve sketch-books averaging 9 J x f4f in. and a packet.

The drawings arc executed chiefly in ink and pencil with or without

the addition of wash, and are conscientious rather than artistic. The

draughtsman's chief object was topographical, and many of the drawings

are panoramas of country : an interesting example is that of the Piraeus

harbours (VII. 12). Of the well-known Athenian and other ruins there

are many elaborate studies, sometimes from uncommon points of view.

The whole series is catalogued in detail by Binyon : below is a rough

list of the contents of the sketch-books :

—

I. Navarino, Phigalia, Mantinea, Stymphalus, Argolid (published),

Troad (published).

II. Megalopolis, Mistra and Sparta (nine views, mostly panoramic),

Phyle, Thebes, Thermopylae, Pharsala, Tempe and Thessaly, Elatea,

Chaeronea.

III. Delphi, Bassae, Karitaena, Olympia, Ithome.

IV. Corinth, Eleusis, Thebes, Daulis.

V. Aegina, Athens, Daphne, Sunium, Vari.

VI. Mesolonghi, Klitor, Kalavryta, Megaspelaeon, Bura, Sicyon,

Oeniadae, Ithaca, Naupactus.

VII. Athens, Plataea and other Boeotian sites.
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VIII. Athens and Attica, Marathon, Cave of Trophonius.

IX. Mistra, Corinth, Thebes, Orchomenos, Livadia, Delphi.

X. Corfu, Zante, Delos, Islands.

XI. Delphi, Thebes, Livadia, Corinth, H. Lcukas.

XII I.i t'arga, Nicopolis, Ithaca, Cephalonia, Patras, Delphi, Livadia,

Athens.

Grelot, J. (at Constantinople 1674). MSS. Add. 22, gT2?

ff. 133-4. Two small drawings in brown ink of ^ KItane, interior and

exterior, the former signed Grelot delineavit ad locum.

f. 119. Similar drawing of the Historical Column at Constantinople

(Fig. I).

This drawing of the column is a new one : for other views known see

Jakrb. vii. 230 If., Mon. et Mem ii. 99 ff., and details in C. G. Curtis,

Old Byzantium, ii. 4I3. The style is exactly similar to that of the

signed Grelot drawing though Grelot does not mention that he drew

this monument. A note at p. 68 of the English edition of Grelot's Voyage

explains the omission of the base of the column in the drawing :
' the

lower part is so surrounded with Houses built upon it that neither the

Pedestal nor the base of the Pillar can be discover'd.' A rough draft

of the same subject in Lansd. 792 (see B.S.A. xvii, 156) is taken from

Sandys.

Gropius, J. (Austrian Consul at Athens). P. & D.

A few slight pencil sketches in the odd packet of Gell's drawings

illustrate a journey made in May-June 1803 to Smyrna, Ephesus, Phocaea,

Chios, Samos, Miletus, Cos, Myndus, ' Halicarnassus ' (lasus), Sardis.^

H.VLLER, F. VON (d. 18 17). G. & R.-P. & D.

Haller's sketches and notes of the temple at Bassae are bound in

a book of thirty-one pages (10 X 8i in.) written both sides, containing

measured plans, sections, and detail drawings of the temple, done free-hand

but with great accuracy. The drawings include (ff. 24-5) a very careful

elevation, half-plan, and various sections of the famous Corinthian capital.*

A few slight pencil sketches by Haller are to be found among the

Cockerel! and Gell (ix. 3J collections, and a detail from Aegina in

Portfolio A.

^ Sketch book XII. contains Spanish subjects. - See above, s.?/. Covet.

" The order is taken from the dated sketches. * See Dunn mja/ircsli. ix. 287 f?.

T
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The Historical Column at CoNSTANXiNoi'Lii

(from a drawing attributed to J. Grelot).
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Hawkins, J. (of Bignor, i758?-i84i). G. & R.

A drawing in wash of the lions at the gate of Mycenae is to be found

in Portfolio A.

ITTAR, S. G. & R. Elgin Collectiott.

Ittar's drawings occupy the greater part of vols, i.-iv. of the Elgin

drawings. Vol. iv. contains working drawings, the others finished drawings

in ink and wash. Vol. ii. is the most important as including less-known

sites. The collection embraces Aegina, Argos, Athens, Sunium, Corinth,

Eleu.sis, Epidaurus, Mantinea, Mycenae, Nemea, Sicyon, Sparta (three

plans and drawings of Artemision (Fig. 2) and ' Leonidaeum '), Tiryns.

All are described in detail by Madden.

KiNNARD, W. G. & R. Portfolio A.

Some small finished drawings in ink and wash of architectural details

from Delphi and Delos (1820), in part published (Stuart and Revett,

vol. v.).

Lewis, Prof. T. Hayter. G. & R.

Of this artist the Museum possesses four careful pencil drawings on

a small scale of Athens (Acropolis, Propylaea, Pinacotheca, Pnyx) dated

1842, with two pencil notes of the acropolis wall at Chaeronea and the

temple at Kardaki, Corfu (Stuart and Revett, Ant. of Athens, Supp.

I'll. I-V).

LUPAZZOLO, F. MSS. Lansd. 792.

See B.S.A. xvii. 155.

Mayer, Luigi. P.B. Tab. xi.

A folio volume in the King's Library contains fifty-eight elaborate

water-colour drawings by Mayer of Constantinople (20), Ephesus (12),

Samos (7), Smyrna (i), Sicily and the Lipari Islands.^ The artist was

employed by Sir R. Ainslie, member of the Dilettanti and Ambassador to

the Porte 1778-93, and his drawings of European Turkey, Caramania,

Syria, Palestine, and Egypt were lithographed in colour and published.-

In the P. & D. copy of his Views in Turkey is a Prospectus dated 1807,

' Fully described in Madden's Catalogue.

^ See bibliography in Lowndes and in \<.oh\\Q\\\, ,Bihliosr. Geog. Paksliiiae, p. 335, Boppe,

I'eintres du Bosphore, 220. A few plates (e.g. Budrum) were engraved for the Ionian Antiquities.

Ainslie presented many of his books to the British Museum (Cust, Hist, of Dilettanti, p. 144).

T 2



ViG, 2.—Plan and Perspfxtive of the Aku .Mi.,io.\ at Sparta by S. Ittak.
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shewing that the King's Library drawings were intended for publication

on a similar scale.

MtJLLER, W. J. (1812-45). P- & D.

W. J. Miiller of Bristol is represented by a series of thirty-five water-

colour drawings of Lycia, illustrating Telmessus, Xanthus, Tlos, and

Pinara, five of Smyrna and three of Rhodes.' Miiller accompanied the

Lycian expedition of 1843. His travels are described in his Letters''- and

in Solly's Life?

PORCHER, Commr. E. A. G. &. R.

A portfolio of original drawings of Cyrene and the Cyrenaica, mostly

coloured views, but including also plans, made for Smith and Porcher's

Cyrene and in part published.

Porter, Sir R. K. (1777-1842). MSS. Add. 14,738.

Views of Amasia and Tocat made during his travels (1817-20) and

published.

Pr£aux, Michel-Francois (at Constantinople 1796-1827).''

G. & R. {Elgin Collection).

The series of Troad views in vol. i. of the Elgin Collection may be

attributed with some certainty to a French artist, Michel Prdaux or

Preault, who is repeatedly mentioned in the correspondence of John

Tweddell (1798-9).^ He is there said to have studied eight years at

Paris and ten years at Rome at the expense of Louis XVI. with a

view to becoming King's painter for the department of architecture.®

He came to Constantinople at the invitation of Choiseul ' to help in

the illustration of his great work, but none of the plates in it are signed

by him. The Revolution put an end to Choiseul's career in the East

and Preaux was stranded. Tweddell in 1798 found him ready to join

' Fully described by Binyon (Catalogue, iii. 1 18-126). A few others of this series are

exhibited at the Tate Gallery (2373-7) but are not archaeological except the fine view of Tlos

(2376).

^ Art Union Journal, 1844, pp. 41, 209, 356.

' Pp. 202 ff. Views of Telmessus, Pinara, Tlos, and Xanthus are reproduced. The artist is said

by his biographer to have made upwards of fifty sketches at Athens. Cf. Tate Gallery, 2348-2350.

* A. Boppe, Peintres du Bosphore, 223.

° TweddeiVs Remains (edn. of 1816), 248 ff.

8 Ibid. 267.

' Ibid. 248, 261, 267 ; but cf. Boppe, op. cit.
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his tour on very moderate terms, and Preaux drew on Athos ' and in

Athens till the death of Tweddell in the following year.-

In July 1803 the artist was with Lord Aberdeen in the Troad *

and the Elgin drawings appear, like the (signed) engravings of the

Troad in the quarto edition of Clarke's Travels,^ to have been the result

of this expedition. In 1810 Choiseul-Gouffier wrote repeatedly to Preaux

begging for copies of the drawings made in the Troad and the Thracian

Chersonnese.-' In 1807-8 Preaux undertook a journey to Persia with General

Gardane's embassy. A long series of unpublished drawings made during

this expedition is catalogued by Boppe." To these must be added the

four plates of Angora engraved in Bore's Annenie^ some of which, as

possibly the unsigned view of Mt. Ararat,^ may be derived from the

known drawings. Further, two plates® in Jouannin's Turquie are signed

by our artist. Of these the hglise d Nicee (really the Green Mosque)

figures in Boppe's list of drawings. The second, a view of Trebizond,

can hardly belong to the same series, since Gardane did not take this

route : " the artist may have been with Jaubert, who went and returned

by Trebizond." Both Arme'nie and Turquie belong to the well-known

L'Univers series published by Firmin-Didot ; it is possible that the

original drawings were brought home by Ambroise Firmin-Didot, who
was a collector of pictures, from his eastern tour (1816-17).'^

Preaux later illustrated the works of Pertusier,'^ Jaubert,'* and

Andreossy:'* full titles of these plates are given by Boppe.

• TwedcUlts Remains, 331. Cf. Clarke's Travels, viii. 17.

- Ibid. 279. Preaux' drawing of the Theseum is engraved- p. 300 ; it had been published as a

coloured print in 1815. Other Preaux drawings of Athens, Corinth, Nemea, Rhodes and Con-
stantinople are engraved in the quarto edition of Clarke's Travels,

' Aberdeen's MS. diary, vol. i. (in G. & R. department of B. M.).

* Broxbourne, 1812, vol. ii. pt. i. The style (and in some cases the subject) of these is

identical with that of the B.M. drawings: in the octavo edition some small vignettes only are

engraved.

' Boppe, p, 202. « Op. cil. p. 225. ' Pll. 33-36 inclusive.

' PI. I. » Pll. 60, 64.
"• Cf. Vivien de S. Martin, Asie Mineure, ii. 156, where the route is given, and his biblio-

graphy. No. 231 (/iJ«r«a/ of Ange de Gardane, Paris, 1809).

" Cf. Vivien de S. Martin, op. cil. ii. 155. Jaubert's Voyage was one of the books illustrated

by Preaux, though Trebizond does not figure and all the plates can be paralleled in the Gardane
collection of drawings.

" Described in the (anonymous) Notes d'nn Voyage [1827].
" Promenades dans Constantinople (1817).
^* Voyage en Ariiu'nie (1821).

" Constantinople (1828).
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PUI.LAN, R. P., and others. MSS.
The large foh'o album Add. 31, 980 (ff. 186) together with the smaller

volume Add. 30, 998 constitute a pictorial record of the work of Newton

at Halicarnassus, Cnidus, Branchidae, Cos, and Lagina, by his companions,

R. P. Pullan, Lieut. R. M. Smith, R.N., and Corporal Spackman.

The former volume contains water-colour views, plans, working and

finished drawings, and a large series of photographs of the sites in question :

of these records the more important have been published in Newton's

Halicarnassus and Travels and Discoveries.

Add. 30, 998 contains sixty-two leaves of which fifty-seven are taken

up with drawings in ink and wash of heraldry, inscriptions, graffiti, etc.,

from the castle of Budrum : these are described, but not illustrated, by

Pullan in Halicarnassus. The remaining pages contain drawings of Coan

antiquities (cf Halicarnassus, ch. xxvii), including the Charmyleion

{Halicarnassus, PI. LXXXII.), frieze-blocks in the castle, and heraldry

at Kephalos and Antimachia.

RiCARDO, H. R., A.R.A. ( 1 823-1 860). G. & R.

The Ricardo drawings consist of seven highly-finished views, chiefly

in pencil, of Athenian buildings, including Acropolis (two general views),

Propylaea, Erechtheum, temple of Nike, Olympieum, and ten drawings

of architectural details of the same, some full size. The series is dated

1845-7.

Salter, J.
MSS. Add. 22, gi2.

The following series of ink drawings, all by the same hand, are

identified by the handwriting on them as the work of Jerome or Jeremy

Salter, merchant at Smyrna, c. 1673.^

(f 43-4) Ephesus as now in her ruines (on the back a description

of the ' Gate of Persecution ' in J. S.'s hand).

(f 45) Ephesus.

(f. 59) Prospect ofpart ofy' buildings at Ephesus designed by Mr. J. S.

(f 61) View of the inscribed aqueduct near Ephesus.

(f 231) Sultan Selynis Royall Moske in Adrianople.

(f 305) lasus (inscribed on back Jere'J Salter's Travailcs, cf. Wheler,

273)-

' This is the date of the expedilion to lasus described by Wheler and Spon. For the drawings

cf. Wheler's Voyage, 268.
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(f. 307-8) The Temple of Apollo Didymeus (cf. Wheler, 271).

(f. 309) Esqui Izzer (Stratonicea Cariae).

(f. 313-14) The Ruines at Melassa (cf. Wheler, 276).

SCHARF, G. (afterwards Sir G.), jun. G. & R.

Scharf travelled with the Lycian expedition of 1843 : his note-books

are preserved in the Dept. of MSS.^ He projected an elaborate work

on Lycia, etc., of which only an Introduction - and one part ^ was

published. According to the Introduction the first part was to contain

general views of Lycian sites, the second the separate monuments, and

the third illustrations of the author's route to Smyrna.

In the G. & R. Dept. are preserved :

—

(i) Eighteen elaborate pencil drawings illustrating Xanthus, Cadyanda,

Pinara, Myra, Tlos, Telmessus, Antiphellus, with eighteen architectural

drawings and plans (Portfolio labelled Xanthian Expedition^

(2) Drawings of Lycian sculptures (Two small portfolios labelled

G. Scharf and Fittished drawings respectively).*

(3) A few drawings of sculpture, mostly reliefs, made in Athens, 1840

{Portfolio A).

Smirke, Sir R. (1781-1867). G. & R.

Two water-colour drawings, exhibited in the Elgin and Phigaleia

rooms respectively, represent :

—

{a) the west front of the Parthenon,

ip) the temple of Bassae.

Smirke travelled in Italy and Greece 1801-5: both drawings were

made in 1802.

Trevelyan, Pauline, Lady (d. 1866). P. & D.

Album of seventy-one^ water-colour drawings made on a tour through

Central Greece and Peloponnese in 1842. Several are of archaeological

interest, e.g. Walls of Chalcis, Acropolis of Athens, Odeum of Herodes,

> Add. 36,488. See B.S.A. xiii. 214.

' Introduction to Mr. George Scharfs Illustrations of Lycia, Carta, Lydia, 8". London, 1847.

* Lycia, Carta, Lydia, illustrated by Mr. George Scharf, described by Sir Charles Fellows,

fol. London, 1887 : it contains nine lithographs of Xanthus, Telmessus, Tlos, Myra, and Patara.

* These drawings were made, Mr. A. H. Smith informs me, for a part of the Museum Marbles

which was never published.

' One is exhibited in the Elgin Room. The series is fully described in Binyon's Catalogue

(iv. 205-8).
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Callirhoe, Nemea, L. Pheneos, Fragment of the Artemision at Sparta,

Bassae, ' Arcadian Gate ' of Messene.

Williams, H. W. (1773-1829). G. & R.

A sepia drawing of the Acropolis taken from the top of the propylaea

in 1 817 or 1818^ is exhibited in the Elgin Room. 'Grecian' Williams is

well known for his engraved Views in Greece.

Anonymous I. (xvii. cent). MSS. Add. 5, 234. f. js.

A small ink and wash drawing of Pontpey his piller at the Entrance

into Black Sea. This may have belonged to Sir E. Browne, many of

whose drawings are included in the volume, but he is not known to have

been at Constantinople and the drawing does not .seem to be by his hand.

Anonymous II. G. & R. Portfolio A.

A plan with sections of the ruin called the ' tomb of Sardanapalus ' at

Tarsus, possibly by Consul Barker (i8io?-i856), cf. his Lares and Penates,

P- 133-

F. W. HaSLUCK.

• See his Travels, ii. 287.



A POSSIBLE EGYPTIAN DATING FOR THE END
OF THE THIRD LATE MINOAN PERIOD.

In tlie last number of the Zeitschrift fiir Aegyptische Sfrache^ Max
Burchardt publishes two swords lately acquired from Egypt by the Berlin

Museum. The first (Inventory Number 20447), (F'g- 0> almost perfectly

preserved, is a fine example of Naue's Type 11.^ It is a cutting sword

with edges almost parallel and the end bluntly pointed. The handle is

made in one piece with the blade. Its edges are raised on either side and

it is fitted with eight rivet holes. Down the blade, whose faces are slightly

convex, run on either face four fine furrows parallel to the edges. The

total length is 715 mm. The sword was found at Zagazig (Bubastis)

in the Delta.

The second sword (Inventory Number 20305) is unfortunately badly

damaged but probably belongs to the same type.^ It certainly has the

same section and the same almost parallel edges. There is, too, the same

thickening of the handle at the point where it joins the blade and the

disposition of the rivets is similar in the case of such as remain. I have

not yet had the opportunity of examining the original and so must be con-

tent with quoting Burchardt's opinion on this point. He says : Whether

the sword, "which not only has in common with the example from

Bubastis the section of the blade and the parallel edges but is also closely

related to it in time,* is to be ascribed to exactly the same type cannot be

' A.Z. 50, p. 61 fT. and Taf. v. - See Naue, Die Vorrdmischen Sthwerter.
' The Berlin Museum possesses another blade from a sword of the same type (figured by

Burchardt, Fig. 3) also found in Egypt. This has two fine furrows on each face of the blade.

Another from Egypt of exactly the same type was published by Budge in Arch. liii. Burchardt

surmises, however, that the hilt of this sword is not the original one but a mirror handle fitted on to

it in later times.

* I confess I see no evidence for this assertion, though it is doubtless true.

382
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determined with certainty owing to the bad state of pre-

servation of its hilt, but is in a high degree probable."

This sword, which is said to have been found at Tell

Firaun in the Egyptian delta, bears the cartouches of King

Seti II of the nineteenth dynasty. Now Seti's reign is fixed

with a high degree of probability to the last decade of the

thirteenth century B.C. This dating is based on a calculation

of the lengths of reigns as fixed by the monuments from the

last astronomically determined reign, that of Thothmes III

of the eighteenth dynasty. It does not pretend to perfect

accuracy but the margin of error is certainly small.'^ If the

date is wrong at all it may be a little too early rather than

too late.

If then the Seti sword is really, as seems highly prob-

able, of Naue's Type II we have the certainty that this type

was known in Egypt at the end of the thirteenth century.

This is a fact of great importance, for we know at what

moment in the terms of Minoan chronology this weapon

appears in the Aegean. There, as in Egypt, it is foreign

and intrusive. It is beyond all doubt a European type and

there is some probability that its home lies in the Danube

valley or the Balkans. In Italy it occurs at the end of the

Bronze Age, but unfortunately, it is usually found in circum-

stances which give little help as to closer relative dating.^ It

is significant that it is practically absent west of the Appen-

nines, most of the known examples coming from the valleys

of the Adriatic side.^

In Crete, however, we can date its first appearance fairly

accurately, for it occurs in one of the famous tombs of

Mouliana.* These tombs had unfortunately been interfered

with before scientific investigation, but it is quite certain that

the oldest burials in them belong to a period just subsequent

to L.M. III. They contain objects of iron, arched-bow

fibulae, Naue's Type II sword (which was unknown in the
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' See Breasted, J/iuieni Kecords of Egypt, i. pp. 38-75 ; Petrie, History of Eg}'pt, iii. pp. 2-3.
'' Peet, Stone and Bronze Ages in Italy, p. 348. ' Liverpool Annals, iii. p. 133.

"
'^<P- 'APX- 1904, pp. 21-50.
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L.M. Ill cemetery of Zafer Papoura), and vases of a type now commonly

known as L.M. Illb. This pottery includes very degenerate Biigelkannen

with, in some cases, relics of the octopus design, and bell-shaped amphorae

occasionally with human figures and rather stiff un-Mycenaean handles.

In Tomb A at Mouliana one of these amphorae held cremated remains.

The period has been termed Achaean by Mackenzie ^ who sees in it

an epoch distinct both from Late Minoan and from full Geometric.

According to Thompson it is the period which satisfies the conditions of

the Homeric armour.^

The known remains of this period are as follows :

—

1. The Mouliana tombs.'

2. The chamber tomb of Milatos.*

3. A series of pottery vases found at Palaikastro and elsewhere in East

Crete.^

4. Certain tombs found at Kavousi in East Crete, containing arched-bow

fibulae.*'

5. Probably some tombs at Erganos near Lyttos.^

6. The warrior vase and certain other remains from the Lower City at

Mycenae,* including a sword of the type under discussion.

7. The post-Mycenaean cemetery excavated by Tsountas at Salamis.^

8. Many of the sub-Mycenaean tombs of Cyprus.^" Here, however, the

violin-bow fibula occurs and, as Mackenzie points out, may mean

a slightly earlier date.

9. Probably some fragments of vases found in a settlement at Coppa

Nevigata on the Adriatic coast of Italy."

10. Possibly some of the pottery found in the upper stratum of the

terrmnara at Taranto.'"-

All these groups are definitely later, though by very little, than the

end of L.M. Ill and this Egyptian evidence therefore gives good reason

* B.S.A. xiii. pp. 430-441. ^ Liverpool Annals, v. pp. 1, ff.

^ "EiJ). 'Apx- l-i:- * Evans, Prehistoric Tombs of Knossos, pp. 93-103.
• B.S.A. viii. p. 289, Fig. 2; p. 303, Fig. 19 ; ix. pp. 317-320, Figs. 17-19.
" A.J.A. 1901, pp. 132-6. ' Op. cil. 1901, pp. 270-281.

' 'E^. 'Apx- 1896, PI. II. Figs. 6, 7 and 8.

" Tsountas and Manatt, Mycenean Age, p. 388.

" Excavations in Cyprus, p. 37, Fig. 65, 1088; p. 40, Fig. 69, 876; p. 48, Fig. 74, 1147

and 1 149.

" Monumenti Antichi, xix. pp. 306 fi". ; Liverpool Annals, iii. pp. 123-4.
'^ In the Taranto museum.
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for believing that the close of this latter period is to be placed in the

last years of the thirteenth century B.C. Naturally this is only an approxi-

mate dating/ but of one thing we may be certain, namely that if our

identification of the Seti sword with Naue's Type II be correct, the

introduction of this sword into Egypt is to be explained in connection with

the raids of northerners of which we hear so much in the reigns of

Merenptah and Rameses III.- It is almost equally certain that the appear-

ance of the same type in Crete is to be explained in the same way.

It has long been observed that the fall of the Minoan power in the

Aegean and the struggles of Egypt to defend herself from a northern foe

were part of one and the same great movement from Europe southward,

and the occurrence of this type of sword, which the invaders doubtless

carried, in Crete and in the Egyptian delta goes far to confirm the theory

in detail. In Crete the invasion was apparently successful and the con-

querors were able to impose their weapons, their fibulae and their art, if

such it can be called, on the vanquished territory : in Egypt the invasion

failed and we may therefore expect to find few traces of it except in the

record of its failure preserved on contemporary monuments, and in a few

odd swords left behind in the delta together with the copies of them made

by Egyptians mterested in and attracted by this new type of weapon.

T. E. Feet.

' This sword-tj'pe may have been current for many years.

'^ We have the last signs of Minoan connections with Egypt in the melal Bugtlkannen depicted

in the tomb of Rameses III who came to the throne perhaps a decade later than Seti II. It would

be perhaps refining too much to argue that the conquest of Crete by the northerners (which put an

end to Egypto-Cretan relations) must therefore have been slightly later than their last descent on

Egypt. These vases painted in Rameses' tomb may have been already only a survival of past

glories ; in any case they may have been painted early in his reign, as was often done, before his

final defeat of the Libyans and their allies in the eleventh year of his kingship.



THE TOPOGRAPHY OF THE SCAMANDER
VALLEY.— II.

(Plate XVI.)

Gergis ; Gergithion ; Gergitha ; Petra ; Marpessos.

The name of Gergis appears first in Herodotos, and is applied to a

tribe said to be the descendants of the ancient Teui<rians ; 'T/xer)<; . . .

elXe fiei> Ai'oXea? Trai/ra?, oaoi. rrjv TXiaSa vifiovrai, el\e Be TepyiOa^ Tov<i

viroXeKJidevTa'; tuv ap'xaiaiv TevKptov (v. 122). Where they dwelt is made
clear in vii. 43. After his visit to the temple of Athena at Ilion, Xerxes

marches to Abydos, keeping Rhoiteion, Ophryneion and Dardanos on his

left, and the Teukrian Gergithes on his right ; eiropevero ivOevrev iv

apicrreprji /ji,€V diripymv 'Polreiov iroKiv KaX ^O^pvvetov koX i\dpBavov, fiirep

it] 'A/SuSwt ofiovpo'i iari, iv Se^irji Be Tepyida^ TevKpov<;. The Greek

colonists, the Aeolians, had occupied with their towns the whole of the

coast ; the older inhabitants had been driven into the hill-country a short

distance inland. The line of march between the two is clearly marked by

nature. The inland hills for a good part of the distance, and notably in

the northern part opposite Dardanos, form a marked shelf running roughly

parallel to the shore at a distance of three or four miles. On the back of

these hills the Gergithes—or Gergithai, for the form is doubtful—must

have lived in small villages, partly on the produce of their flocks, partly

perhaps, like the Yuruks to-day, on forestry. These lower hills are now
mostly bare, but were doubtless once clothed with forests of oak or pine.

In any case it is not likely that any town, or even large village, could have

arisen here, unless in the neighbourhood of the gold-mines which Abydos
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once possessed in this region, and which, though hardly paying, are still

intermittently worked in the valley of the Rhodios.

The territory of the Gergithes must have extended a considerable

distance to the north ; for in the district of Lampsakos was a region called

Gergithion, famous for its vines (Strabo, xiii. i. 19 ; ev Se rfji, Aa/Myfraicrjvrit,

TOTTO? em/x7reXo? TepyiOiov). This may probably have lain somewhere in

the upper valley of the Bergaz Chai (Praktios) which is cut off from the

lower valley by a difficult defile, and is most easily accessible from

Lampsakos across the hills. By this route Alexander marched from

Abydos to the Granikos.

Their southern limit can only be guessed ; but it is likely that they

extended to the Scamander valley in the neighbourhood of the gorge at

Bunarbashi, and some little distance across it to the south-west, as the

country here is all of the same bare hilly character.

So far there is little difficulty, though no actual certainty is attainable.

But a problem arises when we come to deal with the town known by

the name of Gergis or Gergitha. I propose here to collect the available

literary information, and to offer not a solution of the problem, but a path

by which a solution may possibly be attained.

That a town of the name of Gergis or Gergitha existed is quite

certain ; for extant coins with the legend PEP shew that it possessed a

mint down to about 300 B.C. But Strabo seems to know little or nothing

of it. Immediately after the mention of Gergithion in the territory of

Lampsakos, quoted above, he continues r]v he koX ttoX*? TepytOa, ek twv ev

rfjL Kvixaiat TepyuOcov rjv yap kukcI ttoXj? -ttXtjOvvtiko)'; kul 8ifKvKS)<i

\eyo/u.evrj a! Tepyide'i . . . koI vvv ert SeiKPurai totto? eV rrji K.vfiaiai

Tepyldiov Trpo<: Aapla-rji (xiii. I. 19). But later on (70) he reverses the

origins, deriving the Kymaean from the Trojan town ; €7711? Se twv Trrjycav

(tow Kat/cov) Kcofir] Vepyida ecrriv, ets fjv fiercoiKiaev "AttoXo? Tov<i ev rrji

TptodBi, TO %ft)/3ioi' e^e\(ov. Perhaps he is here speaking of a different place

altogether, for it does not seem possible that any town can possibly have

been described as ' near Kyme ' in the Hermos valley, and at the same

time as ' near the sources of the Kaikos.' The probable conclusion is that

Strabo knew nothing of the country, and did not take the trouble to digest

his materials. We need not however concern ourselves with the Mysian or

Lydian Gergitha or Gergithes. We only note that Strabo gives us no hint

as to the site of the Trojan town, and uses words as though with intent
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to leave it doubtful whether ' the town Gergitha ' had any connexion, other

than similarity of name, with the Gergithion near Lampsakos. Nor does

Stephanos of Byzantium offer any help ; he knows of an Apollo Gergithius,

but says nothing of Gergis itself ^

The territory of the town must have been adjacent to that of I lion
;

for when the Romans gained a foothold in the district one of their first acts

was to confer fresh territory on their ancestral home. After the treaty

with Antiochus in i88 B.C. the Roman legates ' Iliensibus Rhoeteum

et Gergithum addiderunt, non tam ob recentia merita quam originum

memoria. Eadem et Dardani liberandi caussa fuit' (Livy, xxxviii. 39).

This, combined with the significant fact that the coins of Gergis

are commonly found in the neighbourhood, led Calvert to fix the site

of Gergis on the Bally Dagh.- The identification is I think almost

certainly right. The place agrees with all the conditions so far. It

lies at the southern extremity of the district which Herodotus assigns

to the Gergithes, and might well take its name from them, like the

vine-country at the northern end. It is adjacent to the territory of Ilion,

in fact at much the same distance on the one side as Rhoiteion on

the other. And it agrees quite well with what we hear of Gergis on

the one occasion when anything occurred there important enough to

be recorded in history.

In 399 B.C. Derkylidas the Spartan general was in command of

the Spartan army in Asia ; Xenophon was serving under him. Anxious

to pay off an old grudge against Pharnabazos, Derkylidas determined to

attack him in the Troad. This district had been for some time held, under

Pharnabazos, by a lady called Mania, a very capable governor, it would

seem ; but she had recently been murdered by her enterprising son-in-law,

Meidias, who had seized the fortresses of Skepsis and Gergis, where Mania

kept the bulk of her treasures. Meidias was at the moment de facto ruler,

but was awaiting with considerable apprehension the arrival of Pharnabazos,

who was coming to enquire into the matter.

Derkylidas landed on the west coast, and found himself welcomed by

• The long extract in Ath. vi. 255 from the work of Klearchos of Soloi entitled Gergithios is

useless for topographical purposes. The legend that the town was founded by Teukros is doubtless

a reminiscence of Ilcrodotos. The only new statement in the passage is that the town was first

called Gergina.

^ I may add in confirmation that the only coin of Gergis noted in my diary was offered us at

Ezine.
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the Greeks. The coast towns, Larisa, Hamaxitos and Kolonai, opened

their gates at once ; Neandria, Ilion and Kokylion followed their

example. The strong fortress of Kebren was however held against him
;

he waited four days for favourable omens before attacking, and was then

admitted by the Greek inhabitants. He next attacked Skepsis, and again

encountered no opposition ; Meidias in the meantime had submitted, and

accompanied him to Gergis, promising to obtain its surrender. " When
the garrison on the walls, which were very high, saw Meidias with him,

they did not shoot" ; Dcrkylidas entered, and keeping Meidias at his side,

went to the Acropolis, where he sacrificed to Athena, and obtained

delivery of the treasure. He had thus conquered the whole Troad in eight

days, and in addition had plunder enough to keep his army of 8000 men

for the best part of a year. (Xen. Hell. iii. i, 10-28.)

This narrative has sometimes been quoted as shewing that Gergis

must have been beyond Kebren and Skepsis, i.e., as Derkylidas came from

the west, in the hill-country to the north or east of Skepsis. But no

such conclusion is necessary or even likely. That district, as we have seen,

had no economic or strategic inriportance. When Derkylidas entered the

middle plain of the Scamander from the coast, he had in front of him

the two chief towns of the central district. It was essential for his

bold conception that he should strike straight at the heart, and not lose a

moment, or Pharnabazos would be upon him. If Gergis was, as we seem

to know, at the Bally Dagh, he had to take the risk of leaving it upon his

flank. But as soon as he had occupied Kebren and Skepsis, he had

to turn back to Gergis, not merely for the sake of the treasure stored

in it, but because it was strategically vital. By taking it he at once

saved the danger of an attack upon his communications—though these

were covered to some extent by Neandria—and opened up the road

to Ilion and the Hellespont, which was entirely blocked by Gergis.

It is hardly necessary to add that the top of the Bally Dagh is admirably

adapted for the purpose of a fort in which to store treasure. The steep

and lofty precipices which surround it on three sides rendered it perfectly

safe except from the slopes on the west ; and these, when defended by

' very lofty walls,' would render the position an ideal stronghold, as

no less an authority than Moltke long ago pointed out.

Another proof that Gergis must have been close to this point is to be

found in the long inscription discovered by Schliemann and published

U
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in Ilios, 627 ff. In this a grant of land is made by Antiochos to one

Aristodikides, in order tliat he may present it to any town he pleases
;

it is in fact given to Ilion, and this was clearly the intention from the first.

The land is to be taken from ' the land which borders on the territory of

Gergis or of that of Skepsis, and to be added to the territory of the

Skepsians or to that of the I Hans,' a-rro Tr\<i 011,0pov(7r)<; rrji Tepytdiai ?/ TJ)i

'%Kr]y^iai . . . ical irpoaopia-ai, el<; rrjv 'IXUcov i) -rrjv 'S.KijyJriwv. The territory

of Skepsis lay, as we know, in the central plain along the north bank of

the Scamander. As the land was to be taken from the border of Gergis

and added either to Ilion or Skepsis, it must have been close to the only

point where the two came into contact, that is in the neighbourhood of the

defile over which towers the Bally Dagh.

A little further on in the same inscription we find that in the land

which was first selected for the grant ^ was a place called Petra. It would

seem that Petra was a hill-fort used as a refuge in times of trouble ; for

Aristodikides is ordered to reserve to the royal tenants their right to live in

Petra if they wish, for the sake of safety. 01 Se ^aa-iXiKol \aol ol sk tov

roirov €V <ai ecrriv 17 Jlirpa ia/j, ^ovXavrai oIksIv ev rfji TleTpai, acT(^a\eia';

Ivexe, avvTerdxcifiev 'Apia-To(To)Bt.KiBr]i eav avTov<; oiKelv. The name of

Petra is given in Philippson's map to the Bally Dagh, which of course I

cannot admit ; but there are other hill fastnesses in the neighbourhood to

which the name might apply. The Fulu Dagh on the eastern bank of the

Scamander, immediately opposite the Bally Dagh, is crowned by walls

which may well be those of such a rustic stronghold, and would fulfil all

the conditions of the case.

Gergis, though so insignificant historically, had one claim to distinc-

tion : it disputed with Erythrae the honour of being the home of the Sibyl.

Into the merits of that dispute it is not necessary to enter here. We are

concerned only with the light which it may throw on the topography of the

Troad.

The connexion of the Sibyl with Gergis or Gergithus is attested by

Lactantius (i. 6), octauam (Sibyllam) Hellespontiacam in agro Troiano

natam, uico Marpesso, circa oppidum Gergithum ; by Steph. Byz., FepyK,

TToXt? Tpola<; ... 6 7ro\l,Ti}<; Tepyidiot. to QtjKvkov TepyiOia. acpi" ov

VepyiOla 1) y^prjafJMKoyo'i "Zi^vWa, ijTf; koI rerinrcoTO ev tcoi vofiua/uiTi twv

' Another estate had afterwards to be chosen, as the first had, it appeared, been already

disposed of.
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VepyiOicov, ainrj re koX r) a-cfiiy^. ev he tSh lepwL tov Fepyidlov 'AttoXXwi/o?

2t/3i5XXj;? <f)aaiv eivat rdcpov.—and by the contemporary evidence of the

coins, which, as Stephanos says, always shew the head of the Sibyl as the

type, with the sphinx on the reverse (Head, //.A/^. 472). It will be noticed

that her birthplace is not Gergis itself, but Marpessos, or as Stephanos calls

it, Mermessos : M6/>/t»y<r(709, TroXt? TpoiKij, d(f>' ^9 17 ^KpvOpala St/SuXXa.

Hv Kol r) TToXt? avTT) ipvdpd tooi 'x,pa>iJi>(ni.

Our principal authority for Marpessos however is the disquisition of

Pausanias on the rock of the Sibyl in his description of Delphi (x. 12).

The Sibyl known at Delphi was, he says, named Herophile. ' In her

oracles she says that her mother was an immortal, one of the nymphs of

Ida, but that her father was a man. The verses run thus :

elpX S" eyft} yejavia fjAaov dvrjTov re dea<; re,

vv/j,<pr]<; dOavaTrjf;, Trarpo^ 8' ex cnro^dyoio,

firjrpodev 'lSoyevij<{, Trarpi'; Be p,oi eariv epvOpi)

^dpirri(T(70^, fj,r]Tpo<; leprj, Trorafio^ t 'AlScovev^.

On the Trojan Ida there are still ruins of the city of Marpessos, with a

population of about sixty souls. The soil of the country all round Mar-

pessos is reddish and exceedingly parched ; and the fine and porous nature

of the soil in this part of Ida is, as it seems to me, the cause why the river

Aidoneus sinks into the earth, and rises again only to sink again till it

finally disappears underground. Marpessos is distant 240 furlongs from

Alexandria in the Troad. The people of this city of Alexandria say that

Herophile was keeper of the temple of Sminthian Apollo . . . She dwelt

most of her life in Samos . . . However she died in the Troad, and her

tomb is in the grove of the Sminthian god . . . The Erythraeans, who

urge their claim to Herophile with more warmth than any other Greek

people, point to a mount Corycus and a cave in it, in which they say that

Herophile was born, she being a child of Theodoros, a shepherd of the

country, and a nymph. The only reason, they say, why the nymph got

the surname of Idaean was that wooded places were called in those days

idae. They strike out of the oracle the verse about Marpessus and the

river Aidoneus' (Frazer's translation).

Reference may be made to Frazer's notes for most of the points

raised in this passage ; all that concerns us is the detailed information

about the topography of Marpessos— it will be noticed that Pausanias

U 2
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does not mention Gergis at all ; and while Stephanos says that the tomb

of Herophile was in the temple of the Gergithian Apollo, Pausanias

connects her with the Sminthian. The worship of Apollo Smintheus was

so common in the western Troad that there may be no real contradiction
;

Pausanias is doubtless thinking of the famous Sminthion at Chrysa, but

the real temple may actually have been some other Sminthion which

could be more correctly described as Gergithian ; on no theory could the

name be correctly applied to a spot so far as Chrysa from any possible

site for Gergis. But we ought, I think, to infer that the connexion

between Marpessos and the town of Gergis itself cannot have been very

close. The adjective Gergithian may be derived not from the town, but

from the district where the Gergithes of Herodotos dwelt ; and this, as we

have seen, covered a wide stretch of country.

A circle with a radius of 240 stades, with Alexandria Troas as its

centre, passes roughly along the valley of the Rhodios, from the modern

town of Dardanelles to Skepsis. On or inside this curve Marpessos should

lie. The distance is probably reckoned along a road, and in hilly countries

the winding of roads counts for a good deal ; the site may therefore be

some distance inside the curve. It should be somewhere among the hills

running N.E. from the Bally Dagh ; and it does not seem impossible that

it might be yet identifiable from the very definite marks which Pausanias

gives—markedly red soil, with a river twice disappearing and coming to

the surface between.

When at Thymbra, I enquired of Mr. Calvert, who of course knows

the country better than anyone, if he couFd tell me of such a place. He
told me that on his own property in the valley of the Thymbrios there

were several patches of red earth, and the river in summer several limes

disappears and returns to the surface. But this is at a distance of little

more than 100 stades from Alexandria—too near for our purpose. There

are plenty of stretches of red soil in the Troad ; and almost all the streams

disappear below the surface of their beds at various points during the dry

season ; so it is hardly likely that any very overwhelming proof can be

discovered. But some day an enterprising traveller may light upon a spot

which will be reasonably convincing ; and I see on the map, overlooking

the upper valley of the Dumbrek Su, about 180 stades from Alexandria,

a Kizil Tepe, ' Red Hill,' which might be worth a visit.
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The Great Pine—KaXr; UevKr).

In the first part of this paper I spoke of the Great Pine, of which ' we

can only say that it must have stood on the hills somewhere at the head

of Avunia ' (vol. xvii. 281). It is spoken of as a well-known landmark, and

it may be worth while to consider its locality more closely. But I do so

only under all reserve, as the likeliest point did not come within the

compass of our journey, and I have not been able to find any description

of it. My arguments come only from a comparison of the text of Strabo

with Kiepert's map, on which little reliance can be placed in detail.

The following is the passage on which our knowledge depends

(Strabo, xiii. i, 44). It is a quotation from Demetrios, apparently verbal.

irdXiv B' ouTW? (^-qa-iv 6 fiev P/;«ro? 7roTafio<! vvv KoXetrai 'Poeirtj';, el /j,r] dpa

6 el<; TOP VpdviKov efi^dWcov 'P^cro? ecrTiv. 'ETrraTropo? he, ov koX TioKviropov

Xeyovcriv, eTrrciKt? Bia^ai,v6fievo<; eK twv Trepl rr)v Ka\r}v vevKrjv ')(a)pi<ov eiri

McXatm? Kcofirjv iov<n Kai to AffKXrjTrleiov, ihpvfia Avaip,dyov. nepl Be Trj<;

xaXfj^ 7revK'r)<; "AttoXo^ o Trp&TOf ^aaiXeva-a'i ovtwi ypd<f>ef tt)v fiev irepi-

p,€Tpov eivai, (^T/crt TroBmv TeTrdpcov kol eL/coat, to Be v\lro<! d-rrb fiev pi^^it

avievat eirl e^rjKovTa ical eTTTo. TroSa?, etr' el<; rpla a'x^i^ofievrjv Xcrov aXkriXoav

Bte'xovTa, elra irdXiv avvayofievrjv el<; p,lav Kopv^rjv, diroreXovaav to irdv

v\lro<; Bvelv irXedpiov Kal irevTeKalBeKa Tnj'x^wf- 'ABpafiVTTiov Be Bie^et 7rpo<;

^ApKTOV eKUTov Kal oyBorjKovTa <TTaBiov<;. Kdpr]a-o<; S" utto M.aXovvTO<; pel,

TOTTOLi Ttw? Keifievov p-eTa^v T[aXaiaKT]-\}rea)<! Koi 'Aj^adov Tr)<; TeveBiwv

irepaia';- epi^dXXei Be et? tov Aia"rjTrov. 'PoSto? Be utto KXeavBplac; teal

FopBov, a Biexei t^9 KaXi)<; TrevKr)<; e^ijKovTa o-TaBiov;' ep,^dXXei B' el<; tov

Aiviov.

It is evident from the above that the Great Pine stood as a landmark

on some mountain pass from which several roads diverged. But none of

the names given are capable of identification from other sources. As to the

rivers, it is obvious that Demetrios is only guessing at the Homeric names,

and does not even pretend to be confident about his guesses. The most

definite point is that one river seems to have been called Polyporos in his

day, and this he takes to be identical with the Homeric Heptaporos. The

other places, Melainai, the Asklepieion, Malus, Kleandria, Gordos, are

entirely unknown—probably mere villages ; and the description of Malus

as lying ' between Palaiskepsis and the Achaiion promontory opposite

Tenedos ' is so amazingly inept that one is almost inclined to abandon
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Demetrios as an authority on topography. Possibly however Strabo is

only epitomizing and misunderstanding. The reason for the mention of

the Achaiion at this point is clear enough ; it is the point at which the

general description of the Troad, after following the coast from the north-

wards, left it in order to take in the Scamander valley. This has now

been followed to its head, and a return is made to the coast in order to

take up once more the itinerary southwards, as is seen from the opening of

Strabo's chap. 46. Possibly Demetrios may have said ' it is now necessary

to retrace our steps to the Achaiion where we left the coast. On the way

we pass near a district called Malus,' or words to that effect.

There is however one definite statement—that the Great Pine lay 180

stades from Adramyttion to the north. This, if exact, brings us to a

point on the hills just north of Avunia, on the ridge running eastwards

from Kotylos, and about five miles from that point—almost due N. of the

village of Chavush (see map in B.S.A. vol. xvii. PI. XXI). At this point

Kiepert marks some ancient remains, and attaches to them the name Egri

Kabaagatsch. Let us see if this point will agree with what indications

can be gained from Demetrios.

It would seem that from this neighbourhood the following streams

took their rise. (l) ' Heptaporos,' flowing to Melainai and the Asklepieion.

(2) Karesos, from Malus into the Aisepos. (3)
' Rhodios,' from a source

about six miles from the Great Pine, and falling into the ' Ainios,' what-

ever that may be. Now there are three main streams on the northern side

of the ridge which rise near one another, and seem to correspond with

sufficient exactness to these. There is one which runs eastwards to the

Aisepos— it is indeed the only considerable affluent which the Aisepos

receives in its whole course. This then will do for the Karesos. There

is the stream which flows northwards by Inova, and ultimately falls into

the Granikos near its mouth ; this will be the Heptaporos. And at the

required distance, some five or six miles to the westward, lies the col at

the head of the Scamander valley, the watershed whence flows the Guile

Chai, running north-westwards to the neighbourhood of Biiyuk Tepe Koi,

where it joins the main system of the Granikos. This will serve for the

Rhodios of this passage. The Rhesos or Rhoeites, about which Demetrios
is so uncertain, must be left out of the reckoning here, as it is not said that

this enigmatical river was in any connexion with the Great Pine. But
there is something to be said about each of the other three.
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(i) Heptaporos, crossed seven times by travellers going to Melainai,

and the Asklepieion founded by Lysimachos. Very little indeed is known

of the stream which passes by Inova. Tschihatscheff seems to be the only

recent traveller who has traversed this district, and Kiepert makes no

pretence of mapping the greater portion of its course. He has however

published Tschihatschefif's itinerary with notes, from which I take the

following.

Leaving Biga on Oct. 14, 1847, he went across the main Granikos

stream, up a narrow valley S. and S.S.E., across hills, and down to Inova. It

was here that he reached the stream which we take to be the Heptaporos.

The narrow valley up which he had come involved many crossings from

side to side, and hence the stream in it was called the Kirk-gechid Su,

the ' Forty Fords Water.' This however cannot have anything to do

with the name of Heptaporos, which lies on the other side of the

watershed. Above Inova he followed the valley upwards over wooded

heights, then down to the village of Bekten in a narrow valley. The

valley then widened to a plain, and the slopes bounding it were crossed

to Meuris, called Navrus by the Turks. Here a rather high and steep

ridge was crossed at the Assar Dagh to the Aisepos valley at Karabei.

Kiepert notes the name Meuris, more correctly Mavris, as being

Greek, and moreover as the modern Greek equivalent of the ancient

Melainai (fiavpe<;, fern, plural of fiavpo<;, black). The Assar Dagh where

Tschihatscheff crossed, is not far east of Egri Kabaagach, so that,

although it lies in the valley of what we have taken to be the Karesos,

Mavris may have been on the natural road from the Great Pine to the

Heptaporos valley. But Tschihatscheff's itinerary says nothing of any

fords ; if the Heptaporos is to claim its name, the fords must be looked

for, it would seem, in the lower course, between Inova and Dimetoka.

With regard to the name Mavris, I may add that Mr. Hasluck

and I met in the cafe at Chan Bazar a Greek who knew the place.

He told us that there are no Greeks there now, and pronounced the

name as a Turkish one, with the peculiar Turkish ' back ' t in the second

syllable, as required by the law of vowel harmony, and with the accent

on the second syllable instead of the first. The name however seems

not to be Turkish in origin, and comes from some older form. As

Kiepert points out, the alternative form given by Tschihatscheff, Navrus,

would be an instance of adaptation to a familiar word, in this case
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the Persian Nau-Ruz, New Year's Day, a popular festival. Tiiere

is therefore fairly good ground for believing in the survival of a mediaeval

Greek name.

If it should turn out that the stream below Inova is several times

forded by the path, and so corresponds to the name of the Heptaporos, it

would follow that the Aklepieion of Lysimachos must have been

somewhere on its lower course. Failing any remains of antiquity, an

indication of its site might possibly be given by the existence of

a hot spring. None is marked in the map, but this is only another

reason for an exploration of this unknown country. Plenty of hot springs

must remain to be discovered.

(2) Rhodios ' flows from Kleandria and Gordos, which are 60 stades

from the Great Pine, and runs into the Ainios.' If the identification

of the Rhodios with the Guile Chai is correct, Kleandria and Gordos must

have been small villages in the little plain at the head of the Kizil Elma

district, and Ainios must be an error not for Aisepos, but for Granikos,

unless we may take it to have been a separate name for the stream which

flows past Chan Bazar and is commonly considered the main Granikos

itself Perhaps this is the likeliest hypothesis. The map will shew that

the Granikos above Chan Bazar is formed by the confluence of several

streams not greatly differing in length of course. It is likely enough that

each of these had its own name, and that the river was called Granikos

only below the junction of the last of them.

In the earlier part of this paper (B.S.A. xvii. p. 281) I quoted

the passage from Strabo, xiii. i. 28, where the words occur ' the Rhodios

runs into the Hellespont opposite Kynossema ; but others say that it runs

into the Aisepos.' If the suggestion now made is correct, it will follow

that the error is in that place, and that for Aisepos there we should read

Ainios. The alteration from the less to the more familiar is natural, and

as has been pointed out, there are other traces in the district of names which

may be connected with that of Aineias. But there seems to be no test by

which we can check the correctness of this identification.

(3) Karesos. This river is mentioned again in Strabo, xiii. i. 44, in

the lines which immediately precede those already cited. crvfiiriTnei h" ek
avTov {ZKcifiavSpov) 6 "Ai'Stpo? cItto tj)<? K.apr](Tt]vt)<;, opeivf)^ Tipo<i TroXXats'

tc<ofjMi<; crvvoi.Kovfievr]<; Koi yecopyovfiev'tj'; «aXft)?, jrapaKeip.evrji tyji AapSaviKfjt

f^XP'' '''^'' Trepl ZeXeiav Kal TLirveiav tottcov mvofidaOat Se t^i/ )(wpav (j>a<Tlv
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inro rov ^aprjcrov TroTa/J-ou, ov wvojiaKev o iroirjTi^'i, " Pr)cro9 d ETrraTropo?

T6 K«pij(7o? T6 'PoSto? Te." Ttjv Be TToKiv KaTecrirdcrOai ttjv 6/j,d)vvfiov rut

•jTOTaficoi. And again in C. 45

—

elra Kdpi]cro<; eptj/M7) kuI tj Kaprjarjvr} kuI

6fioovvp,o^ TTorafio'; ttoimv koI avrb'; avKS)va d^ioKoyov, eXdrTCO Se tov Trepi

rov XtarjTTov.

It would seem from this that the name Karesene was given to the

whole of the central hill country, including particularly the hills along the

east side of the Granikos valley ; for in these Zeleia lay. Why the name

of Pityeia, a little fishing village between Parion and Priapos, should be

dragged in, it is hard to say ; we appear to have an exact parallel to the

mention of the Achaiion as a landmark to fix Malus. But apart from this

the name is intelligible enough ; the Andiros is well enough identified in

Philippson with the stream which flows from this hill country into the

Scamander a little below Bairamich. To identify the Karesos we have

only the statement that it flows into the Aisepos. But it would seem that

this is enough ; for as has been said the words can be true only of the

affluent which runs past Mavris on the north side of the Assar Dagh.

Only a traveller who has seen the place could tell us whether it is further

true that the upper course of this river ' forms an important valley basin,

though less than that of the Aisepos {i.e., Avunia).' On this head I can

find no information.

It will follow that Malus must have been a hill village, like Kleandria

and Gordos, lying rather east of them on the border of the Kizil Elma

district. But no more can be said of it. It has left a single echo

in the proper name Malusios, which occurs in an inscription found by

Schliemann {Ilios, p. 833). This is supposed to date from about 225 B.C.,

and honours MaXovato? haK')(lov Tapyapev<; dv-qp for his benefactions to

I lion.

A rather humble apology is needed for the space devoted to a

region which is not strictly within the title of this paper, and which

involves so much uncertainty that no real conclusion can be reached.

All that I have endeavoured to do is to point out, very vaguely, the

possibility that further knowledge may conceivably clear up some points,

whether negatively or positively. But I cannot leave the subject without

pointing out some curious coincidences which strike me all the more

because they only occurred to me after I had worked out on other grounds

what has been here set out.
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The need of extreme scepticism in using modern Turkish nomenclature

in the Troad as an argument for ancient sites has been already pointed

out (B.S.A- xvii. p. 275). Hence I bring forward what follows only

as a curiosity and not as a confirmation of anything I have said, unless

it may be to strengthen the possibility that Mavris is identical with

Melainai.

(1) Malus (MaXou?) is evidently from /xaXov, 'Apple country.' The
Aeolic a persisted in Hellenistic times in the form S/eai/rt? found on coins

beside the more usual Xxfjiln^. Now Malus has been placed in or close to

Kizil Elma ; and Kizil Elma means ' Red Apple.'

(2) Rhodios, ' Rosy River,' has been conjecturally identified with the

Giille Chai ; and Giille means Rosy, being the adjectival form from Gul,

Rose.

(3) The Great Pine has been placed at Egri Kabaagach ; and Egri

Kabaagach means ' Crooked Big Tree.'

This is surely an odd series of coincidences.

The Achaiion.

We have already come across to 'Axauov as the point at which

Strabo, or Demetrios, after having taken us to the head waters of the

Scamander, returns to the western coast, in order to follow it towards the

south. It is mentioned in three other places.

Strabo, xiii. I, 32. fiiKpov Be irpoeXdovaiv airb tj;? 7rapa\la<; ravT7}<;

eo-Ti TO 'A-xaCiov rjBrj t^s TeveBiav Trepatas vTrdp-)(ov.

46. eaTi hk fiera ttjv %i<yeidha aKpav koI to ^A-^iXXetov f) TeveBiaiv

irepaia, to 'K')(ailov koI ai/Tr) 77 TeveBo^.

47- V^ Be T031, ^A'X^aibcoi avveyr]'; ^ re Adpicra Kal K.o\(ovat,, t^? TeveBuav

irepaiai; ovaai irpoTepov, koX tj vvv Xpvaa . . . vvp B' r) 'AXe^dvBpeia

iTvvexv'i e'cTTt TMi 'A'X^adfot.

These passages shew clearly that it lay north of the site of Alexandria,

and near it. It has therefore been identified with the promontory of Kum
Burnu, the Yukyeri Point of the Admiralty charts. This is the natural

limit of the stretch of shore which faces Tenedos. It will be seen that

Strabo does not call it a promontory. The identification is however

perfectly right, and the missing statement is found elsewhere, though in a

form which, so far as I know, has caused it to escape observation so far.
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Skylax, '95 {Geogr. Gr. Min. i. p. 89). (After Dardanos, Rhoiteion,

Ilion, Skamandros) kcu vrj(7o<; Kara ravra Kelrai Teveho<s koI Xifirjv . . . Kal

ev Trji riTTeipwt To^xv '^"''^ AlyiaXeiov Kal KpaTfjp€<; 'Axaitov, Ko\(onal, Adpiaa

K.T.X. Editors have already corrected the unknown Totxv and AlyiaXeiov

into ^177; and ^AxiXXeiop—rightly no doubt ; at least I can suggest nothing

better. But they have been willing to acquiesce in ' Achaeans' Goblets

'

as a possible place-name. They have paid too much respect to the text of

Skylax. The name cries out for a correction less violent than either of

the other two : read dxprnr^piov 'Axaiiov, and all is in order. Our MS.
of Skylax probably comes from a much contracted minuscule parent, in

which the initial a was expressed by a short horizontal line.

SlGEUM—SiGIA—SiGE.

The range of hills running southwards from Kum Kale along the

western edge of the Plain of Troy is low and nearly level ; but it shows

two flat eminences rising sufificiently above the monotonous skyline to

catch the eye. On the northern of these stands the modern village of Yeni

Shehr. On the southern are obvious signs of a Greek town—the soil is

full of sherds, the outlines of walls can still be clearly traced, and at least

in one spot are vestiges of the foundations of a large building (PI. XVI).

There can be little doubt that this is the site of the Attic colony of

Sigeion, while the northern site is the emplacement of the town of

Achilleion, originally a fort built by the Mitylenaeans as an epiteichisma

against the Athenians in the war which they waged for this piece of

territory about 600 B.C. (Herod, v. 95—Strabo, viii. i, 39).

Some have claimed Yeni Shehr for Sigeion. But as Achilleion must

have been nearer to the mounds of which one is the legendary tomb of

Achilles, by the fort of Kum Kale, this would bring the epiteichisma down

to the low ground, while the fort to which it was opposed lay on the heights

—an obviously absurd plan for aggression. The only ground for the

attribution, so far as I know, is that the famous Sigean inscription ^ was

found in Yeni Shehr, serving as a seat in the village square. This counts

for nothing ; the stone may well have been moved with others brought for

building purposes from the natural quarry of a large ancient town. It was

doubtless the building of the Turkish fort at Kum Kale which made the

1 Rohl, /.G.J. 492.
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more northern position superior in modern times for the purposes of a

village. The space is considerably smaller indeed, but quite sufficient

for the needs of its present inhabitants.

The distance between the two is barely half a mile, and times must

have been lively when active hostilities were in progress. ' All sorts of

other things,' iravToia koX aXKa, as Herodotos says, must have happened

in this narrow space, besides the most famous of all, the capture by the

Athenians of the arms of the poet Alkaios, whose example led to Horace's

unblushing relicta non bene parmula.

A closely allied form, Sigia, is attested by Strabo as belonging to the

site where Alexandria afterwards stood (xiii. i. 47). This probably indi-

cates that the name in pre-Hellenic times belonged to the whole of this

western coast land. But there is still a third name, Sige, which is not so

clear. Steph. Byz. gives

^iyeiov TroXt? TpwtaSo?, to? ^Tpd^cov rpiTrji. 6 TroXtTT/? ^tyeiev';, to

Or/XvKov ^iyeid<;, kuI ^lyetaKo^. "Ecrrt Koi aWo eOviKov 'XiyeiO'i.

"Xiyrj- TToXt? T/3&)ta8o9, 0)9 '^KaTaio<i 'Aaiai. ro eOviKov ^lyirr)!;.

This seems to imply that the two were distinct places. But Damastes the

historian and geographer, a contemporary, and apparently a follower, of

Hellanikos, is called %iyei€v^ d-rro 'S.iyeiov Trj<i TpandBof by Suidas, while

Avienus, Orae mar. 42, calls him Damastem nobili natum Sige. In this

case the form is fixed by the metre. He is mentioned by Dion. Hal. Ant.

Rom. i. 72, where MSS. seem to vary between 'Ziyev<; and "^.lyeiev^;. It

seems clear therefore that there is no Sige distinct from Sigeion ; indeed it

is hardly likely that two places with names so closely akin would have

existed side by side in the Troad at the end of the fifth century. Probably

Sige was the Ionic,i Sigeion the Attic, form of the name. The evidence

will be found collected in F.H.G. ii. 64 ; iv. 654.

It would seem to follow that the correction "Ziyr} for ToixVy made by

Gronovius in the text of Skylax (see above), hardly goes far enough, and

that the further step to Xiyeiov should be taken. Avienus is, or wants to

be, a poet, and uses an archaic form ; but one can hardly extend the same

licence to Skylax.

Walter Leaf.

' The Ionic portion of the Phanodikos inscription however has the odd form SuK(ev<nv.



TRADE ROUTES AND CONSTANTINOPLE.

The text for this paper is taken from a review of my Troy in the

Pall Mall Gazette for December 21, 1912. One does not usually

take notice of anonymous reviews in the daily press, or answer them

at large ; but in this case the article is signed by the initials H. A. O.,

which are transparently those of a serious scholar, entitled to all respect

even when he is wrong ; and his views have further been adopted and

enforced in another review of Troy published in the current number of

the J.H.S. under the equally transparent initials of T. W. A. This raises

the question above the level of ordinary journalism, and may, I hope,

justify further discussion. For both articles involve problems which

go to the very root of the whole question of ancient trade routes ; and

the views of both scholars seem to me so fundamentally erroneous and

misleading that they should not pass without challenge. It is my intention

to leave out of sight all mere matters of detail in both reviews, and to

confine myself to what is really vital. It is, I presume, the wish of

both gentlemen that I should retain the pretence of anonymity, so I

shall refer to them under the initials which they have themselves

preferred.

My own theory is, of course, that the importance of Troy lay in

its position on the waterway between the Aegean and the Euxine,

which it was able to block, thus bringing the all-important traffic from

the one sea to the other to a point where it could be controlled and

taxed by King Priam. Against this view H. A. O. sets up another

According to him, ' the importance of Troy, in fact, as of modern

Constantinople, depended upon its command of the route between Asia and

Europe.' And, though his statements are not always lucidly made, and
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occasionally leave one in some doubt as to his real meaning, in this case I

think it is clear that he has in mind the command of a trade route by

land from Thrace to Asia Minor, crossing either the Hellespont or

the Bosporus as the case may be.

So far as Troy is concerned, this is a mere defiance of simple

facts, and may be dismissed at once. Troy commands no route across

the Hellespont whatever. The nearest crossing place is at Abydos

a long day's march from Troy, and quite out of the reach of any sort

of 'command.' If my views are to be 'disproved,' as T. W. A. thinks,

it must at least be not by bare assertion but by arguments which take

into account elementary geographical facts to be learnt from any map.

With regard to Constantinople, however, the case is somewhat

different, and raises points of wider interest than the correctness of

any views of mine. There is a plausibility in the assumption that

the importance of Constantinople arises, in part at least—for I do not

suppose that H. A. O. would deny the value to that city of its position

on the waterway—from its command of a trade route running across

the Bosporus from Europe to Asia. Yet this assumption defies facts

as directly as the other. No such trade route has hitherto existed, or

could have existed ; it is an economical impossibility.

It is true that, for the first time in history, an attempt is now being

made to form such a trade route, by the railway from Belgrade to

Constantinople, and its extension, now rapidly progressing, to the

Euphrates valley. How far the attempt will succeed, when the links

are complete, is an interesting question. But that little has been done

so far is plainly shewn by recent events. European commerce has viewed

with indifference the interruption of train service to Constantinople

through nine months already (July, 1913). But the moment Turkey

closed the Dardanelles in the spring of 191 2, every market was

agitated, the Powers took instant action, and Turkey was given to

understand, in the most peremptory manner, that this could not be

permitted. The Times of April 20 had a special article describing the

consternation caused in the City by the news, received the day before

:

the following extract must suffice
—

" The trade in grain from the Black Sea

to Europe is so immense that the Great Powers, so the argument ran,

could not allow the Dardanelles to be closed to shipping. From Sulima,

Galatz, Braila and the other ports of the Danube, from Odessa and
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Nikolaiefif, from Varna, Bourgas and Kustendje, and all the ports in the

Sea of Azoff, come vast quantities of wheat, maize, barley and oats.

There is no outlet for the whole of the crops of Southern Russia so long

as the Dardanelles are closed,^ and the crops of Bulgaria and Rumania are

also held up.' ^ Trade by sea between the Black Sea and western Europe

is only a degree less vital to the very existence of the western nations

than it was in the days of Aegos Potami, and have I not a right to add, of

Troy?

There is, I suppose, no great town in the world so wholly dependent

on its water-way as Constantinople. It possesses, from the productive

point of view, no hinterland. The streets of Pera end in a dreary and

monotonous tract of barren stones and worthless scrub, occupying most

of the undulating country westwards far beyond the now famous lines

of Chatalja. Compared to this, even the dusty tea gardens of the

' Sweet Waters of Europe ' pass for a pleasant oasis. On the land side

there is no trade, and the country a few miles from the swarming harbour

of the Golden Horn is practically deserted.

It was so in ancient times as well. Polybius has given a masterly

though rhetorical account of the commercial geography of Byzantium

and the Euxine Sea, and this is the keynote struck in the first words

:

Bufavrtot xaTO, fiev ffaXarrav evKuipoTarov oiKovai tottov kuI tt/jo?

aa^aXeiav kol Trpo<; ei/SacfiovCav Travrr) rmv iv Trji xad' rj/j,a^ oiKovfievrji,

Kara Be yrjv tt/jo? ap^ojepa iravTcov ax^vecrrarov (iv. 38). They are, on

the sea side, he continues, so situated at the mouth of the Black Sea

that no merchantman can sail in or out without their permission. They

are thus masters of all the products which the Black Sea provides for

human life. For the primary needs of man it offers in profusion herds ^

and slaves ; for luxuries, honey, wax and salt fish. Of the produce

of the west they take in exchange oil and wine ; of wheat they sometimes

take and sometimes give. Of all these Hellas would be entirely deprived,

It will be noticed th.it the idea of transport by land is not, to the commercial mind, worthy

of mention.

^ The straits were reopened to navigation on May I.

^ dpfii/iaTo. But the word must be wrong, unless Polybius used it in the general sense of

'food-stuffs,' which I cannot believe. Al. S4p/j.ara, which is better though inadequate. Live

animals are an instance where land transport has the advantage over sea, and are therefore almost

entirely supplied by local and not by international traffic in early days. Steam of course has made

a difference. In any case the Pontiis hardly touches on pastoral districts ; those in the centre of

Asia Minor are cut off from it by difficult mountains.
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or at least could carry on no profitable traffic, did the Byzantines either

combine with their mischievous neighbours, the Thracians or Gauls, or

abandon the post ; in either case the narrowness of the strait and

the swarms of barbarians who dwell near it would render the passage

impossible for the Greeks. The Byzantines should therefore be looked

upon as benefactors who have a right not merely to moral but to material

support from the rest of Hellas.

After a long and interesting discussion of the geography of the Black

Sea, and the cause of the current which flows out of it (c. 39-42), he gives a

minute account of the Bosporus itself and its currents, shewing the

enormous advantage these give to Byzantium over its opposite neighbour

Calchedon.

Then {c. 45) he turns to the opposite aspect of the picture : the

relations of Byzantium with the land. Thrace surrounds the territory of

the Byzantines from sea to sea, and with the Thracians there is continual

and harassing war. The barbarians are divided into many tribes ; if one

chieftain is suppressed, three more arise in his place. Nor is anything

gained by yielding to blackmail, and endeavouring to enter into engage-

ments ; any concession made to one tribe only leads to war with five

others. The Byzantines are thus subjected to a perpetual torture of

Tantalus ; they possess a fair and rich land, but no sooner do they attempt

to cultivate it, and see their crops flourishing, than the barbarians make a

raid and rob them of the fruits of their labours.

This however they bore, from sheer force of habit, and remained

faithful to the traditions of Hellenism, till the descent of the Gauls under

Brennus. The Gauls conquered the Thracians, and settled on the back of

Byzantium, imposing a tribute which was finally raised to 80 talents a

year. This enormous sum finally broke the endurance of the city ; they

appealed to Greece for help, and when it was refused, they had no resource

but to lay such tolls on all passing ships as practically stopped commerce.

The great merchant community of Rhodes took up the common cause, and

declared war to open the straits.—So far Polybius.

This must, without a doubt, be taken as proving that, in the classical

period at least, any trade between Asia and Europe across the strait was

non-existent. For the Roman period we can further add that Byzantium,

though occasionally used for the passage of armies, formed no link in the

main lines of communication between'Romeand Asia. The great Thracian
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road, the Via Egnatia, did not run to Byzantium at all, but to the Helles-

pont, to Callipolis, that is, and probably on to Sestos.^

The Via Egnatia did not however provide the main line of communi-

cation between Rome and Asia. That lay by sea to the western coast of

Asia Minor, and thence by the elaborate road-system which centred in

Smyrna and Ephesos, running north by Pergamos to Cyzicus, and east by

various routes through the central plateau ; it is sufficient here to refer to

the investigations of Sir W. M. Ramsay^ and his distinguished school, and

to point out once more that in Roman times Byzantium owed no debt

whatever to its position on a land route from Europe to Asia.

When, with the shifting of the centre of gravity of the empire east-

wards, the capital was settled at Constantinople, the old Roman road

system was linked up to the Bosporus on either side, on the south by

the road from Nicomedeia to Calchedon, on the north by alternative routes

from the termination of the Via Egnatia. Thus Constantinople came into

the inheritance of a network of roads which was of the first importance

politically. Highroads are an essential for central government ; armies

must be able to march, and expresses to post, at all seasons and indepen-

dently of the vagaries of wind and weather. But just because of this

vital importance their creation and maintenance is governed by totally

dilTerent conditions from trade routes, where economical transport is all in

all. Byzantine history is beyond my ken—the history, I mean which is

commonly, though rather oddly, so called, as it begins from the moment

when Byzantium ceased to be Byzantium. But I have no hesitation in

asserting that the conditions then were the same as they were before and

after, and that the trade connexions by sea were everything, by land practi-

cally nothing.

Constantinople in the twentieth century—not of course literally at the

present day, but up to twelve months ago, to Trplv eV elpr]vr]<;, irplv iXdefiev

vla<i of the Bulgars and the Serbs—has in its railways a far better means of

communication with the continents on either side than it can ever have

possessed in earlier days
;
yet even so its commerce, in any case not great,

' Cicero, Prov. Cons. 4, uia ilia nostra quae per Macedonian! est usque ad Hellespontum

militaris. Later on, when Byzantium became the centre, roads were made to the capital from

Kypsela where it crossed the Hebrus, and the Hellespontine link became useless. Thus it is that

the itineraries do not carry the road eastward beyond Kypsela. So at least I interpret the facts

given by Oberhummer in Pauly-Wiss. v. 1989 ff.

' See Historical Geography of Asia Minor, p. 25.

X
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remains as it has always been, almost purely sea-borne. The very globe-

trotter sends home by sea the carpets and embroideries which he has

purchased in the bazaars of Stambul and Brussa. A city of nearly

800,000 inhabitants can never be quite negligible as a centre of trade, for it

has large internal needs which must be supplied ;
but the importance of

the capital rests entirely on military, political and financial considerations
;

its commerce hardly counts. In order that I may not be suspected of over-

stating my case, I will quote a convenient summary of the position from

the Konstantinopler Handelsblatt of Nov. 1904, as reproduced in the

Encyclopaedia Britatinica (vol. vii, p. 9).

" The capital produces very little for export, and its hinterland is small,

extending on the European side only a few kilometres—-the outlet for the

fertile Eastern Rumelia is Dedeagach—and on the Asiatic side embracing

the Sea of Marmora and the Anatolian Railway district. Even part of this

will be lost to Constantinople when the Anatolian railway is connected to

the port of Mersina and with the Kassaba-Smyrna railway.^ Some 750

tons of the sweetmeat known as " Turkish delight " are annually exported

to the United Kingdom, America and Rumelia ; embroideries, &c., are sold

in fair quantities to tourists. Otherwise the chief articles of Constantinople's

export trade consist of refuse and waste materials. . . . From the hinterland

comes mostly raw produce such as grain, drugs, wool, silk, ores, and also

carpets. The chief article is grain."

Now it is certain that a port which cannot attract the commerce even

of its nearest neighbour inland—which can offer Adrianople a railway and

one of the finest harbours in the world, but sees these apparent advantages

rejected in favour of the wretched roadstead of Dedeagach '^—can be no

station on a land route of international trade. And if it cannot allure the

products of the Hebrus valley, still less can it hope to take the trade of

• It will be seen that the railway is expected actually to diminish the amount of such land-

Ijorne trade as there is.

' " Dede Agatch . . . . is ihe principal port for the export of the products of the sandjak of

Adiianoplc. The principal exports are cereals, hides, and tobacco. The small harbour is very

shallow, only affording shelter for lighters and small vessels ; it has silted up considerably since it

was opened in 1872, and has not been dredged, consequently it is very difficult for lighters to load

at the quay There is no protection from south-west winds, which occasionally blow with

great violence, and cause a heavy sea. . . . The anchorage off Dede Agatch is not safe in a gale

fiom S.E. round by south to W.S.W. ; although the holding ground is not bad, an exceedingly

disagreeable sea gets up with very little wind, and during a gale the whole place is one sheet of

foam." (A/edit. Pilot, iv. 125.)
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yet more distant regions. The commerce of Macedonia passes through

Salonika, that of the intermediate regions is mostly shipped at Kavalia.

It is clear therefore, since we find at all periods the same phenomenon,

since the inland commerce of Thrace goes by any way to Asia rather than

across the Bosporus or Hellespont, that we are face to face with some reason

which goes deeper than the ordinary mutability of human effort. What
that reason is can be seen at once ; it lies in the simple fact that carriage

by water is very greatly cheaper than carriage by land. It is needless to

offer evidence of this patent fact ; the example most prominent at the

moment is the Panama Canal, which, by a detour reckoned in thousands 01

miles, will bring the products of the Pacific coast, from British Columbia to

Chile, into European ports more cheaply than they can come by the great

Transcontinental railways of North and South America.

It is not, of course, possible to express in definite figures the superiority

of transport by sea. Too many varyin ^ factors have to be taken into

account. One of the least important for the great mass of trade, and

much less important in ancient days than now, is the factor of time.

Yet even that counts for something. Mere distance too will count

;

but as a rule sea-borne traffic will go with advantage, caeteris paribus,

over several times as many miles as land-borne. Here again the disparity

in ancient days was probably greater than now ; steam has on the whole

brought land traffic into a relatively more favourable position. But

more dominant factors are the physical conditions—hills, marshes,

deserts on land, winds, currents, and promontories at sea. Political

conditions, too, count for much—strong or weak government on land, piracy

at sea. And the character of the goods to be carried makes a great

difference. Articles of high value in proportion to their bulk and weight

will go more easily by land than those which are heavy and cheap. It is

possible that a combination of such conditions may, for short distances, but

for short distances only, make transport by land, at certain times and places,

even cheaper than by sea.

The course of trade may be roughly compared to an electric current.

Water is a good conductor of trade, land a bad conductor—sometimes so

bad as to act like an insulator. Where there is choice of paths, trade, like

the electric current, will prefer not necessarily the shortest route, but the

path of least resistance ; and for this purpose will always make where

possible for as long a stretch of water carriage as will serve. All along the

X 2
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south coast of Thrace and Macedonia lies the sea, parallel to the west-east

route which leads from Europe to Asia. In the face of this rivalry, land-

carriage must at all times give way ; all traffic will make for the nearest

port on the south coast, and a trade route by land, whether over the Bosporus

or the Hellespont, is an economic impossibility.

All this is so familiar and obvious that I took it for granted in Troy.

Now H. A. O. and T. W. A. have come to remind me that I assumed too

much. H. A. O. seems never to have grasped this law; and T. W. A., a

declared believer in arm-chair theorizing to whom the problem is evidently

novel, so completely ignores it as to laud himself in a reductio ad absnrdum,

instructive enough to deserve brief consideration.

He writes in his review (J.H.S. xxxiii., 115), 'The list of Paphlagonian

towns is regarded by H. A. O.^ as the continuation by sea of the land-

route which comes down to the shores of the Euxine in the neighbourhood

of Sinope.^ This is probable, but it lends no support to Mr. Leaf's view of

a water-borne trade through the straits, for why does the list stop west-

wards with 'Everat (=Heraclea, according to Mr. Leaf).? Why, but that

the sea-route was short, and gave place to a land-route again at the mouth

of the Sangarius .'' In this way an explanation is given, and for the first

time, of the absence of Bithynia, Bosporus, and Pontus in the catalogue.'^

Here it is clearly shewn that T. W. A. thinks a short sea-route more

economical than a long one, and therefore better for trade. Has it ever

occurred to him to enquire, when he is going to Paris, why a ticl<et

will cost him most by Dover and Calais, less by Newhaven and Dieppe,

least by Southampton and Havre ." The short sea-route is of course an

expensive luxur}', which can be afforded only by well-to-do and eager

travellers, or by the most costly and perishable goods.

' And also by myself : 7>vy, p. 295. - Probably further east : W. L.

' The last sentence is wholly unintelligible to me. Bithynia is not absent ' in ' (from ?) the

Catalogue ; it appears under the name of Askanie, and is inhabited by the Phrygians, whose

frontier extends to the Sangarius. If T.W.A. means not Bithynia but the Bithynians, their absence

is accounted for by the fact that they had not yet crossed from Thrace. That is one of the signs of

the genuine antiquity of the Catalogue. And why should the absence of Bithynia be explained by

its position upon a trade-route ? As for Pontus, I do not know whether T.W.A. means the country

or the sea. In the former case it is not absent, but appears as Alylie, the country of the Halizones.

If T.W.A. thinks that the Catalogue ought to give the name of the kingdom of Mitbradates, he will

further have to explain—a^ain doubtless lor the first time—the absence of the name of Alexandria

Troas in the Catalogue. If he means the sea, will he give a list of the seas which the Catalogue

does name, other than the Hellespont? And why should the absence of Bosporus and Pontus

from the Trojan Catalogue need more explanation than the absence of Euripus and Aegean from the

Greek ?
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Let us try to imagine the Paphlagonian fleet at Heraclea, with the

choice of the two routes before them. The distance to Troy is practically

identical by either—300 miles, measured in straight lines ; but while ships

can take the straight course, roads cannot ; the distance by land, allowing

for detours enforced by hills and rivers, will probably be hardly less than

400 miles against 300 by sea. It is the sailing season ; the steady and

favourable Etesians are blowing every day, the weather is fine, and for a

great part of the distance sailors will have the help of a rapid current

beneath their keels. Even the slow merchantman may hope to make 50

miles a day under these circumstances ; if the captain has the knowledge

and courage to sail by night, he can double that. In any case he will be

moored off the mouth of the Scamander in little more than a week
;

perhaps in three days. The cost of the transport will be nominal—^just the

rations of the men for those few days, nothing more.

But, according to T. W. A., he is not tempted by this cheap and

pleasant prospect. He will first set about landing all his goods, now safely

stored in his holds. This process alone will cost him more than the sea-

voyage to Troy, and probably take at least as long. He will then load them

again on horses, mules, oxen, camels, hired, with their attendants, at famine

prices—at least he will load all that can be loaded. But the best of his

cargo consists of timber and slaves. How he will deal with the timber I

fail even to guess. Light pine planks are now dragged down hill, two to a

horse, to the nearest water, at a fair rate. But the oak .' It takes a team

of oxen to drag an oak trunk downhill for a few miles a day in the modern

Tread. Under what conditions such goods could be taken for 300 or 400

miles, as much uphill as down in a far from level country, I must leave to

T. W. A. to consider. As for the slaves, they are of course driven in gangs

on foot. Such of them as survive tlie process will hardly appear at Troy

in very marketable condition. The lighter and more valuable goods will

begin to straggle in to the market place some three weeks later than they

could all have arrived by ship, and by no means improved in condition by

daily loading and unloading. How much more the land journey will have

cost is beyond estimation ; a large portion of the expense will consist in the

tolls which each little chieftain who can command a ford or a hill pass on

the road may have succeeded in extorting.

In short 1 . W. A.'s Paphlagonians seem to act like commercial lunatics.

But T. W. A. says " Why not .<" " and so my theory is disproved—to the
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satisfaction of the arm-chair. Let me assure T.W.A., in all friendliness,

that he has much to learn before he can profitably discuss matters of

commercial geography. Here random guessing does not count.

It is necessary to insist upon this, because I fancy that traces of the

same misapprehension, more deftly concealed, are to be found in theories

propounded by scholars and geographers of greater authority and more

scientific mind. Some day I hope to approach the more difficult and

fascinating problem of the trade-routes through the highlands of central

Asia Minor. But for the present it is enough to point out that an archaeo-

logist, dealing almost entirely with one class of objects, is likely to attribute

to it disproportioned importance ; and that, unless he is on his guard, it is

very easy for him to fall into the error of thinking that he has found a

trade-route when he has only traced a highroad. That highroads exist for

quite other reasons than trade has already been pointed out. Whether

trade in the large sense will follow them can only be deduced from a

careful examination of possible competition by sea.

Local trade between neighbouring inland markets will of course be

facilitated by such a road. In that sense it is a trade route, just as the

country lane by which the farmer's wife takes her butter and eggs to the

squire's is, in a sense, a trade route. And it is certainly true that an

appreciable amount of trade, passing slowly from market to market, may
gradually filter through a long distance. This applies chiefly to small and

durable articles, mainly pottery and metal work. Mr. Hogarth, for instance,

is quite within his right when, in his excellent and suggestive lectures on

Ionia and the East, he supposes that eastern art types thus filtered through

the Hittite dominions to the shores of the Aegean—the more so as he

assumes, whether rightly or wrongly I do not know, that when the Hittite

power was at its height there was no traffic by sea from Syria westwards.

But it is not with trade routes of that local sort that we have here to

deal. To international traffic, objects of art are the merest trifle. If we
want to explain by economic facts the greatness of a city, we must fix our

minds on the staples of human intercourse—on the wheat and timber, the

wine and oil, the hides, wool, linen and hemp, the metal ores, the fabrics,

felted or woven, and the slaves who are the instruments of production.

None of these, save by some rare and happy chance, come within the ken

of the archaeologist outside Egypt. It is very natural for him to fancy that

the objects that he does find are the whole of trade, and to deduce from
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them conclusions as to trade routes which are wholly fallacious ; the small

things which go from hand to hand can find their way by routes which to

the important staples are impenetrable.

Great national migrations too will move by paths which are entirely

independent of all the economical considerations which determine the flow

of trade. To them the Bosporus and Hellespont have, even in historical

times, been points of passage, but rather hindrances than helps—witness

the invasion under Brennus. Yet there is some reason for holding that

one at least of these invasions in prehistoric times chose the sea route

rather than the land. Dardanos, the eponym of the Dardanians, is said by

the legend to have landed on the southern shore of the Hellespont not

from the northern side, but from Samothrace. In other words, this branch

at least of the Phrygian invasion into Asia Minor from Macedonia took

the more rapid and easier route by sea, just as the Saxons when they

invaded Britain did not think it necessary to use the " short sea route " by

Dover and Calais.

One more question to my critics. H. A. O. says, duly echoed by

T. W. A., that ofevidence ' for a route between the Aegean and the Euxine in

the prehistoric age there is little or none.' There would be little to surprise

one in this merely negative evidence, if it were correct. How many years
,

did Schliemann excavate at Troy before he found the sherds which

definitely establish Hissariik as a Mycenaean station .-' But is it true? I

am of course no authority on questions of pottery, and can only take what

I find stated, without criticising. But I do find, in W. Leonhard's Hetliter

7ind Ajitazonen, p. 203, a definite statement that Mycenaean pottery has been

found at Ak-alan, the ancient site near Amisos, where I suppose a land

route from the interior to have reached the sea in the country of the

Halizones.^ In my innocence I had taken this for conclusive evidence of

what H. A. O. and T. VV. A. are so eager to deny, trade with Mycenaean

countries from the very end of the Euxine line of Trojan allies. But if

H. A. O. and T. W. A. are right and Leonhard and Curtius wrong, I shall

gladly accept the correction, only adding " Wait and see." If on the other

hand Leonhard and Curtius are right, it would seem that H. A. O. and

T. W. A. will have to reconsider their position on this material point.

' ' Einige neuerdings bei Akalan gefiindene mykenische Gefassscherben bringen, da an eine

spatere Verschleppung kaum zu denken sein wird, bereits den Beweis dass die mykenisch-agaische

Welt zu diesen KUsten Beziehungen halte.' (Note). ' leh verdanke die Nachricht von ihrem

Vorkommen einer gutigen Mittheilung des Herrn. Prof. L. Curtius in Erlangen.'
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Let me conclude with a word of apology to Mr. Myres for my com-

plete ignorance of the fact that he had already suggested the idea of trade-

routes as explaining the arrangement of the Trojan Catalogue. Since the

publication of my book he has kindly sent me a copy of his paper, " Copper

and Bronze in Cyprus and South-East Europe." ' The title would hardly

suggest this particular point of interest, and in the multiplication of

scientific periodicals how can one keep pace with all that is published,

unless one can depend on the kindness of authors in sending off-prints .'

Of course I gladly concede him the priority, while claiming my own
independence

;
I only regret that he did not expand so valuable an idea.

Oddly enough, as he frankly tells me, he is in the same position himself;

for the idea had already been put forward a few years earlier in La Science

Sociale—a periodical of which I had never heard, and which I understand

from Mr. Myres is inaccessible to him.

In this paper Mr. Myres argues that the copper manufacture of Cyprus
passed northward to Hissarlik by land and not by sea. Of the arguments

he gives for this conclusion I have already dealt with the second :
' if Cyprus

had reached the Dardanelles by sea nothing need have reached Hissarlik at

all—whereas the whole raison d'etre of Hissarlik is as a station command-
ing the Dardanelles ferry.' This is of course, as I have shown, an inversion

of the facts
; there was no Dardanelles ferry for trade, if there had been

Hissarlik could not have commanded it, and it did in fact command the

passage by water. In this I think Mr. Myres would now concur with me.

The other reason is that ' if the communication had been by sea, Cypriote

types would have been spread over the Aegean and over Greece. The im-

perfect state of the evidence does not permit of a definite statement ; but

so far as I am aware, Cypriote types of implements do not occur in the

Upper Aegean.'

This is not strong
; and I may add that it refers to a pre- Mycenaean

stage, antedating by many centuries the Homeric period. But it is quite

possible that the small bronze implements with which it is dealing may
have gone by land and not by sea. At that early date there may have
been no traffic by sea. We should therefore have again the conditions
which Mr. Hogarth assumes, and which, as I have remarked, do facilitate

the passage of small articles, valuable in proportion to their bulk, by a
process of filtration from market to market by land.

"^ Jounm! oftin Archaeological Inst., Nov. 1897.
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Nor am I even prepared to deny that even in times when oversea trade

had been developed, such a land route may have run up the west of Asia

Minor. The shore is so deeply indented that a coasting ship was estima-

ted to travel four times as far as the direct route by land. Such a disparity,

though it would not be enough to send heavy and bulky goods by land,

might admit of competition in the carriage of more costly and lighter

fabrics. The question would, I fancy, depend largely on the density of

population and the nearness of important markets along the route, ena-

bling the through traffic to be combined with the local. Through traffic, if

independent of local markets, would of course not hug the coast, but take

the much shorter line from promontory to promontory. What the

conditions were in Mycenaean times we cannot yet say ; evidence may
some day be forthcoming, but as yet does not exist. In any case of course

it would in no way affect the views taken in my book. So long as the

trade came to Hissarlik, I am prepared to accept any route, only stipulating

that the most probable be preferred, and the impossible excluded.

Walter Leaf.



ANNUAL MEETING OF SUBSCRIBERS.

The Annual Meeting of Subscribers to the School was held in the

rooms of the Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House, on Tuesday,

October 29th, 1912, Mr. George A. Macmillan, Chairman of the

Managing Committee, presiding.

The Secretary of the School (Mr. J. ff Baker-Penoyre) submitted

the following report, on behalf of the Managing Committee, for the

Session 1911-1912.

The Twenty-fifth Anniversapy of the Foundation of the School:—
Before this report is published the subscribers will have seen in the Annual an
account of the highly successful festival dinner held to commemorate the twenty-

fifth Anniversary of the foundation of the School.

Excavations at Halos in Phthiotis :—As a sequel to the researches of

Messrs. Wace and Thompson in Thessaly, some experimental work was undertaken
at Halos. The excavations were confined to a funereal tumulus and a group of
tombs, the latter situated close to the city walls. The tombs except one, which
was circular in plan and may have once been a tholos, were rectangular cists

built of rough slabs. They are similar both in construction and contents to

those which have been found in Skyros and at Theotokou. The vases found
belong to an early phase of the Geometric style, in which the vases, although

decorated with geometric designs, recall in type those of the preceding Bronze Age.
The only metal object found was a bronze pin with a rolled head.

The tumulus, which forms one of a group of ten, about twenty minutes outside

the city walls to the north, was found to be composed of earth packed up with large

river-worn stones. It concealed sixteen burnt graves or pyres. Each pyre was
covered by a cairn of very large unhewn slabs and beneath these in a disorderly
mass was a heap of burnt potsherds, fragments of bone, iron weapons and bronze
fibulae. lottery occurred in all the pyres, but six of them also contained small iron

knives, and bronze fibulae and bracelets. In all the other pyres were swords,
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spear-heads, and long knives of iron. Thus the six seem to be those of women,
while the other ten were those of men. A warrior's equipment seems to have been

one long sword, a spear, and two or more long knives. The only traces of human
remains found were small fragments of burnt bones.

All the pyres seem to have been of the same date, as no distinction could be

seen in the pottery from any two. All the vases were of the Geometric style, but of

a more developed period than those of the cist tombs.

The excavation lasted from April 2 1 to May 4 and another week was spent

in cleaning, studying, and photographing the finds in the Halmyros Museum. This

small but interesting excavation was carried out by Messrs. VVace and Thompson
with funds placed at the disposal of the School by the Hon. J. Abercromby,

Prof. Ridgeway, and Caius College, Cambridge.

The Staff of the School :—in pursuance of the arrangement that the Director,

Mr. R. M. Dawkins, was to come out to the Levant this season to carry on the

proposed excavation at Datcha, he left England for Constantinople shortly before

Easter, travelling by way of Berlin, Vienna, the Danube and Sofia. On his

arrival at Constantinople he found the Dardanelles closed, and after visiting the

Embassy and Consulate left for Athens by way of Dedeagatch. He was very

kindly received at the Imperial Ottoman Museum at Constantinople by the

Director, H. E. Halil Bey, who promised to have the permission for the Datcha

excavation deferred in the event of the war preventing work this year, and this was

the course finally adopted. On the way to Athens he called at Smyrna and visited

the Consulate, the Consul General kindly writing to the Vali of the province

to learn his opinion as to the possibility of the excavation, which was distinctly

unfavourable. He then went to Athens for a short stay, and then again to Smyrna,

where the Consul General finally informed him that, owing to the state of war in

the islands any work at Datcha would be impossible. He then returned to Athens

and took the opportunity to go to Sparta with Mr. Droop, and worked for three

weeks in the Museum on the finds from the Orthia sanctuary, particularly the

ivories and terracotta figurines. Early in June he left Greece for Italy and thence

returned to England.

He very much regrets that political events made excavation at Datcha

impossible, but there is no reason to suppose that the site has suffered in any

way. The most cordial thanks are due to the kind support of the authorities of the

Imperial Museum at Constantinople, to the continuous assistance of Sir Edwin

Pears, and lastly to the British Consular authorities at Constantinople and Smyrna.

Mr. F. W. Hasluck, M.A., late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge, Acting

Director, arrived in Athens in November and remained there continuously till

March, with the exception of short excursions to Santorin and Nauplia with

members of the School. During the winter he was occupied in preparing papers

for the Annual and in research work on the history of Athos, as well as in the

ordinary routine work of the School and Library.

In March, leaving the conduct of the School in Mr. Wace's hands, he went to
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Constantinople with the intention of travelling in Thrace. Difficulties were,

however, put in his way by local officials at Viza, and he was eventually arrested

and sent under escort to Adrianople, where redress was exacted through the

energetic action of H.B.M. Consul (Major Rhys Samson).

After returning to Constantinople he visited Samos, Patmos, Leros, Didyma,

Miletus, and Priene, returning to Samos via Scala Nuova and thence to Athens.

In Samos Mr. Hasluck found Dr. VViegand and his colleagues working at the

Heraion, and was met with the greatest possible kindness and hospitality. He
visited the sites at Didyma and Miletus, as well as at Tigani (Samos), in the

company of the excavators.

Returning at the end of March to Athens he opened the Director's house to

visitors, who were exceptionally numerous this year, partly on account of the

Congress of Orientalists and of the commemoration of the seventy fifth anniversary

of the foundation of the University of Athens. Old students of the School present

on this occasion and staying with Mr. Hasluck were Prof E. Gardner, Mr. E. S.

Forster, and Mr. T. E. Peet. The Acting Director represented the School at the

University festivities, and corrected the proofs of the English articles for the

festival publication H^via. Later in the year, leaving Mr. Thompson in charge

of ihe School, he visited Megaspelaeon and Olympia, and paid his third visit to

Athos, collecting additional notes and photographs.

The Committee wish to record their sense of the high ability shewn by

Mr. Hasluck in the responsible charge entrusted to him. They take this oppor-

tunity of offering on behalf of all friends of the school their heartiest congratulations

on his recent marriage.

The Secretary of the School had leave of absence for the greater part of the

Session, during which time the work was carried on by Miss C. A. Hutton, to whom the

Committee desire to record their sincere acknowledgment, both for this valued help

and for having once more edited the Annual and other publications of the School.

The Students :— Mr. John Angell, Gold Medallist in Sculpture and Travelling

Student of the Royal Academy, spent the spring in Greece. Besides studying in

the museums at Athens, he paid special attention to the architecture of the

Acropolis and to Mycenaean decorative art. He also visited, for purposes of

study, Delphi, Olympia, Chaeronea, Thebes, and the Monastery of Hosios Loukas.

Unlike the sister school at Rome, the British School at Athens has had few

students of art upon its roll. The Committee are pleased to learn that Mr. Angell

found the library of the School, and the help afforded him by the staff and his

brother students of archaeology, of great use for his artistic work.

Miss M. M. Hardie, M.A. (Mrs. F. VV. Hasluck), of Aberdeen University and
Newnham College, Cambridge, the School Student of the year, spent the autumn
writing, under Sir WilHam Ramsay's supervision, a report on the Shrine of Men
Askaenos discovered by his expedition last year near the Pisidian Anlioch. This

report has since been published in the Journal of Hellenic Studies. During her

stay in Greece she attended the two courses of epigraphical lectures in Athens and
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made a special study of the topography and inscriptions of Smyrna with a view to

researches on the spot, but her plans were unfortunately frustrated by the complica-

tions of the war. In the course of the season she visited the more important sites

of the Peloponnese and Central Greece and made a ten days' tour in Crete,

including the sites of Knossos, Gortyna, Phaistos, and Hagia Triada.

Mr. E. M. W. Tillyard of Jesus College, Cambridge, came out as Craven

Student. He arrived in Athens at the beginning of November, and undertook a

journey in the Cyclades with Mr. Toynbee, visiting among other islands, Thera,

Faros and Delos, After work in Athens and the usual excursions in Greece,

Mr. Tillyard went to Smyrna for the purpose of cataloguing the sculptures in the

Ottoman Museum. He spent the next two months on this work, and after travel

on the coast of Asia Minor, returned to England via Constantinople and Athens.

Mr. M. S. Thompson, M.A., of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, travelled

during the summer with Mr. Wace in Macedonia, returning with him to Athens in

October. During the winter he collaborated with Mr. Wace in summing up the

results of their common journeys, and made excursions in Attica, Boeotia and

Arcadia. In April he excavated at Halos, returning to Athens in May by a

little-known route over Pindus into Aetolia and thence via Thermon, Loidoriki,

Amphissa and Delphi to Livadia : in the course of this journey he visited several

little-known sites in Aetolia and Doris. The proposed excavation in Macedonia

(near Salonika) proving impracticable, he returned to England in June. The
Committee learn with pleasure that Mr. Thompson has been invited to deliver a

special course of lectures in Ancient Geography at Oxford.

Mr. A. J. Toynbee, B.A., Scholar of Balliol College, Oxford, spent eight

months in Greece studying chiefly the historical geography of the country with a

view to teaching ancient history on taking up his fellowship. His time was spent

(the winter months included) almost entirely in travel, mostly alone and on foot,

with the briefest possible intervals of rest. In his repeated journeys he covered the

Peloponnese in great detail and most of Northern and Central Greece, penetrating

into little-visited districts such as those of Maina, Kynouria, and Malea, and visiting

almost every ancient site. He also travelled in the Cyclades, and E. Crete, where

he spent three weeks and saw all the ' Minoan ' excavations except Kato-Zakro and

Pseira. Mr. Toynbee's record for travel is a remarkable one.

Mr. A. J. B. Wace, M.A., Senior Student (now Honorary Student) of the

School, Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge, returned to Athens from

Macedonia in October and spent three months in collaboration with Mr. M. S.

Thompson correcting proofs of their joint book on Prehistoric Thessaly, preparing

a projected work on the Vlachs, and arranging the Macedonian material collected

last summer. After Christmas he went to Beroea, where he spent eight days

observing the Christmas and New Year customs and searching for inscriptions

:

twenty-four new texts were discovered, the best and longest recording the dedication

of a slave-girl to Artemis Agrotera. A short tour in Thessaly, made for topo-

graphical and epigraphical purposes, resulted in the discovery of a new decree at

Phalanna : the important Latin boundary inscription found last year near Elassona
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was revised. Mr. Wace then returned to Athens, where he remained till after

Easter, taking charge of the School during March in the absence of the Acting

Director. During this time he gave a series of popular lectures on the principal

monuments of Athens, which were much appreciated by the members of the British

Legation, the British Naval Mission, and other British residents. On Mr. Hasluck's

return he assisted in the reception of those attending the Congress of Orientalists,

and organised on behalf of the School the joint garden-party of April ii. After

Easter he conducted with Mr. Thompson the excavation at Halos. He afterwards

travelled in the districts of Pharsalus, Elassona, and Pelion, and left with Mr.

Thompson in June to conduct an excavation for the Macedonian Exploration Fund at

Sedes (Thermae), near Salonika. Owing to scarcity and dearness of labour it was

found necessary to postpone this excavation, and Mr. Wace undertook a protracted

tour in Macedonia, visiting Monastir, Tirnova, Resna, Ochrida, Kortsha, Moscho-

polis, Grevena, and Samarina. The results were topographically important, and

several new inscriptions were found in the course of the journey. Mr. Wace returned

overland by Grevena and Kalabaka, leaving Athens for England on August 14th.

The Committee trust that Mr. Wace's recent appointment as Lecturer in

History and Archaeology in the University of St. Andrews (on which they offer

their sincere congratulations) may not altogether sever his long connexion with the

School which he has served so well and of which they have recently made him an

Honorary Student.

The Publications of the School : (a) T/te Annua/. Vol. XVII contains, in

addition to an interesting and varied collection of archaeological papers, a reprint of

the 'Short History of the School from 1886-1911,' and of the 'Bibliography,'

prepared for the Anniversary Celebrations last year. They were then circulated in

pamphlet form, but are included in this volume as the Committee felt that the many
friends of the School would .be glad to have them in a form less liable to be mislaid.

(i) Mr. Woodward's Index to Vols. I-XVI. of the Annua/, published last

Easter, has been warmly welcomed by Students and by the Archaeological Press.

The sale to the outside public has surpassed the Committee's expectations, but so

far, less than 100 subscribers have availed themselves of the exceptionally favourable

terms on which it is at present offered to them. The publication, which was

imperatively necessary for the proper understanding of the many excavation reports

contained in the Anmia/ , has been a severe strain on'the limited resources of the

School, and the Committee trust that every subscriber will help to relieve this

strain both by purchasing a copy of the Index and by making it generally known.

The Committee note with pleasure that the author has recently been appointed

to a lectureship in the University of Leeds.

(c, d) Pa/aikasfro and Sparta. All interested in Cretan problems will be glad

to learn that the full Report of the important Palaikastro excavation is now nearing

completion. The Committee are also glad to be able to announce that the

Director and Students have made good progress this year with a book dealing in

detail with the excavation and finds of the Temple of Artemis Orthia, at Sparta.
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{e, /) Two publications by members of the School, the Catalogue of the

Acropolis Museum, Vol. I. by Mr. Guy Dickins, and Prehistoric Thessaly by

Messrs. Wace and Thompson, appeared during the early part of the year. Both

works have met with an exceptionally flattering reception from archaeologists at

home and abroad, and the Committee congratulate the authors on having so

worthily maintained the high reputation of the School for exact scholarship and

for original thought.

I'he Committee further congratulate their Honorary Student Professor

A. van Millingen on the completion of his important and scholarly work on the

Byzantine Churches in Constantinople. In this the School has a special interest,

in that it subsidized Mr. Ramsay Traquair's share of the work, while many of

the plans and illustrations it contains are by two old members of the School,

Mr. A. E. Henderson and Mr. W. S. George.
•

Plans for the coming" Session ;—The excavation of Datcha, which the

political conditions made impossible this spring, remains the principal task in the

coming session. Some recent researches by Mr. Hasluck have added to the

prospects of this site, by showing that the famous tomb, which the Knights of

St. John first admired for its beauty and then destroyed for building material,

was in all probability not, as has been always supposed, the Mausoleum at

Halicarnassus, but another tomb at, or very near, Datcha. Although this monument
is not likely to be on the area reserved for the work of the School, an examination

of the neighbourhood should reveal its remains, which might be the object of some
future campaign. In the present condition of the Levant, however, it is far from

certain how far it may be possible to work at Datcha. Two alternatives are

therefore contemplated. One of these is to find a town site in one of the Cyclades :

this would be an excavation of the same character as Phylakopi, which is until now

the only published account of an early Cycladic site. The other is to examine

some of the early remains in Boeotia ; this would be of much interest to the School

because of its close connexion with Messrs. Wace and Thompson's work in Thessaly.

Besides excavations the furthering of the publications in hand, amongst which may
especially be mentic>ned the projected book on the Orthia Sanctuary, will be an

important charge on the staff of the School.

The Library :—The problem of adequately heating the Library may fairly be

looked on as solved by the substitution this winter of two German cast-iron stoves

for the green-tiled open fireplaces used hitherto.

The Library has been enlarged by the addition of seventy-three complete books

;

thirty-four parts of books in the course of publication ; eighty-two pamphlets and

extracts; sixteen sheets of maps, including the (British) staff map of Thrace and

the five sheets published of the Greek staff map of Greece ; besides the usual

periodicals. The following have been added to the periodical publications in the

library : XiaKo. XpoviKoi, and Xpt<maviKf| Kp^rn. A complete set of the Movo-tiov Kal

BipXtoeyjKi] T-ijs Eiayv'^iKiis SxoXtjs (Smyrna) has been bought, and two volumes of

the Constantinople Svllogos have been added.
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With the collaboration of Messrs. Wace and Thompson the slides illustrating

their Thessalian researches have been catalogued on cards. Slides from the

Hutton collection illustrating Cretan culture have been lent to Dr. Soteriades for

lecturing purposes and have been much appreciated. The 37 cases containing the

large series of photographs of sculpture recently purchased have been finally

labelled. Books have been borrowed by nineteen persons exclusive of members of

our own and the American and Foreign Schools.

The following authors have presented copies of their works : Prof. A.

Andreades, M. P. Apostolides, Prof. W. Dorpfeld, Mr. C. C. Edgar, Mr. Z. D.

Ferriman, Mr. C. ffoulkes, Mr. W. R. Halliday, Miss J. E. Harrison, Dr. M.

Krispes, Prof. Kirsopp Lake, M. E. Malandrakes, Prof. G. Mistriotes, Dr. J. H.

Mordtmann, Prof. F. F. Outes, Prof. G. Papageorgiou, Dr. K. Pavlides, M. J.

Peristianes, Prof. L. Pigorini, Prof. A. von Premerstein, Mr. R. Seager, Dr. G.

Soteriades, Mr. W. B. Squire, Prof. Svoronos, Dr. J. Thomopoulos, Dr. M.
Triand.Tphyllides, Messrs. A. J. B. Wace and M. S. Thompson, Mr. A. E.

Zimmern. We are indebted also for gifts of books to the following bodies :

Archaeologische Gesellschaft, British Museum Trustees, French Ministry of Public

Instruction, German Archaeological Institute, Government of India, Monastic

Committee of Herakleion, Crete (Movaa-rrjpiaKri 'EirLTpoTreia 'HpaKXewv), and the

Society of Dilettanti. This Society also presented separate plates from some of

their more important architectural publications.

Individual donors are Mr. S. H. Atchley, Mr. R. S. Cole, the Director,

M. J. Doucet, Miss C. A. Hutton, the Librarian, Mr. D. S. Peirococchino,

Prof. J. Sterrett, Mr. M. N. Tod, Mr. A. J. B. Wace.

The Committee learn with gratification that the Library, which they have

always considered one of the School's main assets, is considered to be in excellent

working order and is highly appreciated by students and visitors.

The School Premises, &C. :—Friends of the School will learn with pleasure

that the trees (mostly pines) planted by Prof. Bosajiquet in the Hostel garden, have

so grown that, from the balcony and common room, the unsightly back view of the

Marasleion school is completely hidden. The garden has been further improved

by a much appreciated gift of rose-trees from Mr. Wace.

The decayed wooden pillars of the balcony balustrade have been replaced by

very simple monolithic pillars of Kalamaki stone ; the woodwork of the balustrade

between the pillars has been retained and repainted. The eftect is a great improve-

ment on the original design.

A garden party was given in connexion with the Congress of Orientalists, by

the American and British Schools. This function, admittedly one of the pleasantest

features of the Congress, was in great part organised by Mr. Wace in Mr. Hasluck's

absence. Professor and Mrs. Gulick, of the American School, and Mr. Wace are

to be congratulated on its success.

In the course of the session the Hostel has served as headquarters to Messrs.

H. R. Hall and E. J. Forsdyke, of the British Museum, and to Mr. P. B Haigh,
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of St. John's College, Cambridge. A meeting was held on Friday, December 22,

the acta being as follows :—The Acting Director: The Year's Work of the School

;

Mr. A. J. B. Wace : An ArchaeologicalJourney in Macedonia.

During the Session the School has acted as intermediary in procuring a large

series of casts for the University Galleries at Oxford and casts of the new fragments

of the Phigaleian frieze for the British Museum. Further, through the agency of

the School, an exchange of gifts has been arranged between the British Museum
and the Greek Government, whereby a new weatherproof cast of the Elgin Caryatid

will be sent to replace the existing dilapidated terracotta replica in the south porch

of the Erechtheum

.

The University of Athens :—In April last, the University of Athens

celebrated the seventy-fifth Anniversary of its foundation. Among the many
addresses of congratulation, none was more admired than that presented by the

Acting Director on behalf of the School. It took the form of an Honorary Decree

drawn up in Greek, by Mr. M. N. Tod, and beautifully illuminated on vellum by

Mr. Walter S. George, who also placed at the head of the address a charming

design in colours with the figures of Britannia and Athena. To the parchment roll

was affixed an ivory seal bearing carved and incised patterns based on the ivories

found at Sparta. The whole formed a genuine work of art which was greatly admired.

Acknowledg'nients ;—The School is indebted, as always, specially to

H.B.M.'s Minister, Sir Francis Elliot, G.C.V.O., for many acts of kindness ; to

the Embassy at Constantinople for facilities secured for Mr. Wace; to H.B.M.'s

Consular representatives at Salonika, Adrianople, Monastir, Syra, and Volo for help

of various kinds given to members of the School ; to the Hellenic Ministry of

Education, especially to Dr. V. Leonardos, chef de seciio?i of the Archaeological

Dept , for courteous and ready help ; to Dr. V. Stais, Ephor of the National

Museum, for facilities granted to students ; to H. E. Halil Bey, Director of the

Imperial Museums, Constantinople, for facilities granted for study there and in the

provinces, and to the Curator of the Ottoman Museum at Smyrna for help given

to Mr. Tillyard ; to M. Zerganos, Inspector of Schools for Eurytania, and the

Othrys Society of Halmyro for kind help given to Mr. Thompson ; to the excavators

for the German Imperial Museums at Tigani (Samos), and to the Members of the

French School excavating in Delos, for much kindness and hospitality ; to the

Peres Lazaristes at Santorin, and the Senate and Monasteries of Athos, for friendly

reception and entertainment.

Finance:— The appeal for the Anniversary Fund, to commemorate the

twenty-fifth anniversary of the foundation of the School, has brought in the sum

of £'^^1 °^- 61/. This fund is still open for donations, and a special appeal is

now made to raise it to a much larger figure before it is closed. The Revenue

Account for the year shows a credit balance of ^251 is. ^d., as compared with a

debit balance of ^^247 2S. id. for the preceding year. The apparent improvement

is mainly due to a decrease in expenditure on excavations, which have been reduced

Y
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to very small proportions by the unrest in the near East. The number of copies

sold of the A?inual shows a small decrease, while the cost of publication has

increased by more than ^100. The total of the annual subscriptions is ;^857,

or jQi-] more than in the preceding year. This figure is considerably less than that

of three and four years ago, and it is hoped that all subscribers will bring the School

and its work to the notice of their friends. The Managing Committee feel confident

that the excellent work done by the staff and students in excavation, research, and

publication has only to be more widely known to obtain the needed support

The adoption of the Report was moved by the Chairman, seconded

by Dr. Fotheringham and carried unanimously.

The following resolution was moved by Mr. L. Whibley, seconded

by Mr. T. Fyfe and carried unanimously:

—

That Sir Arthur Evans, Mr. D. G. Hogarth, and Sir Cecil

Harcourt-Smith be re-elected, and Mr. A. E. Zimmekn be elected, on

the Managing Committee.

That Mr. V. W. Yorke be re-elected Treasurer.

That Mr. J. Penoyre be re-elected Secretary.

A vote of thanks to the AUDITORS was moved by SlR John Sandys,

seconded by Mr. Penoyre and carried unanimously.

A Special Meeting took place at 5 p.m., when Lord Justice

Kennedy occupied the Chair.

Professor Ernest Gardner gave some information on the Sachs

Memorial Studentship.

The Chairman delivered an address.

The Director spoke on the Site of Datcha and on the Finlay

Memorial.

Mr. Wage then gave his communication, illustrated by lantern slides,

on the excavations at Halos and on the ethnology of the Vlach race.

A vote of thanks to Lord Justice Kennedy for presiding was

moved by SiR John Sandys, seconded by Mr. Macmillan and carried

unanimously.
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THE BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS.
1911-1912.

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE ON ACCOUNT OF REVENUE AND
EXCAVATIONS.

3RD October, 1911, to 2nd October, 1912.

Subscriptions received or due during

the year ....
Subscriptions received for rgio-ii

Subscriptions received for 1907-10

Government Grant .

Interest on Investment to July 5lh

Interest on Deposit Account to

June 30th ....
Sale of Annuals (Vols. I-XV)

Sale of Indexes to the Annual .

Special Donations for Excavations in

Thessaly ....
Special Donations for Excavations

in Datcha

£ s. d.

857 19 o

4 I

5

500

60

22 13 3

193 4 10

23 9 6

109 o o

£-iM'i 9 7

£ s. d.

House Maintenance (15 months to

September 30th, 1912) .

Hostel Maintenance (15

months to September
30th, 1912). . . 246 II o

Less Students' Fees . 61 4 6

Salary, Director , . .

Publication of Annual (Vol. XVII)

Secretary, Salary to June 30th, 1912

Rent to September 30th, 191 2 ,

Printing, Postage and Stationery, &c.

Studentship (Miss Hardie)

Index to Annual

Publication of the History of thi

School.....
Excavations : Datcha 1 1 1 o 4

Do. Thessaly 54 15 o

Do. Laconia 10 o o

Do. Melos 8 i i

Expenses of Anniversary Dinner

Balance, being excess of Receipts

over Expenditure....

£ s. d.

125 10 2

185 6 6

375

437 II I

40

10

50 9

100

25 13

23 II

183 16 5

21 19 4

251 I 4

;^i,829 9 7

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE ON CAPITAL ACCOUNT.

3RD October, 1911, to 2Nd October, 1912.

Donations, as per list

£ s. d.
\ £ s. a.

97 6 o Library . . . . 91 12 7

Balance, being excess of Receipts
I over Expenditure . . . . 5 13 5

;£^97 6 o ;^97 6 o

Y 2
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BALANCE ACCOUNT, 2ND Octobkr, 1912.

£. s. d.

Subscriptions paid in advance . 3 3

Anniversary Fund . . 287 6

Balance, representing the

funds of the School

other than in property,

land, building, furni-

ture, and library, as £ s. d.

per last Account . .2,789 4

Add Balance of Receipts

over Expenditure . 251 I 4

3,040 I 8

.^i/rf Capital as above . 5 13 S

15

^3.335 18 7

Investment—India 3% Stock, at par

Cash at Bank : £ s. d.

On Current Account 624 3 7

On Deposit Account 700 o o

£ s. d.

2,000 o o

Sundry Debtors .

,324

II

/3.335 18 7

Examined and found correct,

EDWIN W.A.TERHOUSE, F.C A.
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DONATIONS-I9II-I9I2.

ANNIVERSARY FUND.
£ s. d.

Abercromby, Hon. J 50 o o

Agg-Gardner, J. T 5 5°
Bywater, J 5 5°
Uarr, Admiral i i o

Carrington, A. B 10 10 o

Cooke, R I 10
Eumorfopoulos, G i i o

Eumorfopoulos, N i 00
Farside, Mrs i i o

Gooch, G. P 500
Heathcote, W. E 220
Hobhouse, Rt. Hon. H 500
Keser, Dr. J i i o

Loewy, Dr. E 220
Macmillan, G. A 25 o o

Miller, A 106
Morrison, W 100 o o

Myers, E i i o

Mylne, Mrs 10 o o

Phillips, Mrs. H 10 o o

Ralli, Mrs. S • 25 o o

Scouloudi, E 500
Tozer, Rev. H. F 10 o o

Tuckett, F. F • 200
Waldstein, Sir Charles 500
Wilson, R. D 100
Wyndam, Hon. M i 00

^287 o 6

DONATIONS, 1911-1912.

Acutt, Miss I I o

Bulwer, Miss D 10 o o

Darbishire, R. S 10 o o

Egerton, Sir E 5 5°
Gennadius, His Exc 10 10 o

Gibson, Mrs lo 10 o

Goldsmiths' Co 50 o o

^97 6 o
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Donations— 191 1-12 {continued)

SPECIAL DONATIONS FOR EXCAVATIONS.
For Thessaly. £ s. it.

Abercromby, Hon. J loo o o
Caius College 500
Eumorfopoulos, N 200
Ridgeway, Prof. •.... 200

/109 o o

For Datcha.

Anonymous 50 o o
Eumorfopoulos, N .'

. 200
Keser, J 220

.£54 2 o
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ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS-I9II-I9I2.

£ s. d.

The University of Oxford 100 o o
The University of Cambridge 100 o o
The Hellenic Society 100 o o
The Society of Antiquaries 5 50
The Leeds Library 100
Brasenose College, Oxford 500
Caius College, Cambiidge 10 o o
Christ Church, Oxford . 20 o o
Corpus Christi College, Oxford 500
King's College, Cambridge 10 o o
Magdalen College, Oxford 20 o o
McGill University, Montreal 5 5°
St. John's College Library . . , 100
L'Association de Lectures Philologiques, Lausanne .110
Westminster School Library i 10
Museo di Gessi too
Emanuel College 500

Brought forward 390
Abercromby, Hon. J.

Acland, Henry Dyke
Allbutt, Prof. Sir T. .

Allen, Miss E. M. .

Alma Tadema, Sir L.

Anderson, James . .

Anson, Sir W. R. .

Ashby, Thomas . .

Austen- Leigh, E. C. .

Bailey, C
Bailey, J. C
Barlow, Sir T. ...
Barrington, Mrs. Russell

Benecke, P. V. M. .

Bevan, E. R
Blackburn, Mrs. . .

Blomfield, R. . . .

Bosanquet, Prof R. C.

Boyle, Miss F. . . .

Briggs, Miss E. M. .

Brinton, H
Bristol, Bishop of . .

Brooke, Rev. Stopford
Brooks, E. W. . . .

Burnett, J. J

Burnham, Lord . .

Burrows, Dr. R. M. .

Bury, Prof. J. B. . .

Buxton, A. F. ...

£ j'. d.

^qo 12

2

I

I

2

I

10

I

I

I

I

I

2

I

2

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

Carried forward ^44 118 o

• ^390 12 o

I s d.

Brought forward 441 18 o
Carlisle, Miss i i o
Carr, Rev. A i i o
Carr, H. Wildon .... i i o
Carrington, J. B i 10
Caspari, M i i o
Caton, R I 10
Christie, Miss A i i o
Clark, C. R 100
Clarke-Thornhill, T. B. . 100
Clausen, A. C 220
Clissold, H 100
Colchester, Lord .... 500
Cole, .'\. C 220
Compton, Rev. W. C. . . i 10
Cooke, R I 10
Corbett, Sir V 100
Crewdson, Miss G. . . . i i o
Crowfoot, J. W 220
Cruddas, Miss 220
Curtis, Miss Omodii . . 100
Davidson, H. O. D. . . . 1 i o
Dickins, Mrs. .'^. L. . . . i i o
Donaldson, Rev. S. .'^. . i i o
Dorpfeld, Dr i i o
Douglas-Pennant, Hon. A. i i o
Droop, J. P I I o

Dundas, R. H 100
Elliot, Sir F. E. H. . . . 100
Empedocles, G i i o

Carried forward £480 3 o
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ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS— 1911-1912 {continued).

£
Brought forward 480

Eumorfopoulos, (i. . . . i

Euniorfopoulos, N. . . . 2

Evans, A. J 10

Evans, F. Gwynne . . .

Farside, Mrs
Fell, S. P
Fletcher, H. M
Forbes, W. H
Forster, E. S
Fort, J. A
Fotheringham, J. K.
Fowler, W. W
Freshfield, D. W 10
Frisch, E. S
Fry, Sir E
Furneaux, L. R
Gardiner, E. Norman . .

Gardner, Prof. E. A. . .

Gardner, Prof. Percy . .

Giveen, R. L
Goldsmith, Dr
Gooch, G. P
Goodwin, J. A
Graham, E
Griffith, F. LI

Hall, H. R
Halliday, Miss C. H. . .

Halliday, W. R
Handcock, W
Hart, Mrs. P
Hasluck, P. P
Hawes, Miss
Hay, C. A
Heberden, Rev. C. B. . .

Henderson, A. E. ...
Hett, VV. S
Hodgkin, J. E
Hodgkin, Miss Violet . .

Hodgkin, Thomas ... 10

Hogarth, D. G
Hooper, G. N
Hopkinson, J. H
Hutton, Miss C. A. . . .

Impey, E
James, Rev. S. R. ...
Johnston, Miss K. . . .

Karo, Dr. G
Kenyon, Sir F. G. . . .

Keser, Dr
Lanna, Baroness Fanny
von

Lascelles, B. P

s. d.

3 o
I o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o o
o o

/
Brought forward 568

La Touche, CD i

Lawrence, A i

Leaf, Herbert 5
Leaf, Walter 50
Letts, M. H I

Lewis, Mrs. A. S 2

Lindley, Miss J i

Livesay, W 1

Lloyd, Miss i

Loewy, Prof D. E. . . . i

Lorimer, Miss H. L. . . i

Loring, W i

Lucas, Rev. A i

Lunn, VV. H i

Lynch, H. F 2

Lyttelton, Canon Hon. and
Rev. E I

Macan, R. W i

Mclver, D. R 2

MacLehose, James J. . . i

Macmillan, G. A 50
Marindin, G. E i

Marshall, Miss A. M. C. . i

Marshall, F. H i

Matthews, Mrs i

Mayor, R. J. G i

Merrinian, W. R. H. . . 3
Miller, Rev. A i

Miller, W 2

Milne, J. G i

Minturn, Miss E. T. . . i

Mitchell, Mrs. E. H. . . 2

Morrison, W 10

Moss, Rev. Preb. H. W. . i

Myers, E i

Mylne, Mrs 2

Newman, VV. L 2

Nightingale, Mrs. H. Shore i

Palli, Mrs. F. L i

Pearse, Rev. T. N. Hart-
Smith I

Pearson, Miss E. R. . . i

Pease, Mrs. J. W 5

Penoyre, J. B i

Penrose, Miss i

Pesel, Miss Louisa F. . . i

Phillimore, Prof. J. S. . . i

Pickard-Cambridge, A. W. I

Piddington, J. G 2

Pilkington, A. C i

Pilkington, R. A i

Pollock, Sir F i

s. d.

5 o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Carried forward ^568 5 o Carried forward .£745 18 o
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ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS— 191 1-1912 {continued).

£ s. d.

Brought forward 745 iS o
Poynter, Sir E. J 5

Pryor, M. R
Pyddoke, Miss M. ...
Radford, Miss E
Reid, Dr
Rendall, Dr
Richards, H. P
Ridgeway, Prof W. . . .

Roberts, Prof. W. Rhys .

Rodd, Sir R
Rotton, Sir J. F 2

Sandys, Sir J. E 5

Schultz, R. W
Scott-Moncrieff, Sir C. .

Seaman, Owen
Searle, G. von U
Seebohm, Hugh ....
Shove, Miss E
Sloane, Miss
Smith, A. H
Stewart, Mrs. H. F. . .

Strangeways, L. R. . . .

Tancock, Rev. C. C. . .

Thompson, F. E
Tod, M. N
Tod, T. N

Carried forward ^782 o o

Carried forward
Tod, Mrs
Tozer, Rev. H. F
Tuckett, F. F
Tuke, Miss
Vaughan, E. L
Verrall, Dr
Vince, J. H
Wace, Mrs
Wagner, H
Waldstein, Sir C
Ward, Dr. A. W
Warren, T. H
Weber, Sir H
Webster, E.W
Wells, J
Welsh, Miss ..... .

Wernher, Sir Julius . . .

Whibley, Leonard . . .

Wilson, R. D
Withers, J. J
Woodhouse, W. J. . . .

Woodward, A. M. . . .

Wyndham, Hon. M. . .

Wright, C. T. H
Yorke, V. W

£
782
10

10

I

I

I

I

I

2

25

d.

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Total .£857 19 o



LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS.

Note. Under No. V. of the Rules and Regulation.s, " the following

shall be considered as Subscribers to the School :

—

(i) Donors, other than Corporate Bodies, of ^lo and upwards.

(2) Annual Subscribers of £1 and upwards during the period

of their subscription."

In making out the following list, donations of less than ^10 have been

regarded as aggregate annual subscriptions of £1, and are spread over

a corresponding number of years.

The Treasurer would be glad to be informed of any changes of

address or errors in this list, which is made up to June 30th, 1913.

HIS MAJESTY THE KING.
The University of Oxford.
*Thk University of Cambridge.
The University of Sheffield, Edgar Ai.lf.n Library.
The McGill University, Montreal.

The Society for the Promotion of Hellenic Studies, 19, Bloonisbury Square, W.C.
The Society of Antiquaries, Burlington House, Piccadilly.

The Society of Dilettanti (per E. H. Peniber, Esq., K.C.).

Brasenose College, Oxford.

Caius College, Cambridge.
Christ Church, Oxford.

Corpus Christi College, Oxford.

Emmanuel College, Cambridge.
King's College, Cambridge.
Magdalen College, Oxford.

Manchester. Victoria University of
MusEO Dl Gessi, R. Universita di Roma, Rome.
Nettleshif Library, Clarendon Buildings, Oxford.

Nevvnham College, Cambridge.
L'-Association de Lectures Philologiques, Valentin 44, Lausanne.
St. John's College, Cambridge.
The Institute of Archaeology, 38-42, Bedford Street, Liverpool.

The Royal Institute of British Architects, 9, Conduit Street, W.
The Greek Play Committee, Cambridge.
The Worshipful Co.mpany of Clothworkers, Mincing Lane, E.C.
The Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths, Goldsmiths' Hall, E.C.
The Leeds Library, Commercial Street, Leeds.
University College, Reading.
Westminster School Library.

Abercrombie, J., Esq., M.D., Angill, Brough,
Westmoreland.

Abercromby, The Hon. John, 62, Palmerston
Place, Edinburgh.

Acland, Henry Dyke, Esq., Chy an Mor, Gyllyng-
vase, Falmouth.

Agg-Gardner, J. T., Esq., Carlton Club, Pall

Mall, S.W.
Alexander, W. C, Esq., 24, Lombard St., E.C.
Allbutt, Prof. Sir T. Clifford, K.C.B., F.R.S.,
M.D., St. Rhadegunds, Cambridge.

• Address to C. E. Grant, Esq., King's College, Cambridge (Secretary to the Financial Board).

330
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Allen, Miss E. M., Southemhaye, Lyme Regis.
AndersonJames.Esq., 1 9,OdosLoukianou, Athens.
Anson, The Rt. Hon. Sir W. R., Bart., M.P.,

All Souls' College, Oxford.
Ashby, Thos., Esq., British School at Rome,

Palazzo Odescalchi, Rome.
Austen-Leigh, E. C, Esq., Eton College.

Bailey, Cyril, Esq., Balliol College, Oxford.
Bailey, J. C, Esq., 34, Queen's Gate Gardens,
S.W.

Balfour, The Right Hon. G. W., Fisher's Hill,
Woking.

Barbour, Geo. F., Esq. , Bonskeid, Pitlochry, N.B.
Barbour, Mrs., Bonskeid, Pitlochry, N.B.
Barlow, Sir T., Bart., M.D., io,Wimpole St., W.
Larrington, Mrs. Russell, 4, Melbury Road, W.
Bather, Rev. A. G. , Sunnyside, Winchester.
Beaumont, H. D., Esq., British Legation,

Athens.
Benecke, P. V. M., Esq.,Magdalen College, Oxford.
Bernays, A. Evan, Esq., 3, Priory Road, Kew.
Bertram, Anton, Esq., Nicosia, Cyprus.
Bevan, E. R., Esq., Sun House, 6, Chelsea
Embankment, S.W.

Blackburn, Mrs. V. P., Roshven, Lochailort,
R.S.O., N.B.

Blonifield, R., Esq., A.R.A., 51, Frognal,
Hampstead, N.W.

Bosanquet, Miss E. P., Heathercote, Ascot.
Bosanquet, Prof. R. C, 40, Bedford Street N.,

Liverpool.

Branch, C. C. E.sq., 67, Chester Square, S.W.
Brassey, The Right Hon. Lord, 24, Park

Lane, W.
Briggs, Miss M., 53, Via Toscana, Rome.
Bristol, The Rt. Rev. the Bishop of. The Palace,

Bristol.

Brooke, The Rev. Stopford, I, Manchester Sq.,W.
Brooks, E. W., Esq., 28, Great Ormond Street,

W.C.
Brown, James, Esq., Netherby, Galashiels.

Brown, Adam, Esq., Netherby, Galashiels.

Bulwer, Miss D. E., Coopers Cross, Uckfield,
Sussex.

Burnet, Prof J., 19, Queen's Terrace, St.

Andrews, N.B.
Burrows, Dr. R. M., Principal's House, King's

College, Strand, W.C.
Bury, Prof. J. B. , King's College, Cambridge.
Buxton, A. v., Esq., Fairhill, Tonbridge.
Buxton, F. W., Esq., 42, Grosvenor Gardens,
S.W.

Bywater, Prof. Ingram, Litt.D., D.Litt., 93,
Onslow Square, S.W.

Cambridge, A. W. Pickard, Esq. , Balliol College,

Oxford.
Carlisle, Mi.ss Helen, Houndhill, Marchington,

Stafford.

Carr, Kear-Admiral, United Service Club, Pall
Mall, S.'W'.

Carr, The Rev. A.. Addington Vicarage, Croy-
don.

Carrington, J. B., Esq., 28, Hertford Street,
Mayfair, W.

Caspari, M. O. B., Esq., University College,
Gower Street, W.C.

Caton, R. Esq., M.D., Holly Lea, Livingstone
Drive South, Liverpool.

Chamberlain, The Right Hon. J., M.P., 40,
Prince's Gardens, S.\V.

Chamberlain, The Right Hon. J. Austen, M.P.,
9, Egerton Place, S.W.

Chance, A. F., Esq., The Schools, Shrews-
bury.

Christie, Miss A., 12, Chester Street, Edinburgh.
Clark, C. R. R., Esq., 2, Cromwell Road,

Basingstoke.

Clarke-Thornhill,T.B.,Esq.,3,CarlisIePlace,S.W.
Clauson, A. C, Esq., Hawkshead House, Hat-

field. •

Clissold, H., Esq., Clifton College, Bristol.
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Trinity College, Cambridge. Professor of Archaeology in the
University of Liverpool. Assistant Director of the School,

1899— 1900. Director 1900— 1906. Admitted 1892—93.

Re-admitted as Craven University Student 1894—95.
Re-admitted as Craven Student 1895—96 and 1896—97.

Christ Church, Oxford. Admitted on appointment to the

Oxford Studentship. 1892—93.

New College, Oxford. Admitted 1893^94.

Sent out as holder of Browne-Downie Fellowship by the
United Presbyterian Church, Divinity Hall, Edinburgh.
Admitted 1894—95.

Sent out from Aberdeen by the Church of Scotland. Admitted
1894—95.

St. Peter's College, Cambridge. Admitted 1894—95. Re-
admitted as Associate 1896—97.

New College, Oxford. Assistant Master at Wellington
College. Admitted 1894—95.

Universities of Edinburgh and Vienna. Carnegie Fellow
in History at the University of Edinburgh. Admitted
1895—6. Re-admitted 1896—97, 1897—98 and 1898—99.

University of Edinburgh. Admitted 1895—96.

Student of the Royal Academy. Appointed 1895

—

9^i and
re-appointed 1896—97, by the Managing Committee to an
Architectural Studentship.

Oriel College, Oxford. Inspector of Antiquities for Lower
Egypt. Admitted 1895—96, and re-admitted 1896—97 (as

Craven University Fellow), 1897—98 and 1898—99.

Late Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Admitted 1896—97.

Jesus College, Cambridge. Admitted (as Prendergast Greek
Student) 1896—97.

Formerly of Trinity College, Cambridge. Admitted 1896—97.

Girton College, Cambridge. Admitted 1896—97.

Architect, Cairo. Admitted 1896—97 as Travelling Student
and Gold Medallist of the Royal Academy.

J. G. C. Anderson. M.A. Formerly Fellow of Lincoln College. Student, Tutor, and
sometime Senior Censor of Christ Church, Oxford. Ad-
mitted (as Craven University Fellow) 1896—97.

Brasenose College, Oxford. Inspector in the Ministry of

Education, Cairo. Formerly Assistant Director of Educa-
tion and Acting Curator of Antiquities, Sudan Government.
Lecturer in Classics, Mason College and University,

Birmingham. Admitted, on appointment to the Oxford

Studentship, 1896—97. Re-admitted 1897-98.

Universities of Aberdeen and Edinburgh. Admitted, as

holder of Blackie Travelling Scholarship, 1896—97.

Z 2

J. W. Crowfoot. M.A.

W. W. Reid.
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A. E. Henderson. F.S.A.

R.B.A.

W. A. Curtis.

A. J. Spilsbury. M.A.

E. B. Hoare.

J. C. Lawson. M.A.

C. D. Edmonds. M.A.

J. H. Marshall. C.I.E.,

M.A., F.S.A.

Clement Gutch. M.A.

F. B. Welch. M.A.

T. D. Atkinson.
F.R.I.B.A.

J. K. Fotheringham.
M.A., D.Litt.

J. H. Hopkinson. M.A.

S. C. Kaines-Smith.

Miss O. C. Kohler
(Mrs. Charles Smith).

D. Theodore Fyfe.

F.R.I.B.A.

K. T. Frost.

M.A., F.R.G.S.

R. D. Wells.
M.A., A.R.I.B.A.

Owen Jones Student of Royal Institute of British Architects,

1897—98. Admitted 1897—98. Re-admitted 1898—99,

1901—02, and 190-2—03.

Heriot Scholar of Edinburgh University. Admitted 1897—98.

Queen's College, Oxford. Senior Classical Master, City of

London School. Admitted 1897—98, on appointment to the

0.\ford Studentship.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Admitted 1897—98, as Archi-

tectural Student.

Fellow and Lecturer of Pembroke College, Cambridge.
Admitted as Craven University Student, 1898—99. Re-
admitted 1899— 1900.

Emmanuel College, Cambridge. Assistant Master at Royal
Naval College, Osborne. Formerly at Aldenham School.

Admitted as Prendergast Student, 1898—99.

Scholar of King's College, Cambridge. Director-General of

the Archaeological Survey of India. Admitted 1898—99.

Re-admitted as Prendergast Student, 1900—or, Craven
Student, 1901— 2.

King's College, Cambridge. Lecturer at St. John's College,

Cambridge. Admitted, 1898—99, on appointment to the

Cambridge Studentship.

Magdalen College, Oxford. Second Master at Pocklington
School. Admitted as Craven University Fellow, 1898—99.

Re-admitted 1899— 1900.

Surveyor to the Dean and Chapter of Ely. Admitted as
Architectural Student, 1898—99.

Merton and Magdalen Colleges, Oxford. Fellow of Magdalen
College, Oxford. Lecturer in Ancient History at King's
College, London. E.xaminer in the University of London

;

Brassey Research Student. Admitted on appointment to

Oxford Studentship, 1898—99.

University College, Oxford. Warden of Hulme Hall and
Lecturer in Classical Archaeology, University of Manchester.
Formerly Lecturer in Greek, University of Birmingham.
Admitted as Craven University Fellow, 1899— 1900 and
1900—01.

Magdalene College, Cambridge. Admitted 1899— 1900, on
appointment to Cambridge Studentship.

Girton College, Cambridge. Admitted 1899— 1900.

Architectural Association Travelling Student, 1899. Admitted
1899— 1900, on appointment to Architectural Studentship.

Brasenose College, Oxford. Lecturer at the Queen's Univer-
sity, Belfast. Formerly in Ministry of Public Instruction,

Egypt. Lecturer in Classics at Isleworth. Officer of the

Egyptian Exploration Fund, 1904—05. Admitted on
appointment to the Oxford Studentship, 1900—01.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Admitted on appointment to

the Architectural Studentship, 1900—01.
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J. ff. Baker-I'enoyre. M.A

Marcus N. Tod. M.A.

F. W. Hasluck. M.A.

C. Heaton Coniyn.
A.R.I.B.A.,M.R.San.I.

Miss H. L. Lorimer.

Baroness E. Rosenorn-
Lehn.

A. P. Oppe. B.A.

W. L. H. Duckworth.
M.D., Sc.D., M..A.

C. T. Currelly. M.A.,
F.R.G.S.

R. McG. Dawkins. M..'^.

E. S. Forster. M.A.,

F.S..A.

A. J. B. Wace. M.A.

E. W. Webster. M.A.

J. F. Fulton.

E. F. Reynolds.

M. O. B. Caspari. B.A.

. Keble College, Oxford. Secretary and Librarian to the
Society for Promoting Hellenic Studies. Secretary to the
British School at Athens. Admitted 1900—01. Re-admitted
1906— 7, 1907—8.

Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford, and University Lecturer in

Greek Epigraphy. Craven University Fellow. Assistant-
Director of the School 1902— 1904. Admitted on appoint-
ment to "Senior Studentship," 1901-02.

Sometime Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Assistant
Director of the School from 1906. Admitted on appoint-
ment to Cambridge Studentship, 1901—02. Re-admitted
1902—03, 1904—05, 1905—06, 1906^07, 1907—8, 1908—9,

1909—10, 1910— II.

.\dmitted on appointment to the Aixhitectural Studentship,
1901—02. Re-admitted 1903-04.

Girton College, Cambridge. Classical Tutor of Somerville

College, Oxford. Admitted as Pfeiffer Travelling Student,

1901—02.

Royal Holloway College, and University College, London.
Admitted 1901—02.

New College, Oxford. Victoria and Albert Museum. Form-
erly Examiner in the Board of Education. Lecturer in

Greek at St. Andrews University, and Lecturer in Ancient
History at Edinburgh University. Admitted 1901—02.

Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge. University Lecturer in

Physical Anthropology. Admitted 1902—03.

Victoria College, Toronto. Director of the Royal Museum,
Ontario. Formerly Assistant to Professor Flinders Petrie,

under the Egypt Exploration Fund. Admitted 1902—03.
Re-admitted 1903-04.

Fellow of Emmanuel College, Cambridge. Director of the

School from 1906. Admitted 1902—03. Re-admitted as

Craven Student, 1903—04. Re-admitted 1904—05.

Bishop Frazer's Scholar, Oriel College, Oxford. Lecturer in

Greek in the University of Sheffield. Formerly Assistant

Lecturer in the University College of N. Wales. Admitted
on appointment to the Oxford Studentship, 1902—03.

Re-admitted 1903-04, with grants from the Cra\en Fund
and Oriel College.

Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge. Lecturer in

Ancient History and Archaeology at University of St.

Andrews. Prendergast Student. Craven Student. Assis-

tant Director of the British School at Rome, 1905.

Admitted 1902—03. Re-admitted 1903—04, 1904—05,
1905—06, 1906—07, 1907—08, 1908—09, 1909— 10, 1910— 1 1.

Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford. Taylorian Scholar in

German, 1901. John Locke Scholar in Mental Philosophy,

1904. Admitted 1902—03.

Soane Student. Admitted 1902—03.

Admitted 1902—03.

Late Scholar of Corpus Christi College, Oxford. University

Scholar in German. Reader in Ancient History in the

University of London. Admitted 1903—04.
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J. L. Stokes. B.A.

Miss M. K. Welsh
(Mrs. A. M. Daniel).

G. Dickins. M.A.

C. C. T. Doll. M.A.

C. H. Hawes. M.A.

W. A. Kirkwood. M.A.

H. J. W. Tillyard. M.A.

Miss G. M. A. Richter.

M.A.

J. P. Droop. B.A.

Miss M. Hamilton. M.A.
D.Litt. (Mrs. G. Dickins),

A. C. B. Brown. B.A.

F. Orr.

R. Traquair. A.R.I.B.A.

Miss E. B. Abrahams.
M.A.

J. Farrell. M.A.

Walter S. George.

T. E. Peet. B.A.

A. M. Woodward. M.A.

W. M. Calder. B.A.

Scholar of Pembroke College, Cambridge. Librarian of

Charterhouse School. Admitted (as Holder of the Prior

Scholarship from Pembroke College), 1903-04.

Newnham College, Cambridge. Holder of the Marion Ken-
nedy Studentship. Admitted 1903-04.

Fellow of St. John's College, Oxford. Craven Fellow. Ad-
mitted 1904—05. Re-admitted as School Student, 1905—06,

1906—07, 1907—08, 1908—og. Re-admitted 1912— 13.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Superintending Architect at the

excavations at Knossos since 1905. Admitted 1904—05.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Professor of -Anthropology

Dartmouth College, U.S.A. Admitted 1904—05.

University College, Toronto. Admitted 1904—05.

Caius College, Cambridge. Lecturer in Greek, University of

Edinburgh. Admitted 1904—05 as Assistant Librarian.

Re-admitted 1905—06 (on appointment to Studentship),

1906—07, 190S—09. Re-admitted 1912— 13.

Girton College, Cambridge. Assistant Curator in Department
of Classical Antiquities, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York. .Admitted 1904—05.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Late Assistant to Dr. Stein in the

arrangement of his collections. Admitted 1905—06.

Prendergast Student 1906—07, 1907—08, 1908—09, 1910— 11.

Re-admitted 1912— 13.

University of St. Andrews. Holder of a Research Fellowship

under the Carnegie Trust. Admitted 1905—06, 1906—07.

Scholar of New College, Oxford. Fereday Fellow of St.

John's College, Oxford. Formerly Assistant Lecturer in

Classics, Manchester University. Assistant Master at

Marlborough College. Admitted 1905—06.

Admitted 1905—06.

Admitted 1905—06 (on appointment to an Architectural

Studentship). Professor of -Architecture, McGill University,

Montreal. Student of the Byzantine Fund.

University College, London. Admitted 1905—06.

Fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge. Admitted 1906—07,
1907—08, 1908—09.

Travelling Student in Architecture of the Royal College
of Art. Soane Medallist of Royal Institute of British

Architects. Admitted 1906—07. Re-admitted 1908—9,

1909— 10, as Student of the Byzantine Research Fund.
Re-admitted 1912— 13.

Queen's College, Oxford. Officer of Egypt Explor. Fund.
Admitted as Craven Fellow 1906—07, 1908—09.

Late Classical Demy of Magdalen College, Oxford. Lecturer
in Ancient History, University of Liverpool. Assistant
Director, 1909— 10. Admitted 1906—7, 1907—08, 1908—og.

Christ Church, Oxford. Professor of Greek in Victoria

University, Manchester. Formerly Wilson Travelling
Fellow, Aberdeen University. Research Student, Brase-
nose College, Oxford. Admitted 1907—08.
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W. Harvey.

H. Pirie-Gordon. M.A.

M. S. Thompson. B.A.

A. C. Sheepshanks. B.A.

N. Whatley. M.A.

G. L. Cheesman. M..A.

A. W. Gomme. B.A.

L. B. Budden. B.A.

S. W. Grose. B.A.

H. A. Ormerod. B.A.

H. H. Jewell.

W. R. Halliday. B.A.

Miss D. Lamb.

Miss L. E. Tennant.

E. S. G. Robinson. B.A.

L. B. Tillard. B.A.

A. J. Toynbee. M.A.

B. V. Darbishire. B.A.

Miss M. M. Hardie.
(Mrs. F. W. Hasluck.)

E. M. VV. TiUyard. B.A.

W. M. Laistner. B.A.

S. Casson. B..\.

R. S. Lambert.

Gordon Leith.

Gold Medallist and Travelling Student of the Royal Academy.
Admitted 1907—08.

Magdalen College, O.xford. Admitted 1907—08.

Corpus Christi College, 0.\ford. Reader in History, New-
castle University College. Holder of Chas. Oldham Uni-
versity Scholarship. Admitted 1907—08, 1908—09, 1909

—

10, 1910— II.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Assistant Master at Eton.
Admitted 1907—08.

Fellow of Hertford College, Oxford. Admitted 1907—08.

Fellow and Lecturer of New College, O.xford. Admitted
1908—09.

Trinity College, Cambridge. Assistant Lecturer in Greek,
University of CJlasgow. Formerly Assistant Lecturer in

Classics, Liverpool University. Prendergast Student.
Admitted 1908—09.

Travelling Student in Architecture of the University of
Liverpool. Admitted 1909— 10.

Scholar of Christ's College, Cambridge. School Student.
Admitted 1909-10.

Queen's College, Oxford. Assistant Lecturer in Greek, Univ-
ersity of Liverpool. Admitted 1909— 10, 1910— 11.

Royal Academy Gold Medallist. Admitted 1909— 10.

New College, Oxford. Lecturer in Greek History and
Archaeology, University of Glasgow. Craven Fellow.

Admitted 1910— 11. Re-admitted 1912— 13.

Newnham College, Cambridge. Admitted 1910— i r.

Admitted 1910— 1 1.

Christ's College, Oxford, .\ssistant in the Coin and Medal
Dept., British Museum. School Student. Admitted 1910— 1 1.

St. John's College, Cambridge. Admitted 1910— 11.

Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford. Admitted 191 1— 12.

Balliol College, Oxford. Admitted 191 1— 12.

Newnham College, Cambridge. Admitted 191 1— 12.

Jesus College, Cambridge. Admitted 1911— 12.

Jesus College, Cambridge. Craven Student. Admitted
1912-13.

St. John's College, O.xford. School Student. Admitted
1912— 13.

Repton School.

Holder of Herbert Baker Studentship. Admitted 1912— 13.
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ASSOCIATES OF THE SCHOOL.
Rev. A. H. Cruikshank.
Ambrose Poynter, Esq.

J. E. Brooks, Esq.
Miss Louisa Pesel.

J. F. Grace, Esq.
Miss Mona Wilson.

J. S. Carter, Esq.
B. Townsend, Esq.
A. M. Daniel, Esq.
H. W. Allen, Esq.
W. Miller, Esq.
George Kennedy, Esq.
A. E. Zimmern, Esq.
Miss Negreponte.
C. J. Ellinghani, Esq.

Elected 1896
1896
1896.

1902
1902

1903
1903
1903

1903
1906
1906.

1906
1910
1912

1913
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SUGGESTED PLAN OF STUDY.

Under an ideal system a student would spend two or three season? in Greece,

devoting the firstyear to general studies, the second to some special subject.

During the first year the student, while not losing sight of his special subject,

might apportion his time thus :

—

August and September.-—Learn German in Berlin, Munich, or Dresden, and
thus be able to profit by the three or four courses of lectures given by the Secre-

taries of the German and Austrian Institutes in Athens. For archaeological

literature some knowledge of German is practically essential.

October.—Arrive in Greece. Acquire if possible some use of Modern Greek.

See Olympia, Delphi, Mycenae, Epidaurus, the Argive Heraion, before the

November rains.

November (middle).—Remain three or four months in Athens steadily work-

ing at sites and in Museums, attending courses of lectures and making frequent

short excursions to points of interest by train, cycle, etc.

March and April.—Travel, study sites, join one of the Island cruises for

students.

May and June.—Begin to concentrate on special work, e.g. assist in excava-

tions, with a view to working upon the results during the coming year and

excavating with more or less complete control in the second summer,

or explore a given district in Greece or Asia Minor, an island or a group of

islands,

or work in museums in Italy, Austria, or Germany,

or attend lectures in Pompeii and spend some months in Rome and the cooler

Etruscan cities. In this case the student is advised to attach himself to the British

School at Rome (Palazzo Odescalchi), in order that he may be admitted to the

Library, and have the right to attend the lectures (see rules of the School).

The second year ^0x1X6. be devoted almost entirely to special work in a narrower

field.

The course here suggested must be modified to suit each case. There will

always be students who are already specialists in some branch of classical learn-

ing and only seek fresh material for research. There will be others who wish to

see something of all sides of ancient life in order to illuminate their reading and

fit themselves for general classical teaching, although they have not time for

minute archaeological study.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS
OF THE

BRITISH SCHOOL AT ATHENS.
OBJECTS OF THE SCHOOL.

I. The first aim of the School shall be to promote the study of Greek archaeology in all its

departments. Among these shall be (i) the study of Greek art and architecture in their remains of
every period ; (ii) the study of inscriptions

; (iii) the exploration of ancient sites ; (iv) the tracing
of ancient roads and routes of traffic.

n. Besides being a School of Archaeology, it shall be also, in the most comprehensive sense,
a School of Classical Studies. Every period of the Greek language and literature, from the earliest

age to the present day, shall be considered as coming within the province of the School.

ni. The School shall also be a centre at which information can be obtained and books
consulted by British travellers in Greece.

IV. For these purposes a Library shall be formed, and maintained, of archaeological and other
suitable books, including maps, plans, and photographs.

THE SUBSCRIBERS.
V. The following shall be considered as Subscribers to the School :

—

(1) Donors, other than Corporate Bodies, of ^fioand upwards.

(2) Annual Subscribers of £1 and upwards during the period of their subscription.

VI. A corporate body subscribing not less than £$0 a year, for a term of years, shall, during
that term, have the right to nominate a member of the Managing Committee.

VII. A meeting of Subscribers shall be held in October of each year, at which each Subscriber
shall have one vote. A subscribing corporate body may send a representative. At this meeting a
report from the Managing Committee shall be presented, including a financial statement and
selections from the reports of the Director and Students for the season. At this meeting shall also
be annually elected or re-elected the Treasurer and the Secretary of the School, two Auditors, and
four members of the Managing Committee, in place of those retiring under Rule XIII. (3).

VIII. Special meetings of Subscribers may, if necessary, be summoned by the Managing
Committee.

IX. Subscribers shall be entitled to receive a copy of any reports that may be published by
the School, to use the Library, and to attend the public meetings of the School, whenever they may
be in Athens.

THE TRUSTEES.
X. The property of the School shall be vested in three Tru^:tee5, who shall be appointed for

life, except as hereinafter provided. Vacancies in the number of Trustees shall be filled up at the
annual meeting of the Subscribers.

XI. In the event of a Trustee becoming unfit or incapable of acting, he may be removed from
his office by a majority of three-fourths of those present at a special meeting of Subscribers
summoned by the Managing Committee for that purpose, and another Trustee shall by the same
majority be appointed in his place.

XII. In the event of the death or resignation*of a Trustee occurring between two annual meet-
ings, the -Managing Committee shall have the power of nominating another Trustee to act in his
place until the next annual meeting.

THE MANAGING COMMITTEE.
XIII. The Managing Committee shall consist of the following :

—

(1) The Trustees of the School.

(2) The Treasurer and Secretary of the School.

(3) Twelve Members elected by the Subscribers at the annual meetings. Of these,
lour shall retire in each year, at first by lot, afterwards by rotation. Members
retiring are eligible for re-election.

(4) The members nominated by corporate bodies under Rule VI.
XIV. The Committee shall have control of all the affairs of the School, and shall decide any

dispute th.-»t may arise between the Director and Students. They shall have power to deprive any
Student of the use of the school-building.

Xy. The Committee shall meet as a rule once in every two months ; but the Secretary
may, with the approval of the Chairman and Treasurer, summon a special meeting when necessary.
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XVL Due notice of every meeting shall be sent to each member of the Committee by a
summons signed by the Secretary. Three members of the Committee shall be a quorum.

XVIL In case of an equality of votes, the Chairman shall have a second or casting vote.

XVIII. In the event of vacancies occurring among the officers or on the Committee between
the annual elections, they may be provisionally filled up by the Committee until the next annual

meeting.
HONORARY STUDENTS, STUDENTS, AND ASSOCIATES

XIX. The Students shall consist of the following :

—

( 1

)

Holders of travelling fellowships, studentships, or scholarships at any University of

the United Kingdom or of the British Colonies.

(2) Travelling Students sent out by the Royal Academy, the Royal Institute of British

Architects, the Byzantine Research and Publication Fund, or other similar

bodies.

(3) Other persons who shall satisfy the Managing Committee that they are duly

qualified to be admitted to the privileges of the School.

XX. No person, other than a student of the British School at Rome, shall be admitted as a

Student who does not intend to reside at least three months in Greek lands. In the case of Students

of the British School at Rome, an aggregate residence of four months at the two Schools 'will be

accepted as alternative to three months' residence in Greece.

XXI. Students attached to the School will be expected to pursue some definite course of study

or research in a department of Hellenic studies, and to write in each season a report upon their

work. Such reports shall be submitted to the Director, shall by him be forwarded to the Managing
Committee, and may be published by the Committee if and as they think proper.

XXII. Intending Students are required to apply to the Secretary. They will be regarded as

Students from the date of their admission by the Committee to the 31st day of October next

following ; but any Student admitted between July ist and October 31st in any year shall continue

to be regarded as a Student until October 31st of the following year.

XXIII. The Managing Committee may elect as Honorary Students of the School such

persons as they may from time to time deem worthy of that distinction, and may also elect as

Associates of the School any persons actively engaged in study or exploration in Greek lands.

XXIV. Honorary Students, Students, and Associates shall have a right to use the Library of

the School and to attend all lectures given in connexion with the School, free of charge.

XXV. Students shall be expected to reside in the Hostel provided for them, except with the

sanction of the Managing Committee. Priority of claim to accommodation in the Hostel shall be

determined by the Committee.
THE DIRECTOR.

XXVI. The Director shall be appointed by the Managing Committee, on terms which shall be

agreed upon at the time, for a period of not more than three years. He shall be eligible for

re-election.

XXVII. He shall have possession of the school-building as a dwelling-house.

XXVIII. It shall be his duty (l) to guide and assist thestudiesof Students and Associates of the

School, afifording them all the aid in his power, and also to see that reports are duly furnished by

Students, in accordance with Rule XXI., and placed in the hands of the Secretary before the end of

June ; (2) to act as Editor of the School Annual.

XXIX. (a) Public Meetings of the School shall be held in Athens during the season, at

which the Director and Students of the School shall read papers on some subject of study or

research, and make reports on the work undertaken by the School. (*) The Director shall deliver

lectures to Students of the School. At least six of such meetings and lectures shall be held in the

course of each session.

XXX. He may at his discretion allow persons, not Students of the School, to use the Library

and attend his lectures.

XXXI. He shall be resident at Athens from the beginning of November in each year to the end

of the following June, but shall be at liberty to absent himself for short periods for purposes of

exploration or research.

XXXII. At the end of each season he shall report to the Managing Committee— (i) on the

studies pursued during the season by himself and by each Student ;
(ii) on the state of the School-

premises and the repairs needed for them ; (iii) on the state of the Library and the purchases

of books, &c. which he may think desirable ; and (iv) on any other matter affecting the interests of

the School.

XXXIII. In case of misconduct the Director may be removed from his office by the Managing

Committee by a majority of three-fourths of those present at a meeting specially summoned for the

purpose. Of such meeting at least a fortnight's notice shall be given.
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rules for the macmillan hostel.
XXXIV. The management of the Hostel shall be at the discretion of the Director and

shall be subject to his control.

XXXV. The Director shall have power tc e.\clude a Student from the Hostel in case of mis-

conduct ; but such exclusion must be immediately reported to the Managing Committee.

XXXVI. The Students shall, until further notice, pay a fixed charge of twelve shillings a
week for the smaller, and fourteen shillings a week for the larger rooms in the Hostel. These
payments shall include fire, lighting, and the necessary servants' wages,

XXXVII. Honorary Students, Associ.ites, members of the Committee, and ex-directors may
be admitted to residence in the Hostel. Other persons, if seriously engaged in study or research,

may be admitted by the Director at his discretion. But no person shall reside in the Hostel under
this rule to the exclusion of any Student desiring admission.

XXXVIII. The weekly charge for residents other than Students shall be seventeen .shillings

and sixpence until further notice.

XXXIX. The Director shall draw up further rules for the internal management of the

Hostel ; such rules to be subject to the approval of the Managing Committee.

RULES FOR THE LIBRARY.
XL. The Director shall have power to make rules for the management of the Library, its

use by Students, and the like ; such rules to be subject to the approval of the Managing Committee.

PUBLICATION.
XLI. No publication whatever, respecting the work of the School, shall be made without the

previous approval of the Committee.
THE FINANCES.

XLII. All money received on behalf of the School beyond what is required for current
expenses shall be invested in the names and at the discretion of the Trustees.

XLIH. The banking account of the School shall be placed in the names of the Treasurer and
Secretary, who shall sign cheques jointly.

XLI\'. The first claim on the revenue of the School shall be the maintenance and repair of
the School-building, and the payment of rates, taxes, and insurance.
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of the Library of the School and to the publication of a report ; and a fund shall be formed from
which grants may be made for travelling and excavation.
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NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS.

Contributors to the Annual of the British School at Athens are

requested to use the following systems of transliteration when writing in

English such Greek words as have not become part of the English

language :

—

Ancient Greek.

Vowels.

a = a : "j

{e > krater, lekane.

, =- I

t = /: kalpis.

J ° =(? : kothon, kantharos, Amyklaion.

v=y after a consonant, as aryballos, kylix ; ti after another vowel,

as boule.

ai, = ai: Aigion, Erythrai, except at the end of words, such as Mycenae,

which are commonly Latinised in form, when ae may
be used.

ei = ei: Meidias.

01 = oi: Chalkioikos.

vt, — ni : muia.

av = au : Aulis.

ev — eu: Eutychos.

ov= ou: boule.

Consonants.

/3 = ^; 7=^; B = d; ^=z; d = th\ K= k^\ X = /; /a= w/; v= n; ^=x;

iT=p; p = r; o-, ? = j; t= /; <^=ph\ x = £-//; ^=ps\ 77 = «^; -/K = tik;

ly-}^= nch
; p = r!i.

' K never = c except for place-names like Corinth, Mycenae, or some names of persons like

Cleon, which have become English words.
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A ccents.

Contributors are requested to indicate accents and breathings very

clearly and accurately.

Modern Greek.^

Voivels.

e = e :

1 = 1

:

yUivre n>77a8ia= Pente Pegadia.

J, ° = c :

I
r€u>/37<o? = Georgios.

v=y: Mo\aot = Moldoi. But for av, €v, ov see below.

ai = at : Kaia-afjiavi] = Kaisarian6.

€1 = ei : 'Ayia Elpijvr) = Hagi'a Eirene.

ot, = oi: Mv\ot = Myloi.

VL = ui : \jrv)(^ovi6^ = psychoyios.

ov= ou: 'ZxptTTov = Skripoii.

J
'*''= «/ and e/ before unvoiced consonants {0, k (f, i/r), n, ?, t, </>, %) and

av, ev before vowels and voiced consonants: Eii^v/tito9 =
Efthj^mios ; Aaupa= Lavra.

Consonants.

/3 = t; ; ry =^, but 77, 7«: and 7;^ as ng, nk and nch ; B = d
;
^=z; 6 = tk;

K = k; \ = l; fi= m; v= n; ^= x; rr=p; p = r; pp = rrh; 'p = rh; a, ? = j;

The rough breathing to be written h : "Ayio<i Teoopyio<; = li. Georgios.

Accents.

Accents, in all cases to be written as acute, to be indicated.

In any case where the Greek form of the word is felt to be obscured

it may be added in Greek letters (in brackets) the first time a word occurs,

and conversely the exact pronunciation, if it should be of importance for

any reason, may be specially indicated.

' The arguments in support of this system will be found in Mr. R. M. Dawkins' paper oi>

' The Transliteration of Modern Greek ' in B.S.A. vol. xv.
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Abbreviations, etc.

For the conventions respecting the indication of quotations from

ancient and modern authorities, titles of periodical and collective publica-

tions, transliteration of inscriptions, and quotations from MSS. and

literary texts, contributors are referred to the accompanying notes drawn

up by the Editors of the Journal of Hellenic Studies, and kindly placed

by them at the disposal of contributors to the Annual.

[Reprinted from Tke Journal of Hellenic Studies, Vol. XXIX., Part II., 1909,

Pp. lxxxvii—ix.]

Quotations from Ancient and Modern Authorities.

Names of authors should not be underlined ; titles of books, articles,

periodicals, or other collective publications should be underlined (for

italics). If the title of an article is quoted as well as the publication in

which it is contained, the latter .should be bracketed. Thus

:

S\x,Jahrb. xviii. 1903, p. 34,

or

—

Six, Protogenes {Jahrb. xviii. 1903), p. 34.

But as a rule the shorter form of citation is to be preferred.

The number of the edition, when necessary, should be indicated by a

small figure above the line ; e.g. Dittenb. Syll? 123.

Titles of Periodical and Collective Publications.

The following abbreviations are suggested, as already in more or less

general use. In other cases, no abbreviation which is not readily identified

should be employed.

.^.-vS'.Af. = ArchaoIogisch-epigraphische Mitteilungen.

Ann. d. /. = AnnaIi dell' Institute.

Arch. yi«£-. =Archaologischer .'Vnzeiger (Beiblatt zum Jahrbuch).

Arch. -?«A= Archaologische Zeitung.

Ath. 7l/iV/. = Mitteilungen des Deutschen Arch. Inst., Athenische Abteilung.

Baumeister=Baumeister, Denkmiilcr des klassischen Altertums.

/?.C//. = Bulletin de Correspondance Hellenique.
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Berl. Vas. = Furtwangler, Beschreibung der Vasensammlung zu Berlin.

B M. 5r(j«ir^j= British Museum Catalogue of Bronzes.

B.M. Co/«J= British Museum Catalogue of Greek Coins.

B.M. y'J/w^J = British Museum Catalogue of Finger-Rings.

B.M. /«j-fr. = Greek Inscriptions in the British Museum.
B.M. y«£'i?//^r>'= British Museum Catalogue of Jewellery.

B.M. 5ir«^/. = British Museum Catalogue of Sculpture.

B.M. Terracottas= V>x\\\%\i Museum Catalogue of Terracottas.

B.M. Kaj^j. = British Museum Catalogue of Vases, 1893, etc.

.5.5..^. = Annual of the British School at Athens.

^..5'./?. = Papers of the British School at Rome.
Bull. d. /. =Bullettino dell' Instituto.

Busolt= Busolt, Griechische Geschichte.

C./.(?. = Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum.

C./.Z.= Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum.

CI. /?^z/. = Classical Review.

C.R. Acad. /nscr. = CoiT\ptea rendus de I'Acaddmie des Inscriptions.

C.R. St. P/t. — Compte rendu de la Commission de St. Petersbourg.

Dar.-Sagl. = Daremberg-Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquites.

Dittenb. 0.(7./. = Dittenberger, Orientis Graeci Inscriptiones Selectae.

Dittenb. 5j'//. = Dittenberger, Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum.
'E^. ' Apx.='E(l)rjij.(pts 'Ap)(aioKoyiKrj.

G.D./.= Co\\itz, Sammlung der Griechischen Dialekt-Inschriften (or CoUitz-Bechtel).

Gerh. A. V. = Gerhard, Auserlesene Vasenbilder.

C(?.^.= G6ttingensche Gelehrte Anzeigen.

Head, A''.A^.2=Head, Historia Numorum. Revised Edition, 1910.

/.G. = Inscriptiones Graecae.^

/.<?.v4. = R6hl, Inscriptiones Graecae antiquissimae.

/ahrb. = ]3hTh\ich des Deutschen Archaologischen Instituts.

/a//r«A.=Jahreshefte des Oesterreichischen Archaologischen Instituts.

/.//.5'. = Journal of Hellenic Studies.

A"//o=Klio (Beitrage zur alten Geschichte).

Le Bas-Wadd. = Le Bas-Waddington, Voyage Archeologique.

Liverpool Annals = Kr\m.\s of .'Vrchaeology and Anthropology of University of Liverpool.
Michel= Michel, Recueil d'Inscriptions grecques.

Man. d. /. = Monumenti dell' Instituto.

Muller-\Vies. = MUller-Wieseler, Denkmaler der alten Kunst.
Mus. Marbles. = Collection of Ancient Marbles in the British Museum.

' The attention of contributors is called to the fact that the titles of the volumes of the second
issue of the Corpus of Greek Inscriptions, published by the Prussian Academy, have now been
changed, as follows :

—
/.C I. = Inscr. Atticae anno Euclidis vetustiores.

II- = .. ,, aetatis quae est inter Eucl. ann. et Augusti lempora.
III. = i> ,, aetatis Romanae.
IV. = ,, Argolidis.

VII. = ,, Megaridis et Boeotiae.

IX. = ,, Graeciae Septentrionalis.

XII. = ,, Insul. Maris Aegaei praeter Delum.
XIV. = ,, Italiae et Siciliae.
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Neue Jahrb. kl. Al/.^'Neue Jahrbiicher fiir das klassische Altertum.

Neue Jahrb. //«/. = Neue Jahrbiicher fiir Philologie.

Nie5e = Niese, Geschichte der griechischen u. tnakedonischen Staaten.

Num. C^r. = Numismatic Chronicle.

Num. Zeit =Numismatische Zeitschrift.

Pauly-Wissowa = Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encyclopadie der classischen Altertumswissen
schaft.

Philol. = Philologus.

Ramsay, CZ?. = Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia.

Ramsay, Hist. (Jeo^. = Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia Minor.
Reinach, /?//. Sculpf. = '?,. Reinach, Repertoire des Sculptures.

Reinach, R^p. Vases=S. Reinach, Repertoire des Vases peints

Rev. Arch. = Revue Archeologique.

Rev. Et. Gr. = Revue des Etudes Grecques.

Re7i. A^a;«. = Revue Numismatique.
Rev. Philol. = Revue de Philologie.

Rh. J/«.f. = Rheinisches Museum.
Rom. J////. = Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archaologlschen Instituls, Romische

Abteilung.

Roscher=Roscher, Lexicon der Mythologie.

5./1/.C = Sparta Museum Catalogue.

T.A.M. = 'l\t\iS\ Asiae Minoris.

Z/A''.=Zeitschrift fiir Numismatik.

Transliteration of Inscriptions.

[ ] Square brackets to indicate additions, i.e. a lacuna filled by conjecture.

() Curved brackets to indicate alterations, i.e. (i) the resolution of an

abbreviation or symbol
; (2) letters misrepresented by the engraver

;

(3) letters wrongly omitted by the engraver
; (4) mistakes of the

copyist.

Angular brackets to indicate omissions, i.e. to enclo.se superfluous

letters appearing on the original.

. . . Dots to represent an unfilled lacuna when the exact number of missing

letters is known.

Dashes for the same purpose, when the number of missing letters is

not known.

Uncertain letters should have dots under them.

Where the original has iota adscript, it should be reproduced in that form

;

otherwise it should be supplied as subscript.

The aspirate, if it appears on the original, should be represented by a

special sign, •

.

A A
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Quotations from MSS. and Literary Texts.

The same conventions should be employed for this purpose as for

inscriptions, with the following important exceptions.

( ) Curved brackets to indicate only the resolution of an abbreviation or

symbol.

[[ ]] Double square brackets to enclose superfluous letters appearing in the

original.

< > Angular brackets to enclose letters supplying an omission in the

original.
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iSn'tisi) ^cijool at Sltijnis.

This School (founded in 1886) gives to British Students of Greek Archaeology

and Art the opportunity of pursuing their researches in Greece itself, with command
of the means which the recent great advances of the science have rendered

indispensable.

Athens is now an archaeological centre of the first rank. The architecture of

Greece can nowhere else be studied to such advantage ; and the concentration in

the Athenian museums, of treasures of Antiquity found in Greek soil during the last

few decades of years, has made a personal knowledge of those museums in the

highest degree desirable for Hellenic scholars.

The student requires two auxiliaries when working in Athens. First, the com-

mand of an adequate library ; and second, the advice of trained archaeologists

residing on the spot, who follow the rapid advance of the science due to new
discovery and the rearrangement of old materials.

These advantages are now provided for French, German, Austrian, American,

and British archaeologists. By means of these Schools many excavations on Greek

soil have been carried out ; and those conducted in Cyprus, in the Peloponnese,

in Melos, in Crete, and, finally, in Sparta and Northern Greece by the British

School during the past twenty-five Sessions are an encouraging proof of the work

that may be done in the future if the School be adequately supported. The Annual

of the British School at Athens, an archaeological periodical of recognisedly high

standing, affords an opportunity for the publication of the Students' more

important results.

Students are admitted free of charge. They are required to pursue some

definite course of Hellenic study or research, residing for the purpose not less than

three months in Greek lands,' and at the end of the Session to write a report of

the work they have done. Applications from intending students should be made

to the Secretary, John ff. B. Penoyre, Esq., 19, Bloomsbury Square, W.C, who
will also give full information.

Donations or annual subscriptions to the School are much needed, and will

be gladly received. They should be sent to the Hon. Treasurer, V. W. Yorke,

Esq., M.A., 254B, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.

' In the case of Students of the British School at Rome, an aggregate residence of four months
at the two Schools will be accepted as alternative to three months' residence at the School at Athens.

June, 1913.

A A 2
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Achaean (?), burial at Halos, 29 ;
period in

Crete, 284

ayopav6ixoi, dedication by, to Hermes, 133
Akanthos, Dorian city of, incorrectly identified

will) Datcha, 211

Altar, dedicated to Selene at Saghir, 70; to

Artemis, 74
Amphora, Neck-, rf. earliest specimen of,

217 f.; types of mouth and foot in, 218 f.;

comparison of, with Nolan, 219 ; examples

of, 220 ff.: Panathenaic shape, 224

Anatolian, Old, marriage ritual, $2; matri-

archal system, 75

.•\ntigoncs Gonatas, date of reign of, 135 ;

inscription dated 36th year of, 134 f.

Antioch in Pisidia, excavations near, 37 ff.

iirf\fv8epos, dedication by, 184

Apollo, associated with Healing Divinities,

146 ; of Klaros, oracle of, 44 ff" ; delegations

to, 44 ; inscriptions relating to, 45 f. ; mysteries

of, t'iiti. ; date of, 45, 46 : Pythios, shrine

of at Laodiceia, 44 ; temple of on Sikinos,

30 f.

Area Sanctuarii, of shrine of Men, inscription

relating to, 77 ff.

Apiiyvn, 141

Artemis: Agrotera, dedication ot slave-girl to,

139 {. ; worship of at Beroea : Anatolian, 55 :

Bloureitis, 141 : Ephesian, on a relief at

Saghir, 67 f.: Gazoreitis, 141 : Pergaia, 57:
as irorvia Brtpvv, 59

AiteniiE-Cybele, statuette of, in form of Hekate-

Trimorphos, 59 ; reason of triplication, 60 ;

hawks in hands of, 59 : special deity of

Tekmoreian ritual, 70, see also under Cybele.

Asia Minor, Greek inscriptions from, 45, 49,

66, 74 f, 77 f, 215 f: mounds in, 80 ff.,

see under Bounarbashi, Senirdje. Pottery, see

under i/>id.: religious antiquities of, 37 ff. see

also under Men : theocracies in, 36, 65

Asian Calendar, imperial, 65

Askaenos, Askaios, see under Men.
Asklepios and Hygieia, dedications to, I46,

i5of-(?)

.\ugment, reduplicated, in in.scriptions, date of,

142 f; in papyri, iSi'd.

Beroea, situation of, 133 ; modern name of,

Hid.; a Tri\is, 138 ; styled yeuKopos on coins

and inscriptions, 148; official titles at, 137,

141, 147, 149; inscriptions from, 133 ff.

Boeotia, geographical position of, 189 ff.; literary

references to, in ancient authors, 189 f

;

modern comments on, 189, 193, 205 ;

Berard's 'isthmic' theory, 189, 193, 204,

206 ; the argument from the Cadmean
legend, 206, 209, 210 ; internal communi-

cations of, 193 {.; 11,9 f , 203 f., 209 ; ports of,

195 f., 202 (., 207 {.; importance of, due to

agriculture, 209 f.

Bounarbashi-Giol, mound at, 91 ff.; occupation

of, from prehistoric to Roman limes, 92 ;

description of, t'Sid. Finds from : bones, 92 ;

bronze celts, daggers, ingots (?), 93, 94 ; corn,

burnt, 92 ;~pottery, prehistoric, 92 f.; shells, 92

Bronze, bowls, 14, 15 ; bracelets, 13 ; eel's, 93 ;

daggers, 94; fibulae, II, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18;

ingots (?), 94 ;
pin, 5 ; plate, 6, 14 ; rings, 9,

II, 12, 13, 16; rods, 14; sheath-tips (?), 14,

16 ; sword, 283 ; vase-handles, 96 f., da. rim,

95 f-

]5rowne, Sir E., sketch of Tuinavo in Thessaly

by, 270

Budrum, early identification with Tarsus, 2l8 ;

association with Three Kings of Cologne,

Md.; mediaeval references to, 213 f.; date

of construction of castle, 213 ; i6th cent,

excavations at, 214 ; date of identification

with llalikarnassos, 215 ; Greek inscription

of Knights of Rhodes at, 215 f.
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Burgon, Mrs., drawing of temple at Bassae by,

270

Hurials, Achaean (?) at Ilalos, 29 ; Byzantine,

in Early Iron Age tumulus, 9 ; Early Iron

Age, inhumation, 7, cremation, 10, 29

Byzantine, burial at Hales, 9 ; court and

ecclesiastical ceremonial, 239 f. : hymns, 245 ;

musical notation 242 f. ; musical salutations of

emperors in liturgy, 239 ff. 241, 246, 247,

249 IT., of dignitaries, 241 f., 252, 255, 258

Cadmean legend, in Boeotia, Berard's inferences

from, 190, 191, 206, 209.

Calendar, imperial Asian, 65 ; Macedonian, 135,

143

Celts, bronze, 93

Chios, mint at, 263 f.; Genoese and Venetian

types used on coins of, 263 f.; Genoese dom-

inion at, i/iid.; Venetian do., ihid.

Clarenza, sequins attributed to mint at, 261 f.

Cockerel!, C. R. , sketches in Near East by, 270 f.

Coins, from Abydos, Amastris, Erythrae,

Laodiceia, with embarcation of hero, 47 ; of

Gergis, 287, 288; gold, (mediaeval) imitating

Venetian sequin ; 261, 263 ;
' Chian ducats,'

264

Constantinople, commercial importance of posi-

tion on waterway, 303 f.

Corn, burnt, from prehistoric mound at Bounar-

bashi, 92

Cybele, association with of Men at Antioch,

54> 73 ; hellenized as Demeler, 54, 56, 57 ;

title of priest of, in sanctuary of Men, 54 ;

chapel of, in, ibid; temple of, at Antioch,

55, at Saghir, 72; statue of, 56 ff.; janiform

heads of, ibid.: identified with Artemis, 56;
with Selene, ibid.: as Hekate, 59: concep-

tion of, as mother and instructor of people,

51, 60 ; mysteries of, 53 ; statuette of, at

Saghir, 70

Cj'cladic, type of campanile, 35
Cypriote bronze, daggers of, 94, 312; wide

diffusion of shape, 94 ; possible explanation

of, 94; trade in, 94, 312

DADOUCHO.S priest, duties of in Phrygian
mysteries, 40, 73 ; on relief from Saghir, 70 ;

on a sculptured basis, 73
Daggers, bronze, from liounarbashi, 94 f;

Cypriote type of, 94, 312 ; trade in, ibid.

Damis of Nineveh, ' Memoirs ' of, 234 f., 238
Daniel), Rev. E. T., drawings in Lycia by, 271

Datcha, identification of, with ancient sites,

211 f.; probably site of Stadia, 211 ; mediae-
val history of, 211 f.; possible site of Mauso-
leum, 212, 214 f.

Dedication, of exedra to Healing Divinities, 144 ;

by manumitted slave, 133, 139 ff.; of slave-

girl to Artemis Agrotera, 139 ff.

Demetrios II., letters fiom, on stele at Beroea,

134 ff.; regent for Antigonos Gonatas, 135 f.

Demons, animal-headed, on Mycenaean objects,

96 f.

Dios, month of, in Macedonian Calendar, 135
Apoiro-af, 75

Ear of Corn, represented on sculptured altar,

76 ; importance of, in mystic ritual, ibid.

Egypt, bronze swords from, 282 f.; invasion of,

by Northerners, 285 ; cessation of trade with

Crete, ibid.

tipTjvipxvs, 149

Eleusinian mysteries, 43, 76
flJ.$aTev€iv, technical meaning of, in Phrygian

mysteries, 45 f.; use of in N.T., 46; literal

meaning of, 48 ; coin-types representing, 47
fi'Koi/xiiTTjpioi', dedication of, 146

Epoptika, 54
Era, of Actium, dates computed by, 143, 151,

185 ; of Augustus, 139

Eucharides, love name on rf. stamnos at

Copenhagen, 217, 225 f. 232; other vases by
same master, 2i7fi".; designs on, 231 f.;

technique of, 228 ff.

Euphemesis, in Greek liturgy, 241 ; musical,

247, 252 f. 258

Feet, on votive stele, 150 f.

Festival, annual, of Tekmoreian Associations,

date of, 65, 66

Fibulae, bronze, II, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19,

with iron pin, 13, 24; shapes of, 24 f., 284;
found only in women's pyres at Halos, 21,

25, 29

Floods, legends of, caused by Plato, 268, 269
Florence, Synod of, 241 f.

Flute-players, chorus of, 62
Fortress of St. Peter (Budrum), date of con-

struction, 213

Funds, temple, administration of, at Beroea,

137 ; of Men Askacnos, 78

Funerary, inscriptions, see under Inscriptions ;

monuments in Macedonia, shape of, 152
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Gell, Sir W., drawings of sites in Greece by,

272 f.

Genoese, colonies in Levant, 263 ; sequins

with Venetian types struck by, 263, 264

;

occupation of Chios, 263

Geoffrey of Monmouth, claim by, to exclusive

information for Hisioria Regum Britanniae,

234 f-. 237

Geometric pottery from Halos, of Early Iron

Age, see under Halos, Pottery.

Gladiator, epitaph of, 158 f.

God-stones, 60

Grave-stones, inscribed, 133 ff.
;
peculiar form

of, in Macedonia, 152, with reliefs, 154, 155,

•561 157. 158, 160, 164, with hands, 155,

158

Grelot, J., drawings at Constantinople by, 273

Halikarnassos, date of identification of, with

Budrum, 213 f.

Haller, F. von, drawings of temple at Bassae,

by, 273
Halos in Achaia Phthiotis, history of, i, 29;

site of, ibid. Excavations at, 2, 3tif., 29;
tumuli at, 2, 8 ff., 29 ; chronological relation

of, 25, 29; Early Iron Age remains, 2 ff'., 29;

Byzantine do. at, 9.

Cist Tombs. Position of, 3 ; construction

of, 4, 7 ; round tomb in, 4, 7 : date of, 7, 8 :

inhumation burials in, 7 f. ; skeletons in, of

children, 4 ff'., 7 ; of adults, 8. Finds in.

Metal : Bronte, pin, 5 ; plate, 6. I'oltery

:

unpainted, 4 ; painted, 4 ff. ; designs on,

Hid. ; style of, 7 f. ; shapes of, 4 ff. Com-
parison of, with early Geometric ware from

other sites, 7, 8 ; with Dipylon ware, 8

TuMUl.us A. Position of, 8; size of,

idid. ; construction of, 8, 9 ; Early Iron Age
pyres in, 10 ff. ; post-Homeric date of, 29;
possibly Achaean, Hid. ; relation of to cist

tombs, 25, 29. Pyres in : construction of,

10 ; number of. Hid. ; relative dates of, 21 ;

cremation burials in, 10, 29 ; indications of

sex from contents, 21, 25, 29 ; equipment of

warriors in, 29 ; use of fibulae in, 25 ; com-

parison of with Ilalstatt burials, 25, 29.

Finds in. Metal. From Women's Pyres

:

Bronze, bracelets, 13 ; fibulae, 11, 12, 13,

15, 16, 18, 19 ; with iron pin, 13, 24 ; shapes

of, 24 f. ; evidence of, for relative date of

tombs and pyres, 25 ; rings, 11, 12, 13, 16.

Iron, knives, 11, 15, 16; dimensions of, 25.

From Men's Pyres : Bronze, bowls, 14, 15 ;

plate, 14 ; rods, I4 ; sheath-tips, 14, 16.

Iron: knives, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, shape

of, 26 : nails, 14 ; rods, 14, 15 ; spears,

13. I4i IS. »7, 18, 19, shapes of, 25, 26:

swords, ir, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20; two
types of blade, 26, broad, 26 f. , narrow, 28 ;

hilts of, 26 ; wide diffusion of types, 28

;

origin of, 28 f. ; difference from Halstatt

types, 28. Pottery: painted, II, 12, 13, 14,

15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 ; unpainted, u, 12; 13,

14, 15, 18, 19. Character of, 21, 23 ; clay

of, ibid. ; designs on, 22 ; shapes of, 22 ff. ;

shapes peculiar in S. Greece to Halos, 23 ;

date of, 29 ; comparison of, with Geometric

ware of same period from other sites, 23 ;

causes of difference, 23

Healing Divinities, dedications to, 133, 140,

150 f. (?)

Hekate, dedication to (?), 175 ; Trimorphos,

statuette of Cybele as, 59 f.

Herakles, dedication to, 184; worship of, 137,

138

Hermes, dedication to, 147 and note 2

Hymnodoi, 44, 58

Hymns, Greek, 244

Ingots (?), bronze, 94
Inscriptions. On rf. Attic Vases, 232. Creek

.

Classical, from Asia Minor, Klavos, 45 ;

Antioch in Pisidia, 49 ; Tekmoreian List

with date, 66 ; on altar at Saghir, 74 f. ;

relating to Area sanctuarii of Men, 77 f.

From Beroea (Macedonia), letters . from

Demetrios II., 133, 134 ff ; dedications, 133,

139 ff. ; funerary, 133, 152 ff. ; of gladiator,

158 f. ; miscellaneous, 151. From Upper

Macedonia, funerary, 169, 170 (of legionary),

171 (metrical), 172, 173, 176, 177, 178;

statue-Uases, 169, 174, 179, 180 ; votive, 172,

184, 185 f., 187, 188; miscellaneous, 174 f.,

182. From Sikinos, 33. Mediaeval, from

Budrum = C./.G., 8698, 215 (. Latin : from

Upper Macedonia, funerary, 170, 175 ; Latin

in Greek characters, 173

Iron, knives, II, 13, 14, 15. 16, 17, 18, ig ;

nails, 14; rods, 14, 15; spears, 13, 14, 15,

17, 18, 19; swords, II, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18,

19, 20

Ittar, S., drawings made in Greece by, for Lord

Elgin, 272, 27s

John Palaeologus, visit of, to Italy, 241,

247 ; married Maria Comnena, 242, 247
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Julia, Empress, association of Philostratus with,

234 ; story of ' memoirs of Damis,' 235, 236

KAAH HEYKH, 293 ff.

Khalfa, Hadji, references to Plato legends by,

265, 266

Konia, site of pre- Hellenic Iconiuni, 72

;

legendary connection of Plato with, 265, 266,

269 ;
' Clarenza' sequin from, 262 note 3

Kopais, plain of, 193, 201 ; lake, pre-Greek

and modern boundaries of, 210

Kuvrryot, 136 and note 7

Legio IV., Flavia, 170 ; stationed at Singi-

dununi in second century a.d. t'^'d. and

note 3 ; recruited in Danubian provinces,

Legionary, epitaph on, from Upper Macedonia,

170

Lew is, Prof. T. Hayter, drawings of Atliens by,

275
Liknades, bronze statue of Herakles from, in

Constantinople Museum, 182

l.unae, diebus festis (C.I.L., iii. 6829), 71

Macedonia, Upper, geographical position of,

166 f.; divisions of, ibid. Eordaia, position

of, 167 f.; literary references to, 168; finds

from, ibid. Lynkestis etc. 168 f. ; finds from,

ibid.; inscriptions from, 169 fl". Dassaretia,

position of, 176 ; inscriptions from, 176 f.

Orestis, position of, 178; cities in, 178 f.;

inscriptions from, I79f. Parauaia etc. ,
position

of, 181 f. ; finds from, 182 ; inscriptions from,

182 f. Eleimiotis, position of, 186 f.; finds

from, 187 ; inscriptions from, 187 f

Marriage rites, Anatolian (Karly), 52, 53 ; Attic,

SI ; in Phrygian mysteries, 51 ff.

Mayer, L., drawings of Constantinople by, 275
Men Askaijnos, worship of, in Antiochian

Country, 38 ff.; literary evidence for, 37 ;

two shrines of, 38; reasons for, ibid.; site

of ancient shrine at Saghir(?), 38,62, 72 f.;

of shrine 'beside Antioch,' 38 ; date of, ibid.

Excavations at, 39 ff. ; character of finds, 39 ;

plan of, 40 ff.; divisions in, 42 f. ; correspond

to stages of initiation, 42, 43, 48 f.; ritual

of initiation into mysteries of, 44 f.; throne

of god, 49, 50. Character of Men, 54 ff.

;

identification of, with Attis, ibid.; probably
immigrant from East, 54, 55, 56, 71 ; asso-

ciation of, with Cybele, 54 f., with other

goddesses, 56, 59, 71. Chapel of Cybele-

Denieter in shrine of, 54, 56 ; title of priest

of, 54. P'.slates of, in pre-Greek times, 37,

65 ;
part of kingdom of Galatia, 65 ; inherited

by Augustus, ibid. Religious associations in

honour of, 65 f. ; the arta sanctuarii, 78
Men Karou, 55
Men Pharnakou, 71

Mino.in chronology, Egyptian evidence for,

282 fi".

Miiller, W. J., drawings in Lycia by, 277
Music, Byzantine, character of, 269 ; notation

of, 242 ff.; specimens of, 247, 250, 251 ;

explanation of, 246, 248 f., 252 ; modes in,

243 f.; hymns, classes of, 245 f. ; rhythm of,

244 ; polychronisms and euphemeseis in,

240 f., 252

Mycenaean, bronze vessel, rim and handles of,

95, decoration of, 96 ff. ; date of, 97 ; sherds

from Asia Minor, 311

Mysteries, general assimilation of, in Imperial

Age, 43, 57 ; Eleusinian, harvesting of ear of

corn in, 76 : Phrygian, ritual of at Klaros,

44 ff.; explained by plan of Hall of Initiation

of Men Askaenos, 48 f.; literary references to,

5I) S3 ; originally cult of Cybele, 53

NiKo.\ENKS, love name on rf. pelike, 232 f. and

note p. 233 ; other vases by same master,

ibid.

veuKopos, epithet of Beroea, 148 and note 2

Numeral Notation, Greek; systems of, 'acro-

phonic,' 99 ff. , alphabetic, 100, 126. Aero-

/tJionic : explanation of name, 125 ff.; dis-

cussion of, 126 ff.; diverse systems of, ustd,

100 ff.; used to represent cardinal numliers,

128 ; <late of origin, ibid ; duration of, 128 f.;

displaced by alphabetic system, 129; retained

for purposes of stichometry , 1 29 f.

Octopus, on handles of Mycenaean bronze

vessel, 97
Orestai, alliance with Rome, 179

Ouawei/a^ Vacua, 150

OutVpa, 58

Pars, W., drawings by, in Asia Minor and

Athens, 271

Peritios, month of, in Macedonian Calendar,

'43

Philostratos, treatise of. In Honotii- of Apol-

loiiius of Tyana, 234, 236; claim to exclusive

sources of information, 234, 236 f.; paralleled

by Cieoffrey of Monmouth, 234 f. ; claim pro-

bably unfounded, 238
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Plato, legends concerning in Turkish folk-lore,

265 f., 268 f. ; references to, by Turkish writers,

265 f. ; legends respecting, at Konia, 269
Porcher, Commr. E. A., drawings of Cyrene by,

277
Poseidon, dedication and votive relief to, 172

Pottery, Allic, 7 f. by master of Eucharides-

stamnos, see under Eucharides ; by master of

Nikoxenes-pelike, see under Nikoxenes

:

Geometric of Early Iron Age from Halos, see

under Halos : Hellenistic, 92 : Prehistoric

from S. W. Asia Minor, see under Bounarbashi

and Senirdje : Roman^ 92
Preaux, M. F., drawings in the Troad by, 277 f.

Pullan, R. P., drawings at Halikarnassos by,

279
Pyres, see under Halos.

Reliefs; with cult-scene of Artemis and Men,
at Saghir, 67 ; on square basis dedicated to

Selene, 70 f.; on altar of mystic ritual, 74:
funerary from Macedonia, 154, 155, 156, 157,

158, 160, 161, 164: votive 133, 150 f.; to

Poseidon, 172

l>riTtapiuv, irpuTos wiXos, from epitaph of

gladiator, 158, 159
Rhodian Knights, construction of castle of

St. Peter by, at Budrum, 213 ; Greek inscrip-

tion of, at Budrum (C./.G. 8698), 215

Ricardo, H. R., views of Athens by, 279

Saghir, position of, 6l ; inscriptions from, 61 ff.

;

monuments at, 61, 67, 70, 74. Religious

centre of Tekmoreian Associations, 72 ;

probable site of ancient hieron of Men, 72 ;

Phrygian spoken at, in 2nd cent. A.u. ibid.

St. Amphilochius, shrine of, at Konia, 266, 269

Salter, J. , drawings in Lycia by, 280

Scamander, Valley of the, ancient sites in,

286 ff. : Gergis, references to, in classical

writers, 286, 287, 288 ; identi6cation of site,

288 ; position of, 288, 289 ; coins of, 287,

288; inscription from, 289 f.: Marpessos,

references to, 291 f ; birth-place of Erythrean

Sibyl, 291 f. : 'Great Pine,' near source of

rivers Heptaporos, Karesos, Rhodios, 294 ;

literary references to, 293 ; the Achaiion,

298 ; literary references to, 298 f ; situation

of, 298 : Sigeum, Attic colony of, position

of, 299 ; literary references to, 299, 300

;

Achilleion, site of, 299

Selene, figure of, on sculptured altar at .Saghir,

71 ; association of with Men, i/iid.; probable

Eastern origin of, ibid.; dedication to, 70
Senirdje, mound at, 80 ; description of, 81 ;

straia in, ibid.; evidence of conflagiation, 81.

Primitive pottery found in, 81 ff. ; chronology

of, 91; three classes of ware, 81 f.; clay,

technique and colour of, 81. Decoration of

by: coloured .slip, 81, 82; burnishing, ibid.;

scoring, 83, 85, 86, 87, 91 ; relief, 8i ff., 85,

87 ; incisions with white filling, 83, 89

;

comparison of, with similar decoration from

Hissarlik, 87, 89, 91, and Yortan, ibid.

Shapes of, 83 ff.; strainer on shoulder of vase,

84, reason for, ibid.

Sequins, Venetian, standard gold coin of

Levant, 260 ; imitations of, 261 f. ; struck by

Genoese colonies, 263

Shells, 92
Sikinos, temple on island of, 30 ff. ; early de-

scription of, 31 ;
position of, 31 ff. ; dedication

of, to Pythian Apollo, 31 ; architectural

details and plan of, 33 f. ; entrance at west

end, 33 ; inscriptions from, 33
anievla, 149

Smirke, Sir R., views of Parthenon, and of

temple of Bassae, by, 280

Spears, iron of Early Iron Age at Halos, see

under Halos.

Statue of Demeter-Cybele, in Shrine of Men, 56
Statuette of Artemis-Cybele as Hekate, 59
Stone, axe-head, 92 ; beams, 36 ; roof-slabs, 36

jvt^ideia riiv ovav, 155

Sword, bronze, from Egypt, 282 f. ; Egyptian

dating for, 283; type known in thirteenth

century, ibid., found in tombs in Crete of

L.M. HI. period, ibid.
;

possible basis for

date of period, 284 ; existing remains of

period, ibid. ; origin of, 283 ; explanation of

appearance in Crete and Egypt, 285. Iron,

from Halos, see under Halos.

Tekmoreian Associations, 65 ; connected

with Imperial cult, ibid. ; ritual of, 70

;

religious centre of, at Saghir, 72. Lists,

62 ff. ; dates for, 64

Temple, of Cybele at Antioch, 60 ; at Saghir,

67 f. ; of Pythian Apollo on I. of Sikinos, 30 f.

Thebes, plain of, fertility of, 209 f.

Trade, conditions governing course of, 307 f. ;

advantages of se.a- route, 309, 312

Trade-routes : through Boeotia in Cadniean

and classical period, Berard's theory of, 189,

193, 204, 206. Through Troy from Asia to
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Europe in Homeric period, theory of, 301 f.

,

Vitruvius, rule of, for orientation of temples, 3^
312. Through Constantinople from Asia to Votive, reliefs, 133, 150 f,, 172

Europe, 301, 302. In Asia Minor, 308, 310,

311. Arrangement of Trojan Catalogue based Williams, H. J., drawing of Acropolis by, 281

on trade-routes, 305, 312

Troy, importance of position of, on water-way, Zkus. Olympios, cult of, at Beroea, 139.

30' Ourydamos, Hellenized Phrjgian god, 62

;

chorus of flute-players belonging to, idid.
;

Vases, Attic rf.,j« under Pottery. Mycenaean form of Men, tdid. ; inscriptions relating to,

bronze, handles and rim of, 95 62

Vetulinus (Vitulinus), 149
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